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Summary

Gower and Hand offer a new perspective on the traditional biplot. This perspective

provides a unified approach to principal component analysis (PCA) biplots based on

Pythagorean distance; canonical variate analysis (CVA) biplots based on Mahalanobis

distance; non-linear biplots based on Euclidean embeddable distances as well as

generalised biplots for use with both continuous and categorical variables.

The biplot methodology of Gower and Hand is extended and applied in statistical

discrimination and classification. This leads to discriminant analysis by means of PCA

biplots, CVA biplots, non-linear biplots as well as generalised biplots. Properties of these

techniques are derived in detail. Classification regions defined for linear discriminant

analysis (LDA) are applied in the CVA biplot leading to discriminant analysis using biplot

methodology. Situations where the assumptions of LDA are not met are considered and

various existing alternative discriminant analysis procedures are formulated in terms of

biplots and apart from PCA biplots, QDA, FDA and DSM biplots are defined, constructed

and their usage illustrated.

It is demonstrated that biplot methodology naturally provides for managing categorical and

continuous variables simultaneously. It is shown through a simulation study that the

techniques based on biplot methodology can be applied successfully to the reversal

problem with categorical variables in discriminant analysis.

Situations occurring in practice where existing discriminant analysis procedures based on

distances from means fail are considered. After discussing self-consistency and principal

curves (a form of non-parametric principal components), discriminant analysis based on

distances from principal curves (a form of a conditional mean) are proposed. This biplot

classification procedure based upon principal curves, yields much better results.

Bootstrapping is considered as a means of describing variability in biplots. Variability in

samples as well as of axes in biplot displays receives attention. Bootstrap a-regions are
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defined and the ability of these regions to describe biplot variability and to detect outliers

is demonstrated. Robust PCA and CVA biplots restricting the role of influential

observations on biplot displays are also considered.

An extensive library of S-PLUS computer programmes is provided for implementing the

various discriminant analysis techniques that were developed using biplot methodology.

The application of the above theoretical developments and computer software is illustrated

by analysing real-life data sets. Biplots are used to investigate the degree of capital

intensity of companies and to serve as an aid in risk management of a financial institution.

A particular application of the PCA biplot is the TQI biplot used in industry to determine

the degree to which manufactured items comply with multidimensional specifications. A

further interesting application is to determine whether an Old-Cape furniture item is

manufactured of stinkwood or embuia. A data set provided by the Western Cape Nature

Conservation Board consisting of measurements of tortoises from the species Homopus

areolatus is analysed by means of biplot methodology to determine if morphological

differences exist among tortoises from different geographical regions. Allometric

considerations need to be taken into account and the resulting small sample sizes in some

subgroups severely limit the use of conventional statistical procedures.

Biplot methodology is also applied to classification in a diabetes data set illustrating the

combined advantage of using classification with principal curves in a robust biplot or

biplot classification where covariance matrices are unequal. A discriminant analysis

problem where foraging behaviour of deer might eventually result in a change in the

dominant plant species is used to illustrate biplot classification of data sets containing both

continuous and categorical variables. As an example of the use of biplots with large data

sets a data set consisting of 16828 lemons is analysed using biplot methodology to

investigate differences in fruit from various areas of production, cultivars and rootstocks.

The proposed a-bags also provide a measure of quantifying the graphical overlap among

classes. This method is successfully applied in a multidimensional socio-economical data

set to quantify the degree of overlap among different race groups.
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The application of the proposed biplot methodology in practice has an important by-

product: It provides the impetus for many a new idea, e.g. applying a peA biplot in

industry led to the development of quality regions; a-bags were constructed to represent

thousands of observations in the lemons data set, in tum leading to means for quantifying

the degree of overlap. This illustrates the enormous flexibility of biplots - biplot

methodology provides an infrastructure for many novelties when applied in practice.
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Opsomming

Gower en Hand bied 'n nuwe perspektief op die tradisionele bistipping. Hierdie

perspektief verskaf 'n uniforme benadering tot hoofkomponent analise (HKA) bistippings

gebaseer op Pythagoras-afstand; kanoniese veranderlike analise (KVA) bistippings

gebaseer op Mahalanobis-afstand; nie-lineere bistippings gebaseer op Euclidies inbedbare

afstande sowel as veralgemeende bistippings vir gebruik wanneer beide kontinue en

kategoriese veranderlikes voorkom.

Die bistippingsmetodologie van Gower en Hand word uitgebrei en toegepas in statistiese

diskriminasie en klassifikasie. Dit lei tot diskriminantanalise met behulp van HKA

bistippings, KVA bistippings, nie-lineere bistippings sowel as veralgemeende bistippings.

Die eienskappe van hierdie tegnieke word in besonderhede afgelei. Die toepassing van

die konsep van 'n klassifikasiegebied in die KVA bistipping baan die weg vir lineere

diskriminantanalise (LDA) met behulp van bistippingsmetodologie. Situasies waar daar

nie aan die aannames van LDA voldoen word nie kry aandag en verskeie bestaande

altematiewe diskriminantanalise prosedures word in terme van bistippings geformuleer en

naas HKA bistippings, word QDA, FDA en DSM bistippings gedefinieer, gekonstrueer en

hul gebruike gedemonstreer.

Dit word aangetoon dat bistippingsmetodologie op 'n natuurlik wyse voorsiening maak om

kategoriese veranderlikes en kontinue veranderlikes gelyktydig te hanteer. Daar word met

behulp van 'n simulasie-studie aangetoon dat tegnieke gebaseer op die

bistippingsmetodologie wat ontwikkel IS, suksesvol by die sogenaamde

ornkeringsprobleem by diskriminantanalise met kategoriese veranderlikes gebruik kan

word.

Verder word aangevoer dat daar baie praktiese situasies voorkom waar bestaande

prosedures van diskriminantanalise faal omdat dit op afstande vanaf gemiddeldes gebaseer

IS. Na 'n bespreking van self-konsekwentheid en hoofkrommes ('n vorm van nie-

parametriese hoofkomponente) word voorgestel om diskriminantanalise op afstand vanaf
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hoofkrommes ('n vonn van 'n voorwaardelike gemiddelde) te baseer. Sodoende is 'n

bistippingklassifikasie prosedure wat op afstand vanaf hoofkrommes gebaseer is en wat

baie beter resultate lewer, ontwikkel.

Die variasie in die posisies van datapunte in die bistipping sowel as van die bistippingsasse

word bestudeer met behulp van skoenlusmetodes. 'n Skoenlus a-gebied word gedefinieer

en dit word gedemonstreer hoe so 'n a-gebied aangewend kan word om variasie in

bistippings te beskryf en wegleers te identifiseer. Robuuste HKA en KVA bistippings wat

die rol van invloedryke waamemings op die bistipping beperk, word bespreek.

'n Omvangryke biblioteek van S-PLUS rekenaarprogramme is geskryf VIr die

implementering van die verskillende diskriminantanalise tegnieke wat met behulp van

bistippingsmetodologie ontwikkel is. Die toepassing van die voorafgaande teoretiese

ontwikkelinge en rekenaarprogramme word geillustreer aan die hand van werklike

datastelle vanuit die praktyk. So word bistippings gebruik om die mate van

kapitaalintensiteit van ondememings te ondersoek en om as hulpmiddel by risikobestuur

van 'n finansiele instelling te dien. 'n Besondere toepassing van die HKA bistipping is die

TQI bistipping wat in die industriele omgewing gebruik word ten einde te bepaal tot watter

mate vervaardigde artikels aan neergelegde meerdimensionele spesifikasies voldoen. 'n

Verdere interessante toepassing is om te bepaal of 'n Ou-Kaapse meubelstuk van stinkhout

of embuia gemaak is. 'n Datastel verskaf deur Wes-Kaap Natuurbewaring in verband met

die bekende padloper skilpad, Homopus areolatus, is met behulp van bistippings

geanaliseer om te bepaal of daar morfometriese verskille tussen die padlopers afkomstig

van bepaalde geografiese gebiede is. Allometriese beginsels moes ook in ag gene em word

en die min waamemings in sommige van die subgroepe het tot gevolg dat konvensionele

statistiese tegnieke nie sonder meer gebruik kan word nie.

Die bistippingsmetodologie is ook toegepas op klassifikasie by 'n diabetes datastel om die

gekombineerde gebruik van. hoofkrommes in 'n robuuste bistipping te illustreer en

bistippingklassifikasie waar daar sprake van ongelyke kovariansiematrikse is. 'n

Diskriminantanalise probleem waar die weidingsvoorkeure van wildsbokke 'n verandering

in die dominante plantegroei tot gevolg kan he, word gebruik om bistippingklassifikasie
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met data waar kontinue sowel as kategoriese veranderlikes verskaf word, te illustreer. As

voorbeeld van die gebruik van bistippings by 'n groot datastel is 'n datastel bestaande uit

waamemings van 16828 suurlemoene met behulp van bistippingsmetodologie geanaliseer

ten einde verskille in vrugte afkomstig van verskillende produsente-streke, kultivars en

onderstamme te ondersoek. Die a-sakkies wat hier ontwikkel is, lei tot kwantifisering van

die grafiese oorvleueling van groepe. Hierdie beginsel word suksesvol toegepas in 'n

meerdimensionele sosio-ekonomiese datastel om die mate van oorvleueling van

verskillende bevolkingsgroepe te kwantifiseer.

Die toepassing van die voorgestelde bistippingsmetodologie in die praktyk lei tot 'n

belangrike newe-produk: Dit verskaf die stimulus tot die ontstaan van nuwe idees,

byvoorbeeld, die toepassing van 'n HKA bistipping in 'n industriele omgewing het tot die

ontwikkeling van die konsep van 'n kwaliteitsgebied aanleiding gegee; a-sakkies is

gekonstrueer om duisende waamemings in die suurlemoendatastel te verteenwoordig wat

weer gelei het tot 'n metode om die graad van oorvleueling te kwantifiseer. Hierdeur is die

geweldige veelsydigheid van bistippings geillustreer - bistippingsmetodologie verskaf die

infrastruktuur vir baie vindingryke toepassings in die praktyk.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Statistics can be regarded "as the enterprise dealing with the collection of data sets, and

extraction and presentation of the information they contain" (Lehmann, 1988).

Lehmann goes further stating that "on the methodological side, new methods and

formulations are constantly being developed, and new types of application come into view

and in tum give rise to new problems".

The above stresses two comer stones of (mathematical) statistics:

~ Theory: developing new instruments for analysing data

and

~ Practice: applying these instruments to problems in real1ife.

However, the statistician of today is increasingly faced with realities of the computer age,

forcing him or her to put statistical ideas into software. Therefore a third comer stone

should be added to those mentioned above:

~ Software: providing suitable software for implementing statistical theory in practice.

In this thesis, all three the above comer stones receive attention: The existing theory of

biplots is extended and the newly developed tools applied to data sets arising from various

real life situations. Not only are well-known data sets from the statistical literature

reconsidered, but several new data sets are also introduced. The development and

application of the new tools necessitated the development of suitable computer software,

Since Chambers (1998) stated the goal of the S programming language and environment
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as: "To tum ideas into software, quickly and faithfully", this was done within the S-PLUS

programming environment.

Results reported in traditional parametric multivariate statistics are often only a small part

of a statistical analysis. In the words of Flury (1997): "Imagine, for instance, a biologist

who spends two years catching and measuring animals of two species. Certainly the

biologist would hope to get more information out of the data than just a statement like 'the

mean difference between the two species is significant"'.

The biologist might be interested in distinguishing between the two species on the basis of

the observed variables (measurements). Discriminant analysis consists of two components,

firstly discrimination for separating the two classes (species) and secondly classification

for allocating new objects (animals) to one of the classes. A statistical rule is obtained to

decide which combination of a number of important variables provides the best

discriminator between the two classes. This rule is then applied to new observations for

classification. This classification cannot always be error-free since there may not be a

clear distinction between the measured characteristics of the species; that is, the classes

may overlap.

Keeping the words of Flury in mind, graphical descriptive methods accompanymg

discrimination and classification analyses are likely to give more valuable insights than

mere reporting of discriminant functions, error rates and the like. Moreover classification

problems are not restricted to the biological sciences but classification, according to

Venables & Ripley (1999), "is an increasingly important application of modem statistics".

Commenting on the desirability of dimension reduction in discriminant analysis, Schott

(1993) held the view that such dimension reduction not only might prevent an increase in

the probability of misclassification due to the presence of unnecessary dimensions but

"First of all, when reduction to 2 or 3 dimensions is possible one can get graphical

representations which then allow visualization of differences between populations and the

location of new observations relative to the population". According to Chambers,

Cleveland, Kleiner & Tukey (1983) "there is no single statistical tool that is as powerful as
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a well-chosen graph". In a review of available graphical methods for exploring

multivariate data Everitt (1994) adds "there are many patterns and relationships that are

easier to discern in graphical displays than by any other data analysis method".

The biplot was introduced by Gabriel (1971) as a graphical display consisting of a vector

for each row and a vector for each column of a matrix of rank two. In this display any

element of the matrix is represented by the inner product of the vectors corresponding to its

row and column. The biplot can be related to principal component analysis and involves

the singular value decomposition of a matrix. Gabriel (1972) demonstrated its usefulness

by a detailed exposition of several examples. Any matrix of rank k > 3 can be

approximated by a matrix of rank two or three. Indeed, such low rank approximations are

in practice often adequate or even better than those of higher rank (cf. Caussinus & Ferre,

1992). According to Gabriel (1999) weighted least squares is the most common and

mathematically tractable method of lower rank approximation. He showed how (a)

observations represented in a data matrix; (b) variances and covariances; (c) pair wise

dissimilarities between rows of a data matrix can be displayed in biplots in two or three

dimensions. Depending on the matrix to be biplotted, its centring, weight matrices used

and the chosen metric, various types of biplots can be constructed. Greenacre (1984)

introduced the covariance biplot and the correlation biplot while Underhill (1990) defined

the coefficient of variation biplot as a graphical display of a data matrix where the relative

variability of its columns (variables) is of importance. More general correlation structures

can also be described by biplots as shown by Ter Braak (1990) who employs biplots to

interpret canonical correlations.

Gabriel's biplot proved to be extremely useful in displaying important features of a data

matrix and was soon employed in many fields of application. Wandt & Underhill (1988),

for example, discuss the use of covariance biplots in the analysis of trace element

concentrations in urinary stones while Gabriel & Odoroff (1990) provide a more general

discussion of the role of biplots in biomedical research. The (principal component

analysis) biplot is also useful in industry: Sparks, Adolphson and Phatak (1997) show how

this biplot can be used to monitor multivariate process data. By using the biplot
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dynamically they are able to display concisely but accurately changes in location, variation

and correlation structure of their multivariate process data.

Biplots found application not only with the cases by variables data matrix but with more

general types of data matrices e.g. two-way tables: Bradu & Gabriel (1978) show the

biplot to be a diagnostic tool for models of two-way tables. Using three-dimensional

biplots the diagnostic capabilities of the biplot were extended by Gower (1990) for

investigating bilinear models consisting of additive terms for rows and columns as well as

at least one multiplicative term. Details of extensions to more complex models are also

provided by Gower. Further extensions to MANOV A biplots for two-way contingency

tables are given by Gabriel (1995). Diagnostic biplots for a two-level regression model in

a growth curve analysis are discussed by Ojeda & Juarez-Cerrillo (1996). In the latter

study an orthogonal centred design matrix on a randomised blocks experimental design

was used to obtain the biplots. Using a generalised form of the singular value

decomposition of matrices, together with a chi-square distance metric, Greenacre (1984;

1993) adapts Gabriel's biplot for use with correspondence matrices.

As a diagnostic tool the biplot is often used for detecting outliers. Contrary to this, robust

principal component analysis biplots are also proposed by Daigle & Rivest (1992) and

Choi & Huh (1996) to provide biplot displays that are resistant to influential observations.

Although the traditional Gabriel biplot can be used - and is widely applied in practice - as

a graphical aid in the important field of classification, the ideas of Gower (1995) have

much to offer when applying biplot methodology in discriminant analysis and related

classification procedures. These ideas culminated in the monograph by Gower and Hand

(1996) introducing a new philosophy in biplot methodology. They view biplots as the

multivariate analogues of scatterplots allowing for visual appraisal of the structure of the

data in a few dimensions. Biplot axes are used to relate the plotted points to the original

variables, as is the case in ordinary scatterplots. Gower and Hand comment that

scatterplots "are not only easy to produce, but they also have the merit of being

straightforward to interpret, requiring very little, if any, formal training". By extending the

scatterplot principles to multivariate displays these biplots ease interpretation and are
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accessible to non-statistical audiences. The thesis to be presented is based on the Gower

and Hand philosophy and can be formulated as:

biplot methodology provides an invaluable tool for discriminant analysis.

1.1 Objectives

In this thesis the aim is to:

Theory

~ Apply the ideas of Gower & Hand (1996) to discrimination and classification

problems;

~ Extend the biplot methodology of Gower & Hand to novel applications III

discrimination and classification;

~ Enhance the use of biplot methodology III discrimination and classification by

modifying non-parametric principal components and other suitable statistical concepts.

Practice

~ Apply the new tools to existing as well as new data sets.

Software

~ Provide an S-PLUS library of functions for implementing these tools.
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1.2 Scope of thesis
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Figure 1.1: Diagrammatic representation of the structure of the thesis.

The structure of the thesis is summarised by the diagram in Figure 1.1. The diagram

consists of concentric circles symbolising a unified approach to discrimination and

classification. The successive chapters of the thesis are represented by the progression of

circles emanating form the core - the traditional biplot of Gabriel. Departing from the
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core all concepts are generalised to larger circles in an increasingly extending unified

approach. Thus every circle represents a generalisation of all concepts it encompasses.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the biplot techniques. The traditional biplot of Gabriel (1971) is

reviewed. The new philosophy of Gower & Hand (1996) is introduced in the Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) biplot. This biplot essentially provides the same information

as the traditional biplot, only in a more 'user-friendly' manner. The relationship between

the traditional and the Gower & Hand PCA biplot is also discussed. The Gower & Hand

philosophy allows well-known methods such as PCA and canonical variate analysis

(CVA), as well as some newer and less well-known methods to be integrated into a unified

presentation.

The concept of inter-sample distance is central to all these methods of multidimensional

scaling and is the unifying concept. The PCA biplot is based on Pythagorean distance, also

known as Euclidean distance. After the PCA, the CVA biplot based on Mahalanobis

distance, is discussed. In the next step the non-linear biplot is a generalisation based on

Principal Co-ordinate Analysis (PCO) using any Euclidean embeddable distance.

Chapter 2 is concluded with an even further generalisation providing for categorical

variables, resulting in the Generalised biplot.

The focus then turns away from biplots to a discussion of Linear Discriminant Analysis

(LDA) in the first part of Chapter 3. Attention is also given to the relationship between

Optimal Scoring (OS), which is essentially a form of multivariate regression, Canonical

Correlation Analysis (CCA) and LDA. These relationships will later be utilised in

generalising LDA. In the latter part of Chapter 3 the biplots discussed in Chapter 2 are

applied to discrimination and classification. Since CVA and LDA are equivalent, the CVA

biplot is a straightforward application of a biplot in LDA. Biplots for CCA and obtaining a

CVA biplot with OS / multivariate regression are also discussed. Provision is then also

made to apply biplots to more generalised discrimination and classification by formulating

the discrimination and classification problems in terms of PCA biplots and non-linear

biplots.
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Chapter 4 is devoted to generalisations of LDA. The most well-known generalisation is

Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) resulting from the relaxation of some LDA

assumptions. QDA is formulated in terms of PCA biplots and non-linear biplots. Using

the general form of the non-linear biplot, a QDA biplot is also introduced. Other

generalisations discussed in Chapter 4 are Flexible Discriminant Analysis (FDA) and the

Discrimination Subspace Model (DSM). For both techniques the relationships discussed in

Chapter 3 are now utilised to apply the biplot methodology to these discrimination and

classification analyses.

Similar to the progression in Chapter 2, the next step of generalisation is the provision of

categorical predictor variables in discrimination and classification procedures. Chapter 5

begins with a brief summary of the discrimination and classification techniques with the

applicable biplots. Then a method is developed for the inclusion of categorical predictors.

Using this procedure, all the discrimination and classification techniques discussed can be

applied with the inclusion of categorical predictor variables. Specific attention is devoted

to what McLachlan (1992) terms a 'reversal' when dealing with two binary (categorical)

predictor variables. A suggestion is made for dealing with this problem.

All the discrimination and classification techniques discussed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 rely

on class means. A more flexible method of discrimination and classification is introduced

in Chapter 6 by means of principal curves. Since a principal curve is a form of a self-

consistent approximation, the concept of self-consistency and its properties are discussed.

This is followed by a discussion on the principal curve and finally its application in

discrimination and classification with the accompanying biplot techniques.

The stability of the biplot representations IS briefly touched upon in Chapter 7.

Bootstrapping the biplots can give an indication of underlying variability. Robust biplot

techniques to ameliorate some causes of variability in biplots and the accompanying

discrimination are investigated.

Details of the software library are provided in Chapter 8 in the form of help files for all

functions developed. Before these functions can be used to apply biplot methodology in
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practice, it is necessary to review aspects to bridge theory with the intricacies of real life

problems. Therefore a concise section is devoted to each of the following: measuring

classification performance, merging classes and variable selection, characterising a cloud

of observations, allometry as well as three-dimensional biplots.

The merit of the theory developed can be appraised by considering its results when applied

in practice. Several detailed illustrations of the novel application of biplot methodology,

mostly to new data sets from various fields, are provided in an extensive coverage in

Chapter 9.

1.3 Notation and necessary algebraic results

The notation and conventions used in the thesis, as well as a brief summary of necessary

algebraic results, follows. Where need arises, the notation given here, will be amended.

The well-known iris data set (Fisher, 1936) is used extensively as the example data set in

Chapters 2 through 8. Measurements on four variables - sepal length, sepal width, petal length

and petal width - were obtained for 150 samples. These observations consist of 50

observations from each of three species - Setosa, Versicolor and Virginica.

A:mxk a (general) matrix with m rows and k columns

x: m x l an m-component column vector

X' the transpose of !

1 a vector of 1's, the size of which follows from the context

a column vector ofO's with 1 in the k-th position

determinant of the square matrix A: m x m

diag(A) (i) the diagonal matrix formed by the diagonal elements of the square

matrix A: m x m

(ii) the column vector consisting of the diagonal elements of the square

matrix A: m x m

the submatrix of A: m x m consisting of the first r columns of A
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If A is diagonal, the matrix Ar denotes the r x r diagonal submatrix containing the first r

diagonal elements of A.

the submatrix of A-I: m x m consisting of the first r rows of A"I

IIA :m x kll = tr(AA')

II~:m xlii = tr(~~') = tr(~' ~) = ~' ~
= squared length of ~

The rank s least squares approximation of the matrix A: m x k is the matrix A: m x k that

mmmuses

for all matrices A: m x k of at most rank s.

Orthonormality of vectors ~ and Q is defined in terms of the usual inner product

a'b = 0 with a' a = 1 and b' b = 1

as well as a generalised inner product

a'Bb = 0 with a'Ba = 1 and b'Bb = 1.

A square matrix A: m x m is orthogonal if

A'A = 1m.

The projection of a vector -!: m x 1 onto a vector space generated by the columns of a

matrix A: m x k is given by

A(A'A)- A':!

where (A'Ar denotes a conditional (pseudo or generalised) inverse of

A'A satisfying (A'A)(A'Ar (A'A) = (A'A).
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The singular value decomposition (svd) of a matrix X: n x p of rank k is defined as

X = U DV'
nxp nxn nxp pxp

where U'U = I n

V'V=I p

and D_[Dk :kxk O:kx(p-k) ]
o : (n - k) x k 0: (n - k) x (p - k)

with Dk a diagonal matrix containing the ordered non-zero singular

values ofX.

From the svd it follows that

X'X = VD'U'UDV'

=VAV'

where A = D'D .

An eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of a square matrix A: p x p satisfies the equation

Aw=Aw.- -

From the characteristic equation IA - AlpI= 0 it follows that there are p solutions which

can be written in the one-sided eigenvalue problem matrix format

AW=WA.

The z-th column of W: p x p contains the eigenvector of A associated with the z-th

eigenvalue. The convention that the eigenvalues are sorted in decreasing order is used

throughout this thesis. It is assumed that the non-zero eigenvalues are unique. It is further

assumed that the p eigenvectors are mutually orthonormal. This implies that the

eigenvectors are unique up to multiplication by -1. It follows that W'A W = A and

W'W =Ip.

Where necessary, eigenvalues and eigenvectors are denoted by:

AlA) the z-th eigenvalue of A

yJ(A) the eigenvector of A corresponding to the i-th eigenvalue
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If A = X'X the eigenvalues of A are the squares of the singular values of X. For a

positive semi-definite and symmetric A = X'X, the matrix A,v, denotes the symmetric

square root matrix, uniquely defined by

A,v, = YA,v,y,

where the diagonal matrix A,v, contains the positive square roots of the

eigenvalues of A.

If in the characteristic equation, Ip is replaced by a positive definite matrix B: p x p, the p

solutions for A to the equation IA - ABI = 0 are called the two-sided eigenvalue problem

AW=BWA

where W'A W = A

and W'BW = Ip.

The following conventions are used in this study:

n number of sample points

number of predictor variables

number of classes

P

J

K

X: nxp

min (p, J - 1)

matrix ofn samples on p predictor variables

It will be assumed unless stated otherwise that the data matrix X has been centred by

subtracting the mean vector from every sample point.

-- 1 X' 1~ - -;;- uncentred- n

X = Xuncentred -In!:'

indicator matrix with the ij-th element of Y equal to 1 if sample point i

belongs to class j and 0 otherwise

Y is sometimes also used as an indicator random variable. This will be clearly indicated

Y: nx J

to avoid confusion.

Z: n x r

full (usually p-dimensional) space

reduced r-dimensional space

co-ordinates of the samples in the reduced space .!f
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U co-ordinates of the samples in the full space :§l

ll(~) :K x 1 multivariate (non-parametric) regression prediction vector for a predictor

vector ~: p x 1

ll(~') : n x K multivariate (non-parametric) regression prediction matrix for a predictor

matrix X: n x p

The term Pythagorean distance is used for the ordinary distance between two samples ~i

and~j, i.e.

8 ..= ~(x. -x.)'(x. -x).g _I -J -I -J

The term Euclidean distance is reserved for Euclidean embeddability.

distance between the i-th and j-th sample points, calculated according to the

specified distance measure

D = {- t8~} 'distance' matrix with ij-th element equal to - t8~
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1.4 List of abbreviations

AER
AlC

APER
ASR
BRUTO

CAlC

CCA

CLP

CPC

CV
CVA
DSM

EMC

FDA

GCV
LDA

LLR

LRS
MARS

MSE

OER

OS

PCA

PCO

PDA

QDA

svd

actual error rate

Akaike information criterion

apparent error rate

average squared residual

adaptive backfitting algorithm of Hastie & Tibshirani (1990)

consistent Akaike's information criterion (Bozdogan, 1987)

canonical correlation analysis

category level point

common principal component

cross validation

canonical variate analysis

discrimination subspace model

extended matching coefficient

flexible discriminant analysis

generalised cross validation

linear discriminant analysis

log likelihood ratio

likelihood ratio statistic

multivariate adaptive regression splines

mean squared error

optimum error rate

optimal scoring

principal component analysis

principal co-ordinate analysis

penalised discriminant analysis

quadratic discriminant analysis

singular value decomposition
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Chapter 2

Biplots: Basic Concepts

2.1 Introduction

A data set consisting of n observations on p = 2 variables can easily be represented

graphically in a two-dimensional scatterplot. Visualisation of multivariate data with more

than two variables however is more complicated. The biplot is a tool for representing

multivariate data in fewer dimensions, usually two dimensions.

Reducing the dimension usually implies a loss of information. The aim of biplots is to

optimise some criterion minimising this loss in information. Various types of biplots can

be obtained, depending on the criterion to be optimised. The different criteria usually

depend on different distance measures for measuring dissimilarity among sample points.

The traditional biplot introduced by Gabriel (1971) is discussed in section 2.2. This

discussion is followed by an introduction in section 2.3 to the new philosophy of Gower &

Hand (1996) to represent a biplot as the multivariate analogue of a two-dimensional

scatterplot. The simplest form of a biplot considered by Gower & Hand is based on

ordinary Pythagorean distance. This biplot is termed a principal component analysis

(PCA) biplot. The PCA biplot is generalised to the canonical variate analysis (CVA)

biplot based on Mahalanobis distance, with the PCA biplot as a special case when the

covariance matrix is the identity matrix. The CVA biplot is discussed in section 2.4.

Further generalisations to other Euclidean embeddable distances lead to the non-linear

biplot to be discussed in section 2.5. All these distance measures are defined for

continuous variables. Generalising the non-linear biplot even further to allow for

categorical variables the generalised biplot is obtained which is discussed in section 2.6.
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2.2 Traditional biplot

Any matrix X: n x p of rank s can be represented by two sets of vectors, one vector for

each row (row effects), and a vector for each column (column effects) such that the

elements of the matrix equal the inner product of the corresponding row and column effect

vectors, i.e.

,
~ 2

(2-1)
nxp nxs sxp

,
~ n

Gabriel (1971) introduced the biplot by simultaneously plotting the row effects g , ... ,g
-I _11

and column effects hI' ...,hp• The name biplot refers to the joint representation of both the

row effects and column effects. In the case where s = 2 or 3, the matrix X can be

represented exactly as vectors plotted in a two-dimensional or three-dimensional

scatterplot.

The inner product between two vectors can be visually appraised as the product of the

length of the one vector and the length of the projection of the other vector onto the first.

Proportional vectors will lie in the same direction while the zero elements of the matrix

will be represented by perpendicular row and column effects.

The factorisation X = GH' is not unique, since for any s x s non-singular matrix R, it

follows that X = (GR')(HR -I)'. To obtain a unique factorisation, a particular metric is

used. If the constraint H'H = Is is used XX' = GG' so that the inner product of the row

effects represents the relationships between the rows of X. The inner product of the

column effects is the inner product of the columns of X in the metric (XX'f for any

conditional inverse of XX' because X'(XX'f X = HH'. This follows since G'G: s x s is

of full column rank. GG' : n x n is however not of full column rank, but for any

conditional inverse of GG' it follows that
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GG'(GG'f GG' = GG' .

Multiplying from the left by (G'Gfl G' and from the right by G(G'Gfl , it follows that

G'(GG')-G = Is

and HG'(GG'f GH' = HH' = X'(XX'f X .

If the constraint G'G = Is is imposed, the inner product of the columns of X is given by the

inner product of the column effect vectors and the generalised inner product of the row

effects in the metric (X'Xf gives the inner product of the rows ofX.

If s > 2 the matrix X cannot be represented exactly in two dimensions. The 'best' rank two

approximation of X, however can be represented in two dimensions where the inner

product of the row and column effects will approximate the elements of X. For graphical

displays, a two-dimensional representation will be used, but higher dimensional

representations are possible. For generality, 'displays' in r < s dimensions will be

discussed. Consider the singular value decomposition (svd) of X, viz.

X=UDV'

with U'U = In ,

V'V=I p

nxp
0: s X (p - s)

the matrix of singular valuesand D =
o as
o : (n - s) x sO: (n - s) x (p - s)

ordered in descending order.

The best rank r least squares approximation of X is given by X(r) = U .D, V; with U, the

first r columns of U, v, the first r columns of V and Dr the diagonal matrix with the r

largest singular values of X.

For the centred matrix X, it follows that X'X = (n -l)S where S is the unbiased sample

covariance matrix of X. From the svd of X follows
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X'X =VDU'UDV'

=VAV'

where A = D2 contains the ordered eigenvalues of X'X written as Aj = a{

If

G r = J(n -1) [!!1

H =-I-[a v
r ~(n-I) 1_Iand

!!r]=J(n-l)Ur

a v]--I-(VD)r_r - ~(n-I) r'

then X(r) = G .H' is the best least squares rank r approximation of X. Write ~ for 'is

approximated by means of a least squares fit of rank r', then

This allows for the following approximations.

(i) individual observations:

XiJ· ~ g' h·
_I -J

(ii) the i-th and k-th sample points' difference on variable j:

x. - xk· ~ (g - g )'h.
IJ J _i -k -J

(iii) the i-th sample point's difference between variables j and I:

x. -x·I ~ s' (h. -hI)IJ 1 _I -J -

(iv) the i-th and k-th sample points' interaction with variables j and I:

xij - xkj - Xii + Xk1 ~ (~i - ~k),(hj - hI)

(v) the squared Mahalanobis distance between the i-th and k-th sample points:

d~ = (!i -:!k ),S-I (:!i -:!k) ~ (~i - ~k)'(~i - ~k)

(vi) the covariance between variables j and I:

Sl ~h'hlJ -J-

(vii) the variance of variable j:

6.=s ..= h'i h.
J 1) - J-J
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(viii) the correlation between variables j and I:

where (~,!2) denotes the angle between vectors ~ and Q.

This factorisation of the matrix X allows for visual inspection of the individual

observations and their differences, the standardised distance between sample points and the

variances, covariance and correlations of the variables. If X can be adequately

approximated by a rank r (two) matrix, this leads to a useful graphical aid for interpreting

multivariate data. To determine the quality of the approximation of the elements of X the

lack of fit can be measured by

s r

IIX-X()II= ""'a.u.v'. -""'a.u.v'.r L..J j-j-j L..J j-j-j
j=1 j=1

s

= La~.
j=r+1

An absolute measure of goodness of fit is then defined by
r r

La~ LAj
j=1 j=1
s s

La~ LAj
j=1 j=I

Since the svd of S = (n~l) VAV' an absolute measure of goodness of fit for the elements of

the sample covariance matrix S, is given by
r r

LA~ La;
j=1 je l
s s

LA~ La;
j=1 j=1

Furthermore Gabriel (1971) proved that the Mahalanobis distance dik is approximated only

to the extent of
r

LA~
j=l r=s s
LA~
je.I
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Therefore, whereas the matrix elements themselves and the variances, covariances and

correlations may often be excellently represented in the biplot, the standardised distances

are not well represented. Gabriel further comments that the biplot distances must be

regarded as distances standardised in the plane of best fit, rather than as approximations to

standardised distances in the entire s-space.

Three aspects of a data matrix X: n x p may be approximated in a biplot:

• xi) by the inner product;

• variances, covariances and correlations among variables;

• and Pythagorean distances between sample points.

Variant forms of the biplot allow the simultaneous approximation of any two of these

three, but not all three can be achieved optimally in one diagram.

An alternative factorisation of G and H as G = [al !:!I

allows for the approximation of the Pythagorean distance

d~ = C~i-:!k )'(:!i -:!k) ~ (~i - ~k)'(~i - ~k)

a r !:!r] and H = D:1 .. . ~ r ]

but would invalidate the approximations of the variances, covariances and correlations.

In the following example of a biplot of the iris data set the grouping variable is ignored.

The data matrix X: 150 x 4 represents 150 observations on the four variables sepal length,

sepal width, petal length and petal width. The factorisation G r = ~(n -1)U r and

H - _I - (VD) with r = 2 is used. The four arrows in Figure 2.1 represent the variables
r - J(n-I) r

(column effects). Although the sample points (row effects) should also be indicated by a

set of arrows only the end points of the arrows are indicated to avoid cluttering. The scales

on the bottom and left hand side were used for plotting the rows of G, and H·. A second

set of scales (at the top and right hand side) pertaining to the length of the arrows are

sometimes added to the traditional biplot. These scales provide information regarding the

standard deviations of the variables.

This two-dimensional representation of the multivariate data can now be used as a

descriptive tool for exploring different features in the data. The vectors for petal width and
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petal length lie in the same direction, indicating that these two variables are highly

correlated. The goodness of fit for the elements of the data matrix X is 0.9777 and the

goodness of fit for the elements of the sample covariance matrix S is 0.9996. The high

correlation between petal length and petal width is therefore a very good approximation and is

confirmed by the correlation matrix of the data set given in Table 2.1, showing a 0.96

correlation between petal width and petal length.

-2 -1 o 2

• • • •

,~

• •
••

•••

•• •"..•• • ••••• •

~,

••~.:-••..~
••••".•

if'•

o
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• •• •• •

•• •
• •

-4 -2 o 2 4

Figure 2.1: Traditional biplot of the iris data set.

Table 2.1: Correlation matrix of the iris data set.
sepal length sepal width petal length petal width

sepal length 1.00 -0.12 0.87 0.82

sepal width -0.12 1.00 -0.43 -0.37

petal length 0.87 -0.43 1.00 0.96

petal width 0.82 -0.37 0.96 1.00

As discussed in Chapter 1 the biplot gained popularity among statisticians smce its

introduction in 1971, and in the three decades that followed, Gabriel's original ideas were

extended to construct various different types of biplots. Furthermore, the traditional biplot

and all its variant forms gave occasion to new perspectives to the general biplot

methodology.
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2.3 A new perspective

Gower & Hand (1996) introduced a new perspective in biplot methodology by regarding

biplots as the multivariate analogues of scatterplots. Let X: n x p represent a matrix of n

sample points observed on p variables. The primary concern is representing information

on the sample points and the variables in a single diagram. The aim of this diagram is such

that the distribution of the multivariate samples and variables defining the multivariate

space can be viewed easily to facilitate interpretation of the multivariate relationships in

the observations.

Therefore care must be taken with the scaling of the rectangular co-ordinate axes used for

plotting (principal axes), ensuring that a unit change in the horisontal direction is equal to a

unit change in the vertical direction. If this is not the case such that a true square is shown

as a rectangle, the scaling is useless for appreciating distances and angles, including

orthogonal projections, which are vital for interpreting biplots.

Furthermore, sensible scale values should be used. However, a general algorithm for

plotting 'nice' whole numbers or decimal scales is far from trivial. Interpretation of the

scale values is further hampered by the fact that there are two sets of principal axes scales

possible, one for the row effects (sample points) and one for the column effects (variables).

The sample points are approximated by the vectors g '" .,g and the variables by the
-1 -s

vectors hp".,hs (cf. (2-1)). The most important aspect of Gower & Hand's philosophy is

probably the use of biplot axes. Only the sample points are plotted, not the variables. In

the traditional biplot, the vectors hI'''' ,hs are usually plotted as arrows from the origin

and when the vector is short, it has to be extended to facilitate an appreciation of

orthogonal projections onto it. Gower & Hand replace these vectors with biplot axes,

which relate to conventional co-ordinate axes, usually passing through the origin in both

directions and calibrated by scale markers. The principal axes are used only as scaffolding

for plotting, therefore the shortcomings of their scales mentioned above become irrelevant.

The calibration of the biplot axes further facilitates the interpretation of biplots by non-
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statisticians, since instead of using inner products, the values of the original variables can

be easily read from the axes.

2.3.1 The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) biplot

The data matrix X: n x p gives the co-ordinates of the n samples in the space §PP. The

principal component method chooses the r-dimensional subspace .!£ that is best fitting in

the least squares sense icf section 1.3). The sample points are projected onto the subspace

.!£ and the subspace for which the sum of squared distances from the sample points to

their projections is a minimum is chosen as the space of best fit.

It follows from Huygens' Principle, viz.

Ilx - !~'/I = Ilx - ~ n'xil + nll~!'x -~' II for any vector ~ : p x l ,

that .!£ necessarily passes through the centroid of the data.

(2-2)

Equation (2-2) is a minimum when s' equals ~!,X, the mean vector of the data matrix X.

Thus, the sum of squares of the distances from .!£ is minimised when .!£ passes through

the centroid of the n sample points. If X is the centred data matrix, as will be assumed

unless stated otherwise, .!£ passes through the origin Q.

Let L: p x r be a matrix with orthonormal columns forming a basis for Y. The projections

of the rows of X onto .!£ are given by XLL' (cf section 1.3) with residuals XCI- LL') .

The principal components of X form the columns of the matrix L that minimises

IIX(I- LL')II· Writing the svd X'X = YAY' with V'V = I Gower & Hand (1996) show

that L = Vr, the first r columns ofV.

Since Vr forms an orthonormal basis for.!£ these principal axes define a natural set of

orthogonal co-ordinate axes that could be used as scaffolding for plotting the sample points

in the biplot. Relative to the principal axes, the co-ordinates of the projections of the

sample points are given by Z = XVr .
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2.3.1.1 Interpolation and prediction

Gower & Hand (1996) use the terms interpolation and prediction for the relationships

between the scaffolding and the original variables. Interpolation is defined as finding, for a

given (new) sample point !. : P x l , its representation in the space g namely ?:_. : r x 1 in

terms of the biplot scaffolding. On the other hand, prediction is inferring the values of the

original variables g.: p x 1 for a point ?:_.: r x 1 in g given in terms of the biplot

scaffolding.

For interpolation the projection of !.: p x 1 onto !f, in terms of the basis for Sf

(scaffolding) is given by

z:' = x·'V .- _ r (2-3)

In the case of prediction, because g c.YiP the given point ?:_. : r x 1 E.§f. Therefore,

?:_. : r x 1 can be written in terms of the basis for ~ as !. : P x 1. Because the point !. E g

it will project onto itself, giving

.' = ·'V (V'V )-1 V'! ! r r r r'

From (2-3) it follows that ?:_.' = s'v. and because the columns of v, are orthonormal, the

prediction of ?:_. is given by

A.' _ *'V'! -?:_ r' (2-4)

It follows from (2-4) that the co-ordinates of the interpolant ?:_. : r x 1 of !. : P x 1 in terms

of the basis for ~ are given by !·'VrV;.

2.3.1.2 Biplot axes

p

Any point! : p x 1 E ~ can be written in the form! =Lxk ~k and by (2-3) will interpolate
k;1

to the point

p

?:_' = !'Vr = LXk ~'k Vr .
k;1

(2-5)
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The k-th co-ordinate axis in §P, corresponding to the k-th original variable, is of the form

1"~k with -00 < 1" < 00. Following (2-5) the k-th interpolation biplot axis in .5!' is defined by

1"~'kVr .

This may be done for all p variables giving p interpolation biplot axes in.5!' by the

proj ections 1"~' kVr (k = 1, 2, ... , p) of the original axes.

As mentioned earlier Gower & Hand relate these biplot axes to conventional co-ordinate

axes, usually passing through the origin in both directions and marked by scale markers.

Let ~ = 0, ± 1,± 2, ± 3,... indicate the scale markers. The scale marker ~ for the k-th

original variable, will be represented by ~~k and interpolates to ~~'k Vr• Plotting the

interpolation biplot axes in .5!' is therefore accomplished by plotting a line defined by

1"~'k Vr (-00 < 1" < (0) and placing labelled markers on the axis when 1" = ~ for

k = 1,2, ... , p.

Because PCA is carried out in terms of the centred data matrix X: n x p, the scale marker

~ = ° for the k-th variable denotes the mean xk of variable k. With the setting

~ = 0, ± 1,± 2, ± 3, . . . the scale markers indicate the points x k ' X k ± 1,x k ± 2, x k ± 3, ....

Conventional co-ordinate axes usually indicate 'nice' whole numbers or decimal scales.

Assuming that an integer scale is used and that x k + A (0 ~ A ~ 1) is an integer more

sensible scale markers would be obtained with the setting ~ = A, A ± 1, A ± 2, A ± 3, ....

The use of interpolation biplot axes is however limited to graphical interpolation of (new)

sample points. Using (2-3) this can be done efficiently with any suitable computer

programme. When inspecting any graphical representation, the value of the axes is usually

to read off the values of the variables. This is closely related to Gower & Hand's concept

of prediction - inferring the values of the original variables for points in .5!.' Prediction

biplot axes must therefore be found to facilitate reading off values for the original

variables. It will be indicated in Figure 2.6 that the interpolation and prediction markers do

not coincide, making the interpolation axes unsuitable for prediction.
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Let ~k indicate the k-th co-ordinate axis in 9?; representing the k-th original variable.

Consider a (p - 1)-dimensional hyperplane J perpendicular to ~k going through the

marker ~4 on this axis. This will intersect the r-dimensional space!? in an (r - 1)-

dimensional subspace SC'nJY." In Figure 2.2 with r = 2, SC'nJ forms a line in 2: All

points on this line would predict the value ~4 for the k-th original variable. Moving the

hyperplane J orthogonal to ~k along the axis ~k results in intersection spaces SC'nJ!(' all

parallel to one another. Figure 2.3 shows four of these intersection spaces, corresponding

to the markers ~l, ~2, ~3 and ~4.

~k

o
Figure 2.2: Intersection space !?nJ for obtaining prediction biplot axes (after Gower

& Hand, 1996).

o
Figure 2.3: Parallel intersection spaces for markers ~l, ~2, ~3 and ~4.
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~k

o

Figure 2.4: Intersection space .2"'nvY'containing _?; •.

To predict the value of the k-th original variable for a point _?;* : r x 1 in.2'" the intersection

space .2"'nvY' containing _?;* must be found as shown in Figure 2.4. The point where .A;

perpendicular to ~k, intersects ~k will indicate the prediction of _?;* for the k-th original

variable.

~k

o
Figure 2.5: Biplot axis Pk orthogonal to the intersection spaces .2'"nf.

The k-th prediction biplot axis Pk is defined as some line in.2'" going through the origin.

The points where the line Pk intersects the subspaces .2"'nvY' can then be calibrated with

the axis markers corresponding to the markers on ~k where vY' intersects this axis. To
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avoid non-orthogonal projections and to ensure uniqueness, 13kis chosen orthogonal to the

intersection spaces Ynf'(cj Figure 2.5).

In general, the interpolation and prediction biplot axes have different directions but Gower

& Ngouenet (1999) show that in the case of an additive distance metric, the directions of

the interpolation and prediction biplot axes will coincide because the distances for each

variable separately are Euclidean. The interpolation axes can therefore be used as

prediction axes, fitted with a different set of prediction markers. The positions of the

prediction markers on 13kdiffer from the interpolation markers because <J1/~ is orthogonal to

Sk,while the interpolation markers are the orthogonal projections of the Sk-markers onto .5!:

The relationship between the interpolation and prediction markers is illustrated in

Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Relationship between the interpolation and prediction markers (after Gower &
Hand, 1996).

In Figure 2.6:

OP2

OM2

OM2+Mp2

OP2_MP2

(01 + IP)2 - (M12+ IP2)

of + 20lxIP + IP2 - Ml2 - IP2

of + 20lxIP - (OM2 - of)
2012 + 20lxIP - OM2

20M2 2012 + 20lxIP

= 201 x (01 + IP)

201 x OP

OM2 = 01 x OP.
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The point j.l = j.l3 on ~k is represented by the vector j.l~k with length OM. The interpolation

marker I is given by the vector (j.l~'k Yr)' with length Or. Because the interpolation and

prediction axes lie in the same directions, the prediction marker P will be given by a vector

of the form ('t~'k Yr)' and have length OP. It therefore follows that

j.l2

and the prediction marker is given by -___:_j.l--Y:~k.

~'kYrY:~k

Alternatively, the prediction axis and markers can be obtained algebraically. From (2-3) it

follows that the interpolation of a (new) observation ~. : p x 1 is given by

z·' = x·'Y- _ r

Prediction is the inverse of interpolatiori. In the full p-dimensional space, the interpolant

(projection) !:!. : P x 1 of ~. : p x 1 is given by

u" = x·'Y.- - (2-6)

Inverting (2-6) leads to

x:' = u·'Y'.- -

When !:!.' lies in 2!, only the first r components, ~.: r x 1can be non-zero, so that the

prediction is given by

.' - -»:~ - ~ r "

All points that predict a value j.l for the k-th variable must satisfy

(2-7)
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This defines the (r - 1)-dimensional subspace Y r\A.'" As Il varies, the resulting subspaces

are all parallel and orthogonal to the direction V;~k of Pk with orthogonal projection onto

the axis giving the corresponding prediction marker. Any point on the biplot axis will have

the form I:V;~k. Following substitution into (2-7) Il can now be written as

Therefore

IlI:= ----'---
e'VV'- k r r ~k

and the prediction marker is given by

2.3.1.3 Quality of the display

In section 2.3.1 the aim of the principal component method was outlined as choosing the

r-dimensional subspace Y which is best fitting in the least squares sense and the residuals

were given as XCI- VrV;). The sum of squared residuals is given by

p

IIX(I - VrV;)II = tr{X(I - VrV;)X'} = tr{A - A(p)r) = ~)" j
j=r+l

smce (I - VrV;) is idempotent and the columns of V are orthogonal from the svd

X'X = VAV'. The matrix A(p)ris a p x p diagonal matrix with the r largest eigenvalues of

X on the diagonal and the remaining diagonal elements equal to zero.

r

~)"j
The quality of the display can therefore be measured by the ratio ...t:__.

p

IAj
j=l

Apart from measuring the overall quality of the display, Gower & Hand (1996) suggest a

measure of the quality of the display of each of the original p variables. Because V is an
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orthogonal matrix, its rows have unit sums-of-squares and it follows that the sums-of-

squares of the first r columns (Vr) measure the adequacy of representation for each

variable. Algebraically this is given by the p x p diagonal matrix diagfV, V;) where the

i-th diagonal element indicates the adequacy of the representation for the i-th variable. In

an exact representation, this diagonal matrix would be the identity matrix Ip while in all

approximate representations the diagonal elements will vary between 0 and 1.

The Gower & Hand philosophy is illustrated by applying it to the InS data set from

Figure 2.1 to obtain the following PCA biplot in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7 is scaled to have an aspect ratio of 1:1 such that a unit change in the horisontal

direction equals a unit change in the vertical direction. The scaffolding axes values shown

in Figure 2.1 are not shown on this biplot, instead the original four variables are

represented by four biplot axes calibrated with scale markers. The interpolation and

prediction biplot axes coincide in the PCA biplot and the prediction scale markers are

indicated on the axes. This facilitates the orthogonal projection of a point onto the axes for

reading off the values of the original variables.

The positions of the sample points relative to each other are more or less similar to

Figure 2.1 with only a difference in the scaling of the two principal axes (scaffolding).

Figure 2.7 is however a reflection about the y-axis. This is due to the fact that the

eigenvectors are only unique up to multiplication by -1. The biplot can be reflected by

multiplying the corresponding eigenvector (first eigenvector in this case) by -1. This will

not influence any of the relationships between samples, variables or the sample-variable

relationships and can therefore be ignored.
"
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Sepal L. Sepal W.

Figure 2.7: PCA biplot with prediction biplot axes of the iris data set.

The angles between the biplot axes correspond more or less to the angles between the

vectors in Figure 2.1. The angles are not exactly identical because this PCA biplot

optimises the approximation of the inter-sample distances and not the correlations between

the variables. The large correlation between petal length and petal width is still suggested by a

small angle between the corresponding biplot axes.

The quality of the display is measured by the identical measure to that of Figure 2.1 with a

value of 0.98. The adequacy of the representation for each of the variables is given in

Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Adequacy of representation of the variables in the PCA biplot in Figure 2.7 of
the iris data set.

Adequacy

sepal length sepal width petal length petal width

0.56 0.54 0.76 0.13

It follows from Table 2.2 that with the exception of petal width the variables are adequately

represented in the biplot.

2.3.2 Relationship between the traditional biplot and the peA biplot of
Gower and Hand

In the traditional biplot, a data matrix X: n x p of rank s is written in the form X = GH' .

The rows of the matrix G represent the row effects (sample points) and the rows of H the

column effects (variables). The rank s of the data matrix X: n x p will usually be equal to

p. If s < p the results of section 2.3.1 are still valid for r < s. The svd X = UDV' with

U'U = In and V'V = Ip leads to the best least squares approximation to X given by

X(r) = UrDrV;, Because X is assumed to be centred the sample covariance matrix S is

given by (n -1)S = X'X with the spectral decomposition of the symmetric matrix

X'X = VAV' with A = D'D.

In the Gower & Hand biplot the sample points are represented by the rows of the

interpolated samples matrix Z = XVr and the variables are represented by the biplot axes.

From section 2.3.1.2 the directions of the biplot axes are given by the rows of the matrix

Yr. The unit marker (with respect to the mean) on the k-th axis is given by

for the interpolation axis

and
1

----e'kVr
~'kVrV;~k

for the prediction axis.

Writing Z in terms of the traditional biplot notation it follows that

, [ Ir ]Z=XVr =UDVV = (UD)r =Gr.0: (p -r) x r
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Since X = G ,H~ it follows that X(,) = (UD), V;. The variables are indicated by H, = v,

with unit markers corresponding to the interpolation unit markers of Gower & Hand.

Therefore, the Gower & Hand biplot approximates the matrix elements themselves and the

Pythagorean distances between sample points. Although the variances, covariances and

correlations are not approximated directly, the directions of the biplot axes give an

indication of the correlations. Gower & Hand remark that complete correlation between

two variables induces a loss of rank, and so automatic dimension reduction, which

manifests itself in coincidence between the corresponding projected biplot axes. High

correlations induce similar effects so that a small angle between two biplot axes still

suggests a high correlation between the corresponding variables.

Gower & Hand are primarily concerned with the representation of the sample points and

relating them to the original variables. Direct approximations of the variances, covariances

and correlations are of less importance to them. However, with a few alterations a biplot in

terms of Gower & Hand's presentation can be found where the matrix elements are

approximated and the cosines of the angles between the biplot axes approximate the

correlations.

From section 2.2 it follows that this IS accomplished by taking G, = ~(n-l)Ur and

H, = ~(VD)r',,(n-1)

Since D =
nxp

O:sx(n-p)
it follows that D IS singular, but ao as

O:(n-s)xs O:(n-s)x(n-p)

generalised inverse of D is given by

.i, 0a,

D-= O:sX (n - s)
pxn 0 .i.

as

O:(p- s) X s O:(p- s) X (n - s)
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l_l_
U1

Define D~ = :
TXT 0

Il' then, in the notation of Gower & Hand, the sample points are

represented by

= ~(n -1)(UDV'VD-)r

= ~(n -1)XVrD~
-~= -J(n -1)XVrAr .

From the relationship A = D'D with AT the r x r diagonal matrix with the r largest

eigenvalues of X on the diagonal it follows that A~~ = D~ .

From the definition of Z it follows that the interpolation of a (new) observation :!. : P x 1

is given by

?:_., = ~(n -1):!"VrA~~

Prediction is the inverse of interpolation. In the full p-dimensional space, the interpolant

(projection) !!. :P x 1 of :!. : P x 1 is given by

(2-8)

Inverting (2-8) leads to

x" = _1_U" A~V-l where V-1 = V' by orthogonality ofV.
- ~(n-l) - P

When !!" lies in 9?, only the first r components, ?:_': r x 1can be non-zero, so that the

prediction is given by
, , J/

x' = _1_Z' AI2V'.
- ~(n-l) - r r
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p r

Using the decomposition! = IXk~k or ~ = IZk~k (cf section 2.3.1.2) the directions of
k~ k~

the biplot axes are given by the rows of J(n -l)VrA~~ for interpolation axes and

~ VrA~ for prediction axes. In this case the directions of the interpolation and
,,(n-1)

prediction biplot axes differ, with the prediction axes corresponding to the traditional

biplot approximating correlations with the cosines of the angles between axes.

The interpolation markers on the biplot axes are given by J.l J(n -l)~'VrA~~. For the

prediction axes markers, all points that predict a value J.l for the k-th variable satisfy

II =-I-z·'A~V'e .
r ~(n-I)- r r_k (2-9)

This defines an (r - 1)-dimensional subspace in Sf:' As J.l varies, the resulting subspaces are

all parallel and orthogonal to the direction ~ A~Vr'ek• Prediction is accomplished by
,,(n-1) -

identifying the subspace containing ~.'. The biplot axis is the line through the origin

defined by the direction ~ A~V:ek and therefore orthogonal projection onto this axis
,,(n-1) -

gives the corresponding prediction marker. Any point (marker)on the biplot axis will have

the form ~(~-1) A~V: ~k' Following substitution into (2-9) J.l can now be written as

- -' e'v A~A~V'J.l - n-I -k r r r r~k.

Therefore

(n -1)).1
't = ------'--

and the prediction markers will be given by

!(n-1)).1 A~V:~k'
~kVrArV:~k

ItWasshown in section 2.2 that an absolute measure of goodness of fit for the elements of

X: n x p in the traditional biplot is defined by
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r r

La~ LAj
j=1 je l=s s

La~ LAj
j=1 j=1

and for the elements of the sample covariance matrix S by
r r

LA~ La:
j=1 je l=s s

LA~ La:
j=1 j=1

The former measure corresponds to Gower & Hand's overall quality of the display

measure for s = p.

The PCA biplot of Figure 2.7 is altered according to the results of this section to obtain a

biplot similar to the Gower & Hand philosophy but where the angles between the biplot

axes are used to approximate the correlations similar to the traditional biplot. In this case

the directions of the interpolation and prediction biplot axes differ. Since the angles

between the prediction axes are used in approximating the correlations Figure 2.8 shows

the predictive biplot.

Comparing Figure 2.8 with Figure 2.7 the observations are more spread in the vertical

direction of the second scaffolding axis. This is due to the multiplication with the matrix

A-'y' = [J63
I
OOI 0]

r 0 J3!.16

and since the eigenvalues in A are ordered, the effect of this multiplication will be more

pronounced in the latter principal components. The angles between the biplot axes reflect

the correlations more accurately (cf Table 2.1 for the correlation matrix). The weak

correlation of only -0.12 between sepal lengthand sepal widthis reflected in the almost right

angle between these axes. Sepal lengthis more correlated with petal lengthand petal widththan

sepal widthwith the two petal variables as is shown by the smaller angle. Petal lengthand petal

width are highly correlated with the two axes coinciding. Comparing Figure 2.8 with

Figure 2.1 the vectors for the two petal variables also coincide. This figure is equivalent to
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the traditional biplot of Figure 2.1 apart from the 1:1 aspect ratio and the biplot axes

replacing the vectors to ease the multivariate scatterplot interpretation .

:s:
ro
Q) 3.5 3 2.5a..
_j 9 8 7:s
<1>a..

•
•• ••

_j • •ro •a.
<1>
(f)

••
• •

•.... •

-0.5 -1

2~~

j
•..•• •

-1o

•
•

Sepal W.

Figure 2.8: Adjusted peA biplot of the iris data set according to the Gower & Hand
philosophy, approximating correlations between variables using angles
between prediction biplot axes.
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2.4 Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) biplots

It is shown in section 3.2 that linear discriminant analysis (LDA) seeks a rule for

maximally separating classes or predicting the class membership of an item based on p

measurements of predictor variables by maximising the between class variance relative to

the within class variance.

~
In section 3.2 the total covanance matrix ~: p x p IS partitioned into a within class

covariance matrix

and a between class covariance matrix
J

fB = Ifc/gj -g)(gj -g)'
j~l

A

with ~ = i:w + i:B •

Section 3.2 further indicates that the aim of LDA is finding the linear combination of the

predictor variables Xp that maximises the ratio of the between class to within class

variance. Thus, maximising the ratio

with respect to p. The scaling of p is arbitrary, so to obtain a unique result, the constraint

~'i:w ~ = 1 is chosen. A set of p solutions, (p - 1) of them sub-optimal, can be found

forming the columns of the matrix B:p x p, where the i-th column ~. is the solution of the
-'

two-sided eigenvalue problem satisfying

B'fwB = I
and

(2-10)

with A a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues sorted in descending order.
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Let the rows of the matrix X: J x p represent the class mean vectors ~~ withj = 1,2, ... , J,

then U = XB is a transformation to a new set of means, known as the canonical means.

Since UU' = x':i:~x this indicates that the Mahalanobis distances between the class

means m X are Pythagorean distances in the canonical space. If this Pythagorean

canonical space is denoted by ~ the canonical means can be represented in an

r-dimensional subspace Sf.' These canonical means can be related to the original variables

in the CVA biplot. Similar to the PCA biplot, the sample points (canonical means) are

represented in 5!' by Z = XB, .

2.4.1 Interpolation and prediction

Using the definition of Z = XB, the interpolation of :!. : P x 1 onto S2;in terms of the basis

for 51' (scaffolding) is given by

z:' = x·'B ._ _ , (2-11)

Since prediction is the inverse of interpolation it follows from (2-11) that the interpolant

(projection) !!. :P x 1 of :!. :P x 1 in the full p-dimensional space, is given by

.' *'B
A

U =x .- - (2-12)

Inverting (2-12) leads to
, , A

x' = u" B-1
•

- -

When !!.' lies in S2; only the first r components, %. : r x 1can be non-zero, so that the

prediction is given by
, , A

x' =z' B'
with 13' the first r rows of B-1•

All points that predict a value ~ for the k-th variable must satisfy
, A

II =z' B'e .r _ _k (2-13)
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It will be shown in section 2.4.2 that the projection of ~. onto the prediction biplot axis Pk

has the form ~Pk = '[Bf
~k and from (2-13)

, ,.. , '"
fl='[~kBfBf~k·

It follows that r = -,-~__:_~-~--and therefore ~Pk = _,_~_':'~_~__ Bf ~k.

e B' B' e e B' B' e-k _k -k_k

The unit marker for the k-th variable can be found by setting fl = 1, giving

1
~'(I) = Bf e

k
., " ,,, -

e B' B' e-k -k

The squared length t(~) of this unit marker ~(I) is given by

2 ,.._,.. ',-..._,.
t(l) = ~(I) ~(I) = ----

, B~f'B~r
~k ~k

1

In order to predict the value for the k-th original variable (Xk) for a point Z· E s:: the

projection of ~. onto ~(I) can be formulated as

[ .' ~. J [ .'~. J~ ~(I)~. ~ ~(I) 2 ~ r .' ~. ~ r
~ = , ~(I) = 2 t(I)B ~k = (~ ~(I»)B ~k·

~. ~. t(l)
~(I) ~(I)

The squared length of the projection p follows as

2 (.,~.)2' B~f'B~r
t(p) = ~ ~(I) ~k ~k

Since tel) is the length of the unit marker, predicting the value one for Xk, the prediction of

z: for Xk will be

t( ) , ~
xk =-p-=z' Bf~k.

t(l)

The prediction of ~. for all p original variables is therefore given by
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, ,~x· = z: B' .- - (2-14)

The prediction of the original canonical means is given by X = Xi3)3'. If r = p, then

Br = 13 and Br = B-1 so that in the full canonical space X = X .

2.4.2 Biplot axes

p

Using the decomposition ! =I Xk ~k

k=1

r

or ~ =I Zk ~k (cf section 2.3.1.2) and the
k=1

interpolation formula (2-10) the directions of the interpolation biplot axes are given by the

rows of Br• Interpolation markers J.l~'k 13, can be placed on the k-th biplot axes for

suitably chosen markers J.l (cf section 2.3.1.2).

It was shown in section 2.4.1 that all points that predict a value J.l for the k-th variable

satisfy J.l = %·'13' ~k. Similar to section 2.3.1.2 this defines an (r - I)-dimensional

subspace in Y. As J.l varies, the resulting subspaces are all parallel and orthogonal to the

direction 13'~k. The line through the origin orthogonal to these subspaces is selected as

the prediction axis ~k. The orthogonal projection of any point %. onto the axis gives the

corresponding prediction marker. Any point (marker) on the biplot axis will therefore

have the form %~k = 'tB' ~k and in section 2.4.1 it is shown that %Pk = J.l Br~k., ,.. , '"
e B' B' e-k _k

This may be done for all p variables with the direction of the k-th prediction biplot axis

given by the k-th row of the matrix [diag-1(B"B')]B". The prediction markers on the

axes are defined by %Pk .
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This is another example of a biplot with different directions of the interpolation and

prediction biplot axes. The PCA biplot is a special case of the CVA biplot when f w = Ip

reSUlting in 13 being an orthogonal matrix with 13f= B~.

2.4.3 Quality of the display

A modified version of the CVA biplot will be discussed in section 3.4.1. Based on this

modified CVA biplot, the following quality and adequacy results will be derived:

r

r+ LA j
. . tr{cov (Ze)} J"-Iquality of the CVA display = VA = -

tr{cov(U eVA)} K + IA j

je l

where ZCY A is the matrix of interpolated sample points displayed in !?

UCYA the matrix of sample points transformed to the full canonical space

and K=min(p,J-1)

The adequacy of the representation of the k-th original variable is defined in section 3.4.1.1

by

adeq _ II?!~II J.!2 ~~BfB~~\ [diag(BrB~)]kk [BfB~]kk

-II!:!~II = J.!2 ~~BB'~k = [diag(BB')]kk = [f~1
where ?!~ is the scale marker on the k-th biplot axis associated with the

scale value J.! and !:!~the corresponding 'scale marker' in the p-dimensional

canonical space.
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An example of a eVA biplot is given in Figure 2.9 for the iris data set. In this case the

grouping variable identifying the three different species - Setosa, Versicolor and Virginica -

leads to the indicator matrix Y with three columns.

Sepal W. Sepal L. Petal W.

Figure 2.9: eVA biplot of the iris data set.

From the biplot it is clear that Setosa has the smallest mean petal length but largest mean sepal

width, while Virginica has the largest mean petal length. The sepal length is linearly related to the

petal width with Virginica having the largest mean value and Setosa the smallest. Versicolor has

the smallest mean sepal width, closely followed by Virginica with Setosa having the largest

mean sepal width value.
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InFigure 2.9 the predictive biplot axes can be used to read off the values on the biplot axes

for the three class means. Table 2.3 gives the actual class mean values as well as the

predictions based on the prediction formula (2-14) and the approximate values when read

off by orthogonal projection onto the biplot axes. It is clear that the graphical predictions

are very accurate with values close to the original class means. It will be indicated in

Theorem 3.3 that Figure 2.9 is in fact an exact representation and therefore the accuracy is

to be expected. In Figure 2.10 the graphical prediction of the Setosa class mean is

illustrated.

Table 2.3: Class mean values for inS data set and graphical prediction from
the PCA biplot.

sepal length sepal width petal length petal width

Actual

Setosa 5.006 3.428 1.462 0.246

Versicolor 5.936 2.770 4.260 1.326

Virginica 6.588 2.974 5.552 2.026

Biplot predictions

Setosa 5.006 3.428 1.462 0.246

Versicolor 5.936 2.770 4.260 1.326

Virginica 6.588 2.974 5.552 2.026

Graphical predictions

Setosa 5.0 3.4 1.5 0.25

Versicolor 5.9 2.8 4.2 1.3

Virginica 6.5 3.0 5.6 2.0

The small angle between sepal length and petal width indicates a linear relationship between

the two variables and therefore a high interclass correlation. As with the PCA biplot of

section 2.3.1 the angles between axes are not a direct indication of the correlations

although smaller angles are associated with higher correlations.
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Sepal W. Sepal L. Petal W.

Figure 2.10: CVA biplot of the iris data set illustrating prediction for the Setosa class
mean.

2.5 Non-linear biplots

The non-linear biplot (Gower & Harding, 1988) is a generalisation of the PCA biplot,

providing for distance measures other than Pythagorean distance. Let X: n x p be a matrix

of n observations on p variables and let 8ij indicate the distance between observation J.i and

!;. The matrix D = {- t8~} with ij-th element dij = -t8~ is used to define the double-

centred matrix F: n x n (Greenacre, 1984) as follows:
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If F is positive semi-definite it can be expressed as F = U·U·'. The matrix U· is not

unique, since for any orthogonal matrix P, with U = U'P it follows that

= U·U.,

=F.

This leads to the following definition:

Definition 2.1: Euclidean embeddable distance matrix

The distance matrix D is said to be Euclidean embeddable if a matrix U·: n x m with

m = n - 1 can be found such that the Pythagorean distances between the rows of U·

generate the same distance matrix D. ~

A necessary and sufficient condition for a distance matrix to be Euclidean embeddable is

given by Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.1

D is Euclidean embeddable if and only if the matrix

F = (I -l~')D(I-~r)

is positive semi-definite for every § such that ~'1= 1 and ~'D "* Q' .

Proof

Gower (1982).

In Principal Co-ordinate Analysis (PCO) any matrix U· with the above properties is

multiplied by the orthogonal matrix P where the columns of P contain the eigenvectors of

U·'U· to form U = U·P. For this choice ofU it follows that

,
F=UU

with U' U = A. Because U' U = A is diagonal and with ~= ~LUis centred at its centroid

and is referred to its orthogonal principal axes as co-ordinate axes.
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Meulman (1993) discusses the connection between pca and PCA. For use here, the

following explanation of the relationships between pca and PCA will suffice:

(i) Since P is an orthogonal matrix, multiplying the matrix U* by P to obtain U

geometrically implies a rotation. pca therefore rotates the sample points such

that a PCA ofU will result in the orthogonal matrix V = L,

(ii) The matrix U is obtained through a PCA on U* with r = p.

Gower & Legendre (1986) discuss various Euclidean embeddable distance measures. The

square root of the Manhattan distance, viz.

is an example of an Euclidean embeddable distance measure.

Another example of an Euclidean embeddable distance measure is Clark's distance (Gower

& Ngouenet, 1999) defined by

Performing a pca on an Euclidean embeddable distance matrix D the representation of U

in @ is exact and approximation is not relevant. The best-fit r-dimensional subspace Y is

obtained from the first r principal components of U. Because U is referred to its principal

axes the matrix v,= I, and therefore the sample points are represented in Y by Z = U;

2.5.1 Interpolation and prediction

For interpolation of a new sample !.*: p x 1 onto 2; the vector Qn+1 = {-t8~+I,i} with

8~+1,ithe squared distance between ,Ii and ,!*, must be calculated based on the chosen

Euclidean embeddable distance measure. Gower (1968) shows that for embedding this

sample into the Euclidean space ~. a further (m + 1)-th dimension is needed and the co-

ordinates are given by

, [~' 1g. = g: x m (2-15)
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with

u = A-IU'(d -lDD
- -n+1 n

and
2 _ I I'DI 2 I'd ~, ~Ym+l - -;;T - - - -;;- - _n+1 - r r·

The (m + I)-th dimension is termed a residual dimension. Every embedded sample creates

a new residual dimension. Gower & Hand (1996) proceed as if there were only one

residual dimension and the augmented version of 9P will be denoted by 3f"+. Using this

convention, distances calculated between any point in 9P and a point in 9P + will be

correct, but distances between points that are both in 9P + might not be. The latter

distances are however not required in any further calculations.

The projection of!!· onto.!? is given by

(2-16)

It will be shown in section 2.5.2 that the biplot axes are non-linear for Euclidean

embeddable distance measures other than Pythagorean distance. This non-linearity is due

to the fact that.!? is a linear subspace of 9P of the rows of the matrix U: n x (n - I) and

not a linear subspace of the original p-dimensional space of the observations in X: n x p.

For this reason the prediction of the original variables g. for a point £ in .!? must be

completed for each of the p variables separately. To predict the value xk for the k-th

original variable, the k-th original co-ordinate axis must first be embedded in the space

9P+. This embedded (non-linear) co-ordinate axis is shown in Figure 2.11.

Similar to the description of section 2.3.1.2 all the points in a space Jf/' normal to Sk will

predict that value on Sk where LA/" intersects Sk, especially those points in.!? which lie in

.!? n~1<~As a result of the non-linearity of Sk the two intersection spaces .!? n~1~ shown

in Figure 2.11 are not parallel as before. Since the intersection spaces are not parallel they

will intersect resulting in non-unique predictions for some points in Sl:' However,

Gower & Hand (1996) remark that with a good approximation such points should be
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outside the area of the data. Prediction of the k-th original variable for a point -£ in 2' is

accomplished by deciding in which intersection space ?;_* lies and predicting the

corresponding value on ~k.

o
Figure 2.11: Diagram for prediction in non-linear biplots (after Gower & Hand, 1996).

This process can be achieved in practice with what Gower & Hand term circular

projection. The calculations for the biplot axes in 2' will be discussed in section 2.5.2.

Once these axes are determined, z*. is projected onto prediction biplot axis Pk and xk is the

value of the prediction marker. Circular projection is illustrated in Figure 2.12.

Definition 2.2: Circular projection

Let 0 denote the origin of 2' (Q: r x 1) and P the point to be predicted (?;_*: r x 1) in !?

Construct a circle with diameter OP where this circle intersects the biplot axis Pk in J..1. The

intersection space 2'nJ' containing J..1 is orthogonal to the straight line through 0 and J..1

because the diameter of a circle subtends a right angle at the circumference. The point ?;_* is

therefore projected onto the intersection of the circle and Pk and the predicted value is
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Figure 2.12: Diagram of circular projection (after Gower & Hand, 1996).

This procedure applied to the special case with Pythagorean distance and linear axes

ensures that the predictions will be identical to orthogonal projection onto the peA

prediction biplot axes. This is true because in the peA biplot the prediction axis is chosen

to be the straight line through 0 orthogonal to the intersection space _q (ljr As

alternatives to circular prediction, two other methods for prediction in non-linear biplots,

viz. normal prediction and back projection, are also discussed by Gower & Ngouenet

(1999).

2.5.2 Biplot axes

Similar to sections 2.3.1.2 and 2.4.2 the interpolation biplot axes are obtained by

interpolating the 'new samples' 't~k for k = 1, 2, ... , p. The interpolation formula (2-16)

requires the distances between 't~k and each of the n original sample points. This vector

Qn+! ('t~) must be calculated for a sequence of values for t and using the interpolation

formula an interpolation biplot axis for the k-th original variable will be traced in .5!: This

axis will however be non-linear because of the Euclidean embedding of the distance

measure and is termed a biplot trajectory. In the special case with Pythagorean distance

this procedure will result in the usual linear peA interpolation biplot axes.

Gower & Hand (1996) assume that the Euclidean embeddable distance measure used for

the biplot is an additive distance measure. This implies that the contribution to the distance
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from each variable is independent of the others. The elements of the distance matrix Dean

therefore be expressed in the form

p

- td~= _Lfk(x,K,xjk)'
k=1

The vector gn+l(1'~k) can now be rewritten in the form

p

~n+1 (1'~k) = _Lfh (X'll ,0) - fk (X'K ,0) +L (X'K' 1')
h=1

As was mentioned in section 2.3.1.2 Gower & Ngouenet (1999) showed that in the case of

an additive distance metric the distances for each variable separately are Euclidean and

therefore one reference system embedded into 9f can be used for both interpolation and

prediction. Using the embedding formula (2-15), let !:!: denote the embedded co-ordinates

of 1'~k In order to obtain the representation of the prediction biplot trajectory Pk, the

tangent at r (a vector 1) is calculated by differentiating !:!: with respect to 1'. The vector 1

gives the directions of the tangent at r and therefore the plane JY normal to the trajectory

at r can be expressed as !'!:! = !'!:!:. The intersection space 2? rlJY will therefore be

given by 1~!:!r= 1'!:!: with the subscript r indicating the first r elements of the vector.

a' [ilil]It follows that 1= !:!, = iluc);m _!!!±.L
ilt

with

and

where F- = UA-2U' is a generalised inverse of F = UU' .
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In constructing the biplot trajectories, there is some arbitrariness in the choice of origin.

Any point in.9! could be chosen as origin, each generating a different set of trajectories

but all resulting in the same predictions. Since it is assumed that the data matrix X is

centred, the centroid is the vector Q. The linear transformations used for constructing the

PCA and CVA biplots ensure that the centroid of the transformed matrix U is also Q and

therefore the mean of X falls on the origin of the scaffolding. In the non-linear biplot the

transformation of the mean of X, the vector Q, to g) (and .9!) based on the interpolation

formula (2-16) is non-linear, and therefore does not coincide with the origin of the

scaffolding. Since.9! is a linear subspace of g) and U is referred to its principal axes the

origin of the scaffolding still represents the mean vector (centroid) of the matrix U.

Using the centroid of X as origin of the biplot trajectories, has the advantage that the

trajectories are concurrent at the mean vector of X, but the co-ordinates in 2; g, must be

calculated using the interpolation formula (2-16). A trivial choice is the origin of the

scaffolding, g = Q, but this usually does not correspond with 'nice' values of the original

variables. Another possibility is to choose g such that it corresponds to some integer

value (or whatever measurement units are used) of the original variables but a

sophisticated algorithm will be needed to automatically identify a suitable origin for the

biplot trajectories. Any point g in.9! can be chosen, even a different origin for each

trajectory fh, k = 1, 2, ... , p, but it is sensible to choose a common g so that all the

trajectories are concurrent at this chosen origin.

The prediction marker ~1 is the point in .9! (l._A/' nearest to the chosen origin g. Thus

(~t - ~)'(~t -~) must be minimised subject to the constraint 1;~t = 1'~: and using a

Lagrange multiplier it follows that
,. ,
1 y -!rg

z = g + _t - t .
-t .z r

tt-r .z r
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As r varies the values ~t trace the representation of the prediction biplot trajectory ~k.

Prediction markers can be placed on the trajectory where r = !-l for suitably chosen scale

values u.

2.5.3 Quality of the display

The quality and adequacy measures for the non-linear biplots will be defined in accordance

to that ofthe CVA biplot defined in section 3.4.1.1 and given in section 2.4.3.

tr{cov(Z)}The quality of the non-linear biplot is defined as ~'--___:_~
tr{cov(U)} .

Since U'U = A and U is centred, A is the covariance matrix of U. Furthermore, since

Z = U, it follows that cov(Z) = Ar. This quality measure is therefore the ratio

r

LAj
j=1

PLAj
j=1

which is similar to the quality measure defined for PCA biplots.

In the special case of a non-linear biplot with Pythagorean distance, resulting in a PCA

biplot, U = XV and Z = XVr so that the non-linear biplot quality measure is identical to the

PCA quality measure.

A CVA biplot also follows from a non-linear biplot by using Mahalanobis distance. In this

case U = XB and not XBLDA as in section 3.4.1. Therefore the quality measure is not

identical to that calculated for the CVA biplot as in section 3.4.1.1. The maximum value

of the quality measure defined for the non-linear biplot is one and does not indicate

redundant dimensions.

The adequacy is also defined similar to that of the eVA biplot by II:JI'
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In the non-linear biplot the embedding of the sample points into 9P can be a non-linear

transformation, resulting in the non-linear biplot trajectories. For this reason, the adequacy

ratio above is not constant for all values of Jl. To decide on the value(s) of Jl to be used,

the concept of basic points is needed.

Definition 2.3: Basic points
p

Every sample point x, can be represented by LXik ~k' The set of basic points for the k-th
k=1

variable is the set of points ~l (k), ~(k), ... , ~n(k) where ~i(k) is the interpolated value of Xi!&k

for i = 1, 2, ... , n.

Since Xi!&k is of the form Jl~k, all the basic points for the k-th variable will lie on the k-th

biplot trajectory. Choosing Jl = Xlk, X2k, •.• , Xnk the adequacy can be calculated at each of

the basic points. Since different values are obtained for different values of Jl if the

embedding is non-linear, the adequacy will be defined by the mean value

adeq = mean (II~~"J.
~1=Xlk> 'Xnk "!!~"

If the embedding is linear as in the case of the PCA biplot with U = XV, and the CVA

biplot with U ~ XB, the same value of 11::\\ will be obtained for every value of" and

therefore the mean value will be identical to the adequacy measures defined for PCA and

CVA biplots.

Apart from calculating the mean value of the different II:: II values, a standard deviation

can also be calculated. In the linear case with all values equal to their mean value, the

standard deviation will be zero.

As an example, the iris data set is represented in a non-linear prediction biplot in

Figure 2.l3. The Euclidean embeddable distance measure in this biplot is the square root
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of the Manhattan distance. The non-linear prediction biplot trajectories replace the

prediction biplot axes from previous figures. Since the mean vector of X does not

correspond to integer values of the variables there is no reason to choose the mean as

origin for the biplot trajectories and therefore the origin of the scaffolding, ~= Q, was used

as origin for the biplot trajectories.

....
~ ....• •••• .r_. •

•. ....\.1!.

••••• • •

•
• •••
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SepalW.

Figure 2.13: Non-linear biplot of the iris data set based on the square root of the
Manhattan distance measure with prediction biplot axes.

The agreement between the trajectories for petal length and petal width indicates a strong

relationship between the contribution of these two variables to the inter-sample distances.

Although there is less agreement with sepal length this trajectory also follows the same
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pattern, but the sepal width trajectory differs entirely from the other trajectories. Comparing

Figure 2.13 to the PCA biplot of Figure 2.7 the one is a reflection of the other about the

vertical axis. Since the eigenvectors are only unique up to a multiplication by -1, any of

the two biplots could be reflected for comparison with the other. The two distinct groups

are still visible but in the non-linear biplot even the spread of the sample points seems to be

non-linear. The close correspondence between petal length and petal width is evident in both

biplots. Furthermore in both biplots the larger group of sample points seems to be

'ordered' along these two axes. The sepal width axis clearly shows very little resemblance

with the other variables while the sepal length axis follows the petal variables' axes in some

instances in the non-linear biplot, but not in the PCA biplot.

The quality of display for the biplot in Figure 2.13 is 0.57. The adequacies are given in

Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Adequacy of representation of the variables in the non-linear biplot of the iris
data set.

adeq

standard deviation

0.23

0.107

0.31

0.192

0.31

0.082

0.24

0.078

sepal length sepal width petal length petal width

Note that the adequacies for the iris variables are much smaller in the case of the non-linear

biplot than in the case of the PCA biplot. This might be due to the fact that there are only

four eigenvalues in the PCA, but many more (higher dimensionality) in the non-linear

biplot. This is also true for the quality of the display.

2.6 Generalised biplots

Where the non-linear biplot is a generalisation of the PCA biplot, providing for distance

measures other than Pythagorean distance, the generalised biplot (Gower, 1992) is a further

generalisation providing for categorical variables. This is achieved by allowing for the

calculation of distances between samples with categorical measurements and plugging this

distance matrix into the non-linear biplot method.
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The only other concern is that biplot axes are only identified for continuous variables. A

categorical variable can only assume a finite number of distinct values, called category

levels. The set of biplot axes of the non-linear biplot will therefore be replaced by a

reference system. The reference system will consist of the usual biplot axes representing

the continuous variables, but for each categorical variable a set of category level points

(CLP's) with its accompanying prediction regions will be defined (cf Gower & Harding,

1998).

For a categorical variable the CLP's will form a set of points, one CLP for each level of the

variable, in such a way that samples close to a certain CLP will be associated with that

level of the categorical variable. The prediction region for a CLP will be a subspace that

contains all points that are nearer to this CLP than to any of the other CLP's for this

variable.

2.6.1 Calculating inter-sample distances

In the non-linear biplot described in section 2.5 the matrix X: n x p represents n

observations on p variables and 8ij denotes the distance between observations -!i and -!j.

The matrix D = {- t8~}with zj-th element d;j = -t8~ is used to obtain the non-linear

biplot.

As in section 2.5 it will be assumed that the matrix D is calculated with additive Euclidean

embeddable distance measures. The elements of the distance matrix D can therefore be

expressed in the form

p

d;j = -t8~= l)k (x''k ,xjk) .
k=l

For the continuous variables any additive Euclidean embeddable distance measure can be

used. For the distance measures discussed in section 2.5 the function fk (x,'k' xjk) for the

k-th variable is defined as follows.

Pythagorean distance:

Square root of the Manhattan distance:
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Clark's distance:

Due to the assumption of additive distance it can be assumed without loss of generality that

the variables are ordered such that the first Prn are continuous and the remaining p(2) are

P(I) P

categorical with P(1) + P(2)= P and D = LDk + LDk = D(,) + D(2)' The matrix D(1) is
k=1 k=p(I}+1

calculated as usual using an additive Euclidean embeddable distance measure on the p(1)

continuous variables. If the k-th variable is categorical an indicator matrix Gi,: n x tk is

formed with tk the number of category-levels for this variable. Each row of Gk represents a

sample such that

if the z-th observation on variable k falls into category h
otherwise.

To calculate D(2) the matrix G = fGp +1 ... Gp] is formed with t = tp(l)+l + ... + tp. If
IlX€ r (I)

the t columns of G are viewed as dichotomous variables an obvious approach to calculate

D(2) would be to use a similarity coefficient and derive a matrix of dissimilarities.

However, Gower (1992) shows that using this approach could easily lead to a situation

where the number of negative matches (0-0) where both samples do not fall into a specific

category level dominates the number of matches (1-1) where both samples fall into that

category level. Furthermore the number of matches (1-1) is the same as the number of

agreements between the variables but the number of mismatches (1-0 or 0-1) is twice the

number of disagreements between the category levels of the variables. In order to

overcome this deficiency, Gower (1992) discusses two general classes of similarity

coefficients defined for 8 > 0 and ~ > 0 by

a+d
sa =------

a +d +8(b +c)
and

as =-----
~ a+~(b+c)

where a = number of 1-1matches

b = number of 1-0 mismatches

c = number of 0-1 mismatches

d = number of 0-0 negative matches.
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Gower & Legendre (1986) show that d, =h is Euclidean embeddable if e ~ 1 and

d<j>=F.is Euclidean embeddable if ~ ~ Y2. Gower (1992) shows that using s<jlwith

. number of agreements h· h 1·· h d . . f~ = 1;2 results m s y, = W IC e immates t e ommation 0
2 number of categorical variables

d and corrects for the imbalance introduced by band c doubling the number of

disagreements. Gower (1992) further mentions that the values of (1 - s) are proportional

for e = 1 and ~ = 1;2 but that the simple interpretation of s<jlfor ~ = Y2 as the proportion of

agreements makes ~ = 1;2 preferable. The coefficient contributes zero to the overall

similarity of the two samples if the k-th categorical variable mismatches and unity if it

matches.

Since the latter coefficient is favoured due to its simple interpretation, it will be used here

in the case of categorical variables. For this coefficient, known as the extended matching

coefficient (EMC), the function fk (Xik'xjk) is defined as

with J the indicator function. Since the ij-th element of D, is fk (X'K ,xjk) it follows that

n, =-t(1nl~ -GkG~).

P

and from D (2) = LD k the matrix D(2) is obtained as D (2) = - t (p (2) 1n 1'n - GG') .
k=p(l)+l

2.6.2 Scaling of the data matrix

The matrix D = D(I) +D(2) can be plugged into the non-linear biplot method to obtain the

representation of the sample points. Since the EMC contributes zero to the overall

similarity of the two samples if the k-th categorical variable mismatches and unity if it

matches, fk (X,K, xjk) can assume a maximum value of 1. In the case of continuous

variables there is usually no limit on the maximum value, for instance, if Pythagorean

distance is used fk(X,K,Xjk) = -t(X'K -Xjk)2. If the fk (X'K ,xjk)-values for the continuous

variables are much larger than 1, the continuous variables will over-shadow the categorical
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variables in the PCO resulting in a biplot very similar to a PCA biplot of only the

continuous variables. Thus for commensurability the continuous variables need to be

scaled in some way. Gower (1992) and Gower & Hand (1996) suggest scaling each

variable to have unit sum of squares or unit range. The scaling to unit range will be used

here with the scaled value Xij for i = 1, 2, ... , nand j = 1, 2, ... , P given by

x.
~ I)x .. = .

I) max(xh) - min(xh)
h h

It is well known (e.g. Flury, 1997; Gower & Hand, 1996) that PCA is not invariant with

respect to scaling and transformation of variables. Although a generalised biplot with only

continuous variables and no scaling is equivalent to a PCA biplot if Pythagorean distance

is used, the generalised biplot based on the scaled values will differ. In practice this does

not seem to have a very consequential effect on the biplot representation. As an illustration

such a generalised biplot of the iris data set is shown in Figure 2.14.

Comparing Figure 2.14 with Figure 2.7 it is clear that the relative positions of the samples

are virtually unchanged with only a little more spread in the vertical direction. The general

direction of the biplot axes remained unchanged with only slight difference in the angles

between the axes. The scale markers on the axes in Figure 2.14 may seem a little awkward

but this is the result of the back transformation of the scaled values.
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Figure 2.14: Generalised biplot ofthe iris data set.

2.6.3 Interpolation and prediction

62

Interpolation in the generalised biplot is achieved similar to the method described in

section 2.5.1 for the non-linear biplot. The only difference being the scaling of the new.
observation !_* as follows Xj;= X

jj
. . The vector gn+l is calculated with

max(xhj)- mm(xhj)
h=I, ... ,n h e l ,... ,n

the chosen Euclidean embeddable distance measures described in section 2.6.1 above. The

matrix G can be appended with an (n + 1)-th row denoting the category-levels for the new

sample !_*. For instance when using Pythagorean distance and the EMC the i-th element in

the vector gn+l is obtained by
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Interpolating several new samples (say m) can be achieved by forming a new matrix

G*: m x e for the m new samples with each row corresponding to a sample and the columns

corresponding to the category levels similar to the matrix G. Combining G and G* into the

~ [G] ~ , ~~matrix G = G* a matrix D(2) = -~(P(2)ln+m L+m - GG') can be calculated. The matrix

~ ~ [D11 :nxn D12 :nxm]
D(2) can be partitioned as D(2) = where the matrix Dll is

D21 : m x n D22 : m x m

equivalent to D(2) while each of the m columns of D12 forms one of the gn+l vectors

necessary for the interpolation formula (2-16)

Prediction for continuous variables is done with circular projection described in

section 2.5.1 exactly as in the case of the non-linear biplot. The predicted category for

each of the categorical variables is determined by the prediction regions.

Obtaining the representation of the CLP's in §P+ will be discussed in section 2.6.4. In §P+

the prediction region for the h-th level of the k-th categorical variable will be the subspace

that contains all points that are nearer to this CLP than to any of the other CLP's of the k-th

variable. If this variable has ek category levels, the space §P+ will be divided into ek disjoint

lk

neighbour-regions, 3f,Y';, ...,~ with Yh (1Yj= 0 ifh:;t j and Uy;; = §P+. To predict
h=1

a point £ in y the representation of £ in §P+ is needed. Since y is a linear subspace of

§P and the n-th component of any point in §P is 0, this is given by

[

z.:rx1 1
u" = Q: (n -1- r) xl.

0: 1x 1
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The distances between !!.+ and each of the Cl.P's must be calculated and the predicted

category corresponds to the nearest eLP.

2.6.4 Reference system

The reference system in generalised biplots consists of the usual biplot axes representing

the continuous variables, but for each categorical variable a set of category level points

(Cl.P's) with each Cl.P's accompanying prediction region will be defined.

If all the variables were continuous the biplot trajectories could be obtained similar to the

non-linear biplot trajectories by interpolating 'new samples'

't
~~k = . ~k' k = 1, 2, ... , p and -00 < r < 00, with the interpolation

max (xhj) - mm (xhj)
hel, ...,n he l ,... ,n

formula (2-16). The value ~~k is a pseudo-sample having zero values, representing the

means, for all variables except for the k-th variable. As 't varies the interpolated values

trace the trajectory for the k-th variable. For categorical variables the concept of a centred

data matrix with zero representing the mean value of the variable is not valid anymore.

For each value of r for the k-th variable a new set of pseudo-samples is defined:

(XII, X12, ... , XI;k-l, 't, XI;k+h ... , Xlp)

(Xii, Xi2, ... , Xi;k-I, 't, Xi;k+l, ... , Xip)

(XnJ, Xn2, ,." Xn;k-J, 't, Xn;k+J, "" xnp),

If the k-th variable is continuous -00 < r < 00 and if it is categorical 't will take the tk

distinct values representing the category levels for the k-th variable,

The n pseudo-samples are interpolated and their centroid traces the trajectory for the k-th

variable as 't varies, Gower (1992) shows that for a peo for continuous variables, with a

wide class of distance measures in common use, this choice of pseudo-samples leads to the

non-linear biplot.
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When the assumption of additive distance is valid the biplot trajectory can be calculated by

using the distance between the centroid of the pseudo-samples and the original samples.

Define the matrix

with DII containing -Y2 x the squared distances between the samples

D22 containing -Y2 x squared distances between the pseudo-samples

DI2 with ij-th element -Y2 x the squared distance between the i-th sample

point and the j-th pseudo-sample.

The matrix DII corresponds to the matrix D calculated in section 2.6.1. The pseudo-

samples correspond to the original samples except for the k-th variable and this variable is

identical for all n pseudo-samples, therefore D22 = D - Dj; The (ij)-th element of DI2 is

based on the distance between

(Xii, Xi2, ... , Xi;k-I, Xik, Xi;k+l, ... , Xip)

and

(Xjl, Xj2, ... , Xj;k-I, 1, Xj;k+l, •.. , Xjp).

Apart from the k-th element it is also identical to the distances calculated in section 2.6.1.

If the k-th variable is continuous squared Pythagorean distance between the k-th elements

will be given by (Xik - 1)2 and the EMC for a categorical k-th variable by

e k

- tLJ (g~) = gj~») where g' (k) is an added row (with zeros apart from a one in the
-J

h=l

element corresponding to the value 1) to the matrix Gk. When implementing this

e k

procedure, these - tLJ(g~) = gJ~») EMC values can be calculated in one matrix
h=l

operation for all n samples and all tk category level values of 1 since 1 can only have tk

distinct values when the k-th variable is categorical. The tk different rows t (k) are given
-J

by the rows of the '" x Ik identity matrix. Let G; = [~: lthen the EMC is calculated in

the matrix
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e k

The h-th column of n,*, viz. Q~k), forms the n - t.L J (g~) = g11~»)values for the h-th
h=1

category level 'to Therefore DI2 = D - D, +Q~k)!~.

Gower & Hand (1996) show that the squared distances between the centroid of the pseudo-

samples and the original samples are given by

where n2 is the number of observations in the 'second' set forming the matrix D22.

The centroid of the pseudo-samples can be interpolated onto .§f+ with the vector

Qn+1= -t~· Interpolation onto.5!' for the different values of r traces the interpolation

biplot trajectory or gives the set of category level points:

A~IY:(Qn+1-;DIID =A~IY:(_t~-;DIID

=A-ly,(_f022!I+l..D l-l..D 1)r r 2n2 - n 12- n 11-

As with the non-linear biplot the additivity assumption simplifies the finding of prediction

trajectories since one reference system embedded into 9r+ can be used for both

interpolation and prediction. For continuous variables let !!: denote the embedded co-

ordinates of ~~k = t. ~k. The representation of the prediction biplot
max (xhj) - rmn (xhj)
h=I, ... ,n h e l ,... ,n

trajectory ~k is calculated similar to the non-linear biplot trajectories using the tangent at r

by differentiating !!: with respect to r.
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Since one reference system is valid for both interpolation and prediction the CLP's in .§f+

obtained by using interpolation with Qn+1 = -+~define the neighbour-regions described in

section 2.6.3. The boundary between two neighbour-regions, Yh and Yj is a hyperplane

orthogonal to the line joining the CLP's for levels h andj.

For prediction the representation of the neighbour-regions in!? is needed. In the case of

continuous variables the intersection c/f/n!? was investigated as shown in Figure 2.11.

For categorical variables the intersection 3"hn!? is of interest. These intersections

(h = 1, 2, ... , Ck) is a slice through the neighbour-regions and form the prediction regions in

.2: Itmay happen that!? does not intersect with all the neighbour-regions of a categorical

variable and in that case certain categories are never predicted and thus do not appear in

the prediction-region diagram.

Gower & Hand (1996) discuss a detailed algorithm for computing the boundaries of the

prediction regions. If the dimension of !? is r = 2 they provide a simpler, yet less efficient

method, of obtaining the prediction regions:

• Construct a two-dimensional m x m grid in y,say E: m2 x 2;

• For each row ofE, calculate which CLP is nearest;

• Label the point in!? accordingly.

This labelling can be done by colouring the grid-points with different colours

corresponding to the different category levels. In all the previous biplots the biplot

trajectories of all the variables were displayed in one representation. The coloured

prediction region diagram described above, however, pertains to one categorical variable.

This is the equivalent of one continuous biplot trajectory and usually different prediction

region diagrams will be produced for each categorical variable.
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2.6.5 Quality of the display

Since the generalised biplot methodology is analogous to that of the non-linear biplot once

the matrix D is obtained, the quality and adequacy can be defined similar to that of the

non-linear biplot. Therefore, the quality of the generalised biplot is defined as

tr{cov(Z)}
tr{cov(U)} .

As with the non-linear biplot, this quality measure is equivalent to the ratio j=!
p~>j

that is

j=I

also used by Gower (1992) and Gower & Hand (1996).

The adequacy is also defined similar to that of the eVA and non-linear biplots by 11::11\. It

is calculated at the basic points and summarised by its mean value and standard deviation.

For categorical variables the basic points are CLP's.

To illustrate the generalised biplot, two of the variables in the iris data set were categorised

as follows:

Sepal width - 4 categories

category 1 2 ~ sepal width < 2.5

category 2 2.5 ~ sepal width < 3

category 3 3 ~ sepal width < 3.5

category 4 3.5 s sepal width < 4.5

Petal width - 2 categories

category 1 petal width < 1

category 2 petal width ~ 1

The generalised biplot obtained with two continuous variables (sepal length and petal length)

and the two categorical variables is shown in Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 with the

prediction regions added for sepal width and petal width, respectively.
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Figure 2.15: Generalised biplot of the partially categorised iris data set with prediction
regions for the sepal width category levels.

As was mentioned in section 2.6.4 the display space .5? does not intersect all four

neighbour regions and therefore category 3.5 ~ sepal width < 4.5 will never be predicted.

Furthermore, the projection of the category 2 ~ sepal width < 2.5 eLP falls outside its

prediction region. Although in the full space the neighbour region is the set of all points

that are nearer to this eLP than to any of the other Cl.P's and therefore implies that the
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eLP must fall inside the neighbour region, this does not necessarily holds true for the

projections in the reduced space 2.

•
• rII'_,. ..

...
PW<!:1

•
...

PW<1

I_I PW<1 ~ PW~1

Figure 2.16: Generalised biplot of the partially categorised iris data set with prediction
regions for the petal width category levels.

The quality of display for the biplot in Figure 2.16 is 0.57. The adequacies are given in

Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5: Adequacy or representation of the variables in the generalised biplot of the
partially categorised iris data set.

adeq

standard deviation

0.38

0.158

0.16

0.066

0.65

0.358

0.60

0.000

sepal length sepal width petal length petal width

2.7 Recapitulation

This chapter introduced the basic concepts ofbiplot methodology by

• reviewing the traditional biplot of Gabriel

• introducing the new perspective of Gower & Hand providing a unified approach to

- PCA biplots based on Pythagorean distance

- CVA biplots based on Mahalanobis distance

- Non-linear biplots based on Euclidean embeddable distance

- Generalised biplots based on appropriate distances for both continuous variables

and categorical variables.

These various types of biplots were illustrated by the output produced by specially written

S-PLUS programmes. Details of the programmes are deferred to Chapter 8 after proposing

further extensions to biplot methodology in Chapter 3 through Chapter 7. In addition,

novel applications of biplot methodology in various fields will be discussed in Chapter 9 -

a chapter dealing with illustrations of the practical application of the various biplot

techniques and accompanying programmes developed in Chapter 2 through Chapter 8 to

data sets mostly not having appeared in the literature yet.

The biplot methodology introduced in this chapter enjoys various fields of application.

This thesis focuses on its role in the discrimination and classification problem.

Discriminant analysis including its relationship with the general biplot methodology of

Chapter 2 is addressed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Linear Discriminant Analysis and

related Biplots

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 deals with biplots relating to linear discriminant analysis (LDA). In section 3.2

LDA is considered within the framework of finite mixture analysis in order to define

classification regions to facilitate the application of biplot methodology to discriminant

analysis. Of particular importance is the definition of classification regions in terms of

Pythagorean distances in canonical space. Relationships among LDA, canonical

correlation analysis (CCA) and optimal scoring (OS) are exploited in section 3.3. These

relationships naturally lead to extensions of biplot methodology to wider classes of

discrimination and classification problems discussed in Chapter 4. The equivalence of

LDA and CVA leads to the straightforward application of CVA biplots to LDA in

section 3.4. The quality and adequacy measures for the CVA biplot are also extensively

discussed, specifically with respect to the importance of variables in discriminant analysis.

Also considered in the latter section are CCA biplots, resulting from the relationships

discussed in section 3.3, and PCA and non-linear biplots for LDA. The iris data set is used

in illustrative examples of the biplots pertaining to LDA.

3.2 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LOA)

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is a popular multivariate technique for discrimination

and classification of observations from several classes based on a set of predictor variables.

In the case of discrimination a linear combination of the variables is constructed to

optimally separate the classes. On the other hand, in classification this linear combination

is used to classify a new observation of unknown origin into one of the classes. LDA is

based on the assumption of equal within class covariance matrices. Relaxing this

assumption will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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In order to gain insight into the application of biplot methodology to LDA it would be of

value to consider LDA within the framework of finite mixture analysis. Therefore the

following definition from Flury (1997):

Definition 3.1: Finite mixture distribution

Let X: p x 1 be a continuous random variable and Y = j an integer variable, indicating the

class membership of an observation with j = 1, 2, ... , J. Suppose, conditionally on Y = j,

that X follows a p-variate distribution with probability density function (p.d.f.) fj with

mean vector 1-1. and covariance matrix Lj. Let 7tj= P (Y = j), j = 1,2, ... , J denote the prior
-J

J

probability for class j where I7tj = 1. The joint p.d.f. of X and Y is given by
j=1

fx.y(~,j) = 7tjfj(~),j = 1,2, ... , J; ~ E mand the marginal p.d.f. of X by

J

f~ C~)= I n//:!).
j=1

(3-1)

A random variable X, with p.d.f. in the form (3-1) is defined as having a finite mixture

distribution with J components.

Theorem 3.1 explains how the mean vector and covariance matrix of a finite mixture

distribution can be obtained from the mean vectors and covariance matrices of the

component p.d.f.'s.

Theorem 3.1

Let ~ and f be the mean vector and covariance matrix of the mixture distribution, then

J

~="nl-1.
- ~ J-J

je l

(3-2)

and
J J

f = '" n.1:. + '" 1t. (u - jl)(!-l. - jl)'~ J J ~ J -J - -J -
j=1 jel

(3-3)

Proof

Flury (1997).
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Consider a random vector X: p x 1 with p.d.f., mean vector and covariance matrix given by

(3-1), (3-2) and (3-3) respectively. Assume that LJ = L2 = ... = LJ.

Partition the covariance matrix "f into a within class covariance matrix
J

Lw=L7t_f:j
je l

and a between class covariance matrix

J

L B =Lrt /~ j - e)(~j - E)'
j=1

Since it is assumed that LJ, L2, ... , LJ are all equal they must equal their weighted average

Lw. The matrix La is a weighted covariance matrix and therefore also positive semi-

definite.

Let V = WX denote a linear combination of X. The variance of V is given by

The variance ofV is thus decomposed into a within and a between part. For discrimination

and classification a linear combination would be useful if the unconditional variance W"fp

is large relative to the conditional variance ~'Lw ~. Therefore the linear combination is

sought that maximises the ratio

W"fp P'LBP
-=--==- = +1
~'Lw~ ~'Lw~

. I I .. h b I he wi hi I . . WLB Por equiva ent y, maximises t e etween c ass to t e WIt III C ass vanance ratio .WLwP- -
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The scaling of ~ is arbitrary, so to obtain a unique result the constraint ~'Lw ~ = 1 is

imposed. Gower & Hand (1996) use differentiation with the Lagrangian term

~(WLW P -1) to show that this leads to solving the equation
- -

(3-4)

with A= WLB P where the constraint requires that WLB P = A.
~'Lw~ - -

Equation (3-4) is the two-sided eigenvalue problem and is therefore maximised by P , the_I

eigenvector of (3-4) corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. Furthermore, the maximum
A,

value of the ratio Ais this largest eigenvalue of (3-4). The linear combination VI = ~IX is

called the first canonical variate.

P'LB~In a further step, the ratio can be maximised subject to the additional constraint
~'Lw~

that the new linear combination V = W X be uncorrelated with the first canonical variate

A,
VI = ~l X. Gower & Hand (1996) show that continuing sequentially in this manner,

p solutions can be obtained, gathered together in the form

(3-5)

where B == matrix of eigenvectors of the two-sided eigenvalue problem (3-5)

and A == diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem (3-5) with

the eigenvalues sorted in decreasing order.

The eigenvectors are orthogonal in the metric Lw, i.e. B'LwB is diagonal, simplifying to

B'LWB = I with the chosen constraint ~'Lw ~ = 1. Premultiplying (3-5) with B' gives
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Although ~B is of size p x p its rank cannot exceed (J - 1). This is proved in the following

lemma:

Lemma 3.1

Since ~B is the covariance matrix of a discrete random vector which can take J different

values, the rank of ~B is at most (J - 1).

Proof

Let .s_: p x 1 be a discrete random vector that takes the values ~, ~ , ... , ~ with
-I -2 -J

probabilities PI, P2, ... , PJrespectively.

{
p

With P(~ = ~j) = d j = 1,2, ..., J
otherwise

J

it follows that E(~) =Lp j ~j = ~s .
j=1

Furthermore the single variable marginal distributions obtained by taking the sum over the

other (p - 1) variables is given by

j = 1, 2, ..., J
otherwise

for i = 1, 2, ... , p.

In a similar fashion the pairwise marginal distributions follow as

j = 1,2, ..., J

otherwise
for i "# h and i,h = 1, 2, ..., p.

J

Hence E(S~) = LPJ~J: and
j=1

J

E(SiSh) = LPJ~jl [~jt' i"# h.
j=1
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Therefore the covariance matrix

cov(~) = E(~~') - E(~)[E(~)]'

]

= Ip/~j -~s)(~j -~s)'
j=1

=MM'

where M: p x J = [~(~I- ~s) JP;(~2 - ~s) ... .jP;(~J - ~s)]

and rank (~B) = rank (MM')

= rank (M)

s J.

Let M = [ml m2 ••• m]] with mj = .JP:(~j - ~s) for j = 1,2, ... , J then it follows that

~ml +JP;m2 + ... +.jP;m]

= PI (u -)l ) + P2 ()l -)l ) + ... + Pr (u -)l )
-I -s -2 _S _] -s

r ]

= Ipj~j -~sIpj
je l j=1

=0.

This shows that rank (~B) S J - 1.

Using Lemma 3.1 the following theorem is proved in Flury (1997):

Theorem 3.2

Although P solutions can be obtained for (3-4), only the first K =min(p, J - 1) solutions

will be informative since for any linear combination V = P'X which is uncorrelated with
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The transformation to canonical variates (canonical discriminant functions) may thus be

seen as a non-singular transformation of the original variables X into a new p-variate

vector V of which only the first K components are important for discrimination.

Partition the matrix B as B = [B()
pxp pxK

B(2) ] and let V = B'X. Assuming, as before, that
px(p-K)

the within class covariance matrices are equal across the J classes, the common within

class covariance matrix of V is given by B'LwB = I. This shows that in the transformed

co-ordinate system of the canonical space all variables are uncorrelated and have

variance 1.

Let ~j = B'~j be the mean vector ofV I Y = j and

J

~ = B'g: =L7tj~j be the mean vector of the finite mixture distribution
je l

then the between class covariance matrix of V is given by
J

B'LBB =L7tjB'(~j - g:)(~j - g:),B
j=)

J

= "" 7t (v - v)(v. - v)'.LJ J -J - -J -
j=)

The above transformation has the following important consequence for the elements of the

vector 'yj: Although, in the original co-ordinate system, all elements of the p-vectors

I-l ,I-l , ... , I-l may differ, the p-vectors .Yl, .Y2, ... , .YJ in the transformed co-ordinate system
-) -2 _J

have the property that only their first K = min (p, J - 1) elements can differ. This property

is proved in Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.3

Only the first K elements of the vectors .Yj differ, with the last (p - K) elements being

identical for all j = 1, 2, ... , J.
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Proof

Consider the between class covariance matrix B'L: B B = A. It follows from Lemma 3.1

that the rank(L:s) ::; K. Therefore the matrix L:s has at most K non-zero eigenvalues. The

matrix A:p x p contains the sorted eigenvalues and therefore

[
A I :K x K 0 :K x (p - K) ]

A = 0: (p _ K) x K 0: (p - K) x (p - K) .

_ [~jl) :K Xl]Let ~j - (2) then
~j : (p -K)x1

) [( (I) -(1»)( (I) -(I»), ((I) -(1»)( (2) _(2»),]y -y V. -y y. -y y.-yB'L: B - -) - -) - -) - -) -
B - L7tj ( (2) _ -(2»)( (I) _ -(I»), (2) _ -(2»)( (2) _ -(2»),

)=1 ~j ~ ~j ~ ~j ~ ~j ~

[
AI :KxK O:Kx(p-K) ]

- 0: (p - K) x K 0: (p - K) x (p - K)

)

and therefore L7tj (~j2) - ~(2) )(~j2) - ~(2»), = 0 : (p - K) x (p - K) .
j=1

J

Let ~j = F (~j2) - ~(2») with 7tj > 0 then L ~j ~~ = O. It follows that
j=1

2alj alja2j
) a2jalj

2

L
a2j

j=1
a(p_K)jalj

alja(p_K)j

a2ja(p_K)j =0
)

and thus La~ = 0 for i = 1,2, ... , (p - K).
j=1

2a(p_K)j

Now a,j = 0 for i = 1,2, ... , (p -K);j = 1,2, ... , J and thus

F(Y~j2) - [~(2)];)= 0

)

and Y~j2)- L7tjY~/) = O. From this follows the J equations:
j=1

J
Y(12)_ "7t .y~2) = 0
I L..J)I)

j=I
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Subtracting the J-th equation from each of the other (J - 1) leads to

Y
(2) _ y(2) = 0
il iJ

(2) (2) - 0
y i(1-I) - Y iJ - •

From these (J - 1) equations it follows that

Y
(2) = y(2)
il iJ

(2) = y(2)
y i(1-I) iJ

and therefore yj~) = yj~) = ... = yjJ) Since this is true for i = 1,2, ... , (p - K), the theorem

follows. ~

Since the variables V in the transformed canonical space are uncorrelated and have

variance 1 and only the first K elements of the mean vectors Yj differ, it is appropriate to

use Pythagorean distance for classification.

Since it is natural to classify an observation in the canonical space to that class with the

shortest Pythagorean distance between its canonical class mean and the observation, the

following classification regions are defined (cf Flury, 1997):

Definition 3..2: Classification region

Ignoring prior probabilities a classification region for class j is defined as

C j = k E f?l5 K : II~- ~jl) II< II~- ~~I) II for all h :;, j}
where f?l5K is the canonical space and ~jl) = B~I)~j for j = 1,2, ... , J.

It will become clear that Definition 3.2 plays a crucial role in applying biplot methodology

to the various manifestations of the discrimination and classification problem considered in

this thesis.
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For observed data, the plug-in principal can be applied to the foregoing theory. If !ij
J

indicates the i-th observation in class j, with j = 1, 2, ... , J, i = 1, 2, ... , nj and n = In j ,
j=1

then the plug-in estimates of the class mean vectors and covariance matrices are given by

A-I Inj

=x· =- x.·~j -J nj -IJ
;=1

j = 1,2, ... , J

and
A nj

L. =...l.." (x ..- x )(x. - x .)'
J nj ~ -IJ -J -IJ -J

i=1
j = 1,2, ... , J.

The plug-in estimates of the mean vector and covariance matrix of the mixture distribution

are given by

A J nj J
- III IA -II = - x.. = 7t .X .!:: n -IJ J-J

je l ;=1 je l

and
,.. J nj

f = _l_ ""(x" -X)(X. -x)'
n ~ ~ -IJ - -IJ -

je l i=1

with
" n·7t - __l_j - n j=1,2, ... ,J.

These plug-in estimates correspond to parameters of the empirical distribution that puts

probability;' on each of the n observed data points !ij. From equation (3-3) it follows that

A J J

f =" it.f + "it.(x. -x)(x. -x)' = fw + fB~ J J ~ J -J - -J -
j=1 j=1

J J

with f w = Lit j f j and f B = Lit j C!: j - !:)(!j -!:)' .
j=1 j=1

The sample canonical discriminant functions can be found by successively maximising the

ratio

subject to the constraints ~'fw ~ = 1 and ~'i:B ~ = A .
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The sequence of solutions is p ,p , ... , p ,forming the columns of a matrix BLDA: p x K,
-I -2 _K

with K ::;:min (p, J - 1) the rank of the between class covariance matrix :tB. These

covariance estimates are the biased plug-in estimates, related to the unbiased sample

covariance matrices by the relationship :t = n~1S . Therefore, if Sj denotes the sample

covariance matrix of class j, then

and
J

:tw =; L(nj -l)Sj .
j=1

3.3 Relationship between LOA and multivariate linear regression

Although LDA is a popular technique for discrimination and classification, Hastie, Buja &

Tibshirani (1995) highlight two deficiencies in LDA:

• LDA is too flexible in the case of a large number of highly correlated predictor

variables;

• LDA is too rigid in cases where the class boundaries in the predictor space are complex

and non-linear.

Hastie, et at. (1995) suggest using so-called Penalized Discriminant Analysis (PDA) in the

first situation mentioned above. In the second situation, Flexible Discriminant Analysis

(FDA) is suggested.

FDA, to be discussed in section 4.3, utilises the relationship between discriminant analysis

(DA) and canonical correlation analysis (CCA). Furthermore, the asymmetrical case of

CCA in which the variables in one set, representing the class structure, are dummies while

the other set represents the predictor variables, is related to optimal scoring (OS).

Multivariate linear regression is the building block of OS. Generalising linear regression

and using these relationships between OS and CCA, and CCA and DA, result in a

generalised DA called FDA. In order to extend biplot methodology to FDA a closer look

at these relationships is needed.
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3.3.1 Optimal Scoring (OS)

The aim of OS (cf. Hastie, Buja & Tibshirani, 1995; Hastie, Tibshirani & Buja, 1994) is to

obtain a function for assigning scores to categorical variables or class labels such that the

transformed class labels are optimally predicted by linear regression on the set of

predictors.

If e: J x 1 is the vector of scores for the J classes and Y: n x J the indicator matrix

indicating class membership it follows that the vector ~. = y~ :n x 1 contains the

corresponding scores for each of the n sample points. The function for assigning scores to

the class labels has the form :!](X)= X~. The scores e and coefficients P are chosen to

minimise the average squared residual

ASR(~,~)= ~f[e; _YJ(~;)]2 =HY~- X~II
;=1

subject to the constraint IIY~112 = n. The row-vector :!; indicates the i-th row ofX.

There exist K sets of orthogonal sconngs ~ k with corresponding coefficients P k

(k = 1,2, ... , K) with orthogonality defined by the inner product

] ( ), () . { 1 if I = m-;;-Y~I Y~m = Dim with Dim = .o If 1"* m.

In order to minimise the ASR~, ~), consider

n x ASR~,~) = tr{(Y~ - X~)'(Y~ - X~)}

= (Y~ - X~)'(Y~ - X~)

= ~'Y'Y~ - 2~'Y'Xp + p'X'Xp.

Write

(3-6)

with tJi]] =;- Y'Y ,

tTl - tTl' -] Y'XTI2 - T21 --;;-

and tJi22 =;- X'X.
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Keeping Q fixed, the ASR~,~) is minimised by ~. Since ASR(Q,~)= +'-IIQ·- X~II '

estimating P is equivalent to estimating the linear regression least squares estimate of the

m~nASR(Q,~) = Q'\f'11Q- 2Q'\f'12\f'2-;\f'21Q+Q'\f'12\f'2-;\f'22\f'2-21\f'21Q

= j_8'Y'Y8 - 8'\f' \f'-I\f' 8
n - - - 12 22 21-

because IIYQII= n.

Let e: J x K be the matrix containing the K sets of scores Qk

and B: p x K be the matrix containing the K sets of coefficients P k.

To estimate the scores Q 1, Q2, ... , QK minimise

ASR(e,13) = +'-IIYe -X1311

= +,-tr{(ye -xtxx)' xve )'(ye -xtxx):' x'ye)}

= +,-tr{e'Y'(I - X(X'X t x)ye}

= 1-+,-tr{e'y'x(X'xtXye}

Minimising ASR(e, B) is equivalent to maximising

+,-tr{e'Y'X(X'Xt xve] = tr{e'\f'12 \f'2~1\f'21e}.

Harville (1997) proves the following theorem:

Theorem 3.4

Let A: n x n be a symmetric matrix with eigenvalues dl ~ d2 ~ ... ~ d.; Then, for any

matrix X: n x k such that X'X = Ik it follows that
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k

tr(X'AX) ~ Idi
i=1

with equality holding if the columns of X are orthonormal eigenvectors of A corresponding

to d, ~ d2 ~ ..• ~ d., respectively.

Write t {e'\T1 \T/-I\TI e} = tr{e'\Tl1I2\TI-1/2\TI \T/-I\TI \TI-1I2\TlI/2e}r ....TI2 T22 T21.... Til Til TI2 T22 T21 Til Til then smce

\T/-1/2\T1 \TI-IUI \TI-1/2 J J
TIIT)2 T 22 T 21Til: x IS symmetric and \fIi:2e: J x K IS such that

HI Je'y'X(X'X)-1 xve] J.e'U/1I2\TI-1/2\TI \TI-IUI \TI-1I2\TlI/2e} . .. dence, -;;-trr .... = tft ....Til Til T)2 T22 T21 Til Til .... IS maximise

b \TlI/2e~ h he z h 1 f \Tl1I2e~ . h . f \TI-1/2\T1 \TI-I\TI \TI-1/2Y Til .... were t e 1-t co umn 0 Til .... IS t e eigenvector 0 Til TJ2 T22 T21 Til

corresponding to the i-th largest eigenvalue. The normalisation

(i = 1, 2, ... , K) ensures that the constraint IIY~II= n be satisfied.

follows that the columns of 0 are eigenvectors of \fI1~I\fI12 \fI;2
I
\f121' It follows from the

above that the i-th column of 0, ~i, is the solution to the two-sided eigenvalue problem

satisfying

0'\f' 0 = III

and
-1 A. "

\f'12\fI22 \f'21e = \f'lIeA

where A is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues sorted in descending order.

(3-7)

The set of estimated scores and coefficients are thus given by

8~ ur~ (\TI-~\TI U/-I\TI U/-~)
_i = Til 2Y.i Til 2 TJ2 T22 T21 Til 2

i= 1,2, ... ,K.

Next, attention is directed to CCA.
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3.3.2 Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)

Two sets of variables are analysed in CCA (Hastie, Buja & Tibshirani, 1995; Hastie,

Tibshirani & Buja, 1994; Johnson & Wichern, 1998). The aim of the analysis is finding

two linear combinations, one for each of the two sets of variables, maximising the

correlation between the two of them. After finding these two linear combinations, the

process can be repeated by finding more pairs of linear combinations maximising the

correlation among all pairs of linear combinations uncorrelated with the previous pairs.

The special case where one set of variables is the data matrix X and the other set the

indicator matrix Y will be considered here.

Let 8: J x 1 denote the vector of coefficients for the linear combination of the columns of

Y and p: p x 1 the vector of coefficients for the linear combination of the columns of X.

The following constraints will be applied to the coefficient vectors:

~'\}lll ~ = 1 and ~'\}l 22~ = 1

with \}lll, \}l12, \}l21 and \}l22 defined in section 3.3.l.

Defining the matrix Z = [Y:n x J

be written in the form

X:n x p], the sample 'covariance' matrix Sz of Z can

The matrix \}l22 is the sample covariance matrix of X and \}l12 the matrix containing the

covariances between Y and X. The matrix \}lll is however not the usual sample covariance

matrix of Y. The covariance matrix
n ,

S]] =~I(Yi-YXYi-Y) with Yi thei-thcolumnofY
i;]

Y = ~Y'[, the mean vector ofY

is singular because of Y being an indicator matrix. Analogous to Greenacre (1984), the

uncentred version is used with the 'covariance' defined with respect to the origin and not

the mean, giving \}l II.
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The coefficient vectors must be found to maximise the 'correlation' (based on Sz) between

y~ and Xp, thus maximising the ratio

S'\.f' fl.is fl.) - 121-'cor~ I-' = -
-' - ~~'\.f'1I ~·~'\.f'22~

Maximising (3-8) with respect to p :

(3-8)

max{~'\.f'11~[cor(~, ~)]2}= ~'\.f'21~·~'\.f'12~
~ ~'\.f'22~

= Amax( \.f';21\.f'21~~'\.f'12)

= Amax ( ~'\.f'12\.f'2-21\.f'21~)

= ~'\.f'12\.f'2-21\.f'21~

and this maximum is obtained when P is the corresponding eigenvector

~ = ~max ( \.f'2-21\.f'21~~'\.f'12)K

= \.f';d\.f'21~~max ( ~'\.f'12\.f'2-;\.f'21~)K

= \.f'2-d\.f'21~

with the normalisation K chosen such that

Thus, under the constraint ~'\.f'11~ = 1, max cor(~, p) = ~~'\.f'12\.f';21\.f'21~ .
~''t'22~=1 -

To find the coefficient vector ~, corresponding to ~, maximise
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This maximum is obtained when ~ is the corresponding eigenvector

~ = ~lIlax (\f'1~1\f'12\f';21\f'21~
\TI -li (\TI-li HJ \TI -I HJ \TI -li )= Til 2~lIlax Til 2T 12T 22T 21Til 2

with the normalisation

11~'max(\f'I~li\f'12\f'2-21\f'21\f'1~lih~max (\f'I~li\f'12\f'2-;\f'21\f'1~li)11= IIS'\f'11~II= 1.

From the above, it follows that

with the normalisation

A

There exist K sets of linear independent coefficient vectors ~ k and K sets of linear

independent coefficient vectors ~ k (k = 1, 2, ... , K) such that corle., ~ )= 0 if j *' I.
~J _I

Moreover, the vectors \f'11~k are orthogonal, i.e. 0'\f'110 = IK where 0: J x K is the

matrix containing the K vectors ~ k. Similarly, the vectors \f' 22 ~ k are orthogonal, such

that B'\f'22B = IK where B: p x K is the matrix containing the K vectors P k-

It follows that
A -I A-li
B = \f'22\f'2Ie~ 2

where ~: K x K = diag(8'\f'12 \f'2-21\f'218 )

d HJli;:;. . h fi K' f HrliHJ HJ-IHJ \TI-lian T II ~ contams t e irst eigenvectors 0 T 11 T 12T 22T 21T 11 •

(3-9)
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Since ~ is an eigenvector of the JxJ matrix 'f'1~1'f'12'f';21'f'21'define the matrix e(J) as the

JxJ matrix with k-th column the eigenvector of 'f'1~1'f'12'f'2-21'f'21corresponding to the k-th

largest eigenvalue. Similarly, smce n. \Try, (tTJ-y,\TJ \TJ-1tTJ \TJ-y,)~ = T 222~ T 222T 21TIl T 12T 222 , with

3.3.3 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LOA)

It was indicated in section 3.2 that in LDA a rule for predicting the class membership of an

item based on p measurements of predictor variables is sought by maximising the between

class variance relative to the within class variance.

The total covariance matrix 'f'22 is decomposed into the between class covariance matrix

and the within class covariance. The matrices 'f'1I' 'f'12, 'f'21 and 'f'22 are as defined in

section 3.3.1. Let NJ: J x J be a diagonal matrix with i-th diagonal element n, the number

of sample points in class i and M: J x p the matrix of class means, then

NJ =Y'Y
= n'f'lI

and

M -N-1y'X- J

_ 1 \TJ-I tTl-nTllnTl2

= 'f'1~1'f'12'

The decomposition of 'f'22 into the between class covariance matrix and the within class

covariance matrix respectively, can be accomplished as follows:

iB = ~M'NM

=~'¥21'¥~11·n'¥l1 ''¥~:'¥12

= '¥ 21'¥~11'¥12

and
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i:w =\}122-i:B
= \}122- \}121\}1~:\}112'

The sample canonical discriminant functions is found by successively maximising the ratio

~'i:B ~
~'i:w~

subject to the constraints ~' i: w ~ = 1 and ~' i:B ~ = A .

Although the first K solutions p ,p , ... ,p , form the columns of a matrix BLDA: p x K a
-I -2 _K

sequence of p solutions can be obtained forming the columns of a matrix B: p x p .

As indicated in section 3.2 the linear combination of the predictor variables Xf that

maximises the ratio of the between class to within class variance forms the columns of a

matrix 13: p x p, with i-th column P. the solution to the two-sided eigenvalue problem
-I

satisfying

B'i:wB = I

and i:BB = i:wBA

where A is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues sorted in descending order.

3.3.4 Relationship between Optimal Scoring, Canonical Correlation
Analysis and Linear Discriminant Analysis

3.3.4.1 Relationship between OS and CCA

In OS the scores ~os and coefficients ~os are chosen to minimise the average squared

residual

ASR~os'~oJ= *:i:[S;(OS) -llos(!;)]2 = HY~os -X~osll
j;1

subject to the constraint ~~s"I'll ~os = 1.
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CCA rnaxinuse the 'correlation' (based on Sz) between Y~CCA and X~CCA' thus

maximising the ratio

8' \fI A
(8 A ) = -CCA 121-'CCA

cor\~CCA' I-'CCA --;==============
- ~ ~~CA\fill ~CCA. ~~CA\fI22 ~CCA

= ~~CA\fII2~CCA

subject to the constraints ~~CA\fill ~CCA= 1 and ~~CA\fI22 ~CCA= 1.

Imposing the additional constraint ~~s\fI22 ~os = 1 on the OS problem, results in (3-6)

simplifying to

ASR(~,~) = ~'\fI11~ - 2~'\fI12 ~ + ~'\fI22~

= 1- 2~'\fI12~ +1
= 2 - 2cor(~, ~)

Thus, minimising ASR~os'~os) is equivalent to maximising cor(~CCA'~CCA)' the two

problems differing only in the additional constraint on ~ which is not imposed in OS. For

~
a given ~

ASR~os'~os) is minimised by ~ = \fI2-2I\f121~_ -os

and

Therefore

~os
~CCA= --;::=========

(3-10)

d 8~ 8~ ur~ (tTJ-~UJ \TJ-IUJ \TJ-~) • h h ., fan -os = -CCA = I II 2~ I 112I 12I22 I 21III 2 WIt v t e appropnate eigenvector 0

\TJ-~Ui \TJ-IUi UJ-~I II 2T 12 I22 I21 I II 2.
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3.3.4.2 Relationship between CCA and LOA

The CCA-problem, places the constraints

(3-11)

with
~ -I ~ -li
B CCA= \}'22 \}' 21eCCAi1 2

where i1:KxK =diag(8~cA \{'12\{';~\{'218cCA)

d HJliQ . h . ftTl-liu/ tTl-lUI tTl-lian T 11 ~CCA contams t e eigenvectors 0 T 11 T 12T 22T 21TIl .

(3-12)

To establish the relationship between CCA and LDA the singular value decomposition of

\}'2-f\}'21\}'I~li is investigated. The svd is of the form \}'2-f\}'21\}'1~Y, = MDN' withpxppxJJxJ

M'M = I and N'N = I . The columns of M contain the eigenvectors of

lTl-Y,lTl lTl-IUI lTl-Y, d h 1 fN h . f lTl-Y,UI lTl-IUI lTl-liT22 T21TII TI2T22 an t ecoumnso t e eigenvectors o TIl TI2T22 T2ITII-.

y,~ li~
It follows from the above and section 3.3.2 that N = \{'1:e(J) and M = \}'2IB(p)' Therefore

From the svd \}'2-f \}' 21\}'I~Y, = MDN' it follows that

M'\},-li\}, \},-li - DN'22 21 II -

(3-13)

and

tTl-lUI tTl-liN u/-liMD~T 22T 21TIl - T 22

(3-14)
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From (3-13) it follows that

B~P)lJ'21= .08~J)lJ'11

B~p)lJ'218 (J) = .08~J)lJ'118 (J)

=D

and then from (3-14) that
,.. I"'''' ,.. I""-.J

0~J)lJ'12lJ'2-2lJ'210(J) = 0~J)lJ'12B(p)D

=.0'.0.

Writing 8· for the (J - K) columns of 8(J) not contained in 8CCA and partitioning .0 as

.0 _ [D a :K X K 0: K X (J - K) ]
pxJ 0: (p - K) X K D·: (p - K) X (J - K)

it follows that

A .] [D!: K X K 0 :K X (J - K) ]
o = O:(J-K)xK D·'D·:(J-K)x(J-K) .

rank(lJ'12) = rank ( ;-Y'X). Since X is the centred data matrix and Y an indicator matrix

rank (lJ' 12)~ J - 1.

IfK = J -1, it follows that rank {8~J)lJ'12lJ';21lJ'218(J)}~ K and that .0'.0 can have at most

K non-zero diagonal elements. Since the singular values are ordered, it follows that

D* = o. IfK = p, then .0 = [Da : p X pO: p X (J - p)] and therefore, for K = min (p, J - 1)

it follows that
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Since the CCA problem can be rewritten m terms of the generalised singular value

decomposition

(3-15)

with

the following can be derived from (3-15):

(3-16)

(3-17)

From (3-16)
~ ~

\f't2BCCA = \f'tt8CCADa

(3-18)

From (3-17) and (3-18)

(3-19)

Furthermore, from (3-16) and (3-18)

(3-20)
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The LDA problem, places the constraints

and from (3-11)

Using (3-20), it follows that

Furthermore

A AA 2 A AA

Because B~CALBBcCA> 0 the eigenvalues a > 0 and because B~CALwBcCA> o the
eigenvalues (I - a2) > O. Therefore 0 < a2 < 1 and the matrix D _1/ is well defined,

(I_a2) /2

leading to

D 13' i: 13 D = I.
(1-<12)-Y, CCAW CCA (l_a2)-y, (3-21)

Comparing the constraint B'LDAi:wBLDA= I with (3-21), the relationship between CCA

and LDA is as follows:

(3-22)

where

and

(3-23)

In the CCA problem cor(~k'~k)= ~~\}'12~k=ak from (3-18) and in the OS problem

mlnASR(~k'~k)=I-~'k\}'12\}'2-;\}'21~k =l-a; from (3-19).
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3.3.4.3 Relationship between as and LOA

CCA forms a bridge between OS and LDA. Combining the results from sections 3.3.4.1

and 3.3.4.2 leads to:

from (3-10) and (3-9)

from (3-23)

from (3-22)

3.3.5 Linear Discriminant Analysis by Optimal Scoring

It is shown in sections 3.2 and 3.3.3 that LDA provides a rule for predicting the class

membership of an item based on p measurements of predictor variables. The sample

. I di .. f . . c. db' I ... h . p'i:B Pcanomca iscnmmant unction IS loun y successrve y maxirmsmg t e ratio - -
p'i:wP- -

subject to the constraints ~'tw~= 1 and ~'i:B ~ = A. The K = min (p, J - 1) solutions p

can be written as the columns of the matrix BLDA: p x K resulting in the canonical

discriminant function ~(x') = XBLDA where :!J_{x') is a matrix of size n x K.

It follows from section 3.3.4.3 that l1(x') can also be written in the form

with e: p x K the matrix with i-th column the eigenvector of

\f'1~1\f'12 \f'2-2
1
\f'21 corresponding to the i-th largest eigenvalue

D = ~li
CL
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Therefore, the canonical LDA function can be formed through OS. The following

algorithm describes this process:

• Initialise the indicator matrix Y

Y: n x J has ij-th element equal to 1 if sample point i belongs to class j and 0

otherwise;

• Multivariate regression ofY on X

Set V = X(X'Xrl X'Y = X\f'2-21\f'21= XBo =:'10 (x') ;

• Optimal score matrix 8

8 :p x K is the matrix with i-th column

with the scaling of Y.i such that ~;\f'11~i = 1;

• Canonical discriminant function

with

~:K x K = diag(e''I'I2'I';~'I'2Ie)

= diag(8'Y'V8).
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3.4 LOA biplots

3.4.1 eVA biplots

The eVA biplot described in section 2.4 is an r-dimensional representation of the class

means after a transformation to the canonical space using the canonical discriminant

function ZCYA= XBwA,r' Since this transformation is a linear transformation the eVA

means can also be obtained as follows:

and therefore

This implies that the sample matrix X can be transformed to a matrix ZCYAand the

canonical means are given by the matrix of class means of the 'samples' given by the rows

ofZcyA.

Performing LDA by Optimal Scoring the eVA biplot can be obtained in a similar fashion.

First obtain ZCYA= X[BosD .11] = [11 (x')8D .11] and then calculate the
[a 2(I_a 2)] 12 r _0 [a 2(I_a 2)] 12 r

matrix of canonical means ZCYA'

A more informative biplot can be obtained by plotting ZCYAand ZCYAsimultaneously in

the same plot. This will not only show the canonical means but also the spread of the

sample points around their mean values. A tool is thus provided for visual appraisal of the

degree of separation between classes. As an example of this type of biplot the eVA biplot

of the iris data set represented in Figure 2.9 is shown in Figure 3.1 with the sample points

added.
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Figure 3.1: eVA biplot of sample points and canonical means of the iris data set.

Perusal of Figure 3.1 shows that Setosa is well separated from the other two species.

Versicolor and Virginica is much closer together, but with little overlap.

In section 3.2 it was stated that Flury (1997) describes the transformation to canonical

discriminant functions as a non-singular transformation of the original variables X into a

new p-variate vector V = B'X of which only the first K = min (p, J - 1) components are

important for discrimination and such that the within class covariance matrix of V is the
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identity matrix. Applying the plug-in principal to observed data the matrix B is partitioned

as B = [BLDA B(2)] and the canonical transformation is given by U = XBLDA. Using
pxp pxK px(p-K)

the plug-in estimates of the parameters, classification is done using Pythagorean distance

and classification regions

Cj = {!! E §fK : II!! - !LII < II!! -!!h II for all h * j}, j = 1,2, ... , J

where §fK is the canonical space and !!j the j-th canonical mean.

Transforming the samples to a K-dimensional CVA biplot implies that:

r =K,

ZCVA =U=XBLDA

and !? = Pythagorean canonical space §f.

Therefore classification of an observation x' is achieved as follows:

• Interpolate x": p x 1 onto g, giving ~. : r x 1

• Classify ~. to its nearest canonical mean using Pythagorean distance.

Often r < K with the CVA biplot an approximation of the canonical space. Classifying a

'new' observation to the nearest canonical mean resembles the prediction methodology of

the generalised biplot. The canonical means play the role of the CLP's and classification

regions can be calculated similar to the prediction regions of the generalised biplot. The

subspace of points that are closer to the k-th canonical mean than to any of the other

canonical means define the k-th neighbour-region. The algorithm provided in section 2.6.4

can be used to represent the classification regions in the CVA biplot.

Apart from supplying a visual representation of the classification of observations, the

advantage of using biplot methodology is the reduction in dimension achieved. Hastie,

Tibshirani & Buja (1994) remark that the reduced space can be more stable and therefore

the dimension reduction could yield better classification performance. An alternative to
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the above classification scheme is therefore to classify a 'new' observation to the nearest

approximated canonical mean in the biplot space !?

For the iris data set with three classes K = 2 and the above two classification procedures

are equivalent. Figure 3.2 shows the biplot of Figure 3.1 with the classification regions

added. In section 3.4.4 an example is given of the related PCA biplot with the

classification regions represented for the full p-dimensional classification, as well as for

the approximate classification in r = 2 dimensions.

SepalW. Sepal L. Petal W.

~ Versicolor ~ Virginica

Figure 3.2: CVA biplot of the iris data set with LDA classification regions.
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3.4.1.1 Quality of the display

r

L)'j
In the PCA context the quality of the display was measured by __12__ based on the sum of

p

IAj
je l

p

squared residuals grven by IIX(I- VrV;)II= tr{X(I - VrV;)X'} = tr(A - A(p)r) = I A j .

j=r+1

Write U = XV for the transformation in the full p-dimensional space and Z = XVr for the

transformation in the r-dimensional approximation space!? The respective sample

covariance matrices are given by cov(U) = U'U = V'X'XV = V'VAV'V = A and

cov(Z) = Z'Z = V;X'XVr = V;VAV'Vr = Ar since the PCA transformation is defined by

an orthogonal matrix V. Therefore the quality measure can also be expressed as

tr{cov(Z)}
tr{cov(Y)} .

In CVA the sample matrix X is transformed to the matrix U eVA= XBLDAand the biplot

representation given by ZevA = XBr . Similar to section 3.2 the sample covanance

matrices can be decomposed into a between class and within class part:

cov(U eVA)= B~DAi:wBLDA+ B'LDAi:BBLDA
= IK +AK

and

cov(ZeVA) = B~i:wBr + B~i:BBr

=Ir+Ar'

These results suggest that the quality of the CVA display can be measured by the ratio

(3-24)
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The measure (3-24) will equal 1 for r = K. It is however possible to define ZCVA = XBr

for K < r ::;p. It is shown in section 3.2 that the matrix A has at most K non-zero diagonal

elements. Therefore the second term in both the numerator and denominator of the ratio

(3-24) will be identical for r ~ K. If r > K the value of the ratio will be larger than 1

indicating that the last (r - K) dimensions are redundant since only the first K components

are relevant for discrimination.

Another quality measure that can be defined is the ratio

r r

LAj LAj
j=1 j=1 similar to the=p K

LAj LAj
j=1 j=1

quality measure of peA. This will be termed the quality of discrimination. Since the

between class variance in the canonical space is given by B~DA:tBBLDA = AK this measure

summarises the proportion of the between class variance accounted for in the

r-dimensional display.

In the peA biplot the adequacy of the representation of the k-th variable is given by the

k-th diagonal element of the matrix diagt V,V;). In the full p-dimensional representation

the sample J.l~ will be represented by !!~= J.l ~~ V and in the r-dimensional peA biplot

subspace Sf' by ?;~ = J.l ~~ Vr• The ratio of the squared length of ?;~ to!!~ is given by

which is the adequacy measure defined above.

Using a similar approach for eVA the adequacy of the representation of the k-th variable is

given by
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For this measure the adequacy of the k-th variable will be between 0 and 1. In the case

where r = K the adequacies of all variables will be equal to 1, indicating that no further

dimension is important for discrimination. Since this is also indicated by the quality

measure defined above, it will be more informative to define the adequacy in terms of the

complete matrix B: p x P with U =XB:

For the iris data set the following eVA measures were calculated.

Table 3.1: Quality and adequacy associated with the eVA biplot of the iris data set.
Quality of the display

adeq (K)

adeq

sepal length

1

0.063

sepal width

1

0.495

petal length

1

0.386

petal width

1

0.434

Quality of discrimination

This indicates that sepal length is not nearly as well represented in the biplot as the other

three variables. Both the quality of the display and the quality of discrimination are equal

to 1, since K = r = 2. Even if K > r, the quality of discrimination measures only the

representation of the between class variance. Since this is only a function of the class

means and the overall mean, it gives no indication of the overlap (separation /

discrimination) among the individual observations.

Often, however, the researcher will not be satisfied by a discriminant function and

estimates of the associate error rates but would like information on the nature of the

overlap among the different groups. In sections 9.9 and 9.10 examples of such a data set

will be discussed. In these cases it will be shown that the biplot is an excellent graphical

tool for assessing the separation and / or overlap among the different groups.

The absolute sizes of the coefficients in the matrix BLDAgive an indication of the

importance of the variables for discrimination (Flury, 1997). These coefficients are useful
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indicators of the importance of variables and of contrasts between variables (Campbell,

1980).

Ifr = 1 the adequacy for the k-th variable is

b~ladeq = 2 2 2
bkl + bk2 + ... + bkp

Although the elements of the matrix B is restricted by the constraint B'i:w B = I the larger

the value of b~1 the larger the adequacy. Since the columns of the matrix B are ordered

according to the eigenvalues, a variable with a relatively large coefficient in the first

column is more important for discrimination purposes than a variable with relatively small

coefficients for all columns except the final p-th column. This argument is valid for the

cumulative importance of a variable in a CVA analysis for any r, 1 :::;;r :::;;K (or p),

therefore, the adequacy of a variable can be used as in indicator of its importance for

discrimination.

The following examples provide evidence of the behaviour of the adequacies in

determining the relative importance of variables for discrimination. The data set given in

Table 3.2 was constructed such that complete separation of the two classes

(25 observations each) is obtained with variables X1 and X2. A third irrelevant variable X3

was added by sampling from a normal (50, 102) distribution ignoring the class indicator.

Table 3.2: Example data set 1.

Class membership X1 X2 X3

47.00 60.60 56.56

41.21 43.90 46.64

45.49 60.40 48.55

53.58 59.00 43.99

48.00 55.50 48.45

43.10 46.10 27.66

46.00 52.20 48.66

42.26 53.70 36.71

44.32 45.96 51.57

51.35 61.20 55.03

46.73 46.30 63.17
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48.09 49.15 43.81

48.14 52.40 42.52

52.00 58.66 51.46

46.14 54.70 47.69

42.79 58.00 47.92

49.02 59.02 65.77

50.70 53.90 50.38

44.76 56.75 48.54

46.19 57.58 68.30

41.67 50.60 43.69

1 40.74 46.37 62.71

1 49.68 50.28 49.85

42.98 43.10 49.36

1 43.26 51.60 66.10

2 56.74 57.20 53.63

2 56.93 47.80 54.37

2 57.58 54.67 47.65

2 58.75 55.96 56.83

2 46.88 38.40 49.31

2 56.94 53.23 42.64

2 58.60 50.30 39.02

2 48.47 42.10 52.04

2 55.26 56.30 40.19

2 53.21 50.20 69.40

2 49.67 44.20 48.73

2 58.62 43.63 34.12

2 55.07 52.70 46.65

2 55.81 43.70 59.57

2 44.28 36.00 46.17

2 50.33 41.00 43.46

2 52.56 47.00 36.34

2 43.91 39.30 53.16

2 53.21 42.80 48.36

2 49.21 46.80 55.71

2 40.56 35.90 43.63

2 54.00 45.00 46.54

2 50.98 44.70 52.86

2 45.30 42.10 46.69

2 55.16 48.90 52.12
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The separation between the classes based on the first two variables is represented in

Figure 3.3. Although there is much overlap when considering only one of X1 or X2, a

diagonal line can be drawn through the scatterplot to separate the two classes completely.

Figure 3.3: Two-variable scatterplot of example data set 1.

Knowing that variables X1 and X2 are important for discrimination and that variable X3 is an

irrelevant variable, a eVA biplot of the data set is shown in Figure 3.4. The quality of the

biplot is 1.27 since with two classes only one dimension is needed for discrimination. The
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one-dimensional biplot may be obtained by orthogonally projecting all the points In

Figure 3.4 onto the horisontal first scaffolding axis. Although superfluous, the two-

dimensional biplot is given since it is visually easier to interpret than when all points are

cluttered on a line. The calculated adequacies for r = 1 are given in Table 3.3.

•
• ••
• •• • •• •• • • •• • •• • • ••• • • •• • •

• • •...

X3 X2X1

• Class 1 • Class 2

Figure 3.4: CVA biplot of example data set 1.
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Table 3.3: Adequacies associated with the eVA biplot for example data set 1.

adeq 0.8768 0.8104 0.0057

X1 X2 X3

These adequacies clearly indicate the 'correct' result: X1 and X2 are important for

classification, while X3 is irrelevant. The importance of multivariate analysis is illustrated

since no separation is obtained with any of the single variables, however, the combination

of X1 and X2 leads to excellent results.

To investigate the ability of the adequacies to indicate the necessity of the combination of

variables, a second data set was simulated: For variable X1 the 25 observations of class 1

were simulated from a normal (3, 1) distribution and the 25 observation of class 2 from a

normal (-3, 1) distribution. In this case, variable X1 should therefore be sufficient to

discriminate between the two classes. For the second variable, X2, which is irrelevant for

classification, 50 observations were simulated from a normal (0, 1) distribution. The third

variable, X3, was selected in such a way that it is highly correlated with X1. This was

accomplished by adding 'errors' from a normal (0, O.e) distribution to the values of X1.

This second simulated data set is given in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Example data set 2.
Class membership X1 X2 X3

3.76 -0.18 3.49

2.33 0.94 2.23

3.58 0.24 3.70

2.67 0.76 2.64

3.47 -0.70 3.41

1.74 -0.17 1.85

2.83 -0.15 2.78

3.69 -1.38 3.69

3.96 -0.93 4.03

2.50 -0.28 2.51

2.24 0.37 2.32

1.55 1.60 1.68

3.78 0.94 3.76

1 3.53 0.83 3.71

3.79 -1.03 3.78
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2.95 0.30 2.88

2.52 1.19 2.59

2.57 0.15 2.54

3.82 -0.40 3.64

4.65 1.05 4.59

2.38 -0.40 2.47

4.17 -0.64 4.20

2.60 0.17 2.68

3.23 -0.67 3.23

1 3.80 0.56 3.75

2 -4.46 -0.41 -4.40

2 -2.32 -0.12 -2.25

2 -1.48 1.14 -1.54

2 -4.48 0.20 -4.64

2 -2.57 1.76 -2.52

2 -3.61 0.22 -3.71

2 -3.72 -0.90 -3.83

2 -3.27 -0.05 -3.39

2 -2.91 -2.17 -2.95

2 -2.75 0.59 -2.71

2 -4.19 2.40 -4.13

2 -3.56 -0.98 -3.42

2 -3.63 -0.83 -3.67

2 -2.46 -0.79 -2.46

2 -3.36 -0.47 -3.23

2 -4.87 1.29 -4.81

2 -1.90 2.20 -1.86

2 -0.51 -0.26 -0.73

2 -2.38 -0.42 -2.25

2 -4.12 -1.39 -4.32

2 -3.17 -1.37 -3.17

2 -2.78 -0.67 -2.73

2 -2.80 -0.23 -2.61

2 -2.85 0.95 -2.97

2 -1.56 1.28 -1.55
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•
• • •

X1

• •• ...•

• • - • ••• •

X2

• Class 1 • Class 2

Figure 3.5: eVA biplot of example data set 2.
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i..__._-......._1...._...-..._,._.._..._.._....._. ...-_._._...
, I

Il I ! j
-6 -2 o 2 4 6

• Class 1 • Class 2

Figure 3.6: Dotplot of variable X1 of example data set 2.

i
j

. . . I

i
I
I

-6 -4 -2 2 4 6

• Class 1 • Class 2

Figure 3. 7: Dotplot of variable X3 of example data set 2.
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The eVA biplot of Figure 3.5 shows very good separation between the two classes. The

sample correlation matrix is

X1 X2 X3
X1 l1.0000 0.0181 0.9995

JX2 0.0181 1.0000 0.0225
X3 0.9995 0.0225 1.0000

Since variables X1 and X3 are highly correlated, the same result could be obtained with

either X1 or X3. The dotplots in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show that either of the two

variables is sufficient for separating the two classes.

InTable 3.5 the adequacies were calculated for both r = 1 and r = 2.

Table 3.5: Adequacies associated with the eVA biplot for example data set 2.

adeq(r=1) 0.0048 5.19x10· 0.0328
adeq (r=2) 0.9998 0.0155 0.9998

X1 X2 X3

Although the adequacy values for r = 1 are all very small, the pattern is quite similar to that

of example data set 1 - two variables with values relatively large compared to the other

which is clearly redundant. In contrast to the first example, either of variables X1 or X3

could be used for discrimination. This indicates the inability of the adequacy measure to

distinguish the case where the specific combination of the variables is necessary for

discrimination and the case where a subset of these variables will suffice.

Another example of the importance of the interaction between variables and the effect on

the adequacy measure will be given by combining the Versicolorand Virginicaspecies of the

iris data set and using only three of the four variables, namely sepal width, petal length and

petalwidth. Since there are now only two classes K = 1. Although the analysis will be done

for r = K = 1, the two-dimensional eVA biplot is given in Figure 3.8. Since the one-

dimensional biplot is obtained by orthogonally projecting onto the horisontal scaffolding

axis, evaluation of the horisontal separation of the two classes indicates excellent results.
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• Setosa • Combined Versicolor & Virginica

Figure 3.8: eVA biplot of the altered iris data set.

Table 3.6: Adequacies associated with the altered iris data set for r = 1.

adeq

sepa/width peta//ength peta/width

0.406 0.262 0.019

From the adequacy measures it seems that petal width is irrelevant for discrimination. A

simple scatterplot of petal length vs. sepal width in Figure 3.9 shows that complete separation

is indeed obtained with only these two variables.
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Figure 3.9: Scatterplot of petal lengthvs. sepalwidthof the altered iris data set.

Since the adequacy of sepal widthis almost double that of petal length it could be that petal

lengthis also a redundant variable. The dotplot of sepal widthin Figure 3.10 shows however

that sepal width alone cannot separate the two classes completely. On the contrary, the

dotplots of petal length and petal width (in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 respectively) show

perfect separation of the two classes with either variable. The larger adequacy value of

sepalwidthcan be explained by inspecting the coefficient matrix

l-2.079B = l.293
0.685

0.042 2.515 ]
2.037 0.755.
- 4.890 - 0.840

In the matrix Br, formed from the first column ofB, the linear combination of the variables

that maximises the between class to within class variance ratio is a contrast between sepal

lengthand the two petal variables. Although the absolute value of the sepal lengthcoefficient

is larger than that of petal lengthor petalWidth,it is the combination of the three variables that

separates the classes in the biplot of Figure 3.8.
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Therefore, from the above examples it appears that the adequacies are not a perfect

measure for variable selection in LD~ but they do assist in identifying possible subsets

that could be inspected. In the above example, none of the adequacy values was

particularly large or small and no definite conclusion on the relevant variables could be

reached based on these values. A value close to 1, as in the two example data sets, usually

indicates an important variable, either by itself or in combination with others. Similarly an

adequacy value very close to 0 will most probably indicate a redundant variable .
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Figure 3.10: Dotplot of sepal width of altered iris data set.
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Figure 3.11: Dotplot of petal length of altered iris data set.
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Figure 3.12: Dotplot of petal width of altered iris data set.
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3.4.2 CCA biplots

Utilising the relationship between LDA and CCA tcf. section 3.3.4.2), biplot

representations can also be obtained in terms of CCA.

In the case of CCA the coefficient vectors ft and fi. must be found to maximise the

'correlation' (based on Sz defined in section 3.3.2) between y~ and Xp, thus maximising

Derivation of the CCA biplot is analogous to that of the CVA biplot in 3.4.1. However, in

the case of CCA two sets of sample points can be represented in the biplot. All the results

are analogous to those of the CVA biplot in section 2.4. The sample points of the matrix X

are represented by ZCCA,X = xBccA,r' Furthermore, the n 'sample points' in the indicator

matrix Y can be represented by ZCCA.V = ve., The matrix Y: n x J has only J different

row settings, therefore ZCCA,Y will consist of J different points in Sf" with n, identical

points for the n, sample points in the i-th class.

Similarly, two sets of CCA biplot axes can be defined for both interpolation and prediction.

The directions of the interpolation biplot axes are given by the rows of BCCA,r and e r for

ZCCA,X and ZCCA,Y respectively. The directions of the prediction biplot axes are given

respectively by the rows of the matrices [diag-I (B~~A B~CA) ]B~~A and

[diag-I(E/ er)]er'. Since B~CA and er are based on inverse matrices, the square

matrices B(p) and e(J) defined in section 3.3.2 are used for calculation of B~CA and er.

The unit marker (with respect to the mean) on the k-th axis is given by ~~BCCA,r for the

1
interpolation axis and ------~~ B~~A for the prediction axis in the case of

, ,.. r I A r

~kBCCA BCCA~k
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ZCCA,Xand similarly by ~~er for the interpolation axis and ___ 1__ ~~ef' for the
e'ef'efe-k _k

prediction axis in the case of ZCCA,Y.

The CCA biplots for ZCCA,Xand ZCCA,Y of the iris data set are shown in Figure 3.13 and

Figure 3.14 , respectively.
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Figure 3.13: CCA biplot ofZccA,x of the iris data set.
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Both biplots are equipped with prediction biplot axes. The plot of ZCCA,Xis very similar to

the CVA biplot of Figure 3.1. The relationship between the two biplots and classification

regions for this CCA biplot will be discussed in the following section.

CII
VIo
Qi
(/)

.~
c::
'e>s

Versicolor

Figure 3.14: CCA biplot ofZccA,Y of the iris data set.

Since Y is an indicator matrix the i-th 'sample point' ofY will be represented in ZCCA,Yby

the j-th row of er if the i-th sample point belongs to class j. It was indicated in

section 3.3.4.1 that the e matrix associated with OS is identical to the CCA e matrix. The

prediction biplot axes of this biplot can be used to read off the r-dimensional

approximation (r = 2 in Figure 3.14) of the estimated scores assigned to the three classes.
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3.4.3 Relationships between CVA and CCA biplots

Recall that interpolation of sample points or new observations in eVA and eeA biplots

are defined by the transformations

eVA biplot: Z~YA= X'BLDA,r

and eeA biplot: Z~CA,X= X'BccA,r ,

. 1 h B = BA D-lirespective y, were LOA,r CCA,r (l-a2),r from equation (3-22) with D-li(l-a2),r
the

r x r diagonal matrix containing the first r diagonal elements of D~I~(2) There is therefore

a direct relationship between the two types of biplots and the one can be obtained from the

other through multiplication by the matrix D~I~(2),ror D~_(2),r' This relationship is also

valid for the class means with

ZCYA= XBLDA,r

= (y'y)-I Y'XB D-liCCA,r (I-a2l,r

= (Y'y)-ly'Z D-liCCA,X(l-a2),r

Similar to the eVA biplot of section 3.4.1 the sample points and class means can be

represented simultaneously by plotting ZCCA,Xand ZCCA,Xin one plot. According to

Definition 3.2 a (new) sample point z is classified to its nearest mean value. The distance

measure for determining the nearest mean, however, needs attention.

In the ev A biplot let d ~k denote the squared Pythagorean distance between the j-th

canonical mean and the k-th (new) observation ?:.~'= ~~'BLDA,r'then

d2 (- • )'(- • )jk = ?:.CYA,j-?:.k ?:.CYA,j-?:.k

= CRj - ~~ )'BLoA,rB~oA,r(Rj - ~~)

= CRj - ~~ )'BccA,rD~La2),rB~CA,r(Rj - ~~)
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Classification of (new) observation k can thus be accomplished by finding the smallest

d~k for j = 1, 2, ... , J using the weighted distance derived above. Classification regions can

be constructed according to this principal for a CCA biplot. Figure 3.15 shows the CCA

biplot of the iris data set with the means values and classification regions. These

classification regions correspond to the classification regions of Figure 3.2, except for the

weighted distances. In this figure the weight matrix is given by

D-I _[33.19 0]
(l-a

2
),r - 0 1.29'

One scaffolding-unit in the horisontal direction contributes roughly 25 times more to the

squared inter-sample distance than one scaffolding-unit in the vertical direction.

Comparing Figure 3.2 with Figure 3.15 this is illustrated by the samples being much more

spread out in the vertical direction in Figure 3.15.

Although classification with the weighted distance in the CCA biplot is equivalent to

classification in the CVA biplot based on Pythagorean distance, the visual appraisal of

distances is more straightforward using Pythagorean distance and therefore CVA biplots

will be used onwards. However, since the CCA biplot allows for certain generalisations of

LDA (cf section 4.3) the relationship between CVA and CCA biplots is important.
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Figure 3.15: CCA biplot of the iris data set with LDA classification regions.
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3.4.4 peA biplots

The constraint B'L:wB = I imposed in section 3.2 implies that L:~ = BB' with the matrix

B partitioned as B = [BLOA
pxp pxK

B(2) ]. Furthermore, it was shown that the last (p - K)
px(p-K)

components of the vectors ~j = B'!:j are equal for j = 1, 2, ... , J. Applying the plug-in

principal with the sample estimates in the CVA biplot and with d ~k the squared

Pythagorean distance between the j-th canonical mean and the k-th (new) observation

?:~'= ~~'BLOA , it follows that

From this it follows that

It then follows that

d2 (-'.') C- • )'B B' (- .) (- • )'B B' C- • )jk +0) ~j;~k = ~j -~k LOA LOA ~j -~k + ~j -~k (2) (2) ~j -~k

and therefore

Since it can be proved, similar to Theorem 3.3, that the last (p - K) components of BRj are

all equal for j = 1, 2, ... , J it follows that

Therefore, if
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. d2 d2mm jk = hk
J=I, ... ,J

then

In section 2.4 it was shown that the Mahalanobis distance between the class means are

Pythagorean distance in the canonical space. From the above it follows that Pythagorean

distance between a canonical mean and a (new) point in the canonical space is equal to the

Mahalanobis distance between that particular canonical mean and the (new) point less

meR; ;~~') in the original space. Since m(R:;~~') is equal for all j = 1,2, ... , J a (new)

sample point ?:_* can be classified to the nearest mean value in terms of the Mahalanobis

distance only.

The classification regions can be constructed on a PCA biplot similar to the prediction

regions of the generalised biplot, except for using Mahalanobis distance based on the

common within class covariance matrix iw' Ifp = r the classification regions are defined

by the Mahalanobis distances in the biplot space S!: If r < p an r-dimensional biplot

approximation can be used, reducing the dimensionality.

Classification in the approximated r-dimensional PCA space to the nearest class mean

based upon Mahalanobis distance will however not be equivalent to classification in the

approximated r-dimensional canonical (CVA) space to the nearest canonical mean using

Pythagorean distance. The r-dimensional biplot representation is a least squares

approximation of the original samples given by Z = XVr. Denote the common within class

covariance matrix of these approximated sample points by i~A,r = v, iw Vr. The squared

Mahalanobis distance between the j-th class mean and the k-th (new) observation

?:_~' = ~~'Vr is given by
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d2 -(-z _Z·)'(~PCA,r)-I(-Z -Z·)-ro(-X'·X·')jk - -j -k L....W -j _k -J'-k

(- ·)'(V'~ V)-I(- .) (-' .')= ~j-~k rL....W r ~j-~k -ro~j;~k

Classification in the approximated r-dimensional canonical (CVA) space to the nearest

canonical mean with Pythagorean distance will have

d~k = (~CVA,j - ~~)'(~CVA,j - ~~)

= (R~BLDA,r - ~~'BLDA,r)(B~DA,r Rj - B~DA,r~~)

= (Rj - ~~)'BLDA,rB~DA,r(Rj - ~~).

except when r = p because then Vr = V is an orthogonal matrix. Classification in the

r-dimensional PCA biplot will therefore only be equivalent to classification in the

r-dimensional canonical (CVA) space ifr = p.

In general classification in the r-dimensional canonical space will outperform classification

in the r-dimensional PCA biplot space because the CVA biplot is optimised for separating

the classes by maximising the ratio of the between class to within class variance while the

peA biplot aims to optimally represent the variance structure of the complete data set,

ignoring class membership. If separate classes are formed in the data, it might show on the

PCA biplot and good classification will be obtained. Example data set 2, described in

section 3.4.1.1, is such an example where the two classes are well separated in the PCA

biplot as shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: peA biplot of example data set 2.
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X3

X1 X2

• Class 1 • Class 2

Figure 3.17: PCA biplot of example data set 1.

In the case of LDA then, the CVA biplot is preferable but the PCA biplot is discussed to

facilitate generalisations to other types of discriminant analysis.

InFigure 3.18 classification regions to the nearest two-dimensional PCA means are shown

for the iris data set. The corresponding p-dimensional classification regions are shown in

Figure 3.19. In contrast to Figure 3.18 where classification is done in an approximated

space, Figure 3.19 shows approximated classification regions for classification in the full

space!!JP. As indicated above, this is equivalent to classification in the p-dimensional
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canonical space. Classification in the canonical space is however unchanged in all

dimensions r =K, ... , p. Therefore classification in the p-dimensional PCA biplot space is

equivalent to the classification in the K-dimensional canonical space.

SepalL. SepalW.

~ Versicolor ~ Virginica

Figure 3.18: PCA biplot of the iris data set with two-dimensional LDA classification
regions.
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SepalL. SepalW.

~ Versicolor ~ Virginica

Figure 3.19: PCA biplot of the iris data set with four-dimensional LDA classification
regions.

Comparing Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 the classification regions differ in that the Versicolor

region roughly follows the direction of the sepal width axis in Figure 3.18 while this axis

crosses the Versicolor classification region in Figure 3.19. The result is that in Figure 3.18

only the Setosa observations fall in the Setosa classification regions. However, in

Figure 3.19 four Versicolor observation are now classified to the Setosa class. Furthermore,

more of the Virginica observations are misclassified in Figure 3.19, indicating that the

dimension reduction resulting from the two-dimensional PCA seems to payoff.
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Since Mahalanobis distance is used for classification, the boundaries of classification

regions are non-linear. However, in this example the curvature is so small that the

boundaries almost appear linear. This is also another example where the separate classes

can be recognised in the PCA biplot.

3.4.5 Non-linear biplots

Both PCA and CVA biplots can be formulated as special cases of the non-linear biplot.

LDA classification is therefore formulated in terms of the non-linear biplot to facilitate

extensions to other discrimination procedures.

3.4.5.1 peA biplot in terms of non-linear biplot methods

The simplest form of an Euclidean embeddable distance metric is Pythagorean distance

with the matrix U:n x (n -1) = [X :n x pO: n x {en-1) - p}]. In this case the prediction

biplot trajectories will be linear and correspond to the linear PCA biplot axes. The non-

linear biplot function used here does not show the biplot axes.

Figure 3.20 shows the PCA biplot of Figure 3.18 obtained with the non-linear biplot

methods and Pythagorean distance. Since this plot is identical, up to a reflection, to the

ordinary PCA biplot there is no need to use the non-linear biplot methods while the simpler

PCA method is available. The use of expressing the simple PCA biplot in terms of the

non-linear biplot is that the non-linear biplot methods allow for generalisations in

situations where the PCA biplot is not applicable. Classification regions in this biplot are

obtained exactly as in the PCA biplot since the two biplots are equivalent. The

classification regions in Figure 3.20 represent classification in the approximated

r-dimensional space, i.e. Mahalanobis distances are calculated in the space Y.
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Figure 3.20: Non-linear biplot with Pythagorean distance of the iris data set with LDA
classification regions.

o

3.4.5.2 eVA biplot in terms of non-linear biplot methods

In section 2.5 the non-linear biplot was discussed under the assumption of additive

distance. Although Mahalanobis distance is not additive, it was shown in section 2.4 that

the eVA biplot provides an Euclidean embedded representation of the sample points. The

non-linear biplot methods can thus also be used to create a eVA biplot using Mahalanobis

distance. The directions of the prediction biplot axes will however differ from the

interpolation biplot axes and therefore the prediction biplot axes cannot be obtained with

the methods of section 2.5. For this reason, the non-linear biplot function does not provide

o
o o

00 Versicolor 00 Virginica
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for biplot axes as mentioned for the PCA biplot in Figure 3.20. Since the biplot axes are

not the focus of discrimination and classification the non-linear biplot can be used without

biplot axes showing only the sample points and (approximate) classification regions.

Figure 3.21 shows, for the iris data set, the CVA biplot obtained with the non-linear biplot

method and Mahalanobis distance. The classification regions classify observations to the

nearest class mean in terms of Pythagorean distance in the space .51: Since r = 2 = K the

approximate classification regions representing classification in the full space !§2 will

result in the identical biplot.

As with the PCA biplot there is no need to use the more complicated non-linear biplot

method which does not allow for prediction biplot axes, but again this method will ease

generalisations in other situations.
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o

~ Versicolor ~ Virginica

Figure 3.21: Non-linear biplot with Mahalanobis distance of the iris data set with LDA
classification regions.
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3.5 Recapitulation

In this chapter:

• LDA was formulated in terms of finite mixtures and a classification region defined.

• Based on the classification regions defined, discriminant analysis was conducted by

means ofbiplot methodology in

- CVA biplots

- PCA biplots

- Non-linear biplots.

• By formulating DA in terms ofbiplot methodology

- the adequacy measure was discussed as a measure (albeit imperfect) of indicating

possible importance of variables in DA.

• Since PCA maximises variance and CVA maximises separation of class means it was

shown that

- separate classes in PCA => separation in CVA

- separate classes in CVA -=p separation in PCA

- non-separation in PCA -=P non-separation in CVA.

• Relationships between LDA and as (multivariate regression) via CCA were discussed

in order to facilitate generalisations in Chapter 4.

According to one of the aims of this study as stated in Chapter 1, extensive S-PLUS

functions were written to implement the various biplots and classification procedures.

Although illustrative examples of all these biplots and related procedures were provided

based on the iris data set, a more detailed discussion of the specially written computer

software is deferred to Chapter 8. Also detailed examples of the application of the

different LDA biplots to data sets, some of which to date having not yet been published in

the statistical literature, are provided inChapter 9.

The biplot methodology developed for LDA can be extended to cover situations where the

assumptions of LDA are violated. This topic is explored in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Extending Discriminant Analysis and

related Biplots

4.1 Introduction

The biplot methodology corresponding to linear discriminant analysis is extended in this

chapter to deal with cases where conditions necessary for successfully applying LDA are

not met. In section 4.2 PCA biplots, non-linear biplots and QDA (quadratic discriminant

analysis) biplots are introduced for dealing with discriminant analysis of classes exhibiting

unequal covariance matrices. The use of flexible discriminant analysis (FDA) as a possible

remedy for over-parameterisation in QDA is discussed in section 4.3. In section 4.4 the

discrimination subspace model (DSM) is reviewed. The DSM model assumes that all

differences among J classes of p-variate normal populations occur in a subspace of

dimension q < p. The selection of the appropriate DSM model is treated and, in particular,

DSM biplots including PCA DSM biplots, non-linear DSM biplots and QDA DSM biplots

are derived and illustrated.

4.2 Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA)

In section 3.2 the assumption of equal within class covariance matrices was used to derive

the linear discriminant classification regions. When the observations originate from

multivariate normal distributions, the quadratic discriminant rule is obtained in the case of

unequal within class covariance matrices. The conditional distribution is assumed to be of

the form X I Y = j ~normal (p, ~j' Lj) for j = 1,2, ... , J with Y = j an integer variable, and

the probability density function is given by

f~JY=l~)= (27tr~ILX~e-~C!-~/~j'(!-~).
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J

Let 7tj = P (Y = j), j = 1, 2, ... , J with L 7t j = 1 denote the prior probability for class j. If
j=l

the posterior probability that a (new) observation with feature vector x belongs to class j is

denoted by 7tjl.! then McLachlan (1992) shows that their log ratios (with the arbitrary choice

ofY = J as the base group) is given by

10g(:;::)=IOg(:;)+log(~~:;~~~)

= log(:;)- t ~(:!'~j'L) - 8C~'~J' LJ)}- t 10g(I~;\)

for j = 1,2, ... , (J - 1) with 8(!,~,Lj) = (! - ~/LjJ (! -~)

and that the optimal Bayes rule assigns the observation to

class J if 10g(1tjl!):::;;0 for j = 1,2, ... , (J -1)
7tJI!

otherwise to

class h if 10g(1tjl!):::;;10g(1thl!) for j = 1,2, ... , (J - 1); j :;th.
7tJI! 1tJI!

McLachlan (1992) uses the unbiased estimate of the covariance matrix, but using plug-in

estimates and assuming equal prior probabilities an observation x will be classified to

class J if - t {8(!'!jJ:) - 8(!,!pi:J )}- t 10g(i~:U:::;;0 for j = 1,2, ... , (J - 1)

and otherwise to class h if

- t {8(!'!j' i:j) - 8(!'!J' i:J)}- t 10g(I~:\)

:::;;-t ~(!'!h ,i:h) - 8(!'!J' i:J)}- t 10g(\~:I)

forj = 1,2, ... , (J -1); j :;th.

4.2.1 QOA biplots

Using the notation ofCuadras, Fortiana & Oliva (1997) write

~~(!) = 8(!,!p i:) + logli: j I
then an observation x will be classified to

class J if -t~~(!):::;; -t~;(:!) or equivalently ~;(:!):::;; ~~(:!) for j = 1,2, ... , (J -1)
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and otherwise to class h if

-t~~(~):::;-t~~(~) or equivalently ~~(~):::;~~(~) for j = 1,2, ... , (J -1); j -:f:. h.

Any observation x is therefore classified to the class with smallest ~~(~).

In section 3.4.1 it was shown that LDA classification is based on

with !!~VA,j = R~BLDA the j-th canonical mean and .!!~VA =! "BLDA the sample to be

classified, in the full K-dimensional canonical space.

In section 3.4.4 equivalent LDA classification is obtained based on

• ,.. 1 •min (u . - u )'L- (u . - u )
j=I,2, ...,J -PCA,J _PCA W -PCA,J _PCA

with !!~CA,j = R~V the j-th class mean and .!!~CA =! "v the sample to be classified in the

full p-dimensional PCA biplot space with V the matrix of eigenvectors of X'X obtained in

section 2.3.1. In the notation of Cuadras, Fortiana & Oliva (1997), LDA classification in

the full PCA biplot space is based on

• 2 •.mm ~j (.!!PCA )LDA
J=I,2,...,J

Comparing LDA classification to the QDA classification derived above, it follows that a

sample is classified based on

LDA . 2'
.mm ~ j (.!!PCA )LDA
J=I,2,...,J

and
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4.2.1.1 peA biplots

After transformation to the full p-dimensional peA space, let

i:PCA. = V'i: .v
,J J

be the plug-in covariance matrix estimate for the j-th class of the transformed sample

points given by the rows ofU = XV. The function ~~(!!;CA) can then be rewritten as

~~(!!;CA) = 8(!!;CA' !:!rCA,j'i:PCA) + 10gli:pcA,jI
= (!!;CA- !!PCA,j)'i:;~A,j (!!;CA- !!PCA,j)+ 10gli:pcA,jI

since V is an orthogonal matrix.

In the full p-dimensional peA biplot space, QDA classification IS based

on min ~~(!!;CA). In a peA biplot the QDA classification regions can be constructed
J=I,2, ... ,J

similar to the prediction regions of the generalised biplot. The only difference is that the

classification regions are based on the functions ~~(!!;CA)' instead of using Mahalanobis

distance based on the common within class covariance matrix i:w that was used for the

LDA classification regions. In an r-dimensional biplot, approximate classification regions

can be constructed in the reduced space, similar to the approximation of classification

regions in the peA biplots for LDA as discussed in section 3.4.4 .Alternatively reduced

space classification regions can be calculated with the functions ~~(~;CA)'

Note that ~~(!!;CA) is not a distance function, since one of the basic properties of any

distance function viz. d(~, h) = 0 if a = b is not satisfied. This follows since when

!!;CA=!! j,PCA, then
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<I>~ (!!;CA) = 8(!!PCA,j'!!PCA,j':tPCA,)+ log!:tpcA,j!

= (!!PCA,j- !!PCA,j)':t;~A,j (!!PCA,j- !!PCA,j)+ log!:tpcA,j1

= log!:tpcA,jI·

As an example of the QDA classification regions based on the functions <I>~ (!!;CA) these

regions were constructed for the iris data set. The classification regions displayed in

Figure 4.1 approximate the four-dimensional classification regions while Figure 4.2 show

the classification regions calculated in the reduced space. Since the classification regions

are based on Mahalanobis distances calculated with the class covariance matrices, the

classification boundaries are curved. The approximated classification regions and the

reduced space regions roughly correspond, with the only differences well outside the data

cloud.
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I~ S,I." I_I Versicolor ~ Virginica

Figure 4.1: peA biplot of the iris data set with approximated four-dimensional quadratic
classification regions.
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Figure 4.2: PCA biplot of the iris data set with two-dimensional quadratic classification
regions.

4.2.1.2 Non-linear blplots

From section 3.4.5.1 a non-linear biplot using Pythagorean distance is equivalent to a PCA

biplot. Applying the non-linear biplot method with classification based on the function

CP~C!!.;CA) is therefore equivalent to the QDA classification of section 4.2.1.1.
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4.2.1.3 QDA biplot

Although using a PCA biplot with non-linear classification regions allows for quadratic

discriminant analysis, classification in terms of Pythagorean distance is more natural and

therefore much easier to interpret visually. For such a QDA biplot a transformation similar

to the CVA transformation derived in section 3.2 is needed.

Consider the mixture distribution defined in Definition 3.1 without assuming a specific

distribution for the random vector X of predictor variables. In section 3.2 the CVA

transformation Z = P'X was chosen to maximise the ratio of the unconditional

variance of Z relative to the conditional vanance. Since CVA is based on the LDA

assumption of equal within class covariance matrices, LJ = L2 = ... = Lj, it follows that

J

they are equal to their weighted average Lw = I 7t jL j' For QDA the transformation
j=1

Z = P'X chosen to maximise the ratio of the unconditional variance of Z relative to the

conditional vanance must maxmuse Therefore J different ratios must be

maximised corresponding to the J conditional within class covariance matrices of Z of the

form~'Lj~ for j = 1,2, ... , J.

Each ratio is maximised separately similar to the CVA case tcf section 3.2) with the

constraint ~'Lj~ = 1 for each j = 1, 2, ... , J. The p solutions obtained for each j are

gathered together in the form

j = 1,2, ... , J.

Rewriting this two-sided eigenvalue problem as

it can in turn be formulated in terms of the one-sided eigenvalue problem

RjAj = AjAj

with
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and Aj = L:{'Bj the p x p orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors of R.

Since the matrix Aj is orthogonal, it follows that Aj diagonalises Rj, i.e.

A~RjAj = Aj.

It follows that there are J different solutions Ap ... ,A J diagonalising

Rp ... ,R J respectively. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a single

non-singular matrix that simultaneously diagonalises R1, ••• , R J is given by Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.1: Simultaneous diagonalisability

A set of p x p matrices F], ... , Fk will be simultaneously diagonalisable by a single non-

singular matrix A: p x p if and only if FiFh = FhFi for all pairs i, h = 1,2, ... , k.

Proof

(Harville, 1997) ~

However, in general the matrices Rp ... ,RJ are not pairwise commutative. What is
A

needed then is a matrix A :p x p that simultaneously bring R 1 , ••• , R J as close to

diagonality as possible. An algorithm for this purpose is provided by the FG-algorithm of

Flury & Gautschi (1986 in Flury, Nel & Pienaar, 1994). This algorithm is defined in

Definition 4.1.

Definition 4.1: FG-algorithm

Given J positive definite symmetric p x p matrices R], R2, ... , R] and J positive weights

n., n2 ... , nj, the FG-algorithm finds an orthogonal matrix A such that

is a minimum. Here diag (F) means the diagonal matrix with the same diagonal elements

as F.
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Flury & Constantine (1985) describes the solution A intuitively as the matrix which brings

the matrices R], R2, •.• , RJ simultaneously as 'close to diagonality' as possible.

Applying the FG-algorithm with weights nj the number of observations in class j it follows

that

~ ~~
i.e, RjA::::::AAj.

Since Aj = ~~Bj it follows that Bj = ~j}';Aj. Setting 1\ = ~jYzA the two-sided

eigenvalue problems are approximately solved by

i.e.
-~
~B ::::::~.B.A ..

J J J J

It follows that

and B'~B:::::: B'~ B.A. = A ..
J J J J J J J

These results are similar to that of the CVA analysis and applying the plug-in principle as

in section 3.2 the sample estimates can be obtained. This allows for a QDA biplot similar

to the CVA biplot where ZCYA= XBLDA,Twas plotted. The r-dimensional QDA biplot is

obtained by plotting
I I ~

Z =x B.-QDA,i -i J,T if observation i belongs to class j.

The equivalent transformation in the full p-dimensional space !!: = ~: Bj in effect scales

the observations such that equal within class covariance matrices are obtained. Returning

to the random variable X: p x 1 with the conditional covariance matrix of X I Y = j equal to

~j the scaling is performed by the transformation Uj = A'~j}';X given Y = j. The

covariance matrix ofUj is

A'~jYz~j~? A = I.
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Therefore the within class covariance matrices of VI, lli, ..., .LG are equal and the eVA

principal can be applied to VI, lli, ...,.LG, plotting

, = u'.A?;QDA,i -I r

= x~L~liA
-I J r

= x~13J' r-I ,

when !i belongs to class j.

Formulating the eVA biplot in terms of the non-linear biplot allows for a generalisation to

the QDA biplot. In the case of LDA a eVA biplot is obtained by applying the non-linear

biplot method to the Mahalanobis distance matrix D = {- t87k} with

8~ = (!~BLDA- !~BLDA)(B~DA!i-B~DA!k)

= (!i -!k )'i:~ (!i -!k)'

To obtain a QDA biplot the distance matrix D = {- t87k} must be defined in the following

way:

8~ = (!:!i -!:!k )'(!:!i -!:!k)

= (!~13jl- !~13j)(13~,!i-13~2!k)

where !i belongs to class j I and!k to class j2'

= (x'.i:~liA - x' i:~liA)(A'i:~lix. -A'i:~lix )
-I J, -k h J, -I Jz _k

If jl = j2 = j (say) then 8~ = (!i -!k)'i:jl(!i -!k) is the Mahalanobis distance within

class j. The QDA full-dimensional biplot is obtained by applying the non-linear biplot

method to this distance matrix. However, for an r-dimensional approximation, only the

first r columns of the matrices 13j are used in the above distance formula. Interpolation of

new sample points needs special consideration.
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In the non-linear biplot the distances between a new sample point :s:.* and the original

samples are calculated in Qn+1= {-t8~+IJ and interpolated with the interpolation

formula (2-16)

z" = A-Iy' (d _.l Dl).
- r r _n+1 n -

To 'correctly' calculate the squared distance 8~+I,i the class membership of :s:_* must be

class j 1.

When the class membership of £ is known, interpolation can be done in the way described

above. Since the aim of using the QDA biplot in discriminant analysis is usually

classification of observations the class membership of:s:_* will often not be available. In this

situation J interpolations are done, assuming in turn that :s:_ * belongs to each of the J classes

according to the following procedure:

• For j = 1, 2, ... , J set !!j = !·'Bj and calculate 8~~L = (!!i -!!; )'(!!i -!!;) ;

• Form the vectors d[jj = {_1.82[jj.}_n+1 2 n+I,/ for j = 1,2, ... , J and interpolate

z·[jj'=A-IY'(d[jj -.lDI).
- r r _n+1 n -

Classification in the CVA biplot is performed by classifying a single interpolated point ~*

to its nearest class mean using Pythagorean distance. In the QDA biplot with J interpolated

points, *[jJ~ , the Pythagorean distance, or squared Pythagorean distance

d f = (?; '[jj - ~j)' (~'[jj - ~j) , from £[jJ to the j -th class mean is calculated for j = 1, 2, ... , J.

The observation :s:_ * is then classified to class j' corresponding to the shortest distance

" . (d2)J = mm j'
);1, ....1

For illustration, the QDA biplot for the iris data set is shown in Figure 4.3. The two-

dimensional classification regions are indicated on the biplot. Perusal of Figure 4.3 shows
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that in this case the QDA biplot is not nearly as efficient in separating the classes as the

CVA biplots of Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.3: QDA biplot of the iris data set with two-dimensional classification regions.

I_I Versicolor ~ Virginica

The interpolation process in the QDA biplot is illustrated in Figure 4.4. One of the Virginica

observations of the iris data set, viz.

sepal length sepal width petal widthpetal length

5.9 3.0 1.85.1
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is interpolated onto the biplot scaffolding of Figure 4.3. Since there are three classes, three

interpolated values are obtained, indicated by the triangles in the biplot. The arrows

indicate the Pythagorean distance from each interpolated value to the corresponding class

mean. It is clear from Figure 4.4 that the interpolant corresponding to the Virginica class

mean is nearest to its corresponding mean and therefore this observation will be correctly

classified.

c:
I,,,,,,,,,,,,

I
I
I

~ Versicolor ~ Virginlca

Figure 4.4: Illustration of the interpolation process in a QDA biplot.
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4.3 Flexible Discriminant Analysis (FDA)

Flury, Boukai & Flury (1997) remark that linear discrimination sometimes outperforms

quadratic discrimination even when the assumption of equal covariance matrices is

violated tcf also McLachlan, 1992). This can be attributed to the large number of

parameters that has to be estimated in QDA with over-parameterisation inducing a loss of

power.

In section 3.3.4.3 the relationship between OS and LDA was illustrated, with CCA acting

as link between the two methods. Since multivariate regression is a building block for OS,

the algorithm in section 3.3.5 for finding the canonical LDA functions with OS uses

multivariate regression. Hastie, Tibshirani & Buja (1994) generalise LDA by replacing the

multivariate regression by a non-parametric multivariate regression procedure and they

term the resulting discrimination procedure Flexible Discriminant Analysis (FDA).

Expressing discriminant analysis in the regression context enables 'plugging in' adaptive

model selection techniques.

Generalising LDA aims to Improve classification performance in cases where the

assumptions of LDA are not satisfied. Often the covariance matrices differ between

classes and sometimes a group might even be disjoint.

4.3.1 Non-parametric regression

The linear regression function for a single response y and p predictor variables Xl, X2, ... , xp

given by
p

Y=u+Lf3jXj+E
j=i

can be generalised to an additive model (cf Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990) of the form
p

Y=u+ Lgj(X)+E
j=i

(4-1)

for smooth unknown functions gj.

One choice of a smooth function g(x) of a single feature variable is splines. Regression

splines represent the fit as a piecewise polynomial of degree d. The regions that define the
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pieces are separated by knots ~l < ~2 < ... < ~H. The piecewise polynomials are forced to

join smoothly at the knots by the constraint that the first (d - 1) derivatives are continuous.

A popular choice is cubic splines with d = 3. Variants on polynomial splines are natural

splines and B-splines (cf. de Boor, 1978; Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990). These splines can be

represented by a series of basis functions, for instance the truncated power series basis with
d H

g(x) = IUkXk + Il3k[X-~k]:
k=O k=1

(4-2)

where a, denotes the positive part of a. Regression splines are chosen by applying the

method of least squares to the basis functions while cubic smoothing splines are the

solution to an optimisation problem.

Cubic smoothing splines are not constructed explicitly like piecewise polynomial splines,

but g(x) is the solution to the minimisation problem
H

I[Yk -g(~k)Y +A f[gll(u)Ydu
k=1

(4-3)

where g(x) has two continuous derivatives and A is a penalisation parameter determining

the amount of smoothing - large values of A produce smoother curves. Green &

Silverman (1994) show that the minimiser of (4-3) is a natural cubic spline with knots at

the unique values of Xi.

A necessary property for the non-parametric regression techniques used in FDA is that the

fitting mechanisms can be represented as the action of a linear operator acting on the

response. In the linear model the fitted values

are obtained using the linear projection operator Px = X(X'Xrl X'. The linear projection

operator Px is replaced by a linear operator SeA) where the non-parametric choices

discussed in sections 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2 are collectively denoted by the hypersmoothing

parameter A. A simple approach is to expand X into a larger set of M basis variables ~(X)

and then simply use S = PcjI(X) in place of Py,
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p

The additive model Y = a + Lgj(x) + E can therefore be rewritten in the form
j=l

p mj

Y = L L f3 jh $ jh (x j ) + E
j=O h=l

p

with L m j = M and where the constant term are represented by mo = 1, f301 = a and
j=l

$01 (X) = l. If gj(Xj) is a regression spline the corresponding (d + H + 1) basis functions can

be defined by (4-2). Different choices of the basis functions $ will result in different non-

parametric regression techniques. Similar to Hastie, Tibshirani & Buja (1994) the focus

will be on MARS and BRUTO.

4.3.1.1 BRUTO

BRUTO is an adaptive method for estimating an additive model using smoothing splines.

It automatically generates a very large basis set and achieves parsimony by shrinking

coefficients in a judicious and structured way. Regularised or shrunken regression

procedures solve a form of penalised discriminant analysis (PDA).

Itwas mentioned in section 3.3 that LDA has two deficiencies:

• LDA is too flexible in the case of a large number of highly correlated predictor

variables;

• LDA is too rigid in cases where the class boundaries in the predictor space are complex

and non-linear.

FDA is suggested by Hastie, Tibshirani & Buja (1994) to improve on LDA in the second

situation. This is achieved by relaxing the rigid linear class boundaries by generalising the

linear regression to a more flexible non-parametric regression technique. Although the

first situation is not discussed here, the large set of basis functions generated by BRUTO

creates a situation similar to the large number of highly correlated predictor variables.

Hastie, Buja & Tibshirani (1995) propose PDA to deal with the latter situation therefore

the PDA principle is incorporated into the BRUTO method.
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Consider the penalised least squares criterion

(4-4)

Criterion (4-4) is of the form (4-3) and therefore the solutions gj(x) are natural cubic

splines. Replacing each spline function gj(x) with its expansion into basis functions, Hastie

& Tibshirani (1990) show that (4-4) can be written as

t.{y,- t,~Mj'(X;lr + t,Aj ~;nj~j

Forming the block diagonal penalty matrix

0 0' 0' 0'

0=
0 01 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0 Op

the matrix of basis variables

1 ~II (XII) ~Iml (xl1) ~21 (XI2)

1 ~11(X21) ~Iml (X21) ~21 (X22)
H=

~pmp (xIP)

~pmp (x2P)

and the coefficient vector

~p

Hastie, Tibshirani & Buja (1995) show that the regression operator can be expressed as

SeA) = H(H'H +orl H' .
In practice the fitted values SeA) y can be computed efficiently without explicitly

computing SeA). This is achieved by using the backfitting algorithm discussed by Hastie &

Tibshirani (1990) among others. This is an iterative procedure based on conditional

expectations. If the additive model (4-1) holds, then for any k it follows that
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Based on these expected values, Hastie & Tibshirani (1990) give the following iterative

algorithm for backfitting:

• Initialise

a =mean (Yi)

gk= gkOfor k = 1,2, ... , p;

• Cycle

E(Y - a - :tgj(x)lxk) = gk for k = 1,2, ... , p; 1,2, ... , p; 1,2, ... , p; ...
j=l,j .. k

• Continue with the cycles until the individual functions do not change.

If the smoothers are linear operators, as is the case here, this is a Gauss-Seidel algorithm

for solving a certain set of estimating equations and convergence can be proved in many

practical situations. In this case all the smoothers are linear operators and S = P~(X) can be

applied as a projection operator, therefore convergence is guaranteed.

BRUTO combines backfitting with smoothing parameter selection. This selection is based

on the generalised cross validation (GCV) criterion that asymptotically minimises the

mean squared error for estimation of the smoother gj. Optimising GCV over p smoothing

parameters /.--j. j = 1,2, ... , p requires O(n3) computations. BRUTO minimises the

following GCV-like criterion with only O(n) computations:

where dfj = tr{Sj(A)}-1 measures the approximate degrees of freedom used in the j-th

smooth term and c is the cost per degree of freedom. The cost parameter is introduced for

using BRUTO in discrimination. GCV is a regression-based criterion and efficient to use

selecting A given c and then a more discrimination-orientated criterion can be used for
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selecting c. Hastie, Tibshirani & Buja (1994) comment that the simplest approach of using

a fixed value c = 2 seems to work well, although a more ambitious approach such as

choosing c to minimise the misclassification cost via m-fold cross validation could also be

considered.

BRUTO automatically supplies a variable selection technique as well. In selecting the

appropriate smoothing parameter for a variable Xj, a null fit (mean) or linear fit is also

considered. Fitting Xj by a constant effectively removes the j-th variable from the model,

since it already includes a constant term.

4.3.1.2 MARS

One of the shortcomings of the additive model is that it does not allow for interactions

between predictor variables. Although easy in principal to model interactions, practical

considerations due to the 'curse of dimensionality' (Bellman, 1961, in Friedman, 1991)

pose severe challenges. MARS, introduced by Friedman (1991), is a flexible regression

method for modelling interactions in high dimensional data. MARS deals with the

problem of the 'curse of dimensionality' by including interactions only where needed. It is

therefore powerful for modelling relationships that are nearly additive or involve

interactions in at most a few variables.

M P mj

The additive model Y = L~k~k(X)+E = LL~jh~jh(Xj)+E can be altered to allow for
k~ ~o h~

interactions by expressing it in the form
M

Y =a+ L~hHh(XV(h'I), ... ,XV(h,Kh»)+E
h=1

M Kh

= a + L~h TI~hk (Xv(h,k») + E.
h=1 k=1

The single basis function in each term of the additive model is now replaced by a product

of basis functions. The index v(h, k) indicates the predictor used in the k-th product of the

h-th term. A quadratic regression function based on the second-degree polynomial
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expansion IS an example of such a model. The degree of the interaction model IS

max (Kj ). For an additive model max (Kj ) = 1.
h=l ,... ,M h e l ,... ,M

MARS generalises adaptive additive regression spline modelling by including multivariate

tensor-spline bases. A tensor-spline basis function for two predictors, for example, is a

product of two one-dimensional spline-basis functions. The basis functions are defined in

pairs:

~hk(X)= [x - ~hk]+

and

~h+l,k(X)= [~hk- =l-
where h is an odd integer and ~hk is a knot value equal to one of the unique values of

xv(h,k)' Each of the functions Hh(.) can be expressed as

Kh

Hh(xv(h,I)"",xV(h,Kh») =TI~hk(8hk[XV(h,k)-~hkt)
k=I

where 8hk= 1 if h is odd and -1 if h is even.

The basis functions are selected by a forward stepwise procedure, followed by backwards

elimination. Hastie, Tibshirani & Buja (1994) give the following algorithm for model

selection:

• Initialise

Start with the model with only the constant basis function;

• Forward stepwise selection

At each stage, consider adding the two terms:

with h odd;

The pair resulting in the greatest decrease in a residual sum of squares criterion is

added;

This process is repeated until some maximum model size is reached;

• Backward elimination

The least important terms are removed one at a time and the optimal model is selected

from this sequence based on the GCV criterion
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t{y; -tgj,A(X;j)}2
GCV(C,'A.)= I-I J-O 2

n {1 - Yn (1+ c x df)}

with df= tr{S('A.)}-1;

The cost parameter c, similar to that of BRUTO, can be chosen equal to 3 for MARS

models of degree 2 or higher.

Hastie, Tibshirani & Buja (1994) ascribe the effectiveness of MARS to the piecewise

linear basis functions permitting fast updating for different knot positions. Furthermore the

stepwise selection builds a surface in small pieces, taking advantage of low-order structure

and spending its degrees of freedom parsimoniously. Ripley (1996) points out one

possible shortcoming of MARS, viz. that it can be visually unappealing because the fits are

continuous but not differentiable.

4.3.2 Generalising LOA

Hastie, Buja & Tibshirani (1994) generalise linear discriminant analysis by the

generalisation of classical multivariate linear regression. Although the focus here is on

MARS and BRUTO a variety of other techniques, including projection pursuit regression

(Friedman & Stuetzle, 1981), the ACE algorithm (Breiman & Friedman, 1985), Breiman's

(1991a) II method, interaction spline methodology (Wahba, 1990), hinging hyperplanes

(Breiman, 1991b) and neural networks (e.g. Hand, 1997) can also be applied.

The adaptive non-parametric regression techniques discussed here have been generalised

by Hastie, Tibshirani & Buja (1994) to multivariate procedures. Suppose that 81,82, ... , 8K

is the response variables and X: p x 1 a vector of predictors then this class of non-

parametric multivariate regression models can be written in the form:
M

81 = L~kl~k (x)
k=1

M

82 =L~k2~k(X)
k=1

M

8K =I~kK~k(X),
k=1
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The different responses share a common set of M basis functions <I> I (x), <I> 2 (x), ... , <I> M (x)

but the sets of coefficients can differ. To obtain the linearity required in the FDA

procedure, the basis functions are treated as fixed after they are selected.

Because the same smoothing operator SeA) is used for each of the K models the non-

parametric procedure must be able to handle a multiple response variable when selecting

the hypersmoothing parameter A. Selecting the hypersmoothing parameter adaptively from
A

the data causes SeA) to become non-linear. Since a linear operator is required, this theory

applies only when conditioning on the choice of hyper smoothing parameter.

The algorithms used in the adaptive non-parametric regression techniques involve the

automatic selection of variables. Therefore this feature is transferred to the discriminant

analyses above.

4.3.3 Algorithm for FDA

The algorithm for LDA using OS given in section 3.3.5 can be generalised for FDA as

follows:

• Initialise the indicator matrix Y

Y: n x J has ij-th element equal to 1 if sample point i belongs to class j and 0

otherwise;

• Multivariate adaptive non-parametric regression ofY on X

Set Y = S(5:,)Y=:!10 C!');

• Optimal score matrix 8
8 is the matrix with z-th column

e. = l.qr~v.(qr~y'yqr~)
-I n II -I II II

with the scaling of the eigenvectors Yi such that 8''l'118 = I ;

• Canonical flexible discriminant function

n(x') - n (x')8D'1_ -'10- [22l-1/2- - a (I-a }J 12

with D, = t1~ and t1 = diag(8'Y'Y8) .
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In the algorithm for LDA given in section 3.3.5, the multivariate regression used in OS fits

a model without an intercept. The above algorithm, which is a straight forward

generalisation of the LDA algorithm of section 3.3.5, is therefore only applicable to

multivariate non-parametric regression procedures fitting a model without an intercept.

Most of the non-parametric regression procedures, however, automatically fit a model with

an intercept. Hastie, Tibshirani & Buja (1994), manage this situation with the help of a

contrast matrix. This procedure will also be used here.

Choose any J x (J - 1) contrast matrix 00 for which 0~ \}'1I0o= I:

• Initialise the indicator matrix Y

Y: n x J has zj-th element equal to 1 if sample point i belongs to class j and 0

otherwise;

Set 0~ :nx(J-l)=Y0o;

• Multivariate adaptive non-parametric regression of 0~ on X

Set e~ :nx(J-l)=S(~)0~=:!]oC!');

• Optimal score matrix e

<D:(J - 1) x (J - 1) is the matrix with i-th column

with the scaling of the eigenvectors Yi such that <D'<D= IJ-I;

Set e: J x (J -1) = 0o<D

then it follows that

• Canonical flexible discriminant function

with D =!l~'a. ,

The matrix !lis chosen equivalent to the linear algorithm with
,

!l= diag(<D'0~e~<D).
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Hastie, Buja & Tibshirani (1995) express the opinion that "the strongest discriminant co-

ordinates are useful for graphical examination". They provide examples of scatterplots of

these co-ordinates. However, using biplot methodology their scatterplots can be enhanced

with the unique features of biplots. The construction of such biplots is discussed in the

next section.

4.3.4 FDAbiplots

It follows from the relationships discussed in section 3.3.4 and the algorithm for LDA

using OS discussed in section 3.3.5 that the eVA sample points ZCVA= XBLDA,rcan be

obtained in the form

ZCVA = x[ BosD[a2(J_a2)rlj 1
= [11 (x')eD I ]

_0 - [a2(I-a2)rlj r

= :!.1(r) (~')

where :!.10 C~') is the matrix of fitted values of the linear multivariate regression function,

o is a matrix of eigenvectors and D a diagonal scaling matrix. The canonical means were

obtained from ZcvAby calculating the class means of the transformed values

ZCVA = (y'yrl Y'ZCVA .

In adaptive non-parametric regression the coefficient matrix Bo is not explicitly calculated

and therefore Bos = Boe cannot be calculated directly. From the analogy between the

LDA algorithm in section 3.3.5 and the FDA algorithm in section 4.3.3 the FDA biplots

can be obtained as follows:

and class means

ZFDA = (Y'Y) -I Y'ZFDA .
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4.3.4.1 Interpolation and prediction

Following the algorithm in section 4.3.3 a new sample of predictor values x : p x 1 can be

interpolated by finding the predicted adaptive non-parametric regression value

lio (:!.) : K x 1 and using the formula ~., : r x 1= lio C:!*')<I> r [D _)';] where [D]r is an
[a'(I-a')] , r

r x r submatrix of the diagonal matrix D.

In the full K-dimensional space the transformation of a sample point J.* to this

K-dimensional space is non-linear since u" = lio (x*' )eD _II' The FDA biplot is
- - [a'(I-a')] I'

therefore a type of non-linear biplot. Each sample point (row of X) can be transformed by

the transformation !!: = lio(:!;' )eD _II to form the rows of a matrix U. Since the
[a'(I-a')] I,

algorithm in section 4.3.3 provides this Euclidean representation of the sample points there

exists an underlying distance matrix D associated with distances between the sample points

(rows) of X that generate distances such that the Pythagorean distances between the rows

of U form the identical distance matrix. Similar to the coefficient matrix Bo that is not

calculated explicitly, the distance measure between the sample points of X is not explicitly

defined. The matrix D is obtained by first transforming the sample points to the matrix U

and then calculating the Pythagorean distances between the rows of U. For an r-

dimensional biplot, only the first r columns of U are used in calculation of the distance

matrix as input to the non-linear biplot method. Since the distance measure between the

sample points of X is not explicitly defined, it cannot be assumed that the distance measure

is additive - in fact it is most probably not additive. As explained in section 3.4.5

prediction is not crucial for discrimination and classification and since the algebra of

section 2.5 does not apply, prediction values are not obtained.

4.3.4.2 Biplot axes

Interpolation biplot axes can be calculated in two equivalent ways. In the first method the

values x =-ce_ _k with --00 :S; r :S; 00 can be interpolated with the formula

z": r x 1= lio(x*')<I>r[D _II] where [D]r is an r x r submatrix of the diagonal matrix
- [a' (I-a')] 12 r
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D. This is similar to the calculation of interpolation biplot axes for PCA and CVA biplots

in sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.

.
An alternative method would be to transform the values ! = 't~k to the full space

_!!., = llo(x·')8D _II and calculating the Pythagorean distance between !!* and each
- [a2(I_a2)] 12

of the rows of U to form a vector Qn+l. The interpolation formula for non-linear biplots

given in section 2.5 by formula (2-16) can then be applied.

Since the distance measure used cannot be assumed to be additive, nor can it be proved to

be additive, the directions of the interpolation and prediction biplot axes in general will

differ in the full space 9f and the formulae of section 2.5 cannot be applied. Interpolation

biplot axes are not indicated on the biplot representation since their only use is the

interpolation of new samples, which can be algebraically accomplished more efficiently

with a suitable software package. Furthermore, it tempts users to read off values that will

not be correct. Therefore FDA biplots will not be fitted with interpolation or prediction

biplot axes.

4.3.4.3 Quality of the display

Since the FDA biplot is a form of a non-linear biplot the quality of display and adequacy

measures defined in section 2.5.3 can be directly applied to the FDA biplot leading to

quality ofthe display ~ trlcOV(Z)\
tr cov(U)

and

adequacy = II~~ II .
II_!!~II

4.3.5 FDA classification

The non-linear biplot classification of section 3.4.5.2 can now be generalised in a

straightforward manner to facilitate classification with FDA. Once the biplot

representation DFDA with class means U FDA is obtained, a (new) sample point is classified
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to the nearest class mean. In the reduced r-dimensional biplot space the classification

regions can be constructed similarly to the neighbour regions of the generalised biplot. A

reduced space discriminant analysis can also be performed with the classification regions

constructed according to the nearest r-dimensional class mean.

FDA was performed on the iris data set producing Figure 4.5 for the MARS analysis and

Figure 4.6 for the BRUTO analysis.

o
o 0 1Jb'i'!~ 0o 0 0 0o 0

~ o
o

o
o

~ Versicolor ~ Virginica

Figure 4.5: FDA (MARS) biplot of the iris data set with FDA classification regions.
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Since the matrix 11(~') defined in the algorithm in section 4.3.3 has only (J - 1) columns

and the iris data set has only three classes r = 2 implies that 11~') = 11 ~'). Therefore_ _(r)

there is no need for reduced space classification regions.

o

~ Versicolor ~ Virginica

Figure 4.6: FDA (BRUTO) biplot of the iris data set with FDA classification regions.

Both biplots illustrate that these methods are very successful in separating the classes for

this data set. There is little difference between the FDA (MARS) and FDA (BRUTO)

biplots, with the observations a little more spread out in the FDA (MARS) biplot.
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4.4 Discrimination Subspace Model (DSM)

In section 4.2 QDA was described as an alternative to LDA in the case of unequal within

class covariance matrices when the observations come from multivariate normal

distributions. As mentioned in section 4.3 QDA can be quite ineffective due to the large

number of parameters that have to be estimated. Flury, Boukai & Flury (1997) remark that

LDA sometimes outperforms QDA even when the assumption of equal covariance

matrices is violated, especially when sample sizes are small, but also when the differences

between the covariance matrices are large and there are many populations.

The loss of power that results from over-parameterisation in QDA lead to the development

of methods such as regularised discriminant analysis (McLachlan, 1992) or methods

assuming similar structure in the covariance matrices (Flury, Schmid & Narayanan, 1994).

Flury, Boukai & Flury (1997) suggest the Discrimination Subspace Model in an attempt to

limit the number of parameters to be estimated. This is accomplished by assuming that all

differences between two p-variate normal populations occur in a subspace of dimension

q < p. The following discussion will be based on their method, but is a generalisation to

the case of J classes (with J ~ 2).

Definition 4.2: J-class q-dimensional discrimination subspace model

If X I Y = j ~ normal (p, ~j' ~j) for j = 1,2, ... , J then X satisfies a DSMJ(q) if there exists

a vector h: p x 1 and a non-singular matrix A: p x p such that V = A-I(X - h) satisfies the

following conditions:

VI Y = j ~ normal (p, COj, OJ) in populationj = 1,2, ... , J and for q < p

(i) COl = Q

(ii) 01 = r,

(iii)
q

co = "Dheh-J ~ J -
h=l

for j = 1, 2, ... , J

(iv)
p

0, = I +" r ih eh ehJ p ~J--
h=1

for j = 1, 2, ... , J.
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Theorem 4.2

If X I Y = j ~ normal (p, ~j' Lj) for j = 1,2, ... , J then X satisfies a DSMJ(q) if and only if

there exists a non-singular matrix I": p x p = [r, :P x q r2: p x (p - q)] such that

(i) r'Ll is diagonal for j = 1,2, ... , J

(ii)
I I

T, Ll2 = T, Lkr2 for j :;t: k andj, k = 1,2, ... , J

(iii)
I I

T, )1. = r2)1 for j :;t: k andj, k = 1,2, ... , J.
-J _k

Proof (Analogous to the proof given by Flury, Boukai & Flury (1997) for two classes)

Suppose X satisfies a DSMJ(q).

From Definition 4.2 there exists a vector 12: p x 1 and a non-singular matrix A: p x p such

that X = AV + 12 with V I Y = j ~ normal (p, ffij, OJ) in population j = 1, 2, ... , J satisfying

conditions (i) - (iv). It therefore follows that

q

~j = Q+ L()jh~h for j = 1,2, ... , J
h=1

where ()II = ()12= ... = ()Iq= 0

and ~h = A~h the h-th column of A

and further that

q

Lj = AA' + L'tjh~h~Ih forj = 1,2, ... , J
h e l

where 'tIl = 't 12 = ... = 'tlq = O.

Let I'= (A'rl , then

r'Ll =A-1{AA
I+ i>jh~h~~ }(Alrl

h=1
q

= Ip + L 'tjhA -IA~h~~A'(A'rl
he l

= diag(l + 'tjl ,1+ 'tj2,... ,1+ 'tjq,1,... ,1)

for j = 1,2, ... , J and diag(.) is a diagonal matrix.

This satisfies the first condition of the theorem.
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Furthermore

r'(I j - Ik)[ = diag(l + r jl,l + t j2, ... ,1+ r jq,1,... ,1)

- diag(l + 't kl,1+ r k2 , ••. ,1+ 't kq,1,... ,1)

for j :;t: k andj, k = 1,2, ... , J

so that

[~(I j - Ik )[2 = diag(l, ... ,1)- diag(l, ... ,1) = 0

satisfying the second condition of the theorem.

Since I"A = A -IA = I, it follows that

and therefore (F,' A)~h = Q ifh =:; q.

It now follows that
q q

r~(!:j -!:k) =r~(Q+ Lbjh~h -Q- Lbkh~h)
h;1 h;1

q

= (L (b jh - bkh)[~A~h)
h;1

=0.

Therefore the third condition, r~ u, = r~ f.1 is also satisfied.
-J _k

Suppose now that a non-singular matrix F :p x p = [[I :P x q r 2 : P x (p - q)] exists which
satisfies the three conditions specified in the theorem.

From these conditions, the following reparameterisation follows:

and [
['IT

['IT = 1 J 1
J 0 O]=D.A J

for j = 1,2, ... , J and Aj, A and D, all diagonal matrices.
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Let Q = ~I and A = (r'fl D~ and V = A-l(X - 12) then VI Y= j ~normal (p, CDj,OJ) with

CD.=A-I(H-b)
-J ~J-

and OJ = A -IL:/A'fl for j = 1,2, ... , J.

X will now satisfy a DSMJ(q) if conditions (i) - (iv) of Definition 4.2 holds.

CD= A-I (II - II ) = 0 .-I ~I ~I -'

where ()jh = h - th element of the vector D? (~j - ~I) and

q

= Ip +L "C jh ~h ~~
h=I

where "C jh = ~:: -1 and Akh is the h-th diagonal element of Ak.

These relationships indicate that all four conditions are satisfied and therefore X is a

The matrix r in Theorem 4.2 is not uniquely determined by the parameters Jl. and L:j. For
-J

maximum likelihood estimation the following constraints must further be imposed to

ensure identifiability of the relevant parameters.
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Lemma 4.1

In Theorem 4.2 the matrix I'can be chosen such that

Proof(similar to the proof of Flury, Boukai & Flury (1997) for two classes)

Suppose that X is a DSMJ(q) and therefore satisfies conditions (i) - (iii) of Theorem 4.2.

Let

r' = [r; r;]
where r;: p x q = T,F

and r; : p x (p - q) = r2M

with F: q x q and M: (p - q) x (p - q) non-singular matrices.

It then follows that

= [F'Al 0].
o M'AM

Therefore, for any non-singular F and any non-singular M such that F' Aland M'AM are

both diagonal, r' is another valid choice which satisfies conditions (i) - (iii) of

Theorem 4.2. Since AI, A2, .•. , AJ are diagonal it follows that any non-singular diagonal

matrix F will diagonalise F' Al for j = 1, 2, ... , J. Choose F = [diag(r;r))]- y, , then

r; = r, [diag(r;r] )]-)1,

which implies that

r;'r; = [diag(r;r] )]-)1, r]T] [diag(r;r1 )]-)1,

and hence diag(r;'r;) = Iq .
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Since r~r2 and A = r~Ljr2 are both positive definite and symmetric, because Lj is

positive definite and symmetric, it follows from Graybill (1983) that there exists a non-

singular matrix M*, such that

M·'rT M· = I2 2 p-q

and M·' AM· = A· , with A* a diagonal matrix.

Choose M = M· , then

r: - I'M·2 - 2

which implies that

r·'r· = M·'r'r M· = I2 2 2 2 p+q •

Using Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.1 the maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters

of the DSMJ(q) model of Definition 4.2 can be derived similar to the derivation of Flury,

Boukai & Flury (1997) for the two class situation:

Let Ki(j) denote the i-th observation in class j where i = 1, 2, ... , nj, j = 1, 2, ... , J, nj denotes

J

the number of observations in class j and n = z: n j . The log likelihood function (up to a
je l

constant that does not depend on the parameters) can be expressed as

(!C"""",!:,, I:,,""",I:,) ~ -t t.{n; loglI:;1+ te[ I:;' t.(!'Ol - !:)<]!;'(;) - !C)']}

Define

- I z:njx· =- x.·-J nj -'(J)
;=1

nj

S. =..L "(X.(.) -X.)(X.(.) -x.)'
J nj L.J -. J -J -. J -J

;=1

J- II-XT =- n·x·- n J-J
j=l
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J IIj

ST= -!;- LL(!;(j) -!T )(!;(j)-!T)'
j=1 ;=1

J }

=.l "'n.S. +.l "'n(x -XT)(X. -XT).'n L... }} n L... J -} - -J -
j=1 je l

The usual normal distribution maximum likelihood estimates

II =X.
C. -J

and i:. = S
} J

result in the maximum of the unconstrained log likelihood function
}

f(!p ... ,!pSp ... S})= -t Lnj loglSjl- np .
i=! 2

For the DSMJ(q) model the log likelihood function can be rewritten in terms of the

parameters YI, ... , YJ, y, AI, ... , A], A and r. Let G = (r')-I, then IGI= I~I and choose

IGI > 0 by multiplying any column of I' with -1 if necessary. It then follows from the

proof of Theorem 4.2 that

and furthermore

{[
A-1

= tr ~

= tr{AjlI(r;!;(j) - ~j)(rl'!;(j) - ~j)'}
1=1

+lr{KI t.(r; !I(j) - y)(r; !I(j) - y)'}-
The log likelihood function is therefore expressed as
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= - -t :t{nj (2loglGI + log\A j \+ loglAI)
j=l

+ tr[Aj' t.(,;!;(j) -" j )(,; !;(j) - "j)']

+ te[A-t t.(,;! ;(j)- ,,)(,; !;(j) - ")']}

1

= - Lnj loglGI
j=l

- ±t.{nj log!Aj! +Ie[ Aj' t.(,;!;(j) - "j )(,; !;(j) - v, )']}

- ±t.{n j loglAI+ tr[A-it.(,;!;(j) - ,,)(,; !;(j) - ,,),]}

1

= -nloglGI +Lf /~j,Aj,rl) + e o(~,A,r2)
je l

with

f /~ j ,A j ,rl)

~-t{n j log!A j!+ tr[Aj' t.(,;!;(j) - "j )(,; !;(j) - ,,;l']} for j = 1, 2, , .. , J

and

f o(~,A,r2)

~ - ± { n loglAI+ tr[K' t.t.rr;!;(j) - ,,)(,; ! ;(j) - \I)']}

For a given I", each of the terms f j (.), j = 0, 1, .. " J can be maximised separately, For

j = 1,2, .. " J the function fj(~j,Aj,rl)has the form of a log likelihood function of a

normal distribution with observed sample r;~I(j), .. "r;~nj(j)' Therefore, the maximum

likelihood estimates are

" r'-v. = IX.-1 -J
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The maximum of the function P_ j (~j ,A j .T,') is therefore

Similarly, P_ 0 (~, A, r2) has the form of a log likelihood function of a normal distribution

with observed sample r~~i(j) for i = 1, 2, ... , nj and j = 1, 2, ... , J. The maximum

likelihood estimates

~ r'-~ = 2!T

give a maximum of the function P_ 0 (~, A, r2)

For a given F, it follows that the maximum of the log likelihood function is

p_* == P_(~I'... ,~],~,AI' ... ,AJ>A,r)

= -n loglGI +t~';i logldiag(r;S II )1- n~q }- -I logldiag(r~STr2 )1- n(P2-q)
j~1

= -n loglGI +t~n2ilogldiag(rl'Sll )I}- -I logldiag(r~STr2 )1- 'i·
j~1

Furthermore, p_' has to be maximised with respect to I' under the constraints

diag(r/rl) = Iq and r2'r2 = Ip_q. Introduce the Lagrange multipliers

lh 8h, h = 1,2, ... , p

for the p constraints y' y = 1
-h-h

and 8hm, q < h < m ~ p

for the lh(p - q)(P - q - 1) constraints y' y = 0-h-m

where y denotes the h-th column of I",
-h
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Form the linear combination

P p-I P
f~ = t -t I 8h (r~rh -1)- I I 8hmr~ t:

h=1 heq+I m=h+I

then after differentiation with respect to y , 8h, h = 1, 2, ... , p and 8hm, q < h < m ~ p and
_h

setting each derivative equal to 0 the following set of equations are obtained:

y'y =1,h=I,2, ... ,p,_h_h

y' y = 0 , q < h < m ~ p
-h_m

and
Bf'
_r = 0, h = 1,2, ... , p.
By
_h

To find the derivative Bf~ , write
By
_h

and Ah = y' STY , h = (q + 1), ... , p for a diagonal element of A = diag(r~STr2)'
_h -h

Using the following results (cf Harville, 1997):

BloglGI
=-gBy -h

_h

with g the h-th column ofG, h = 1,2, ... , q
_h

h= 1,2, ... , q

h = 1,2,...,q

h = q + 1,q + 2, ... ,p ,

it now follows that for h = 1, ... , q

B • J
fr I nj-=ng - -Sy -8 yB -h. A(j) J_h h_h'
rh J~ h

Setting Bf~ = 0 and multiplying from the left with y' it follows thatBy _h
_h
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J Fl . .
Since y' g = 1 and y' y = 1, n - " _(J) A~)- 8h = 0 so that 8h = O.

-h_h -h-h L-J '\ J
J=1 I\. h

Setting 8.e~ = 0 and multiplying from the left with y', m = 1, ... , P with m "* h, it
8y -m
_h

follows that

[

J n. ]Since y' g = 0 and 8h = 0, y' "_(J) Sj Y = O.
-m_h _m L-J,\IJ _h

J=1 I\.h

For h = (q + 1), ... , P it follows that

~~ n ~-=ng --STY -8hy - L-J8hmYm8y _h A _h _h
h h m=q+1

- mv h

where 8hm = 8mh for h > m.

Setting 8.e~ = 0 and multiplying from the left with y' it follows that
8y _h
_h

, , n
Since y g =1 and y y =0 n--Ah -8h =0 so tbat Ov= O,

_h -h _h s.e A
h

Setting 8.e~ = 0 and multiplying from the left with i. , m > q, m "* h, it follows that8y _m
_h
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Since y' g = 0, y' y = 0, m =f:. e and 8h = 0, - ~ y' STY - 8hITIy , y = O. It follows
_ITI _h -ITI-f A _m -h _ITI_m

h

further that y' y = 1 and since 8hm = 8mh for h > m_m_m

If Am =f:. Ah then y' STY = 0 for h = (q + 1), ... , p, m = (q + 1), ... , p and m =f:. h. Since_m _h

8 - - ~ y' S y and - ~ y' STY = 0 for m > q, h > q, m =f:. h it follows that 8hm = 0
hm - A -ITI T -h A -ITI -h

h h

for h = (q + 1), ... , p, m = (q + 1), ... , p and h =f:. m.

Setting 8.e~ = 0 and multiplying from the left with t'. , m = 1, ... , q, it follows that
8y _ITI
_h

Since y' g = 0, 8h = 0 and 8hm = 0, - ~ y' STY = 0 . Therefore y' STY = 0 for
-m_h A _m _h _m _h

h

h = (q + 1), ... , p and m = 1, ... , q.

It follows from the above that the maximum likelihood estimate r = [tl t2] for I' can be

determined numerically by applying the following algorithm:

[

J n . ], _J S. =0t; L '\(j) J Ih
J;I I\, h

m=1,2, ... ,p; h=1,2, ... ,q; m e h

y'STY = 0
-m -h

m = (q + 1), ... , p; h = (q + 1), ... , p, m =f:. h

m = 1,2, ... , q; h = (q + 1), ... , p;
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• Set Aj = diag(rl'Sll)' j = 1,2, . '" J

A = diag(r2'STr2)

~j = r;g_j ,j = 1,2, ... , J

• Iterate the above two steps until convergence.

For classification the transformation U = T,' X is made and QDA is then applied to the

transformed U. This reduction of dimensionality for the purpose of classification

constitutes a generalisation of the model for simultaneous detection of shifts in means and

variances (Flury, Nel & Pienaar, 1995) which differs from the DSM( q) by the assumption

that the matrix I'be orthogonal.

In the model of Flury, et al. (1995) a likelihood ratio hypothesis test and the Akaike

criterion is discussed for selecting the appropriate value of q. A similar test can be derived

in the case of the DSM for comparing different models.

Let gq denote -2 x maximum of log likelihood then

J P

gq = 2nlogiGI + InjIlog(~j/) + np
jel 1=1

Let further d, denote the number of parameters to be estimated then

dq = q(p -1)
+ pep - q) - (p-q)(rq+l)

+ 2(p -q)

+2Jq

estimating the columns of T, with y' y = 1for h = 1,... ,q
-h-h

estimating the columns of T, all mutually orthonormal
estimating ~ and A

estimating ~j and A j for j = 1,... ,J.
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From the asymptotic likelihood ratio test the null hypothesis

Ho: the model defined by gq does not fit significantly better than the model defined

by gs (q > s)

will be rejected at a significance level a if
2gs - gq> X dq-ds,(1- a)·

Akaike (1973) suggested the following criterion for selecting the optimal model, taking

into account the model fit as well as penalising models for the number of parameters to be

estimated:

AIC(q) = gq + 2dq.

4.4.1 Selecting the appropriate DSM

The iris data set is used for an illustration of selecting the appropriate DSM model using

the likelihood ratio test and AIC criterion described above. The DSM models are also

compared to the unconstrained model (ordinary QDA) where

gunconstrained= -2 x maximum multivariate normal log likelihood

J

= Lnjlogli:jl+np
j=l

d d - J( P(P+l»)an unconstrained- p + -2 - .

The DSMJ(p) == DSM3( 4) is fitted to the data to obtain a matrix r = rI. This r-matrix is

then used as the initial r-matrix for iteratively maximising the likelihood for q < p. Since

the columns of the matrix r are ordered such that the first q columns form the matrix r I,
different permutations of the initial r-matrix will lead to different DSMJ( q) models.

The models fitted to the iris data set are summarised in Table 4.1. The Ak:aike information

criterion reaches a minimum for q = 4 and therefore the optimal DSM model is a DSMJ(4).

The likelihood ratio statistic (LRS) was calculated to compare the DSMJ(4) model to the

other DSM models. In the final column the p-values indicate that this model fits

significantly better than any of the other DSM models.
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Table 4.1: DSM models fitted to the iris data set.

q columns in r1 gq dq Ale LRS df p-value

unconstrained -1055.559 42

4 1,2,3,4 -1243.670 36 -1171.670 *

3 1,2,3 -880.993 32 -816.993 362.677 4 0.0000

3 1,2,4 -242.496 32 -178.496 1001.174 4 0.0000

3 1,3,4 -880.578 32 -816.578 363.0918 4 0.0000

3 2,3,4 -880.995 32 -816.995 362.6748 4 0.0000

2 1,2 -503.190 27 -449.190 740.4797 9 0.0000

2 1,3 -803.450 27 -749.450 440.2205 9 0.0000

2 1,4 -664.594 27 -610.594 579.0756 9 0.0000

2 2,3 -803.535 27 -749.535 440.1353 9 0.0000

2 2,4 -835.803 27 -781.803 407.8667 9 0.0000

2 3,4 -967.101 27 -913.101 276.5686 9 0.0000

1 -787.859 21 -745.859 455.8113 15 0.0000

2 -798.443 21 -756.443 445.2267 15 0.0000

3 -987.041 21 -945.041 256.6292 15 0.0000

4 -319.945 21 -277.945 923.7247 15 0.0000

4.4.2 DSMbiplots

For classification the transformation U = T;'X is made and QDA is then applied to the

transformed U. The biplots of this section therefore correspond to those of section 4.2 but

are applied to the transformed matrix U =Xf 1.

4.4.2.1 peA biplots

A PCA biplot can be drawn for the transformed sample matrix U.

4.4.2.1.1 Interpolation and prediction

Interpolation of a new sample! *: p x 1 can be done in two steps. Firstly! * is transformed

to !!*: q x 1 with the transformation !!O, = !o'r). Then the interpolation formula (2-3) can

be applied to the transformed value !!*. Alternatively, define the transformation matrix

T = I'1V with V the orthogonal PCA transformation matrix. Now interpolation can be

accomplished similarly to section 2.3.1.1 with ~0' =!0'T, .
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Prediction can only be accomplished for q = p since the matrix T: p x q needs to be square

for the inverse transformation to be defined. When q = p the matrix T is non-singular

similar to the matrix B of section 2.4.1. Prediction will therefore follow with the methods

derived in that section with B replaced by T leading to the final prediction formula
".' ., r
X =Z T .- -

4.4.2.1.2 Biplot axes

Since the matrix T defined in section 4.4.2.1.1 plays a role similar to the matrix B of

section 2.4.2 the biplot axes are obtained with the identical methods. The directions of the

interpolation axes are defined by the rows of T; and interpolation markers Il~'k T, can be

placed on the k-th biplot axis for suitably chosen markers Il.

If q = p the matrix T will be non-singular and the directions of the prediction biplot axes

will be given by the rows of the matrix [diag -I (Tr'r) Jr'. The prediction markers on the

Ilaxes are given by -_____..:.--r ~k'

, Tr'Tr
~k ~k

4.4.2.1.3 Quality of the display

Since the matrix T plays a role similar to the matrix BLDA of section 2.4 the quality of

display and adequacy measures defined in section 3.4.1.1 can be applied leading to

quality of the display = tr{cov(Z)}
tr{cov(U)}

and

adequacy = II~~II.
II!!~II

Figure 4.7 shows a DSM (peA) biplot of the iris data set. Since classification is based on

QDA of the transformed matrix U, a (new) sample will be classified to the nearest class
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mean calculated with the function <I>~(!!.) defined in section 4.2.1. The approximated two-

dimensional classification regions are indicated in Figure 4.7. Alternatively, the

classification regions could be obtained similar to the prediction regions of the generalised

biplot, except that the function <I>~@) is used instead of Pythagorean distance. This is

indicated in Figure 4.8.

o o

Figure 4. 7: DSM (peA) biplot of the iris data set with two-dimensional classification
regions.

o

8 o
o o

~ Versicolor ~ Virglnica
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Figure 4.8: DSM (peA) biplot of the iris data set with approximated four-dimensional
classification regions.

o

The distributions of the samples in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 do not differ much from the

ordinary peA biplots in Figure 2.7 and Figure 3.20. The classification regions, which are

however, non-linear are different from the quadratic classification regions in Figure 4.2

and Figure 4.1, respectively. In both the DSM (peA) biplots the classification region for

the Setosa class even forms two disjoint parts.

o
o o

~ Versicolor ~ Virginica
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4.4.2.2 Non-linear biplots

The peA biplot in terms of non-linear biplot methods was described in section 3.4.5.1.

The peA biplot described in section 4.4.2.1 can also be obtained in this manner. The non-

linear biplot however allows for generalisations in situations where the peA biplot is

inefficient. Another approach will therefore be discussed.

In section 4.3.4.1 the non-linear biplot method was applied to an FDA biplot by first

transforming the observations to a matrix U (Euclidean representation) such that the

Pythagorean distances between the rows of U generate the distance matrix D to be used for

the non-linear biplot. In section 4.4.2 the DSM biplot follows as a peA biplot of the

transformed observations U =Xf I. Since the peA biplot, based on Pythagorean distances,

is a special case of the non-linear biplot, a DSM biplot can be obtained through the non-

linear biplot method based on the distance matrix D generated by the Pythagorean

distances between the rows ofU = Xl"]. Let d~ indicate the squared Pythagorean distance

between the i-th and j-th row ofU, then

d~ = (u. - u )'(u. - u .)IJ -I -J _I -J (4-5)

= (~;rJ - :!TJ)(r;:!; -r)' :!j)

= (:!; - :!j)'rJr;(:!; -:!J

The matrix D needed for the non-linear biplot method to obtain a DSM biplot is therefore

generated by a Mahalanobis-type distance between the original observations.

4.4.2.2.1 Interpolation and prediction

Since the DSM (peA) biplot has been formulated in terms of the non-linear biplot method,

interpolation is achieved by applying the methods of section 2.5.1, in particular formula

(2-16). Since the distance measure (4-5) is not additive in the :!-scale, the prediction

methods of section 2.5.1 do not apply. Again, prediction is not crucial for applying the

DSM model for discrimination and classification and will therefore not be investigated

further.
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4.4.2.2.2 Biplot axes

Similar to section 4.4.2.2.1 the interpolation biplot axes can be obtained with the methods

discussed in section 2.5.2 while prediction biplot axes are not obtained since the distance

measure (4-5) is not additive in the ,!-scale.

4.4.2.2.3 Quality of the display

The non-linear biplot quality and adequacy measure can be directly applied to the DSM

(PCA) biplot with

quality of the disp lay ~ tr j"0V( Z)I
tr cov(U)

and

adequacy = II~~II.
1I!l~1I

The matrix U refers to the full (n - l j-dimensional non-linear biplot representation, but

since the DSM biplot is also obtained as a PCA biplot (non-linear biplot with Pythagorean

distance) the matrix is equivalent (only a rotation) to the matrix XII in that U = [XII 0].

4.4.2.3 QDA biplot

The DSM is a QDA applied to the transformed values U = XlI. Therefore the QDA biplot

method of section 4.2.1.3 can be directly applied to the transformed observations U. A

DSM (QDA) biplot of the iris data set is shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: DSM (QDA) biplot of the iris data set with two-dimensional classification
regions.

[!J Versicolor [!J Virginica

Similar to the ordinary QDA biplot the DSM (QDA) biplot is not extremely successful in

separating the classes, less so than the eVA biplot. Since Pythagorean distance is used for

classification in the QDA biplot the classification boundaries are linear.
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4.5 Recapitulation

In this chapter situations where the assumptions of LDA are violated were addressed by

considering the following alternative discrimination procedures:

• QDA

• FDA

• DSM.

These alternative discrimination procedures were formulated in terms of

• PCA biplots

• QDA biplots

• FDA biplots

• DSM biplots.

All the above biplots can be formulated in terms of the unified approach provided by the

non-linear biplot. As was the case with the biplots introduced in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3

extensive S-PLUS functions were written to provide the supporting computer software for

constructing the various new types of biplots. Again, as in previous chapters, illustrations

of the output of these programmes were given but details of the programmes deferred to

Chapter 8. Also, examples of the application of the extended biplot methodology will be

treated in Chapter 9.

All discriminant analysis procedures considered thus far were based on continuous

predictors only. The biplot methodology of Chapter 2 lends itself to easily adapt the biplot

discrimination procedures of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 to include categorical predictors.

Discriminant analysis with categorical variables using biplot methodology is the topic to be

addressed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Discriminant Analysis with Categorical

variables

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the focus is on discriminant analysis with categorical predictor variables and

in particular the ease of dealing with these categorical predictors by formulating

discriminant analysis in terms of biplot methodology. Furthermore, since it is known that

categorical predictors can cause problems in certain discrimination situations, in particular

where so-called reversals are present, it will be shown that by using biplot methodology

these problems can be overcome efficiently.

Before turning attention to the above matters a brief perspective on the discrimination

techniques discussed in terms ofbiplot methodology will be given.

5.2 Perspective on biplot methodology in discrimination

After an introduction to biplot methodology in Chapter 2, LDA was discussed in Chapter 3

and formulated in terms of the methodology introduced in Chapter 2. In Chapter 4

extension of LDA to overcome its shortcomings were discussed. These extensions too,

were formulated in terms of biplot methodology. For each type of biplot an equivalent

representation can be obtained using the non-linear biplot method with the appropriate

distance metric between the sample points, thus providing a unified approach to

discrimination in terms of biplot methodology. Table 5.1 contains a summary of the

various discrimination biplot techniques together with the associated distance metrics.
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Table 5.1: Distance metrics used for different discrimination techniques.
Discrimination Typeof Distance metric for construction of 'Distance metric' to nearest class

technique biplot the non-linear biplot mean

LOA eVA Mahalanobis distance with common Pythagorean distance

DSM

LOA

QDA

QDA

FDA

LOA

DSM

biplot

peA

biplot

peA

biplot

QDA

biplot

FDA

biplot

eVA

biplot

DSM

(peA)

biplot

DSM

(QDA)

biplot

within class covariance matrix Lw

Pythagorean distance Mahalanobis distance with common

within class covariance matrix :i:w

Pythagorean distance $j(J:)-functiondefined in section 4.2.1

Pythagorean distance between the Pythagorean distance between

transformed sample points interpolation point for class j and the

j-th class mean, , A

u. =x.B].
-I -I

Pythagorean distance in the space Pythagorean distance

defined by T](!)

Pythagorean distance in the space Pythagorean distance

defined by a linear multivariate

regression fit

Pythagorean distance in the space ~ j (r/ :~:)-function similar to the
defined by xr 1

$j(!)-function defined in section 4.2.1

Pythagorean distance between the Pythagorean distance between

transformed

u'. = x'. rIB].
-I -I

sample points interpolation point for class j and the

j-th class mean

5.3 Discriminant analysis with categorical variables

The generalised biplot discussed in section 2.6 can be seen as a non-linear biplot which

makes provision for categorical variables. Finding the generalised biplot representation for

the predictor matrix X (including the categorical variables) in the full r = n - 1 space using
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Pythagorean distance for continuous variables and the EMC for categorical variables

provides an ordination U: n x (n - 1) ofn transformed sample points on (n - 1) continuous

variables. Although other distance measures can also be considered, only the above

measures are used in this study.

The number of non-zero columns of U will however depend on the number of non-zero

eigenvalues in the matrix A defined in section 2.5 and applied in section 2.6.3. Let s

denote the number of non-zero eigenvalues in the matrix A, then s ::;n - 1 and the matrix

Us formed by the first s columns ofU can be used for discriminant analysis.

As indicated in Table 5.1 all the discrimination techniques discussed in Chapter 3 and

Chapter 4 can be formulated in terms of the non-linear biplot method using the appropriate

distance metrics for the inter-sample distances and the distances of samples to the nearest

class means. For discrimination with categorical variables these techniques can now

directly be applied to the matrix Us instead of the matrix X.

Discriminant analysis usmg the generalised biplot can be applied to situations with

continuous variables only, categorical variables only or a mixture of both. If only

continuous variables are used, the data can be represented in the usual way in the matrix

X: n x p. Since the non-linear biplot results as a special case of the generalised biplot

applied to continuous variables only, the matrix U will correspond to the non-linear biplot

ordination. The PCA biplot in tum is a special case of the non-linear biplot using

Pythagorean inter-sample distances. Therefore, Us = XV with s = p and the full

p-dimensional principal component approximation is obtained. Since the matrix V defined

in section 2.3.1 is orthogonal, the matrix Us is only a rotation of the original samples

matrix X. Applying discriminant analysis to the matrix Us is therefore equivalent to using

the matrix X.

Care should, however be taken with the scaling of the data matrix X. As usual X is the

centred data matrix. Using Pythagorean inter-sample distance with this centred data matrix

X will result in a PCA ordination as described above. However, if categorical variables are

present, it was shown in section 2.6.2 that the continuous variables should be scaled to
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have unit range. Applying the Pythagorean inter-sample distance metric to this scaled

matrix will result in a slightly different ordination. This slight deviation from the original

PCA ordination, is however a small price to pay compared to the added facility of using

categorical predictor variables.

The ease of dealing with categorical predictors by formulating discriminant analysis in

terms of biplot methodology is illustrated with the partially categorised iris data set

constructed in section 2.6. Once the ordination Us has been obtained, any of the

discrimination methods tabulated in Table 5.1 can be applied as described in Chapter 3 and

Chapter 4. As an illustration, a two-dimensional CVA biplot is given in Figure 5.1 with

the LDA classification regions.
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Figure 5.1: eVA biplot of the partially categorised iris data set, based on a generalised
biplot ordination, with LDA classification regions.

Due to the few category level combinations of this data set, the above biplot is rather

unspectacular. The usefulness of this technique will however be demonstrated in the

following section.
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5.4 Reversal

In the discussion of McLachlan (1992) on the performance of LDA with categorical

predictor variables it is concluded that LDA is quite robust for departures from normality if

the true log ratio of the class-conditional densities is an (approximately) linear function of

the predictor variables. Krzanowski (1977) gives a detailed discussion on the performance

of LDA with categorical or mixed predictor variables. In particular, Krzanowski points out

that LDA will behave poorly in a two class situation with two binary predictor variables

where the values (0, 0) and (1, 1) are more frequently associated with the one class and the

values (0, 1) and (1, 0) with the other. Since the true log ratio of the class-conditional

densities does not increase monotonically with the number of positive predictor variables,

it is said to undergo a reversal. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.6.

Both McLachlan and Krzanowski base their discussions on the simulation results of

Moore (1973). Moore's results clarified why Gilbert (1968) referred to by

Krzanowski (1977), McLachlan (1992) and Moore (1973) found that LDA performed well

in a two class discrimination problem with only binary predictor variables. There was no

reversal in Gilbert's simulation studies. An example of a reversal in real data is given by

Yerushalmy, Van den Berg, Erhardt & Jacobziner (1965). Birth weight and length of

gestation period were used to indicate immaturity in newborn babies. Babies were

classified as normal for the combinations low birth weight and short gestation period or

high birth weight and long gestation period. Abnormal babies were associated with the

remaining combinations of long gestation but low birth weight or short gestation with high

birth weight.

In the above example the two predictor variables are positively correlated for normal

babies, but negatively correlated for abnormal babies. Therefore the assumption of equal

within class covariance matrices needed for LDA is not satisfied. McLachlan mentions

further that Dillon & Goldstein (1978) demonstrated that reversals can occur even in

situations where the within class covariance matrices are equal. If the within class

covariance matrices differ, QDA could be applied. It was already mentioned in Chapter 4

that LDA sometimes outperforms QDA even when the assumptions for LDA are not

satisfied due to the large number of parameters that has to be estimated for QDA.
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Moore (1973) further concludes that the use of QDA with binary variables IS not

recommended since it rarely performs as well as LDA.

To investigate the performance of discrimination formulated in terms of biplot

methodology a simulation study similar to that of Moore (1973) is performed. The

following definition is necessary:

Definition 5.1: The Bahadur reparameterisation for a multinomial probability
(Bahadur, 1961)

Consider a random vector X: p x 1 consisting of (not necessarily independent) Bernoulli

random variables. A particular realisation of X, denoted by!' = (XI, X2, ... , xp), is called a

response pattern. A response pattern consists of a sequence of O's and 1'so Let 7tj(!)

denote the probability that response pattern! is observed in the j-th population. Bahadur

(1961) has shown that the multinomial probabilities 7tj(!) can be reparameterised as

follows:

p

7tj(!)= np~; (1- PijY;[1+ :~:>j(ik)ZijZkj+ LLr/ikl)zijzkjz/j + ... + rj(12 ... p)z]jz2j"" Zpj]
~ ~ ~d

where Pij= Ej(Xi) is the expectation of Xi in population j = 1, 2, ... , J; i = 1, 2, ... , p

Z ..= Xi -Pij
IJ ~Pij(l- Pi)

rj(lk) = Ej(ZijZkj)

rj(ikl) = Ej(ZijZkjZlj)

In the above definition Zij is a random variable with mean 0 and vanance 1. The

covariance matrix of Zj is the correlation matrix
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1

r/12)
p. =

J

where the rj(ik) satisfies -1:S; rj(ik):S; 1 such that Pj is positive definite e.g. for the

equicorrelated model rj(ik) > -l/(p - 1) (Graybill, 1983).

A first order approximation to the Bahadur reparameterisation results when all rj are zero;

a second order approximation when not all rj{ik) are zero, but all rj(ikl) and higher are zero.

Higher-order approximations are defined similarly.

Moore (1973) used the second-order approximation to the Bahadur reparameterisation of

the multinomial distribution. According to this approximation the probability of observing

the response vector (response pattern) -!, a p-dimensional observation of a vector of p

Bernoulli variables, in population j is given by

"/!) ~0Pl' (1- p,;l'-" {I+t;rj(lk)z,jz. }

To simulate an example similar to that of Yerushalmy, et al. (1965) the parameters were

chosen as follows:

Class 1 Class 2

PII 0.5

0.5

0.8

Pl2 = 0.5

P21 P22 = 0.5

r2(12) = -0.8

The above choice of parameters leads to the following covariance matrices and response

vectors with their associated probabilities:

L = [0.25 0.20].
I 0.20 0.25 '

_ [ 0.25 - 0.20]L2 -
-0.20 0.25
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Class 1 Class 2

1tl(!) 1t2(!)

(0,0) 0.45 (0,0) 0.05

(0,1) 0.05 (0,1) 0.45

(1,0) 0.05 (1,0) 0.45

(1,1) 0.45 (1,1) 0.05

The functions 1tj(!) can be regarded as the conditional distribution of the response vector!

given population (class) j = 1, 2. Therefore, the probability of misclassifying a response

vector! is given by

PC! classified to class 1 and! originates from class 2)

+ PC! classified to class 2 and! originates from class 1)

= PC! originates from class 2).P(! classified to class 1 I ! originates from class 2)

+ PC! originates from class 1).P(! classified to class 2 I ! originates from class 1)

= (1 - 1t).P(! classified to class 1 I ! originates from class 2)

+ 1t.P(! classified to class 2 I ! originates from class 1)

where 1tdenotes the prior probability of! originating from class 1.

The (Bayes) decision rule for classifying an observation is according to the following

probability function tcf Moore, 1973)

1, log(::~~n > 10gC~7J

PC! classified to class 2) = I-1t, log(::~~~)= 10gC~7t)

0, log(::~~n< 10gC~7t).

In section 8.2 a brief discussion is provided of error rates pertaining to evaluation of the

classification procedures in this thesis. The optimum error rate (OER) in this case is

defined as the probability of misclassification that results when all1tj(J:) and hence the true

log ratio of the class conditional densities are known and the second order Bahadur

approximation according to which the data are generated, is used for classification.
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Let 7t =!!z then the OER can be written as

OER = 0.5L 7t2C!) +0.5L 7tl C:~)
A B

where A denotes the set of all .! such that log(::i~n < 0 i.e. 7ttC!) > 7t2(!) and B denotes

the set of all x such that log(::i~;) > 0 i.e. 7t2 (!) > 7tl (!) .

Hence, it follows that

OER = !!z(0.05 + 0.05) + Y2(0.05 + 0.05) = 0.10.

Since in practice the true log ratio of the class conditional densities is unknown and has to

be estimated the actual error rate (AER) is defined as the probability of misclassification

that results when classification is based on these estimates. The E(AER) in tum can be

estimated using the apparent error rate (APER) (cf. section 8.2).

The method described in section 5.3 was applied. A random sample of size 100 with 50

observations from each of the classes was simulated from the above distributions,

respectively. The simulated data set is given in Table 5.2. Class 1 is associated with the

response patterns (0,0) and (1, 1) while class 2 is associated with (1, 0) and (0, 1). Those

observations which fall into one class but have a response pattern associated with the other

class are indicated by '*'. It can be expected that these observations will be misclassified

by an efficient classification technique. In this sample there are 14 of these observations,

therefore an AER of 0.14 will be considered excellent.

The two binary variables were used as input for the generalised biplot method as

categorical variables (no continuous variable was present). The generalised biplot with the

ordination Us is given in Figure 5.2. Since only four distinct response vectors are possible,

the values were jittered to display the different samples. In the biplot it can be seen that

the left hand and right hand values are predominantly associated with the red sample points

of class 1 while the top and bottom values are predominantly associated with the green

sample points of class 2.
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Table 5.2: Simulated data set of a reversal with two binary variables.
Class 1 Class 1 Class 2 Class 2

(0,0) (0, 1) * (0,0) * (1,0)

(0,0) (0, 1) (0,0) * (1, 0)

(0,0) (1, 1) (0,0) * (1,0)

(0,0) (1, 1) (0,0) (1,0)

(0,0) (1, 1) (0,0) * (1,0)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (1, 0)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1, 0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1, 0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1, 0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0,0) (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(1, 0) (1, 1) (1, 0) (0, 1)

(1, 0) * (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0, 1) * (1, 1) (1,0) (0, 1)

(0, 1) * (1, 1) (1,0) (1, 1)

(0, 1) * (1, 1) (1,0) (1, 1) *
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Figure 5.2: Generalised biplot of a simulated data set of a reversal with two binary
variables.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(1, 0)

The ordination Us of Figure 5.2 was in turn used as input to the non-linear biplot

classification method. Using the Mahalanobis distance metric with common within class

covariance matrix a eVA biplot with LDA classification regions was obtained as shown in

Figure 5.3. Since there are only two classes only the first dimension [K = min(p, J - 1)

with p = s = 2, J = 2] is relevant for classification. The one-dimensional biplot therefore

falls onto the black line in Figure 5.3. Since the matrix Us has only four different rows the

samples are spread vertically to see the individual observations.

• Class 1 • Class 2
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Figure 5.3: eVA biplot of a simulated data set of a reversal for two binary variables,
based on a generalised biplot ordination.

It is evident from the biplot that no clear separation exists between the two classes. An

APER (cf section 8.2) of 0.41 confirms the inability of LDA to discriminate between the

two classes. This is in agreement with the conclusion of Krzanowski (1977) that LDA

behaves poorly in this situation. Since Moore (1973) showed that the use of QDA with

binary variables is not recommended an alternative classification procedure is needed.

FDA is such a candidate where the linearity restriction is relaxed allowing for the more

flexible non-parametric methods of MARS or BRUTO to be applied. For this example the

APER obtained for both MARS and BRUTO is an excellent 0.11. However, it must be

- -

1.1 Class 1 ~ Class2
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borne in mind that this error rate is optimistically biased (Lachenbruch & Mickey, 1968;

McLachlan, 1992). The biplot for FDA (BRUTO) is given in Figure 5.4. Since the FDA

(MARS) and FDA (BRUTO) biplots are identical, only the FDA (BRUTO) biplot is given.

The FDA procedure includes non-linear terms of the 'variables' in the matrix Us resulting

in five different values in the FDA biplot for both MARS and BRUTO.

Figure 5.4: FDA (BRUTO) biplot of a simulated data set of a reversal with two binary
variables, based on a generalised biplot ordination.

-

~ Class1 ~ Class2
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These findings demonstrate an important advantage of formulating discriminant analysis in

terms ofbiplot methodology. LDA classification can be represented by a CVA biplot. The

rigid constraints of linearity of LDA can be generalised to the more flexible method of

FDA. By defining a suitable distance metric any of these discrimination procedures can be

applied with ease by a non-linear biplot classification method. Categorical variables can

be included in the discrimination process by obtaining an ordination with the generalised

biplot method. Once this ordination is obtained, the problem of LDA classification in the

presence of a reversal can be resolved with ease by simply changing the distance metric

applied in the non-linear biplot classification procedure.

The above simulation study was repeated 100 times, obtaining (i) 50 and (ii) 100 Monte

Carlo samples from each of the two specified distributions, respectively. The results of

these repetitions are summarised by the boxplots in Figure 5.5 and Table 5.3.
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.
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1:: ~ '---'---'8.e
n,
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MARSIBRUTO
(n=100)

LOA
(n=50)

LOA
(n=100)

MARS/BRUTO
(n=50)

Figure 5.5: Classification performance obtained in 100 repetitions of a two class reversal
situation using two binary variables.
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Table 5.3: Mean and standard deviation of APER obtained in 100 repetitions of a two
class reversal situation using two binary variables.

Procedure OER Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

n1 = n2 = 50 n1 = n2 = 100

LOA 0.10 0.4253 0.0727 0.4383 0.0662

FDA 0.10 0.1054 0.0650 0.0975 0.0446

The mean APER is an (optimistically biased) estimate ofE(AER) (cf. Johnson & Wichern,

1998 and section 8.2). The AER for the LDA procedure is based on a Bayes rule with

prior probability 7t = 12. According to this rule a response pattern :! is classified into

population 2 by the LDA procedure with probability

PC!:classified to Population 2) ~ {~.5ifL(:!) > 0
A

ifL(:!) = 0
ifL(:!) < 0

A

where L(~) denotes the log likelihood ratio

L(~)=[it2 (~) - it] (~)]' i:~!O]ed~ - 0.5[ it2 (~) - it] (~)]' i:~!O]ed[it2 (~) + it] (~)] .

Perusal of Table 5.3 shows that the LDA procedure fails in the case of a reversal with two

binary variables. The mean APER of approximately 0.43 is only marginally better than

guessing. The FDA procedure on the other hand shows a mean APER differing only

negligible from the OER of 0.10. The sample size has very little influence on the mean

values but the larger sample size leads to greater accuracy as reflected by a smaller

standard deviation.

The excellent classification performance and superiority of the FDA biplot procedure to

the LDA procedure is clearly depicted in the boxplots appearing in Figure 5.5. It appears

that in rare situations the FDA biplot procedure will have an exceptionally large APER.

This behaviour is much less pronounced when using larger samples. LDA behaviour is

just the opposite - mainly a large APER with exceptional cases an APER approaching

0.20.

The log likelihood ratios (LLRs) associated with LDA and with the second order Bahadur

model are graphically displayed in Figure 5.6. The LLR of the second order Bahadur
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model clearly shows the reversal. The inability of the LDA procedure to follow the

reversal leads to a high APER. The FDA procedure, on the contrary, is able to follow the

reversal thus leading to an APER (albeit optimistically biased) approximately equal to the

OER of 0.10.

~,

. ............................•.....................

N

True LLR
LOA

ex:..J 0 •....................
..J

0.0 1.0 2.0

Number of 1's

..

Figure 5.6: Log likelihood ratios of the second order Bahadur model and the LDA
classification procedure in a reversal situation using two binary variables.

5.4.1 Simulation study for comparison with Moore (1973)

A second simulation study focussed on the results of Moore (1973). In Moore's study

nineteen pairs of populations were formed by specifying different values for the parameters

in the Bahadur reparameterisation. In each case six variables were used. These population

pairs can be divided into three groups, one where all correlations rj(ik) = 0, the second with

a single non-zero correlation term and the final group included those with all correlations

positive. Since the aim of the second simulation study is to compare the effectiveness of

LDA and FDA biplot classifications with binary variables in the presence of a reversal as

well as in situations that are favourable for LDA, only four of Moore's configurations were

considered: Configurations 2 and 5 (no reversal; LDA effective); Configurations 3 and 6
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(reversals; LDA ineffective). For these configurations the parameters of the respective

population pairs were specified as follows:

Configuration 2:

Pi! = (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) and all correlations zero except r1(13) = 0.5

Pi2= (0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4) and all correlations zero except r1(13) = 0.5.

Configuration 5:

Pi! = (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) and all correlations zero except r1(13) = 0.5

Pi2= (0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6) and all correlations zero except r1(13) = 0.5.

Configuration 3:

Pi! = (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) and all r1(ik) = 0.3

Pi2= (0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4) and all r2(ik) = 0.3.

Configuration 6:

Pi! = (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) and all rl(ik) = 0.3

Pi2= (0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6) and all r2(ik) = 0.3.

The covariance matrix of the response vector X in the respective configurations is as

follows:

Configurations 2 and 5

0.16 0 0.04 0 0 0

0 0.16 0 0 0 0

0.04 0 0.16 0 0 0
LpOPJ =

0 0 0 0.16 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.16 0

0 0 0 0 0 0.16
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0.24 0 0.12 0 0 0

0 0.24 0 0 0 0

and 0.12 0 0.24 0 0 0
LpOp 2 = 0 0 0 0.24 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.24 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.24

Configurations 3 and 6

0.160 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.040 0.048

0.048 0.160 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048

0.048 0.048 0.160 0.048 0.048 0.048
Lpop I = 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.160 0.048 0.048

0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.160 0.048

0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.160

0.240 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.072
0.072 0.240 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.072

and 0.072 0.072 0.240 0.072 0.072 0.072
Lpop 2 = 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.240 0.072 0.072

0.072 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.240 0.072
0.072 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.240

Moore evaluated LDA and QDA as well as the full multinomial, the first order Bahadur

and second order Bahadur procedures. He reports the optimum error rate as well as the

mean increase in actual error over the optimum error rate. Based on 50 Monte Carlo

samples the following error rates are obtained by Moore for sample sizes of 50

observations per class and 100 observations per class, as well as the error rates under the

assumption that the true nj(!) are known (indicated by sample size = 00):

The results of the simulation study usmg these four configurations of the Moore

investigation are summarised in the boxplots in Figure 5.7 through Figure 5.10 and

Table 5.5 through Table 5.8.
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Table 5.4: OER and mean AER obtained by Moore (1973).
Configuration OER n, = n2 = n LDA QDA Full multinomial First order Second order

2 0.296 50 0.324 0.346 0.391 0.320 0.350

100 0.311 0.325 0.368 0.311 0.333

00 0.296 0.2$6 0.296 0.302 0.296

5 0.161 50 0.177 0.196 0.247 0.170 0.205

100 0.169 0.180 0.208 0.164 0.183

00 0.161 0.161 0.161 0.161 0.161

3 0.262 50 0.380 0.353 0.336 0.403 0.306

100 0.384 0.366 0.317 0.407 0.292

00 0.405 0.405 0.262 0.405 0.262

6 0.179 50 0.290 0.267 0.245 0.322 0.227

100 0.297 0.272 0.227 0.329 0.214

00 0.335 0.262 0.179 0.335 0.179
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Figure 5. 7: Classification performance obtained in 100 repetitions of Moore Configuration 2.

Table 5.5: Mean and standard deviation of APER obtained in 100 repetitions of Moore
Configuration 2.

Procedure OER Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

n1 = n2 = 50 n1 = n2 = 100

LDA 0.296 0.2741 0.0425 0.2904 0.0348

FDA 0.296 0.2849 0.0506 0.2855 0.0327

LDA
(n=50)

MARSIBRUTO
(n=50)

MARS/BRUTO
(n=1oo)

LDA
(n=1oo)
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Inspection of Figure 5.7 and Table 5.5 reveals that in the case of Configuration 2 the LDA

procedure and the FDA biplot procedure give very similar results. The mean APER for

both procedures is slightly better than the OER. The LDA procedure performs marginally

better than the FDA biplot procedure when the smaller samples are considered and the

FDA biplot procedure is marginally better in the case of the larger samples. The variation

in the Monte Carlo repetitions as well as the bias in the mean APER decreases when the

sample size is increased.
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Figure 5.8: Classification performance obtained in 100 repetitions of Moore Configuration 5.

Table 5.6: Mean and standard deviation of APER obtained in 100 repetitions of Moore
Configuration 5.

Procedure OER Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

n1 - n2 = 50 n1=n2=100

LOA 0.161 0.1419 0.0361 0.1478 0.0221

FDA 0.161 0.1329 0.0429 0.1413 0.0257

Configuration 5 differs from Configuration 2 only in that the expected response patterns of the

two populations are further apart. This results in a smaller OER of 0.16l. Table 5.6 and

Figure 5.8 show that the mean APER obtained by the LDA and the FDA procedures

closely follows this trend. The mean APER in case of both procedures is slightly less than
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the OER and the variation and bias again decrease with an increase in sample size. The

mean APER of the FDA biplot procedure is marginally better than that of the LDA

procedure for the smaller as well as the larger samples. There is also less variation in the

FDA biplot Monte Carlo repetitions than found in the case ofLDA.

In both Configuration 2 and 5 the mean APER of the LDA procedure is marginally smaller

than found by Moore (cf. Table 5.4). This difference may be due to the optimistic bias of

the APER but it also shows that in this case the bias is small.
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Figure 5.9: Classification performance obtained in 100 repetitions of Moore Configuration 3.

Table 5. 7: Mean and standard deviation of APER obtained in 100 repetitions of Moore
Configuration 3.

Procedure OER Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

n, = n2 = 50 n, = n2 = 100
LOA 0.262 0.3189 0.0469 0.3595 0.0359
FDA 0.262 0.2538 0.0513 0.2574 0.0350

The results displayed in Figure 5.9 and Table 5.7 stand in sharp contrast to what was found

in Configurations 2 and 5. The LDA procedure leads to a mean APER that is appreciably
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higher than the OER. This is especially the case when the larger samples are used.

However, when the results of the LDA procedure are compared to what was found by

Moore (cf Table 5.4) it is clear that the application ofLDA within the framework ofbiplot

methodology resulted in a better mean APER than the AER reported by Moore (1973).

The FDA biplot method, on the other hand, has a mean APER slightly less than the OER.

Not only is this appreciably better than obtained by the LDA procedure but it is better than

the AER of any of the five procedures considered by Moore. As in the case of Configurations

2 and 5 an increase in the sample size leads to a decrease in Monte Carlo variation.
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Figure 5.10: Classification performance obtained m 100 repetitions of Moore
Configuration6.

Table 5.8: Mean and standard deviation of APER obtained in 100 repetitions of Moore
Configuration6.

Procedure OER Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

n, = n2- 50 n, = n2- 100
LDA 0.179 0.2393 0.0495 0.2817 0.0332
FDA 0.179 0.1433 0.0433 0.1639 0.0286

Configuration6 differs from Configuration3 similar to how Configuration5 differs from

Configuration2. The results obtained with Configuration6 are similar to those found using
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Configuration 3 reflecting the increase in 7t2(J:) - 7tl(!) by a general decrease in the mean

APER. The LDA procedure shows a mean APER of approximately 35% higher than the

OER in the case of the smaller samples with an even larger difference in the case of the

larger samples. On the contrary, the FDA biplot procedures have mean APER less than the

OER. Again, the optimistic bias associated with the APER seems to decrease with an

increase in the sample size as is the case with its variability.

The reason for the difference in the results obtained from Configurations 2 and 5 on the one

hand and Configurations 3 and 6 on the other becomes clear when Figure 5.11 through

Figure 5.13 are considered.
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Figure 5.11: Log likelihood ratios of the second order Bahadur model and the LDA
classification procedure under Moore Configuration 2.

Number of 1's

It is clear from Figure 5.11 that the true log likelihood ratio is a non-decreasing function of

the number of ones in a response pattern originating from Configuration 2. The log likelihood

ratio associated with the LDA procedure follows the true log likelihood ratio very closely.

Accordingly, the APER of the LDA procedure approaches the OER. The log likelihood
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ratios in the case of Configuration 5 give a very similar graph to that of Figure 5.11 and the

graph is therefore not included.

Contrary to the LLR graphs associated with Configurations 2 and 5 the true LLRs in

Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 both show a reversal: negative at first and increasing with the

number of ones in the response pattern to a positive value, then decreasing to a negative

value again before finally going positive with increasing number of ones in the response

pattern. The exact shape of the reversal corresponds to the difference 1t2(r)-1tl(r).
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Figure 5.12: Log likelihood ratios of the second order Bahadur model and the LDA
classification procedure under Moore Configuration 3.

o

o 2 3 4 5

Since the LLR of the LDA procedure in Configurations 3 and 6 is a linear increasing function

of the number of ones in a response pattern the reversal cannot be adequately detected by

the LDA procedure resulting in a poor classification performance. The FDA biplot

procedure, however, is able to follow the reversal resulting in an APER slightly smaller

than the OER.

Number of 1's
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Figure 5.13: Log likelihood ratios of the second order Bahadur model and the LDA
classification procedure under Moore Configuration 6.
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A large collection ofbiplots associated with the above simulation study can be constructed.

As examples of these biplots the generalised biplot of Configuration 6 for ni = n2 = 50 is

given in Figure 5.14 with the associated eVA and FDA (BRUTO) biplots in Figure 5.15

and Figure 5.16, respectively.
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Figure 5.14: Generalised biplot for a repetition with nl = nz = 50 of Moore Configuration 6.
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~ Class1 ~ Class2

Figure 5.15: eVA biplot of a repetition with nl = nz = 50 of Moore Configuration 6, based on
a generalised biplot ordination.
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8 •
o

1.1 Class 1 ~ Class2

Figure 5.16: FDA (BRUTO) biplot of a repetition with ni = n2
Configuration 6, based on a generalised biplot ordination.

50 of Moore

Comparing the classification regions of Figure 5.15 with those of Figure 5.16 shows

clearly the superiority of the FDA procedure to the LDA procedure.
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5.5 Recapitulation

In this chapter:

• Discriminant analysis with categorical variables was considered.

• It was shown that biplot methodology lends itself to incorporate categorical variables

with ease.

• It was demonstrated that the FDA procedures based on biplot methodology performed

excellent in case of reversals where it is well known that LDA fails.

• In situations that are favourable for LDA it was found that the FDA procedures gave

comparable results.

Since the pnmary aIm of this study is to introduce vanous types of biplots and to

demonstrate their use in discriminant analysis the classification performance of FDA

biplots was not studied in detail e.g. unbiased estimates of error rates were not calculated.

This issue should be addressed in future work. Although discriminant analysis based on

biplot methodology where both continuous and true categorical predictors are used, was

not addressed in this chapter examples of such applications will be given in Chapter 9.

Essentially the biplot methodology introduced in Chapter 2 through Chapter 5 utilises

distances (various distance metrics have been considered) among samples and class means

for constructing biplot classification regions. In Chapter 6 the biplot methodology

developed thus far is extended even further to applications of discriminant analysis based

upon principal curves and associated biplots. These applications are based upon non-linear

principal components and the notion of self-consistency.
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Discriminant Analysis based upon

Principal Curves in Biplots

6.1 Introduction

Table 5.1 given in the previous chapter, provides a summary of the distance measures and

the four basic types of biplots considered in the first five chapters: Pythagorean,

Mahalanobis, Euclidean embeddable and categorical distance metrics in tum leading to

PCA biplots, CVA biplots, non-linear biplots and generalised biplots. These biplots were

then applied to discriminant analysis leading to several extensions of the four basic types

for use in discriminant analysis with continuous as well as categorical variables as

discussed in Chapter 3 through Chapter 5. It was shown that the latter biplots all result in

the class means being represented in the biplot display space. Classification of samples is

then carried out according to distance to the nearest class mean with different distance

measures resulting in different discrimination techniques.

Consider a data set in the form of the scatterplot given in Figure 6.1.

·200 o 200 400 600 800 1000

Figure 6.1: Scatterplot of a two-dimensional three class data set.
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The actual data set from which Figure 6.1 originates will be discussed in more detail in

section 6.4. It seems from Figure 6.1 that classification to the nearest class mean in cases

like this is bound to fail. Indeed, a eVA biplot of this data set with classification regions

added and displayed in Figure 6.2 shows clearly failure of this method to provide an

adequate classification into the three classes.

o

o
o 0

00

Figure 6.2: eVA biplot of the three class data given in Figure 6.1 with classification
regions.

A confusion matrix of the results, showing actual versus predicted class membership,

obtained by applying the eVA biplot classification procedure (LDA) to the data set

corresponding to Figure 6.1, is given in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Confusion matrix of a data set where biplot classification to the nearest class
mean fails.

Predicted class Actual class membership

membership Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Total

Class 1 164 6 28 198

Class 2 5 158 30 193

Class 3 31 36 142 209

Total 200 200 200 600

It follows from Table 6.1 that 136 of the 600 samples (i.e. 22.7%) are incorrectly allocated.

Perusal of Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 reveals the reason for this poor performance: In this

example a single (mean) value to represent a class of observations does not provide an

adequate summary of the behaviour of a class to separate it from other classes. What is

needed, is extending the (single) summary measure to a measure that can adequately

separate the classes from one another. Biplot classification procedures can then be based

on nearest distances to this extended summary measure. This is the topic to be addressed

in Chapter 6. In section 6.2 the idea of self-consistency as developed by Flury (1997),

Tarpey (1998; 1999) and Tarpey & Flury (1996), is introduced. Principal curves as

defined by Hastie & Stuetzle (1989) are discussed in section 6.3. The ideas of self-

consistency and principal curves are combined in section 6.4 for application in biplot

methodology.

6.2 Self-consistency

Flury (1997) describes self-consistent approximations as follows: "The mean E(X) of a

random vector X is the simplest summary of the distribution of X and may be regarded as a

crude approximation. A less crude approximation might be obtained by replacing X with a

random vector Y which in some sense is 'simpler' than X but reflects important properties

of X. For instance, in a high dimensional case, 'simpler' might mean that Y takes values

only in a linear subspace of lower dimension."

Self-consistency is based on conditional expectations viewed as random variables and is

defined as follows:
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Definition 6.1: Self-consistency (Flury, 1997; Tarpey & Flury, 1996)

Suppose X and Y are two jointly distributed random vectors, both of the same dimension,

then Y is self-consistent for X if E(X I Y) = Y . ~

The meaning of self-consistency in the context of approximation can be illustrated by

defining a function Y = heX) for a random variable X. For a given fixed value Y = y let

the set of all x-values that are mapped into y be denoted by S(y):

S(y) = {x E §12: hex) = y].

Then Y is a self-consistent approximation of X, if for every value y that Y can take, the

mean of the x-values in the set S(y) is y.

From the definition of self-consistency it follows that any random vector X is self-

consistent for itself and if X has a finite mean, E(X) is self-consistent for X. Flury (1997)

describes X as the perfect, but rather uninteresting approximation of X. On the other hand

E(X) is the approximation of X by a degenerate random variable that takes the value

f.l = E(X) with probability one. The use of self-consistency lies in supplying the

framework for a larger class of more interesting approximations somewhere 'between'

these two extremes.

6.2.1 Properties of self-consistent approximations

The following properties of self-consistency (cf Flury, 1997; Tarpey, 1998; Tarpey,

1999; Tarpey & Flury, 1996) are or importance:

• Self-consistent approximations preserve location, thus the self-consistent

approximation Y of X has the same mean as X, i.e. if Y is self-consistent for X,

then E(Y) = E(X).

Definition 6.2: Mean squared error

The mean squared error ofY, approximating X, is given by

MSE(Y; X) = E[IIX- YI~ .
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• If X and Yare p-variate random vectors with covariance matrices Lx and Ly

respectively and Y is self-consistent for X, then

Lx - Ly is positive semi-definite

and

MSE(Y;X) = tr(Lx)-tr(Ly)
p

= I [var(Xi) - var(Yi)].
i=l

• Since Lx - Ly is positive semi-definite it follows that self-consistency usually

reduces variability. In the univariate case, if Y is self-consistent for X, then

var(X) - var(Y) ~ 0 . A good self-consistent approximation will have a mean

squared error close to zero, yet should be 'relatively simple'.

• If X is a p-variate random vector with mean vector J..land covariance matrix Land

Y is the orthogonal projection of X on a line, plane, or hyperplane of dimension r,

1 ~ r ~ p, a necessary, but not sufficient condition for self-consistency of Y for X is

that Y has the form

Y = J..l+P(X-J..l)
- -

where P = AA' and the columns of A: p x rare r distinct orthonormal eigenvectors

of L. The MSE(Y; X) is a minimum when Y (r) = ~ + P(X -~) with the columns

of A the r orthonormal eigenvectors of L corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues

of L. Therefore Y(r)is the r-dimensional principal component approximation of X.

This r-dimensional principal component approximation is, however not

automatically self-consistent, but self-consistency depends on the exact form of the

multivariate distribution of X. If X is multivariate normal or elliptical, then the

r-dimensional principal component approximation Y(r)is self-consistent for X.
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6.3 Principal curves

Consider n observations of X, where X is a bivariate random vector with mean vector u .

These observations can be represented in a scatterplot with Xl on the horisontal axis and X2

on the vertical axis. The simplest summary of the observations is given by their mean

vector K. This simply locates the centre of the cloud but conveys no information about the

joint behaviour of the two variables and can therefore be regarded as only a crude

approximation of the observations on X.

Alternatively, the data can be summarised by a straight line that treats the two variables

symmetrically since there is no preferred variable to be labelled as the 'response'.

Choosing the line that minimises the sum of squared orthogonal deviations results in the

first principal component line or one-dimensional principal component approximation. In

the asymmetrical case with a single predictor and single response variable, linear

regression has been generalised to include non-linear functions by using non-parametric

scatterplot smoothers like kernel smoothers, nearest neighbour smoothers and spline

smoothers. The aim of a principal curve is a similar generalisation of the first principal

component line in the symmetric situation. Flury (1997) expresses the opinion that

"Among the many attempts to generalise principal component analysis to a non-linear

method, the most promising one is the principal curves of Hastie and Stuetzle (1989)".

Instead of using a straight line the data are summarised with a smooth curve. This curve

passes through the middle of the data in a smooth way, whether or not the middle of the

data is a straight line. The two variables are treated symmetrically, focussing on the

orthogonal distances to the points.

Hastie & Stuetzle (1989) formally define principal curves as those smooth curves that are

self-consistent for a distribution or data set. This means that for a point on the curve, say

y, collect all the data points that orthogonally project onto y in the set S( y) then the mean- - -

value of the data points in S( y) will be the point y on the curve. Tibshirani (1992) offers
- -

an alternative definition of a principal curve that is based on a mixture model. Estimation

is then done via the EM algorithm. A robust method estimating closed principal curves
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that reduce both bias and variance is proposed by Banfield & Raftery (1992). In this thesis

the approach of Hastie & Stuetzle will be followed.

6.3.1 Principal curves of a probability distribution

The following definitions are needed (cf Hastie & Stuetzle, 1989; Thorpe, 1979):

Definition 6.3: Curve

A one-dimensional curve in a p-dimensional space is a vector of p functions f(A): p x 1 of a

single parameter A i.e. it is a curve of the form f(A) = (XI (A), X2(A), ... ,Xp(A))' . ~

Definition 6.4: Arc length of a curve

The arc length of a curve f from A.o to AI is given by t 11f'(Z)IldZwhere f'(z) denotes

the velocity vector i.e. the vector tangent to the curve at f(A) defined by

and where the pair (q, ,!) denotes the vector x translated so that its tail is at the point

Definition 6.5: Unit-speed parameterisation

A curve with 11(11 = 1 is called a unit-speed parameterised curve.

Definition 6.6: Smooth curve

If the p functions of A in f are smooth (i.e. partial derivatives of all orders exist and are

continuous), then f is a smooth curve.
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Lemma 6.1

Any smooth curve with 11(11) 0 can be reparameterised to make it unit-speed.

Proof

Thorpe (1979).

Definition 6.7: Principal normal

Let [(A) be a smooth unit-speed curve then the principal normal to the curve at A is defined

by

where the vector ["(A) is the acceleration of the curve obtained by differentiating f_'(A)

and which is orthogonal to f'(A).

Definition 6.8: Projection index

Let X: p x 1 be a p-dimensional random variable in §fP with p.d.f. h and finite second

order moments and assume without loss of generality that E(X) = Q. Furthermore, let [be

a smooth unit-speed curve in §f P parameterised over A c §f I. The set A is a closed

interval that does not intersect itself and has finite length inside any finite ball in §fP. This

implies that if Al oj:. A2, then [(AI) oj:. [(A2)' The projection index is a function from §fP to

§f I defined as

Intuitively the projection index can be seen as the value of Awhich is closest to -!. If there

is more than one such value, the larger value of A is used. Hastie & Stuetzle (1989) show

that Ar C~) is well defined and measurable.

Using the above definitions a principal curve can now be formally defined:
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Definition 6.9: Principal curve (Hastie & Stuetzle, 1989).

Given the conditions of Definition 6.8 the curve f is a principal curve of h if

Eh [X I A[ (!) = A] = f(A) for almost every A. ~

Hastie & Stuetzle (1989) give several examples of principal curves. For ellipsoidal

distributions, the principal components are principal curves. In the case of spherically

symmetric distributions, any line through the mean vector is a principal curve. In a two-

dimensional spherically symmetric distribution, a circle with the centre at the origin and

radius E( ~) is a principal curve.

6.3.2 Principal curves for data sets

Usually a principal curve is fitted to an observed data set. Let X: n x p be a matrix of a

sample of n observations on p variables from the underlying probability distribution. The

curve [(A) is represented by (Ai, [(Ai)) where it is assumed that the A's are sorted in

increasing order. The curve is represented by connecting [(Ai) and [(Ai+l) for

i = 1,2, ... , (n - 1). The arc-length parameterisation, discrete version of the unit-speed

parameterisation, is used with AI = 0 and Aithe arc-length along [from [(AI) to [(Ai).

The Hastie & Stuetzle algorithm for finding principal curves starts with any smooth curve

and checks if this curve is self-consistent. Self-consistency at a particular value A is tested

by collecting all the observations that have [(A) as their closest point on the curve and

averaging over these observations. If [(A) is the average and this holds for every value of

A, then [ is self-consistent and thus a principal curve. The estimation of the curve is

restricted to the values AI, A2, ... , An corresponding to the projections of the n observed

data values. Because there is usually only one value :J.i projecting onto [(Ai), the

observations projecting onto a neighbourhood on the curve are averaged. If the curve is

not self-consistent, the procedure is repeated using the new curve obtained by averaging as

a starting guess. This is iterated until (hopefully) convergence.

The algorithm starts with the first principal component line as a starting smooth curve and

alternates between a projection and expectation step. In the projection step the data are
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projected onto the curve. The expectation step evaluates the expectation conditional on

where the data points project. Either, the conditional expectations coincide with the curve,

resulting in the principal curve, or a new curve is obtained as a by-product. To determine

when the sequence of curves has converged to a the principal curve, iteration continues

ID2(h, f(j-I») - D2(h, f(j»)1
. < E.D2(h, f(J-I»)until the relative change III the distance

Hastie & Stuetzle (1989) use a value of E = 0.001. The distance is defined by

D2(h,f) = Eh[d
2(X,f)] with de'!, 1) the usual Pythagorean distance and estimated by

adding the squared distances of the points in the sample to their closest points on the

current curve. Although Hastie & Stuetzle (1989) are unable to prove that the algorithm

converges, or that each step guarantees a decrease in the criterion, the algorithm seems to

work well in practice.

The above projection - conditional expectation algorithm proceeds as follows:

6.3.2.1 Projection step

The projection step is illustrated in Figure 6.3.

x·-I

Figure 6.3: Diagrammatic representation of the projection step of the Hastie & Stuetzle
principal curve algorithm.
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For a fixed curve tj) the projection index must be obtained for every sample value !i. Let

dik be the distance between !i and its closest point to the line segment joining f(j) (A~) and

If d . = min (d')() set Ai to A . E [A~.;A~. J corresponding to d')(..
ik k=I .....n-1 I ik + I

Corresponding to each Ai is an interpolated f~); using these values to represent the curve,

Aiis replaced by the arc length from f~) to f~) .

6.3.2.2 Expectation step

The expectation step estimates f(j+l) (A) = E(X IA[(j)= A) at the n values AI, A2, ... , An

found in the projection step. To average the observations projecting onto a neighbourhood

on the curve a scatterplot smoother is used to find the average of the observations !k in the

sample for which Akis close to Ai. As long as these observations are close enough and the

underlying conditional expectation is smooth, the bias introduced in approximating the

conditional expectation is small. On the other hand, the variance of the estimate decreases

as more observations are included in the neighbourhood.

Smoothers usually smooth a one-dimensional response against a covariate. In this case the

variable to be smoothed is p-dimensional and is smoothed by simply smoothing each co-

ordinate separately. In the S-PLUS function loess for estimating E(X I A), a single co-

ordinate function based on a sample of pairs (AI, XI), (A2'X2), ... , (An, xn), assuming the Ai'S

to be ordered, a straight line or quadratic function is fitted to the wn observations closest to

A. The estimate is the fitted value of the line at A. The fraction of points in the

neighbourhood is called the span. Weighted least squares regression is used for fitting the

regression function where the weights are symmetrical around A, dying down smoothly to

o within the neighbourhood. If hi is the distance to the wn-th nearest neighbour, then the

point Aj in the neighbourhood gets weight wij = (1-1 Aj~A113)
3

An S-PLUS programme that incorporates the above algorithm was written to output

principal curves for data sets. Details of the programmes are given in Chapter 8. This
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programme gives results comparable to a programme provided by Hastie &

Stuetzle (1989).

Although a principal curve can be fitted to any p-dimensional data set, a two-dimensional

example will be given to ease the graphical representation of the resulting principal curve.

A principal curve was fitted to the variables sepal length and petal length of the iris data set.

The first linear principal component approximation is shown in Figure 6.4. After 27

iterations the procedure described above converged to the principal curve shown in

Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: First principal component approximation of the scatterplot of sepal length and
petal length of the iris data set.
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Figure 6.5: Principal curve of the scatterplot of sepal length and petal length of the iris data
set.
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The discrimination techniques described in section 3.4 and Chapter 4 in terms of biplot

methodology utilises the class means of the samples represented in the biplot for

classification. A (new) sample is classified to the class corresponding to the nearest class

mean where nearest is defined by the distance function appropriate for the type of

discrimination and type ofbiplot (cf Table 5.1).

6.4 Discriminant analysis

It was noted in section 6.2 that the mean of a random vector X is a self-consistent

approximation of X by the degenerate random variable that takes the value Jl = E(X) with

probability one but that the use of self-consistency lies in providing a larger class of

approximations somewhere between X and u . A principal curve is a self-consistent

approximation between X and the point estimate u .
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In section 6.3 a principal curve was defined as the curve f for which

E[X IAf C~)= A]= f (A) for almost every A. Since the principal curve is defined in terms

of a conditional expectation Scott (1992) describes a principal curve as a local conditional

mean. Replacing the point estimates of the class means with a principal curve for each

class (conditional class mean) could lead to more flexibility in discrimination and

classification.

When using the class means for classification these mean values could be obtained in two

ways:

(i) Calculate the matrix of class means X: J x p from the observed data X and

interpolate the J 'new samples' in X onto the biplot to obtain the matrix

Z : J x r of class means in the biplot representation.

(ii) Interpolate the observed data X onto the biplot to obtain the matrix Z of sample

points in the biplot representation. Calculate the matrix of class means Z: J x r

using the 'sample points' given by the matrix Z.

These two 'methods' of obtaining the class means are equivalent only in the case of linear

transformations. Fitting a principal curve to a data set is a non-linear operation and

therefore principal curves are not invariant with respect to the interpolation transformation.

Interpolating the principal curve fitted to the observed data X will in general not

correspond to the principal curve fitted to the interpolated sample points Z. Since the

classification is done in the r-dimensional space.!7 and the principal curves are used as

conditional class means for these r-dimensional 'sample points' the principal curves are

fitted to the interpolated sample points Z.

A principal curve is fitted for each class separately. A (new) sample point ~. :p x 1 is

interpolated onto the biplot to obtain '?=. : r x 1 and classified to the nearest principal curve.

From the final column of Table 5.1 it follows that the nearest (conditional) class mean

must be calculated by using one of Pythagorean distance, Mahalanobis distance or a

function ~j(~:). Determining the nearest principal curve using Pythagorean distance will be

discussed first, followed by the adjustments necessary for the other distance metrics.
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The distance dUJ from £ to the j-th principal curve, denoted by ~(A), is obtained similar to

the projection step of the principal curve fitting algorithm. Let djk be the distance between

~ * and its closest point to the line segment joining C (Ak) and C (Ak+!) . If

d. ,= min (djk) set dfj]= d 'k" To obtain djk the distance between £ and the line
jk k=!,....n+l J

segment joining C (Ak) and C (Ak+!) must be minimised. Translating the origin to the

point C (Ak) the minimisation problem can be formulated as follows:

Find the point on the vector ~ = C (Ak+!) - fj (Ak) of the form c~ such that the distance (or

squared distance, d2
) between c~ and Q= ~* - C (Ak) is a minimum for 0 ~ c ~ 1. Ignoring

the constraint 0 ~ c ~ 1 for a moment, c~ is the projection of the vector Q on ~ and c can be

found by differentiation of d 2 (Q,ca) = (Q- c~)'(Q- c~) = Q'Q- 2cQ'~+ C2~' ~. It follows

that ad
2

2b' 2 '--=- a+ ca a.
ac

Setting the derivative equal to zero it follows that c = Q'~ .
a'a

This is illustrated in Figure 6.6(a). Treatment of the constraint 0 ~ c ~ 1 is illustrated in

Figure 6.6(b) and (c). If c > 1 the projection of Q onto ~ is a vector longer than the line

segment between Q and g, InFigure 6.6(b) it is indicated that setting c = 1will result in the

minimum distance between Q and the line segment. Similarly, if c < 0 the projection of Q

onto ~ is a vector 'outside' the line segment between Q and g, As shown in Figure 6.6(c)

the shortest distance from Q to this line segment will be obtained by setting c = o.

Cg

I
\
I
I,
I
I
I

.l. _-----;:1--.--

(a) (b) I
I,
I
I,,,,
"--'

(c)

Figure 6.6: Diagrammatic representation of finding the point on ~, nearest to Q.
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It therefore follows that if p is the point on the line segment between Q and ~ closest to 12,

then

E~{:~if c<O
if

b'aO:S;c:s;l where c = =--= .,
if c > 1 aa

Since Pythagorean distance is invariant with respect to translations it follows that

d ~k = d 2(~', line segment joining L (Ak) and L (Ak+I»

= d2(Q,p)

= (Q - p)' (Q - p).- -

When new samples are classified to the nearest principal curve using Mahalanobis distance

the distance dfj] is obtained in a similar way. The point p on the line segment between Q

and ~ closest to 12 will still be defined by

{

0 if c < 0

~ = c~ if O:S;c :s;1
a if c > 1

but the value of c must be found by differentiating the Mahalanobis distance function

d 2(Q,C~) = (Q - c~)'i:~ (Q - c~) = Q'i:~ Q - 2c!ii:~ ~ + c2~'i:~ ~. It follows that

8d2 , A -I , A -I
8c = -2 Q Lw ~ + 2c ~ Lw ~ .

Setting the derivative equal to zero leads to c = Q'i:~ ~
'~-I

~L..w~

Since Mahalanobis distance is also invariant to translation it follows that

The adjustments for using the ~j(,!) functions are similar with c found by differentiating

~~ (Q,c~) = (Q - C~)'i:jl (Q - c~) + logli:jl = Q'i:jl Q - 2CQ'i:jl ~ + c2 ~'i:jl ~ + logli:jl. The

derivative is given by
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ad2
_ 2b'~-' 2 ,~-,

-- - - L.... a + ca L.... a.& - J - - J-

b'i:-:-'a
After setting the derivative equal to zero it follows that c = - J-,~-,a L.... a

- J-

The ~-function, closely related to Mahalanobis distance, is also invariant to translation and

it therefore follows that

d Ik = (Q - £),i:j' (Q - £) + logli:j I·

For illustration a two-dimensional CVA biplot of the iris data set, similar to Figure 3.1, is

obtained. In this biplot, Figure 6.7, the class means are indicated but for classification

purposes they are replaced by three principal curves, one for each class. Classification

regions were calculated by the method described above. Since LDA classification in a

CVA biplot is based on Pythagorean distance, the smallest Pythagorean distance to each

principal curve was calculated. The point estimates of the class means are now replaced by

non-parametric curves following the class data, therefore the classification regions are no

longer linear.

The classification regions correspond generally to those of Figure 3.2 stretching parallel to

one another across the biplot with the green classification region for Versicolor becoming

narrower towards the top. The correspondence between the classification regions for the

two figures, apart from the fact that the boundaries in Figure 6.7 are non-linear, is not

surprising, since an ordinary CVA biplot already efficiently separates the classes. The real

advantage in using the principal curve methodology becomes apparent for a data set such

as that of Figure 6.1.
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o
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00 Versicolor 00 Virginica

Figure 6.7: eVA biplot of the iris data set with principal curve classification regions.

InFigure 6.7 for the iris data set there are only three classes. This means that only the first

two dimensions are important for classification. If, however, K = min (p, J - 1) is larger

than two, classification can be done in the K-dimensional 'biplot' -space. The principal

curves will then be fitted to the K-dimensional samples and the classification regions

constructed in a two-dimensional biplot with the method of section 2.6.4 for the

generalised biplot.

Since dimension reduction can sometimes result in better classification, the classification

can also be done in fewer than K dimensions, say h. In this case the principal curves
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should be fitted to the h-dimensional interpolated samples. Classification regions will be

constructed by calculating the appropriate distance from the principal curves either in the

two-dimensional biplot, or if h> 2 by the method of section 2.6.4.

This method of classification is specifically suited for situations where samples in the

biplot cannot be separated by straight lines. The diagram in Figure 6.8 shows two kidney

shaped classes. Johnson & Wichern (1998) discuss a similar situation where they remark

that linear or even quadratic discrimination is inappropriate. The 'linear classification'

boundary is indicated by the dotted line. Johnson & Wichern indicates a 'good

classification' boundary by a line similar to the solid line in Figure 6.8 but no suggestion is

given on how to obtain such a 'good classification' boundary.

Figure 6.8: Diagrammatic representation of kidney-shaped data classes.

To illustrate the appropriateness of using principal curves in biplots for classification in

this situation, a data set was simulated in the following way:

Data were generated for three classes with 200 observations on two variables (Xl and X2)

for each class.

• Class 1

Variable Xl was generated from a uniform (-10; 10) distribution. Variable X2 was

constructed as a quadratic function of Xl with added random noise viz.
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X2 = 5X12 + 2X1 + 3 + E where the errors are independently identically normal (0; 1002)

distributed;

• Class 2

Initially the observations were obtained similar to class 1. Then this second set of

observations were reflected both vertically and horisontally by multiplication by -1;

• Class 3

The observations were generated from a bivariate normal distribution with mean vector

[
3 ] [ 4 180 ]!-! = and covariance matrix L = ;

- - 400 180 10000

• Translation

Class 2 was translated by six units in both directions. The X2 values of class 2 were then

shifted by another 800 units in order to obtain clouds of class 1 and class 2 values

resembling Figure 6.8.

The scatterplot of these observations were given in Figure 6.1. Note that the scatterplot in

Figure 6.1 was obtained by multiplying this data set with the orthogonal transformation

[ 0 -1]matrix to ease comparison with the biplots.
-1 0

The simulated data set, including the eVA biplot classifications (cf section 6.1) as well as

the biplot classifications to the nearest principal curves are given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Simulated data set with CVA and principal curve CVA classifications.
Obs ClassificatIon Obs Classification Obs ClassificatIon

no Class X1 X2 CVA Pcurv no Class X1 X2 CVA Pcurv no Class X1 X2 CVA Pcurv

1 1 -3.39 -552.18 1 2 201 2 0.84 -144.52 2 2 401 3 7.64 -234.22 2 3

2 1 1.28 -737.46 1 1 202 2 14.01 -304.76 2 2 402 3 0.39 -511.31 3 3

3 1 -3.20 -743.54 1 1 203 2 10.41 -90.63 2 2 403 3 -2.19 -605.75 1 3

4 1 -5.82 -626.50 1 1 204 2 12.98 -83.05 2 2 404 3 3.77 -336.56 3 3

5 1 -6.36 -501.83 1 1 205 2 15.47 -357.85 2 2 405 3 4.27 -396.23 3 3

6 1 -9.10 -333.69 3 1 206 2 3.99 -45.86 2 2 406 3 3.13 -322.78 3 3

7 1 -1.94 -798.00 1 1 207 2 -1.96 -180.74 2 2 407 3 -0.14 -494.08 3 3

8 1 -4.98 -724.56 1 1 208 2 3.96 -68.28 2 2 408 3 0.93 -494.09 3 3

9 1 -1.83 -918.25 1 1 209 2 11.71 -132.75 2 2 409 3 2.73 -332.30 3 3

10 1 -3.29 -896.22 1 1 210 2 12.09 -224.51 2 2 410 3 1.47 -508.91 3 3

11 1 -9.99 -382.72 3 1 211 2 6.54 147.16 2 2 411 3 4.69 -323.46 3 3
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12 1 -6.49 -900.48 1 1 212 2 0.64 -17.97 2 2 412 3 0.28 -451.82 3 3

13 1 1.15 -913.46 1 1 213 2 5.28 -122.09 2 2 413 3 -1.57 -519.93 1 3

14 1 -6.78 -499.19 1 1 214 2 8.66 -127.03 2 3 414 3 3.78 -325.21 3 3

15 1 -3.56 -765.45 1 1 215 2 -3.68 -390.05 3 2 415 3 2.46 -340.59 3 3

16 1 -7.68 -647.25 1 1 216 2 -3.63 -274.60 3 2 416 3 2.05 -411.55 3 3

17 1 -2.06 -546.42 1 3 217 2 1.89 -136.01 2 2 417 3 5.19 -347.56 3 3

18 1 -0.72 -594.42 1 3 218 2 14.36 -354.98 2 2 418 3 4.98 -236.60 2 3

19 1 0.28 -884.28 1 1 219 2 9.09 -159.48 2 3 419 3 3.43 -423.11 3 3

20 1 -4.65 -535.14 1 2 220 2 9.49 -11.81 2 2 420 3 5.28 -346.08 3 3

21 1 -1.87 -835.21 1 1 221 2 11.08 12.10 2 2 421 3 -0.91 -640.71 1 3

22 1 3.20 -699.40 1 1 222 2 10.72 -178.75 2 2 422 3 1.99 -489.58 3 3

23 1 -6.51 -492.63 1 1 223 2 6.57 -46.71 2 2 423 3 3.18 -333.22 3 3

24 1 -9.95 -293.41 3 1 224 2 -3.07 -438.87 3 2 424 3 3.54 -490.79 3 1

25 1 5.15 -717.13 1 1 225 2 -1.16 -212.65 2 2 425 3 0.75 -522.69 1 3

26 1 2.79 -574.88 1 1 226 2 0.16 -150.82 2 2 426 3 4.85 -242.36 2 3

27 1 6.96 -589.32 1 1 227 2 12.42 -135.04 2 2 427 3 3.01 -430.10 3 3

28 1 6.47 -592.43 1 1 228 2 8.29 -86.44 2 2 428 3 -0.31 -540.34 1 3

29 1 -7.64 -454.73 1 1 229 2 6.55 -9.04 2 2 429 3 0.85 -532.96 1 3

30 1 0.66 -675.17 1 1 230 2 -0.66 -252.86 3 2 430 3 0.11 -541.16 1 3

31 1 -3.86 -714.22 1 1 231 2 2.41 -253.83 2 2 431 3 3.03 -384.96 3 3

32 1 -0.71 -639.71 1 3 232 2 2.18 -167.10 2 2 432 3 3.89 -384.44 3 3

33 1 3.02 -682.63 1 1 233 2 6.29 39.83 2 2 433 3 1.72 -416.55 3 3

34 1 3.20 -614.44 1 1 234 2 10.49 -142.98 2 2 434 3 3.33 -386.14 3 3

35 1 -7.72 -427.74 3 1 235 2 7.58 48.99 2 2 435 3 5.38 -312.62 3 3

36 1 7.82 -586.11 3 1 236 2 12.86 -249.14 2 2 436 3 7.71 -170.16 2 3

37 1 -2.96 -713.75 1 1 237 2 9.66 -30.62 2 2 437 3 2.82 -433.31 3 3

38 1 -2.85 -868.23 1 1 238 2 1.12 -141.19 2 2 438 3 4.46 -382.56 3 3

39 1 -3.80 -766.37 1 1 239 2 -0.42 -240.24 3 2 439 3 1.56 -507.09 3 3

40 1 5.27 -668.29 1 1 240 2 13.27 -368.85 3 2 440 3 4.95 -258.56 2 3
41 1 -5.96 -743.38 1 1 241 2 13.06 -151.39 2 2 441 3 1.94 -392.12 3 3
42 1 -2.39 -666.60 1 3 242 2 13.82 -81.29 2 2 442 3 1.01 -559.65 1 3

43 1 6.90 -408.87 3 1 243 2 -2.55 -556.12 1 2 443 3 1.95 -444.00 3 3
44 1 -0.45 -812.44 1 1 244 2 15.27 -510.69 3 2 444 3 3.32 -390.41 3 3
45 1 -7.33 -471.27 1 1 245 2 3.38 55.27 2 2 445 3 0.44 -486.14 3 3
46 1 -5.11 -800.52 1 1 246 2 -0.53 -235.06 2 2 446 3 1.79 -472.52 3 3
47 1 3.32 -760.00 1 1 247 2 -2.39 -438.30 3 2 447 3 0.19 -527.27 1 3
48 1 -1.55 -943.28 1 1 248 2 2.81 32.37 2 2 448 3 4.52 -320.62 3 3
49 1 4.37 -875.09 1 1 249 2 9.19 -6.62 2 2 449 3 1.34 -497.56 3 3
50 1 8.13 -574.37 3 1 250 2 10.96 -59.42 2 2 450 3 4.23 -356.22 3 3
51 1 -4.94 -768.07 1 1 251 2 2.28 19.46 2 2 451 3 5.47 -255.93 2 3

52 1 -3.79 -751.72 1 1 252 2 2.96 -201.35 2 2 452 3 0.93 -463.41 3 3

53 1 3.73 -583.27 1 1 253 2 7.19 -29.17 2 2 453 3 1.17 -522.99 1 3

54 1 -3.41 -760.81 1 1 254 2 2.32 -227.49 2 2 454 3 0.76 -491.94 3 3

55 1 3.44 -561.74 1 1 255 2 6.03 -108.91 2 3 455 3 3.43 -365.03 3 3

56 1 -7.57 -510.78 1 1 256 2 -2.00 -428.30 3 2 456 3 7.37 -172.80 2 3

57 1 4.69 -635.26 1 1 257 2 2.38 -166.82 2 2 457 3 1.59 -492.24 3 3

58 1 1.58 -789.99 1 1 258 2 -1.05 -255.14 3 2 458 3 -0.45 -521.26 1 3

59 1 -4.02 -703.96 1 1 259 2 2.02 -231.29 2 2 459 3 1.85 -398.40 3 3
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60 1 -5.22 -514.88 1 2 260 2 12.20 -215.72 2 2 460 3 5.90 -282.40 2 3

61 1 2.37 -794.90 1 1 261 2 -1.92 -296.75 3 2 461 3 -0.46 -527.14 1 3

62 1 3.46 -694.05 1 1 262 2 3.00 -123.80 2 2 462 3 4.89 -295.82 3 3

63 1 -4.99 -725.76 1 1 263 2 10.44 -56.56 2 2 463 3 2.04 -420.55 3 3

64 1 -1.32 -684.14 1 1 264 2 2.58 75.08 2 2 464 3 4.00 -299.92 3 3

65 1 -0.96 -805.15 1 1 265 2 10.56 19.77 2 2 465 3 2.22 -395.46 3 3

66 1 -3.47 -757.67 1 1 266 2 -2.08 -414.28 3 2 466 3 5.32 -216.20 2 3

67 1 4.98 -619.65 1 1 267 2 3.82 241.81 2 2 467 3 4.35 -343.43 3 3

68 1 -2.81 -538.91 1 2 268 2 -3.52 -467.95 3 2 468 3 1.87 -463.65 3 3
69 1 4.06 -751.80 1 1 269 2 13.90 -252.30 2 2 469 3 -1.18 -554.55 1 3
70 1 -7.95 -454.04 1 1 270 2 15.75 -452.84 3 2 470 3 3.12 -318.05 3 3
71 1 -7.09 -492.93 1 1 271 2 2.96 -248.81 2 2 471 3 5.88 -290.72 2 3
72 1 -1.29 -909.85 1 1 272 2 6.16 -121.31 2 3 472 3 3.09 -445.29 3 3

73 1 -6.96 -631.34 1 1 273 2 13.89 -249.29 2 2 473 3 6.73 -336.68 3 3
74 1 -9.31 -365.57 3 1 274 2 1.72 -134.24 2 2 474 3 1.13 -557.26 1 3
75 1 -3.31 -670.32 1 1 275 2 5.72 204.76 2 2 475 3 -0.53 -556.09 1 3
76 1 1.97 -735.76 1 1 276 2 9.55 -103.57 2 2 476 3 5.45 -315.27 3 3
77 1 3.42 -536.42 3 1 277 2 8.74 -22.97 2 2 477 3 2.10 -384.51 3 3
78 1 -5.48 -563.54 1 1 278 2 9.15 -76.77 2 2 478 3 1.02 -447.79 3 3
79 1 3.15 -762.33 1 1 279 2 -2.51 -343.90 3 2 479 3 0.81 -540.31 1 3
80 1 -6.25 -624.58 1 1 280 2 15.42 -265.37 2 2 480 3 7.13 -188.10 2 3
81 1 5.27 -566.65 1 1 281 2 14.18 -230.23 2 2 481 3 3.80 -341.36 3 3
82 1 7.00 -589.45 1 1 282 2 6.80 70.15 2 2 482 3 4.31 -346.19 3 3
83 1 7.87 -399.79 3 1 283 2 -2.65 -176.16 2 2 483 3 3.31 -458.84 3 3
84 1 0.57 -681.18 1 1 284 2 -2.59 -442.54 3 2 484 3 3.93 -369.08 3 3
85 1 2.66 -644.03 1 1 285 2 8.01 -198.96 2 3 485 3 3.57 -361.54 3 3
86 1 6.82 -617.94 1 1 286 2 10.16 -141.51 2 2 486 3 2.10 -493.36 3 3
87 1 -3.55 -746.20 1 1 287 2 4.19 -102.32 2 2 487 3 1.83 -437.47 3 3
88 1 -5.06 -592.63 1 1 288 2 7.37 47.98 2 2 488 3 0.86 -479.65 3 3
89 1 6.09 -714.35 1 1 289 2 -0.72 -294.18 3 2 489 3 1.21 -439.23 3 3
90 1 1.89 -836.75 1 1 290 2 11.04 -150.49 2 2 490 3 4.75 -287.68 3 3
91 1 -5.63 -549.59 1 1 291 2 2.91 -235.90 2 2 491 3 2.08 -435.89 3 3
92 1 3.38 -912.48 1 1 292 2 11.14 -290.94 2 2 492 3 1.36 -488.14 3 3
93 1 6.62 -515.28 3 1 293 2 5.58 62.46 2 2 493 3 3.20 -459.51 3 3
94 1 5.88 -604.05 1 1 294 2 0.52 0.24 2 2 494 3 1.21 -500.23 3 3
95 1 -3.83 -835.23 1 1 295 2 7.18 71.26 2 2 495 3 1.77 -471.93 3 3
96 1 0.61 -853.07 1 1 296 2 6.16 -80.96 2 3 496 3 3.49 -475.97 3 3
97 1 0.89 -953.79 1 1 297 2 8.59 8.62 2 2 497 3 1.20 -461.74 3 3
98 1 3.49 -785.11 1 1 298 2 -0.74 -175.17 2 2 498 3 1.55 -493.25 3 3

99 1 6.66 -532.93 3 1 299 2 0.87 -216.30 2 2 499 3 0.78 -468.06 3 3
100 1 9.49 -251.19 2 2 300 2 4.83 -133.97 2 2 500 3 7.07 -277.90 2 3
101 1 -2.34 -785.71 1 1 301 2 -0.80 -397.43 3 2 501 3 1.29 -529.08 1 3
102 1 2.85 -768.89 1 1 302 2 5.97 -90.67 2 3 502 3 2.58 -446.29 3 3
103 1 -7.04 -519.82 1 1 303 2 2.31 100.45 2 2 503 3 -1.39 -631.95 1 3

104 1 -5.27 -709.33 1 1 304 2 2.50 -129.07 2 2 504 3 1.63 -462.91 3 3

105 1 -0.53 -911.02 1 1 305 2 -0.55 -158.33 2 2 505 3 0.47 -479.66 3 3
106 1 7.62 -453.56 3 1 306 2 3.20 -104.90 2 2 506 3 2.39 -436.44 3 3
107 1 3.39 -596.70 1 1 307 2 5.98 -150.27 2 3 507 3 4.11 -309.18 3 3
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108 1 6.81 -402.68 3 1 308 2 15.97 -535.33 3 2 508 3 3.07 -345.30 3 3

109 1 -3.72 -720.16 1 1 309 2 1.70 -226.05 2 2 509 3 2.45 -436.60 3 3

110 1 6.17 -667.41 1 1 310 2 2.20 -46.04 2 2 510 3 1.95 -434.68 3 3

111 1 -4.04 -605.32 1 1 311 2 10.62 -271.76 2 2 511 3 3.87 -355.28 3 3

112 1 -3.42 -602.89 1 1 312 2 0.35 -187.72 2 2 512 3 1.18 -433.94 3 3

113 1 1.88 -565.62 1 1 313 2 3.72 18.47 2 2 513 3 2.98 -319.87 3 3
114 1 7.19 -222.08 2 3 314 2 1.70 105.08 2 2 514 3 5.80 -275.85 2 3
115 1 4.67 -664.48 1 1 315 2 -2.68 -543.30 1 2 515 3 1.73 -417.79 3 3
116 1 -5.83 -581.83 1 1 316 2 7.30 20.80 2 2 516 3 4.85 -269.30 2 3
117 1 -3.30 -858.92 1 1 317 2 4.48 124.32 2 2 517 3 4.29 -417.21 3 3
118 1 7.68 -456.00 3 1 318 2 6.45 -54.76 2 2 518 3 5.90 -272.17 2 3
119 1 2.43 -823.62 1 1 319 2 5.27 109.36 2 2 519 3 2.68 -380.21 3 3
120 1 -2.65 -566.80 1 2 320 2 14.84 -456.45 3 2 520 3 5.79 -332.18 3 3
121 1 7.37 -665.89 1 1 321 2 -1.60 -235.49 3 2 521 3 1.50 -373.11 3 3
122 1 1.67 -825.21 1 1 322 2 4.74 -12.52 2 2 522 3 3.21 -395.47 3 3
123 1 -2.50 -692.03 1 1 323 2 11.92 -172.13 2 2 523 3 4.23 -377.22 3 3
124 1 9.76 -324.65 2 2 324 2 -2.81 -524.60 1 2 524 3 2.84 -405.44 3 3
125 1 -0.48 -735.97 1 1 325 2 -2.17 -335.98 3 2 525 3 -1.55 -596.81 1 3
126 1 -3.38 -879.10 1 1 326 2 7.99 -129.59 2 3 526 3 -0.14 -558.76 1 3
127 1 -6.74 -555.45 1 1 327 2 13.75 -217.10 2 2 527 3 1.62 -461.56 3 3
128 1 6.19 -556.01 3 1 328 2 -2.30 -509.04 1 2 528 3 4.05 -344.42 3 3
129 1 -1.67 -728.48 1 1 329 2 15.56 -375.92 2 2 529 3 1.08 -455.72 3 3
130 1 -9.55 -402.19 3 1 330 2 15.45 -401.24 3 2 530 3 5.56 -274.78 2 3
131 1 0.61 -628.91 1 1 331 2 3.19 62.23 2 2 531 3 5.95 -231.77 2 3
132 1 -2.15 -649.79 1 3 332 2 1.71 -17.50 2 2 532 3 1.64 -526.76 3 3
133 1 -9.24 -426.43 1 1 333 2 2.86 31.73 2 2 533 3 -0.17 -498.85 3 3
134 1 -2.66 -753.39 1 1 334 2 15.93 -569.43 3 2 534 3 5.62 -220.85 2 3
135 1 -4.01 -655.03 1 1 335 2 9.06 -15.77 2 2 535 3 6.48 -229.82 2 3
136 1 1.78 -837.33 1 1 336 2 12.79 -152.66 2 2 536 3 5.01 -335.31 3 3
137 1 2.33 -904.80 1 1 337 2 5.53 9.97 2 2 537 3 3.89 -346.90 3 3
138 1 3.23 -778.67 1 1 338 2 5.81 -120.46 2 3 538 3 4.26 -325.20 3 3
139 1 3.49 -625.17 1 1 339 2 11.88 -366.91 3 2 539 3 5.17 -279.14 2 3
140 1 9.63 -354.51 3 1 340 2 -1.42 -352.35 3 2 540 3 7.53 -142.69 2 3
141 1 -1.30 -837.17 1 1 341 2 14.95 -266.00 2 2 541 3 7.18 -204.05 2 3
142 1 -5.71 -713.10 1 1 342 2 11.79 -182.30 2 2 542 3 3.74 -327.16 3 3
143 1 1.80 -812.89 1 1 343 2 5.50 -107.70 2 2 543 3 5.06 -247.91 2 3
144 1 -5.82 -397.12 3 1 344 2 11.38 -145.75 2 2 544 3 2.39 -409.80 3 3
145 1 3.58 -838.98 1 1 345 2 -2.78 -478.22 3 2 545 3 0.45 -444.89 3 3
146 1 -9.28 -298.56 3 1 346 2 6.52 146.18 2 2 546 3 3.57 -459.38 3 3
147 1 7.68 -487.13 3 1 347 2 -1.67 -228.97 3 2 547 3 4.23 -379.02 3 3
148 1 2.30 -746.90 1 1 348 2 -1.71 -230.10 3 2 548 3 3.88 -308.76 3 3
149 1 -6.50 -678.91 1 1 349 2 -0.38 -176.55 2 2 549 3 3.47 -374.30 3 3
150 1 0.91 -991.26 1 1 350 2 0.94 -96.88 2 2 550 3 6.69 -206.68 2 3
151 1 0.08 -697.15 1 1 351 2 4.95 -187.67 2 3 551 3 2.40 -444.57 3 3
152 1 0.78 -792.84 1 1 352 2 9.77 91.85 2 2 552 3 3.57 -392.22 3 3
153 1 1.04 -766.56 1 1 353 2 5.64 -60.47 2 2 553 3 2.17 -432.34 3 3
154 1 -5.74 -553.39 1 1 354 2 1.09 -4.61 2 2 554 3 2.50 -460.18 3 3
155 1 5.65 -670.90 1 1 355 2 -2.88 -357.88 3 2 555 3 0.23 -513.12 1 3
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156 1 0.82 -856.89 1 1 356 2 11.52 -246.14 2 2 556 3 5.28 -316.40 3 3

157 1 -4.21 -748.87 1 1 357 2 -1.84 -293.60 3 2 557 3 -0.77 -554.85 1 3

158 1 -5.43 -673.81 1 1 358 2 8.60 -18.62 2 2 558 3 6.68 -200.39 2 3

159 1 1.15 -783.77 1 1 359 2 7.54 -86.78 2 3 559 3 3.63 -380.00 3 3

160 1 -6.83 -682.63 1 1 360 2 10.40 -78.11 2 2 560 3 2.91 -370.73 3 3

161 1 -5.37 -480.09 1 1 361 2 13.56 -313.99 2 2 561 3 2.74 -429.31 3 3

162 1 -1.93 -764.11 1 1 362 2 2.30 -157.03 2 2 562 3 3.81 -406.25 3 3

163 1 5.78 -728.65 1 1 363 2 14.57 -206.88 2 2 563 3 3.65 -395.64 3 3

164 1 4.79 -539.80 3 1 364 2 14.09 -301.18 2 2 564 3 4.53 -338.62 3 3
165 1 -4.90 -710.17 1 1 365 2 13.35 -411.12 3 2 565 3 3.51 -445.48 3 3
166 1 8.65 -230.65 2 3 366 2 0.98 -35.00 2 2 566 3 4.62 -355.58 3 3

167 1 -9.77 -260.52 3 1 367 2 -1.74 -303.10 3 2 567 3 -0.20 -551.82 1 3

168 1 9.98 -452.58 3 1 368 2 11.31 -149.86 2 2 568 3 -0.16 -541.31 1 3
169 1 -6.24 -511.54 1 1 369 2 12.58 -308.30 2 2 569 3 4.09 -446.62 3 3

170 1 0.62 -813.92 1 1 370 2 10.87 -19.38 2 2 570 3 1.64 -440.71 3 3
171 1 2.57 -606.53 1 1 371 2 10.23 -234.78 2 2 571 3 6.56 -245.25 2 3

172 1 -6.87 -565.20 1 1 372 2 11.09 -183.15 2 2 572 3 1.58 -459.96 3 3
173 1 -4.14 -581.92 1 2 373 2 1.92 -40.21 2 2 573 3 6.11 -300.85 3 3
174 1 1.25 -692.82 1 1 374 2 2.72 -289.03 3 3 574 3 3.82 -371.74 3 3
175 1 6.65 -569.97 3 1 375 2 3.19 -218.78 2 2 575 3 4.19 -317.31 3 3
176 1 -2.01 -667.96 1 3 376 2 10.22 -105.09 2 2 576 3 3.44 -387.66 3 3
177 1 -7.53 -562.75 1 1 377 2 2.19 -176.32 2 2 577 3 4.73 -345.57 3 3
178 1 9.61 -274.26 2 2 378 2 -3.57 -506.74 1 2 578 3 4.47 -325.80 3 3
179 1 -0.09 -877 .00 1 1 379 2 8.28 71.76 2 2 579 3 3.04 -438.92 3 3
180 1 0.98 -906.24 1 1 380 2 14.37 -231.40 2 2 580 3 0.25 -473.94 3 3
181 1 1.10 -863.04 1 1 381 2 7.01 -2.54 2 2 581 3 2.09 -470.20 3 3
182 1 -8.43 -280.63 3 1 382 2 14.96 -213.99 2 2 582 3 7.83 -151.14 2 3
183 1 -6.74 -563.75 1 1 383 2 2.11 -156.16 2 2 583 3 2.63 -353.80 3 3
184 1 4.45 -468.51 3 1 384 2 9.42 -258.11 2 2 584 3 1.32 -537.71 1 3
185 1 -4.35 -807.69 1 1 385 2 -3.73 -512.06 1 2 585 3 4.85 -259.26 2 3
186 1 -2.77 -993.67 1 1 386 2 12.08 -262.34 2 2 586 3 0.74 -471.92 3 3
187 1 5.68 -649.15 1 1 387 2 -1.70 -349.49 3 2 587 3 4.86 -311.88 3 3
188 1 -2.45 -753.14 1 1 388 2 4.46 -17.44 2 2 588 3 2.04 -374.51 3 3
189 1 -3.23 -691.89 1 1 389 2 14.14 -252.26 2 2 589 3 0.71 -510.10 3 3
190 1 0.77 -632.71 1 1 390 2 8.49 135.06 2 2 590 3 1.10 -532.61 1 3
191 1 3.19 -579.18 1 1 391 2 5.01 40.79 2 2 591 3 4.30 -309.81 3 3
192 1 -3.33 -664.17 1 1 392 2 9.23 197.53 2 2 592 3 4.93 -283.64 2 3
193 1 2.30 -913.52 1 1 393 2 -2.30 -325.21 3 2 593 3 3.43 -390.86 3 3
194 1 3.13 -837.37 1 1 394 2 2.54 -236.06 2 2 594 3 7.32 -223.79 2 3
195 1 1.66 -582.17 1 1 395 2 6.01 116.38 2 2 595 3 3.20 -339.59 3 3
196 1 -8.01 -405.81 3 1 396 2 11.07 -194.27 2 2 596 3 -0.72 -597.57 1 3
197 1 7.21 -471.30 3 1 397 2 8.49 -126.00 2 3 597 3 -0.21 -541.38 1 3
198 1 -7.94 -482.10 1 1 398 2 6.68 63.17 2 2 598 3 5.72 -317.87 3 3
199 1 7.93 -327.28 3 3 399 2 4.42 195.81 2 2 599 3 3.47 -393.89 3 3
200 1 9.02 -464.91 3 1 400 2 10.38 -239.60 2 2 600 3 2.79 -415.98 3 3
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The first principal component line and the principal curve for each of the three classes are

given in Figure 6.9 through Figure 6.14 while Figure 6.15 displays a CVA biplot with a

principal curve fitted to each class. The principal curves in Figure 6.15 were used to obtain

principal curve classification regions. These regions are displayed in Figure 6.16 while

Table 6.3 contains the confusion matrix that resulted from this classification method.

Table 6.3: Confusion matrix of results obtained by CVA biplot classification to the
nearest class principal curve of the simulated data set.

Predicted class Actual class membership

membership Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Total

Class 1 182 0 1 183

Class 2 9 186 0 195

Class 3 9 14 199 222

Total 200 200 200 600

It follows from Table 6.3 that the apparent error rate of biplot classification to nearest

principal curve results in

33APER= - =0.055.
600

When Table 6.3 is compared with Table 6.1 it is seen that biplot classification to the

nearest principal curve has reduced the number of misclassified observations from 136 to

33 resulting in a drop in error rate from 0.227 to 0.055. It is of interest to note that

members of class 3 (the class in the centre of the display) are almost 100% correctly

classified with the principal curve procedure.
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Figure 6.10: Principal curve obtained for class 1 after 10 iterations.
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Figure 6.11: First principal component line for class 2.
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Figure 6.12: Principal curve obtained for class 2 after 26 iterations,
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Figure 6.13: First principal component line for class 3.

o

Figure 6.14: Principal curve obtained for class 3 after 18 iterations.
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Figure 6.15: eVA biplot of all three classes with the fitted principal curves.
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Figure 6.16: eVA biplot of the three class data set with the fitted principal curves and
classification regions.
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6.5 Recapitulation

In this chapter:

• Principal curves were introduced.

• The method of biplot classification to nearest principal curve was proposed as a

procedure to consider for classification in cases where classification to the nearest class

mean is bound to fail.

Although the principles upon which the specially written S-PLUS programmes for biplot

classification to nearest principal curve rest, were discussed, details of the programmes

themselves are deferred to Chapter 8. The merit of biplot classification based upon

principal curves was demonstrated using a simulated data set. An example of a real data

set where this method of classification performs well will be provided in Chapter 9.

In Chapter 2 through Chapter 6 several biplots and classification procedures with biplots

were considered. An important question concerns the variability of the biplots underlying

these procedures. This issue is addressed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7

Bootstrapping and Robust Biplots

7.1 Introduction

Biplots based on sample data are subject to variation due to sampling error and may also be

excessively influenced by a few influential observations. In section 7.2 bootstrap

percentile regions are introduced to describe variability in biplot displays of sample points

and of variables (axes). This in tum leads to a consideration of outlier detection with

biplots in section 7.3. Finally robust biplots that attempt to restrict the influence of single

observations on the biplot display receive attention in sections 7.4 (robust PCA biplots)

and 7.S (robust CVA biplots).

7.2 Bootstrap

The bootstrap is described by Efron & Tibshirani (1993) as a technique used in the process

of statistical inference to establish the accuracy of statistics. Estimating standard errors

often is a first step towards establishing the accuracy of statistical estimates but

unfortunately expressions for standard errors are in most instances fairly difficult to derive

and in many cases only asymptotic results are available. Flury (1988), for example,

discusses inference for principal component coefficients since the estimated coefficients

themselves are subject to some sampling variability. In this case asymptotic theory has

been developed, but the results are limited by their normal theory basis.

Efron & Tibshirani (1993) discuss the use of standard errors to derive approximate

confidence intervals for a parameter 8 of interest. An interval estimate is often more useful

than just a point estimate e. They remark that the point estimate and the interval estimate

should be given together in order to express what is the 'best guess' for 8 and how far in

error that guess might reasonably be.
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The biplot representations discussed thus far are all the 'best' representation of the data

according to the specific criteria for the particular type of biplot. Confidence regions can

provide an indication of the variability due to sampling error of this representation. Before

defining confidence intervals or regions in biplots, a brief summary of the bootstrap

method is given.

The bootstrap can be described as a technique where the real world is mimicked in the so-

called bootstrap world tcf Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). In the real world a sample

X:nxp=
X'-n

X'
-I

is obtained by random sampling from an unknown distribution F. A

summary statistic of the data, seX), is calculated and the question now arises how accurate

is this summary measure seX).

In the bootstrap world a bootstrap sample X·: n x p = IS obtained by random

sampling from the empirical distribution function F and the summary statistic, seX*), of

the bootstrap data can be calculated. Sampling from the empirical distribution function

implies that a bootstrap sample of size n is obtained by random sampling with replacement

from the original sample. The ideal bootstrap estimate of the variability or accuracy of the

data summary measure, seX), is based upon all possible bootstrap samples of size n from

the original sample. As this is usually impractical B random bootstrap samples are

obtained, for each of which the summary measure s(X·) can be calculated. The variability

in the summaries S(X;I»)'"'' S(X;B») provides an indication of the stability or accuracy of

the data summary seX). This process is summarised diagrammatically in Figure 7.1.
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REAL WORLD DOl:==> BOOTSTRAP WORLD

Unknownprobabilitydistribution Empiricaldistribution
~F F

observeddata bootstrapsample

I ~

!I !I
X :n x p = X· :n x p =

,
!n ....- ....... _-- ......

X;B)

summarystatistic bootstrap replication

s(X)

Figure 7.1: Diagrammatic representation of the bootstrap method.

7.2.1 Bootstrap of the peA biplot

In section 2.3.1 a data matrix X: n x p is represented in an r-dimensional biplot by

calculating the singular value decomposition X'X = YAY' with X the centred data matrix.

The sample points are represented in the biplot by Z = XYr.

A bootstrap data set is a matrix X;b) : n x p where the rows of X;b) are a random sample of

size n selected with replacement from the rows of the data matrix X. The matrix Y;(b) for

the peA biplot of X;b) is calculated. Using the interpolation formula (2-3) the original

samples are interpolated onto the scaffolding of the bootstrap biplot by Z;b) = XYr·(b). For

assessing the variability in the biplots it would be more useful to have all B bootstrap

replications on one biplot representation instead of B different biplots.
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The bootstrap points Z~b) will therefore be represented on the original biplot scaffolding

for b = 1, ... , B. Firstly, using the prediction formula (2-4) the predictions of the bootstrap

biplot samples are obtained:
,... . .., ..,
X(b) = Z(b)Vr(b)= XVr(b)Vr(b). These predictions are in

terms of the centred bootstrap data matrix and therefore the uncentred predictions are given

by X~b)= X~b)+ ln K;~). These predicted 'sample points' are then centred in terms of the

original data matrix and interpolated onto the original PCA biplot scaffolding:

In this bootstrapped PCA biplot sample point :!: (i-th row of X) will have B corresponding

bootstrap replications ?;i~b)(i-th row of Z(b), b = 1, ... , B). The spread of these points

indicates the variability of :!: in the reduced space representation.

For scalar statistics, Efron & Tibshirani (1993) defines a bootstrap percentile interval to

assess 'how far in error' a point estimate might be.

Definition 7.1: Bootstrap percentile interval

Generate B independent bootstrap replications S(X;I»)' ... ' S(X;B») and let Sa be the 1OOa-th

empirical percentile of the bootstrap replications. This means Sa is the Ba-th value in the

ordered list of the B replications. If Ba is not an integer, the following procedure can be

used: assuming that a :::;;0.5 let k = L(B+ l)a J then the empirical a-th and (1 - a)-th

empirical percentiles of the bootstrap replications are given by the k-th and (B + 1 - k)-th

largest values of the ordered replications S(X;I»)' ... ' S(X;B») .

The approximate (only a finite number, B, bootstrap replications is used) (1 - a) bootstrap

percentile interval is ls.<!_;Sl_.<!_J.
2 2

The bootstrap biplot replications ?;;(b) are two-dimensional and therefore a bootstrap

'percentile' region will be constructed analogous to the bootstrap percentile interval above.

For the one-dimensional bootstrap percentile interval, the bootstrap replications have to be
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ranked or ordered in increasing order. The univariate concept of rank is generalised for

bivariate data by the concept of halfspace location depth of a point relative to a bivariate

data set (cf Rousseeuw, Ruts & Tukey, 1999). This concept will be discussed in more

detail in Chapter 8.

Based on this concept of halfspace location depth a so-called a-bag is derived in

section 8.4. This a-bag encloses the deepest of 'inner' a 100% of bivariate observations.

A bootstrap a-region can be constructed by computing an a-bag enclosing the 'inner'

al00% of the bootstrap replications, thus providing a two-dimensional generalisation of

the bootstrap percentile interval.

In the biplot display, both the samples and variables are represented simultaneously. The

above procedure describes the confidence regions for the sample points. Variability in the

representation of the variables, represented by the biplot axes, can be assessed in a similar

way.

In section 2.3.1.2 it was shown that the directions of the interpolation and prediction biplot

axes in the PCA biplot are identical and are given by the rows of the matrix V,: p x r. In

each bootstrap replication the p rows of V:(b) can be viewed as p bootstrap sample points

that need to be represented on the original biplot scaffolding. This is accomplished similar

to the representation of the bootstrap sample points Z;b) resulting in a matrix

.., _.'-'
F(b)= Vr(b)Vr(b)v, + (!!(b) - !!. rv,

with p rows representing the directions of the p PCA biplot axes for the b-th bootstrap

replication.

Although the angles between the biplot axes in the ordinary PCA biplot do not

approximate the correlations between variables directly, small angles between two biplot

axes are suggestive of a high correlation between the corresponding variables. The

variability in the directions of the biplot axes can give an indication of the 'stability' of the

angles between the axes. More research is needed to investigate meaningful representation

of bootstrap axes in the biplot representation. Two possibilities are mentioned briefly:
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For the k-th biplot axis, the B bootstrap replications (the k-th row from each of the

matrices F(b»)are used to calculated the angles, 8k(b),between the bootstrap replications and

the k-th biplot axis. An ordinary bootstrap percentile interval is calculated for the

replications 8k(b)of the k-th axis as described in Definition 7.1 and can be displayed in the

biplot as a fan-shaped region emanating from the origin.

Alternatively a marker on the biplot axes can be bootstrapped, similar to the original

sample points. The matrix F(b) contains the b-th bootstrap replications for the unit

interpolation markers in the positive direction on each of the p biplot axes. Due to the

centring of the data matrix the unit markers usually do not correspond to 'nice' values of

the variables. To bootstrap the markers corresponding to !J.l&k where !J.k can be any

conveniently chosen scale marker for the k-th aXIS, the matrix

F(b)= IV;(b)V;(~)Vr + (1!;~) - !!')Vr can be adapted by replacing the identity matrix with

a diagonal matrix:

A bootstrap a-region for the bootstrapped marker will simultaneously indicate changes in

direction, as well as in stretching from and shrinking to the origin. Since the interpolation

and prediction biplot axes coincide in the peA biplot, the prediction markers can be

bootstrapped similarly where the diagonal matrix above contains the prediction marker

values.

7.2.1.1 Other measures of stability

Greenacre (1984) also discusses measures of stability for correspondence analysis displays.

Distinction is made between internal and external stability. Greenacre views the display

plane as internally stable if the plane's orientation is not determined by isolated features of

the given sample while it is externally stable if its orientation is minimally altered by

considering further samples from the same population. Greenacre uses the jackknife as an

internal measure of stability and the bootstrap as an external measure.
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7.2.1.2 Assessing the variability in principal components

Consider the head dimensions data described by Flury (1988) as an example. The

following six variables were measured for 200 young men and for 59 young women.

MFB Minimal frontal breadth

BAM Breadthof angulus mandibulae

TFH True facial height

LGAN Length from glabella to apex nasi

LTN Length from tragion to nasion

LTG Length from tragion to gnathion

Flury (1988) performed a principal component analysis on the head dimensions of the 200

young men and calculated the asymptotic standard errors according to the formula

s(Vj) =

where X'X = YAY' as defined in section 2.3.1

with Vij the ij-th element of the matrix V

and Aj the j-th diagonal element of A.

The first two principal components (important for the two-dimensional PCA biplot) and

their asymptotic standard errors as given by Flury (1988) are summarised in the following

table:

Table 7.1: PCA and asymptotic standard errors for head dimensions of 200 young men.

Variable PCA component 1 asymptotic s.e. PCA component 2 asymptotic s.e.
MFB 0.445 0.048 -0.263 0.091

BAM 0.411 0.056 -0.375 0.092

TFH 0.395 0.087 0.799 0.056

LGAN 0.207 0.051 0.345 0.068

LTN 0.347 0.029 -0.072 0.064

LTG 0.560 0.042 -0.163 0.103
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Flury (1988) continues by repeating the peA analysis with the 59 head dimensions of

young women, obtaining the first two principal components and their asymptotic standard

errors as summarised in the following table:

Table 7.2: peA and asymptotic standard errors for head dimensions of 59 young women.

Variable PCA component 1 asymptotic s.e. PCA component 2 asymptotic s.e.
MFB 0.889 0.11 -0.156 0.56

BAM 0.347 0.17 0.141 0.31

TFH 0.130 0.44 0.653 0.27

LGAN -0.248 0.18 0.274 0.17

LTN 0.074 0.30 0.464 0.13

LTG 0.077 0.34 0.489 0.21

The asymptotic standard errors for the young women are much larger than for the young

men. Flury (1988) concludes that for the peA of the young women "not a single

component is stable, with all standard errors of principal component coefficients being

larger than 0.1."

The Pf.A biplots of the head dimensions of the young men and young women are given in

Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3, respectively. The 95% bootstrap regions for ten randomly

selected samples are added to each of these biplots. These regions were obtained by using

B = 2000 bootstrap replications. As illustration, another peA biplot of the head

dimensions of young women is given in Figure 7.4 showing only 200 bootstrap

replications as well as the 95% bootstrap region for one selected sample. Figure 7.3 and

Figure 7.4 are also an example where two variables, TFH and LTN, are so strongly related,

that the two biplot axes coincide.
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Figure 7.2: PCA biplot of head dimensions of200 young men with 95% bootstrap regions
for ten randomly selected samples.
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Figure 7.3: peA biplot of head dimensions of 59 young women with 95% bootstrap
regions for ten randomly selected samples.
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LTG TFH
LTN
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Figure 7.4: PCA biplot of head dimensions of 59 young women with 200 bootstrap
replications and a 95% bootstrap regions for a selected sample point.

Comparing the size of the bootstrap a-regions for the two biplots the inaccuracy of the

PCA for the young women is clear. Flury ascribes this to the smaller sample size as well

as weaker correlations between the variables for women than for men. To investigate this

a random sample of size 59 of the 200 sample points for young men were used to obtain

the PCA biplot of Figure 7.5.
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MFB

LTG

LTN
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Figure 7.5: peA biplot of head dimensions of 59 young men with 95% bootstrap regions.

The bootstrap a-regions for the 59 young men are larger than for the full set of 200

observations, but still smaller than the bootstrap a-regions for the 59 young women. This

indicates that the biplot in Figure 7.5 is still much more accurate than the biplot for young

women. This confirms that the difference in standard errors cannot only be attributed to

the sample size, but that female heads and faces indeed exhibit more independent

variability in various dimensions and are 'richer' in variation than male heads.

The shape and orientation of the bootstrap a-regions for the head dimensions of young

men seem to be slender with their long axes fairly vertical. This indicates larger variation

in the second principal component (2nd scaffolding axis) than the first which is consistent
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with the asymptotic standard errors calculated by Flury (1988) as shown in Table 7.1. In

Table 7.2 the standard errors for the peA of the head dimensions of young women are not

consistently smaller for the first principal component and this agrees with the more

rounded bootstrap a-regions with varying orientation in Figure 7.3.

The bootstrap a-regions vary in size and shape, depending on the stability of the sample

point being bootstrapped. A possible quantitative measure for comparing size, shape and

orientation can be based on the criteria defined by Banfield & Raftery (1993) for a cluster

of points. These criteria are defined in terms of the component matrices of a singular value

decomposition of covariance matrices concerned. In the case of the bootstrap a-regions

the bootstrap replications ~j(b) are collected as the rows of a matrix Z: B x r and the

associated covariance matrix can be reparameterised in terms of its singular value

decomposition Sz = w.n,W; .
I

The orientation of the cluster of points is determined by Wi while the size and shape is

specified by D; Banfield & Raftery use the first diagonal element of D, as size measure.

Alternatively the product of the diagonal elements of D, can be used as a size measure.

This measure is equivalent to the generalised sample variance !SZi!defined by Johnson &

Wichern (1998). However, some information is lost by summarising the covariance matrix

by a single value and two 'samples' with distinctly different correlation (covariance)

structures could have the same generalised variance. It is therefore necessary to use the

shape and size criteria together. In a biplot where r = 2 the shape is defined by the ratio

~2. This shape ratio will vary between 0 and 1 with a value of 1 indicating a circle and a
I

value of 0 indicating that all replications fall on a line. If r > 2 the shape can be

summarised by a diagonal matrix A with D,= dlA and the diagonal elements of Ai

satisfying 1 ~ ail ~ ail ~ ... ~ air> O. The orientation is defined as the angle in the interval

[--t;-t] between the first column of the matrix Wi (~j):r x 1) and the vector ~I. Since Wi is

an orthogonal matrix the other columns will be orthogonal to IDI. For r = 2 the direction of

both columns will be uniquely identified (up to multiplication by -1) by the orientation

defined above.
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7.2.2 Bootstrapping of other biplots

The bootstrap technique for PCA biplots described above can be applied to any form of

biplot. A bootstrap data set X;b) : n x p is generated where the rows of X;b) are a random

sample of size n from the rows of the data matrix X. The specific biplot is obtained for the

matrix X;b) and the original data set X is interpolated according to the appropriate

interpolation formula. These biplot points are predicted and after the necessary corrections

for the differences in the mean vectors of the uncentred data matrices, underlying the

centred X and X;b)' the predictions are interpolated onto the original biplot.

7.2.2.1 Bootstrapping eVA biplots

As an example the methodology described above is applied to a CVA biplot. The b-th

bootstrap replication will yield the bootstrap sample points
• r*' _*'-'Z(b) = XBr(b)B(b)n, + n:!.(b) -I:!. is..

In this case the directions of the interpolation and prediction biplot axes differ and the

directions of the prediction axes are given by the rows of the matrix Brl : p x r. In the PCA

biplot for each bootstrap replication the p rows of Vr·(b)were viewed as p bootstrap sample

points that needed to be represented onto the original biplot scaffolding.

Now the p unit markers on each biplot axis will be used to indicate the direction of the

prediction axes. These p 'sample points' that need to be represented on the original biplot

scaffolding are represented as the rows of the matrix

M• [d· (Br• I Br• )]-1 Br· I(b) : P x r = lag (b) (b) (b)

resulting in a matrix

F(b)= M;b)B~:)Br + nK;~) -It )Br

with p rows representing the directions of the prediction axes for the b-th bootstrap

replication.
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The eVA biplot technique was applied to the iris data set, similar to Figure 3.1 and the

bootstrapped biplot is shown in Figure 7.6.

_j

roa;
a...

G

Sepal W. Sepal L. Petal W.

• Setosa • Virginica

Alternatively the stability of the class means can be investigated. Once the scaffolding for

the b-th bootstrap replication has been obtained, only the original matrix of class means is

interpolated onto this scaffolding and not the full data matrix. The representation of these

bootstrap replications of the class means on the original biplot scaffolding are then

accomplished similar to that of the full data set. The biplot in Figure 7.7 indicates that the

• Versicolor

Figure 7. 6: CVA biplot of the iris data set with 95% bootstrap regions.
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class means for the iris data set are very stable. The 95% bootstrap regions are even

smaller than the plotting characters for the class means. This can probably be attributed to

the large sample size. In the next biplot only ten observations from each class of the iris

data set were used, leading to a little more variability in the class means, but even here the

means are fairly stable.

SepalW. Sepal L. Petal W.

• Setosa • Versicolor

Figure 7. 7: eVA biplot of the iris data set with 95% bootstrap regions for the class
means.
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Figure 7.8: eVA biplot of a subset of the iris data set with 95% bootstrap regions for the
class means.

Although all three class means are fairly stable, some differences between the 95% bags of

the class means are discernible. The 95% bootstrap region for Setosa is much smaller than

for Versicolor and Virginica. This is not surprising, since the Setosa observations are less

spread out than the other two classes.
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7.3 Outlier detection

Bootstrapping biplots can also be used for outlier detection. As an example a data set with

five financial ratios calculated for 114 different companies will be used. This data set will

be discussed in more detail in section 9.1. Since the ratios differed substantially the data set

was scaled so that each ratio had zero mean and unit variance. A PCA biplot for this data

matrix X: 114 x 5 was obtained as shown in Figure 7.9.

V2

7

6

3

•
• 95.9 97

•76

V5

V4 V3

Figure 7.9: PCA biplot of the financial ratios data set.

It is clear that companies 40 and 76 are situated far away from the others in this two-

dimensional display. The 114 companies are numbered between 1 and 118 because four
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cornparues with incomplete data were excluded from the biplot analysis. Further

inspection showed erroneous values for these two companies. The use of the biplot as an

exploratory tool lead to the detection of the errors. In the application discussed in

section 9.1 the corrected data are used but here the erroneous data set will be used to

illustrate that outliers result in larger bootstrap a-regions. The bootstrapped PCA biplot of

the financial ratios is shown in Figure 7.10.

V2

V4 V3

Figure 7.10: PCA biplot of the financial ratios data set with 95% bootstrap regions.

The very large 95% bootstrap regions of companies 40 and 76 can clearly be seen in

Figure 7.10. The outliers have a very pronounced influence on the principal component

coefficients. If either or both are not present in bootstrap sample X: the principal
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component coefficients will be very different and these samples will interpolate to

completely different positions.

This suggests that samples with excessively large bootstrap a-regions should be scrutinised

for being outliers and / or influential observations.

7.4 Robust peA biplot

In section 7.3 the striking effect of the two outlying companies 40 and 76 on the PCA biplot

and the biplot scaffolding is clear. It is well known (e.g. Marden, 1999; Pack, Jolliffe &

Morgan, 1988) that principal components are very sensitive to outliers. One possible

solution to limiting the influence of outliers is to exclude the outlying observations. Two

drawbacks are that an efficient method for the identification of outliers is needed and

secondly that an observation lying just outside the 'permissible cloud' is ignored while one

just inside is perfectly admissible. Venables & Ripley (1999) remark that the sharp

decision to keep or reject an observation is wasteful and that it is better to down weight

dubious observations than to reject them.

Choi & Huh (1996) suggest a robust version of the singular value decomposition used for

principal component analysis. By down weighting influential observations a robust PCA

biplot is constructed. Another route for obtaining a robust PCA biplot is to start with

robust estimation of the mean and covariance matrix using, for example, multivariate

M-estimates suggested by Daigle & Rivest (1992) or the minimum covariance determinant

(MCD) method of Rousseeuw & van Driessen (1999). The latter methods will not be

discussed here.

7.4.1 Construction of the robust PCA biplot

Since PCA is calculated based on the centred data matrix and the mean is also very

sensitive to outliers, Choi & Huh (1996) firstly define a robust version of the mean, say

reX): p x 1. A robustly centred matrix

X· = (X -11' (X))

is then obtained. From this matrix the singular value decomposition
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X-'X· = V'A'V-'

is obtained.

From section 2.3.1 it follows that the point in the r-dimensional subspace spanned by
• • A I , -., h dVr :p x r closest to the i-th sample point !;' IS given by!; =!; Vr Vr . T e square

Pythagorean distance d:2 of !;' from !;' is given by

d~2 = Ilx~- x-III -I_I

o: A.),(. A_)= x. -x. x. -x.
-I -I -I -I

= ~'(I-V'V") ~!, r r !,.

The aim is now to minimise
n

D;r) = LP(d;)
i=1

where

p(.) is a weight function such as a Huber type function

{

~2 for Ixls c
p(x) = 2

clxl- T for Ixl> c.

Choi & Huh (1996) use the Lagrangian multiplier method to show that the optimal

r-dimensional subspace is defined by the eigen-decomposition

fork=1,2, ... ,r.

The optimal robust r-dimensional subspace is therefore spanned by the eigenvectors of

X"DwX' corresponding to the first r eigenvalues, where Dw: n x n is a diagonal weight

matrix with

and \V(.) is the derivative of p(.).
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An iterative algorithm is suggested by Choi & Huh (1996):

• Initialise r(O)(X) = K
X·(O)= (X - lI(O)' (X))

• Repeat

- Find the svd (X"DwX·) = Y· A·Y·';

[

Tl (X)]
- Form a new robust estimate ofthe sample mean I(X) = :

Tp(X)

where

n

LW;X;j

Tj(X) = -=-;=--=-I
n
--

LW;
;=1

for j = 1,2, ... , p;

- Form a new robustly centred matrix X* by subtracting lI' (X) from the original

data matrix X;

• until the absolute difference between successive estimates of the eigenvectors is less

than or equal to E for some small value of E.

In the above discussion it was assumed that the scale parameter (j = 1. Choi & Huh (1996)

estimate (j in practical applications with the median scale estimate

med II!; - g; IIcr = 1=1•...•n (cf Venables & Ripley, 1999)
0.6745

since the median scale estimate possesses excellent resistance to outliers. In the

caleulati on of w, the quantity II!; - g; II is replaced by II!: :,!;II.
o

In the above discussion and algorithm the optimal robust r-dimensional subspace was

determined by calculating the eigenvectors spanning this subspace. In the calculation of
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the eigenvectors, the svd of (X·' D w X·) automatically produces p eigenvectors, the first r

of which spans this subspace. Forming a p x p matrix v' with all p eigenvectors, the

following theorem of Choi & Huh (1996) yields a robust singular value decomposition of

X·.

Theorem 7.1 Robust singular value decomposition

If X· = (X - II'(X)) is the robustly centred matrix resulting from the iterative algorithm

described above, X· can be written as
... ...... .,

X = U D).' Y
nxp nxp pxp pxp

with U·'D U· =1w p

and vrv: = y.y.' = I
p

where Dw= diag (WI, ... , wn)

\II( II!; - g; II)
w. = for i = 1,2, ... , n and \11(.) is the derivative of p(.).

I II!; - g;11
The columns of Y form the eigenvectors of X·'DwX· and D:· = diag(A_·I'... ,A:p) with

... 2 • .,... .,...... ... ., • ... ... 2
Ak the k-th eigenvalue of X DwX . Therefore (X DwX ) = YAY with A = DA• •

Proof

Choi & Huh (1996).

A robust PCA biplot is therefore obtained similar to the PCA biplot of section 2.3.1 with

the matrix v, replaced by the robust matrix v: For practical implementation the weight

function p(.) was chosen as a Huber type function

{

X22 for Ixls c
p(x) = 2

clxl- -T for Ixl> c

with c = 1, resulting in the derivative function \II(x) = { ~
-1

x> 1

-1~x~1

x <-1.
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7.4.1.1 Interpolation and prediction

A (new) sample point x is centred with the robust measure reX) and then interpolated with

the interpolation formula (2-3)

~' = c~- I(X)),V; .
Similarly the prediction formula (2-4) can be directly applied to predict the centred values

f . A, 'V·'o a pomt x = ~ r'

7.4.1.2 Biplot axes

The biplot axes are obtained exactly as described in section 2.3.1.2.

7.4.1.3 Quality of the display

From the equivalence between the ordinary and robust PCA biplots it follows naturally that

the ratio

j=1

is a measure of the quality of the robust display.

This measure also corresponds with the goodness of resistant approximation measure of

Choi & Huh (1996)
r r

Lt.:j2 LAj
je l i=t=P P
Lt.:j2 LAj
j=1 j=1

Similarly, the adequacy of the representation of the p original variables is given by the

diagonal elements of the matrix

diag(Vr·Vr·') •
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7.4.2 Performance of the robust peA biplot

To demonstrate the effect of outliers as well as the performance of the robust peA biplot a

small data set of 25 observations was simulated from a tri-variate normal distribution with

f

2 1 0 ]
mean vector ~ = Q and covariance matrix 2: = 1 1 0 .

o 0 0.1

This data set was constructed in such a way that the variability is primarily in the first two

dimensions. Therefore the two-dimensional peA display space should be close to the XY-

plane in three dimensions.

The purpose of a robust biplot is primarily that the selection of the optimal r-dimensional

display space should be resistant to the effect of outliers and not to 'move' the outlier to a

more 'acceptable' position. To illustrate this, two possible scenarios are investigated:

(i) If an outlier is added in the XY-plane the effect on the peA display space should be

minimal. The r-dimensional display space should be almost identical to the space

selected without the outlier. The representation of the sample points should stay more

or less unchanged with the outlier being represented outside the cloud of points.

(ii) If an outlier is added in the third dimension it will adversely effect the sample

covariance matrix and therefore also the 'optimal' display space selected by ordinary

peA. The criterion for an effective robust peA technique would be that the selected

r-dimensional subspace is not affected by the outlier and stays more or less

unchanged from the subspace selected without the outlier.

The data set is given in Table 7.3. For the first scenario outlier (i) (7, 3.5, 0) was added in

the XY plane, but far away from the other data points. For situation (ii) this outlier was

replaced with outlier (ii) (2, 1,3). This value is in the centre of the data cloud of the first two

variables but its value in the third dimension is extraordinary large.
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Table 7.3: Simulated data set for evaluating the performance of the Choi & Huh robust
biplot.

Sample no x y z

-0.0035 -0.4474 0.0310

2 -0.6832 0.5404 0.1776

3 -0.3452 -1.5506 -0.1403

4 3.5821 2.0270 -0.2015

5 -2.3480 -1.9671 0.4906

6 1.5853 1.6628 0.2635

7 -0.7226 -0.5338 -0.0214

8 -1.0592 -0.3263 -0.4984

9 -2.4027 -1.4532 -0.0336

10 2.7017 3.1428 0.2684

11 0.3982 0.2388 0.2656

12 1.3380 0.7300 0.0982

13 0.0769 0.4212 0.0090

14 0.0190 0.0715 0.6475

15 -1.3186 -0.5961 0.0099

16 -3.8422 -1.2690 0.7118

17 2.0015 0.5951 0.5257

18 2.2063 1.7404 -0.6369

19 -0.8332 -0.8316 -0.5047

20 -0.5699 -0.1874 0.2117

21 -0.4473 -0.1707 -0.0432

22 -0.7025 -1.0994 -0.0821

23 3.8576 1.0144 -0.7049

24 -0.0843 -1.4885 0.0361

25 -0.5411 -0.8476 0.1338

* OUT (i) 7.0 3.5 0.0

* OUT (ii) 2.0 1.0 3.0

In Figure 7.11 the PCA biplot of the simulated data set is displayed. The quality of the

display is excellent with a fit quality value of 0.98 and, as expected, the adequacy of

representation of the variables shows that the first two variables are very well represented

with an adequacy value of 0.97 for both while that of the third variable is only 0.07.
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•
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Figure 7.11: peA biplot of simulated data set.

z
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The two-dimensional display space is represented by the plane in Figure 7.12. As expected

the plane is close to the XY -plane with all the observations close to the display space.

'!>"?
'1--"?

,,'?
~'?

s;:,'?
-»

.!1.-~ 50

Figure 7.12: Two-dimensional peA display space of simulated data set.
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The robust PCA biplot is given in Figure 7.13. Since no outlying observation is present, it

is not surprising that the biplot looks almost identical to that of Figure 7.11. The quality

measure is an even higher value of 0.996. Again the first two variables are excellently

represented with an adequacy value of 0.96 each, while the third variable's adequacy is

0.09.

x

• •• •• •• •• • ••
•

•

y z

Figure 7.13: Robust PCA biplot of simulated data set.

The two-dimensional display space, not shown here, IS also very similar to that of

Figure 7.12.
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Since outlier (i) lies almost in the two-dimensional display space of Figure 7.12 it is not

surprising that this value did not affect the ordinary PCA biplot adversely. In Figure 7.14

both the scatter of observations and biplot axes are unchanged from Figure 7.11. The only

difference being outlier (i) which is represented well outside the cloud of samples as is to be

expected. With an added sample close to the display space, the quality improves to 0.985

with no change in the adequacy of the representation of the variables. Only z is now even

more poorly represented with an adequacy value of 0.05.

x

•

* •
outlier (i) • •• • ••

y z

Figure 7.14: Ordinary PCA biplot of simulated data set with outlier (i).
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In Figure 7.15 the functioning of the robust biplot is clearly displayed. Although outlier (i) is

well outside the data cloud the biplot remains unchanged with outlier (i) 'correctly'

represented far to the left. The quality value of 0.998 and adequacy values of 0.99, 0.98

and 0.02 for the three variables, respectively, are also largely unchanged.

-8

x

-0.

-0.2

* ••
outlier (i) • • .: •• •• .. ..

• •
0.4

0.6

0.8

y z

Figure 7.15: Robust peA biplot of simulated data set with outlier (i).
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Figure 7.16 shows the robust display space. Since outlier (i) does not affect the display space

this plane is almost identical to that of Figure 7.12. Like the robust display space for the

peA without any outliers, the ordinary peA with outlier (i) results in almost an identical

plane to that of Figure 7.16 and is therefore not reported here. In Figure 7.16 outlier (i) is

clearly close to the display space, but well separated from the other data points.

'?>~

....~
....~

'>~
!:)~

,....~
.!l-~ 50

Figure 7.16: Two-dimensional robust peA display space of simulated data set with
outlier (i).
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In Figure 7.17 the sensitivity of the ordinary PCA biplot to a single outlier is clearly

displayed. Apart from changes in the scatter of the sample points, the biplot axes,

specifically the angles between them, changed considerably. Outlier (ii) is shown outside

the cloud of data points although its first two co-ordinates were chosen in the middle of the

data cloud. Now the quality of the display drops to 0.93. The change in the representation

of the variables (biplot axes) is also clear from the adequacy values which are now 0.76,

0.39 and 0.85 respectively for the three variables. Due to one outlier in the direction of the

third variable, this variable now dominates the PCA display.

*outlier (ii)

5

y 3

4

2

•
•••

x • -1

-2

-3

z

Figure 7.17: peA biplot of simulated data set with outlier (ii).
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Figure 7.18 clearly illustrates the effect of the outlier on the chosen 'optimal' display

space. The plane does not follow the data points but is pulled towards the outlier, resulting

in a plane some distance from all the observations. In Figure 7.18 the distances from the

samples to the plane are indicated by vertical lines. Note that these lines do not indicate

the projections of the samples onto the biplot display space, which are given by orthogonal

projections onto the plane.

,?><f::>
'J,<f::>

,,<f::>
<;:)~

»~
-.....~

.!1-~ 50

Figure 7.18: Two-dimensional peA display space of simulated data set with outlier (ii).
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The robust biplot of Figure 7.19 is much more stable and resistant to outlier (ii). This sample

has almost no effect on the biplot. The representation of both the samples and biplot axes

(variables) is unchanged with outlier (ii) represented inside the cloud of points. Graphical

prediction of outlier (ii) yields values of 1.2 and 1.8 for the first two variables respectively.

This shows that this observation is fairly accurately represented in a display dominated by

the first two variables.

x

-6

•

• •••
•• •

••
• • •

.....
outlier (ii)• •

y z

Figure 7.19: Robust peA biplot of simulated data set with outlier (ii).
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Since the robust biplot is insensitive to the effect of outlier (ii) the two-dimensional display

space in Figure 7.20 is similar to that of the data set without any outliers. All the samples

are close to the plane with only outlier (ii) some distance above the plane. Since the display

space is very close to the XY-plane, the vertical line indicating the distance of outlier (ii)

from the plane is a good indication of the orthogonal projection of this sample onto the

biplot space.

o
,5

~~
'l--~

,,~
<;)~

~~
,,,~

.!1--~ !O

Figure 7.20: Two-dimensional robust peA display space of simulated data set with
outlier (ii).
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7.4.3 An example of the robust peA biplot

In section 7.3 the five financial ratios for 114 companies were used to illustrate the

detection of outliers with the bootstrap method. The ordinary peA biplot of the data set is

shown again (without bootstrap a-regions) in Figure 7.21.

6

•
• 95.9 97

V2

•76

V4 V3

Figure 7.21: peA biplot of financial ratios data set.

A robust peA biplot was obtained for the same data set and is shown in Figure 7.22.

Although company 76 is still far outside the data cloud company 40 is now inside the cloud.

There are also noticeable changes in the biplot axes.
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V2
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V3 V1

Figure 7.22: Robust peA biplot of the financial ratios data set.

7.5 Robust eVA biplot

In sections 2.4 and 3.2 LDA by means of canonical variate analysis was discussed. It was

shown that the linear combinations optimally separating the class means followed from the

solution of the two-sided eigenvalue problem (2-10)

i:BB = i:wBA .

This involves estimating the between class and within class covariance matrices i:B and

i:w. In section 7.4 it was demonstrated how sensitive covariance matrix estimates are to
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outliers. It is therefore unavoidable that outliers will also affect CVA biplots and LDA.

Furthermore, it is not only the covariance matrices that are non-robust with respect to

outliers but also the means. Hawkins & McLachlan (1997) remark that a single outlier can

be enough to distort not only the class sample mean vector, but also the pooled sample

covariance matrix i:w and can lead to an arbitrarily poor classification rule.

A general solution to the problem, applied by various authors in different forms, is using

more robust methods to estimate the class mean vectors, J..I.., and covariance matrices, Lj,
-J

j = 1,2, ... , J. Apart from using multivariate M-estimates (Campbell, 1982), the

covariance matrix can be estimated with the minimum covariance determinant (MCD)

method of Rousseeuw & van Driessen (1999). Hawkins & McLachlan (1997) use the

closely related minimum within group covariance determinant (MWCD) criterion and

He & Fung (2000) a more general class of S-estimators.

The algorithm implemented here to obtain a robust CVA biplot is that of Campbell (1982)

which is based on robust M-estimation for CVA with a functional relationship formulation.

7.5.1 Construction of the robust CVA biplot

Campbell (1982) describes a general model assuming a functional relationship where the

population class means J..I.. lie on an r-dimensional hyperplane. The model is written as
-J

for j = 1, 2, ... , J

where B,; P x r is the matrix of population canonical vectors

J..I. : p x 1 is an unknown fixed vector_0

L : p x p is the unknown population covariance matrix, assumed common for all

classes

and c; . : r x 1 are unknown vectors specifying the co-ordinates for each mean.
-J

The scaling B~LBr = I, is assumed, implying that the population canonical vectors are

uncorrelated within classes and are standardised to have unit standard deviation within

classes.
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Using maximum likelihood estimation Campbell (1979, in Campbell, 1982) derives robust

M-estimates for the class means and within class and between class covariance matrices.

The robust estimates give full weight to observations assumed to come from the main body

of the data, but reduced weight otherwise.

The following algorithm provided by Campbell (1982) to compute robust estimates were

implemented to produce robust biplots:

• Initialise all weights Wij= 1;

In the notation used here, the first subscript denotes the r-th observation from class j

and the second subscript the class;

The number of observations in each class is denoted by nj with a total number of

J

observations n =Ln j ;
j=1

• Repeat

- Calculate the robust class means and overall mean vector

for j = 1, 2, ... , J

J hi""w sL.L. IJ-J
x = j=1 ;=1

- Calculate the robust within class and between class sums of squares and cross

products matrices

J hi

Aw = ""w:(x ..-x.)(x ..-x.)'L.L. IJ -IJ -J -IJ -J
j=1 ;=1

J hi

AB = "" w ..(x. - x)(x. - x)' .L. L. IJ - J - - J - ,
j=1 ;=1
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- The robust within class sample covariance matrix is given by

A 1 J "j

~w = -Aw where nw = LLW;j -J;n ..
w J=1 1=1

Find the matrix B; of canonical coefficients as the solution to the two-sided

eigenvalue problem

ABB; = AwB;Fr

or alternatively formulated

., A •

with the usual conditions B, ~WBr = I,

and B; containing the eigenvectors corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues

- The estimate for ~ is calculated as

and the estimates of the population mean vectors as

~j = K+ i:wB;B;' (Kj - K);

- update the weights

(1)(d;j)
w ..=---=--

IJ d ..
IJ

where d2.= (x ..-II )'i:-1(x ..-II)
IJ -IJ!:j -IJ!:j

The value do is defined by

d =~+b1
o fi

and different values for b, and b2 define different weight functions;

Campbell suggests, based on asymptotic results and the analysis of some generated
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data, using the values b. = 2.25 and b2 = 1.25. These values will be used in this

thesis;

• until the absolute difference between successive estimates of the eigenvectors is less

than or equal to 8 for some small value of 8.

A robust CVA biplot is therefore obtained similar to the ordinary CVA biplot of

section 2.4 and section 3.4.1 with the matrix B, replaced by B; obtained from Campbell's

(1982) algorithm.

7.5.1.1 Interpolation and prediction

A (new) sample point x is centred with the robust sample mean obtained from the

algorithm and then interpolated with the interpolation formula (2-11)

I ( -)'B.~ = !-!_ r·

Similarly the centred predicted values of a point ~ are given by

X' = z'B·r •

7.5.1.2 Biplot axes

The biplot axes are obtained exactly as described in section 2.4.2.

7.5.1.3 Quality of the display

From the equivalence between the ordinary and robust CVA biplots it follows naturally

that the quality should be measured by the ratio

tr{cov(Z)}
tr{cov(U)}

where U is the matrix of transformed values in p-dimensional space. To obtain the matrix

U, the samples are interpolated into the full p-dimensional robust canonical space by using

the matrix B* which is obtained automatically with B; since the two-sided eigenvector

problem yields a p-column matrix, the first r columns of which form B;.

Similarly the adequacy of the representation of the p original variables is calculated exactly

as in the ordinary CVA biplot, using B; in the place of B;
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7.5.2 Performance of the robust eVA biplot

In an example investigating the breakdown point of robust M-estimation in discriminant

analysis Basak (1998) uses a subset of the iris data set. Basak uses ten observations from

Setosa and Virginica with only the petal length and petal width variables. Contamination is

introduced in the Setosa samples by the transformation

(Xl, X2) ~ (Xl + 4, X2 + 2)

and in the Virginica samples by the transformation

(Xl, X2) ~ (Xl - 4.5, X2 - 1.5)

so that samples from the two classes are closer to each other in which case discrimination

becomes harder. The outliers are introduced sequentially and classification is evaluated

with only Virginica outliers as well as with both Setosa and Virginica outliers.

A similar investigation of the performance of the robust CVA biplot will be conducted.

Since only the first (J - 1) dimensions are relevant for classification, ten observations from

the Versicolor class were added to obtain a two-dimensional biplot. The observations and

contaminated values are given in Table 7.4.

Since only two variables are used, a scatterplot of the data gives an indication of the

separation between the classes in each situation. The scatterplot of Figure 7.23 shows the

uncontaminated data set with the classes well separated.
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Table 7.4: Subset of the iris data set to illustrate a robust eVA biplot.
petal length petal width

Setosa

1.4 0.2
2 1.4 0.2
3 1.3 0.2
4 1.5 0.2
5 1.4 0.2
6 1.7 0.4
7 1.4 0.3
8 1.5 0.2
9 1.4 0.2
10 1.5 0.1

Virginica

6.0 2.5
2 5.1 1.9
3 5.9 2.1
4 5.6 1.8
5 5.8 2.2
6 6.6 2.1
7 4.5 1.7
8 6.3 1.8
9 5.8 1.8
10 6.1 2.5

Versicolor

4.7 1.4
2 4.5 1.5
3 4.9 1.5
4 4.0 1.3
5 4.6 1.5
6 4.5 1.3
7 4.7 1.6
8 3.3 1.0
9 4.6 1.3
10 3.9 1.4

Contaminated samples

Setosa (i) 5.4 2.2
Setosa (ii) 5.4 2.2
Virginica (i) 1.5 1.0
Virginica (ii) 0.6 0.4
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Figure 7.23: Scatterplot of the subset of the iris data set with no contamination.
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The eVA biplot of Figure 7.24 shows the clear separation between the classes.

0
0

0 0

0 0o. 0
I[)

Virginica 0
Setosa

0 0

0
0

-0.5

• Setosa • Versicolor • Virginica

Figure 7.24: eVA biplot of the subset of the iris data set with no contamination.

Since no outlier is present, the robust eVA biplot that is not given here, is identical to the

ordinary eVA biplot of Figure 7.24.
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In the scatterplot in Figure 7.25 the first Virginica sample was moved towards the Setosa

samples by the transformation (Xl, X2) ~ (Xl - 4.5, X2 - 1.5).
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Figure 7.25: Scatterplot of the subset of the iris data set with one Virginica outlier.
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It is clear from Figure 7.26 that the single outlier changed the ordinary evA biplot

dramatically.

*Virginica (i)

o

o oo o

•o Virginica

o

Petal L.

• Setosa • Versicolor • Virginica

Figure 7.26: eVA biplot of the subset of the iris data set with one Virginica outlier.
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Figure 7.27 shows that the robust eVA biplot is virtually unchanged by the single outlying

Virginica value. The Virginica (i) value is represented far away from the other Virginica samples,

exactly as it was moved by the contamination, but the class means and scatter of

observations around each class mean were not influenced by this outlier.
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•Virginica
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o o
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Figure 7.27: Robust eVA biplot of the subset ofthe iris data set with one Virginica outlier.
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Although the outliers were added sequentially, only the effect of a single outlier and two

outliers in both Setosa and Virginica will be discussed here. The scatterplot in Figure 7.28

shows the two contaminated observations in each of the Setosa and Virginica classes.

Inspection of Table 7.4 shows that the first two Setosa observations coincide therefore it

seems as though there is only one Setosa outlier in Figure 7.28.
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Figure 7.28: Scatterplot of the subset of the iris data set with two outliers for each of
Virginica and Setosa.
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Since the ordinary eVA biplot was already adversely affected by a single Virginica outlier, it

is not surprising that the eVA biplot in Figure 7.29 where two outliers are present in both

the Setosa and Virginica classes differ substantially from Figure 7.24.

0 *Setosa (i~
Setosa (Ii

0
0 0

~
tV 3 2.5Qia.

•Versicolor

0 o 0
0

0 0
_j 0
~
Q)a.

0

*Virginica (ii)

*Virginica (i)

oo

0.5 0 0
o

o

• Setosa • Versicolor • Virginica

Figure 7.29: evA biplot of the subset of the iris data set with two outliers for each of
Virginica and Setosa.
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Unlike the ordinary eVA biplot in Figure 7.29 the robust biplot of Figure 7.30 remains

unaffected by the four outliers.

~ *Ei Virginica (ii)CDa.

0

0

0 • 0 0

Setosa
0
0
0

0
0
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.....i

Ei
CDa.

• Setosa • Versicolor • Virginica

Figure 7.30: Robust eVA biplot of the subset of the iris data set with two outliers for
each ofVirginicaand Setosa.

7.5.3 An example of the robust eVA biplot

Fung (1995) discusses four measures for the identification of influential observations in

multiple discriminant analysis. In an example based on the discriminant analysis of three

closely related species of the genus Chaetocnema by Lubischew (1962) eleven 'extreme'



observations were identified. The six variables studied by Lubischew (1962) are labelled

as follows in this example:

Tarsus1 width of the first joint of the first tarsus in microns (the sum of both tarsi)

Tarsus2 width of the second joint of the first tarsus in microns (the sum of both tarsi)

Aed.W.front the maximal width of the aedeagus in the forepart in microns

Aed.angle the front angle of the aedeagus (1 unit", 7.5°)

Head the maximal width of the Head between the external edges of the eyes in O.01mm

Aed.W.side the aedeagus width from the side in microns.

Fung used only the first two variables, Tarsus1 and Tarsus2, in an initial analysis to facilitate

the graphical representation of the observations in a scatterplot. The identified 'extreme'

observations are labelled in the scatterplot in Figure 7.31 .
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Figure 7.31: Scatterplot of the first two variables of the Lubischew (1962) data set.

In Fung's analysis each of the four measures suggested is used to identify the five most

influential observations. Three observations were in the 'top 5' list of all four measures,
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viz. 25, 44 and 72. When constructing a robust biplot the weights allocated to each of the

data points can be used to identify outliers. The robust eVA biplot shown in Figure 7.33

identified two outliers that were down-weighted, viz. 25 and 72. These results correspond

to those of Fung (1995). In the ordinary eVA biplot of Figure 7.32 it is clear that

observations 25 and 72 lie far outside the cloud of points of their class. Observation 44 that

was also identified as influential by Fung (1995) lies more to the centre of the biplot on the

edge of the cloud of its class.
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Figure 7.32: eVA biplot of the first two variables of the Lubischew (1962) data set.
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Figure 7.33: Robust eVA biplot of the first two variables of the Lubischew (1962) data
set.

Fung (1995) also analysed the full data set of six variables. The most influential

observations, ranked from the most influential, were identified by Fung as 16, 17, 46, 11, 44

and 72. These observations are labelled in the ordinary eVA biplot of Figure 7.34.
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Figure 7.34: eVA biplot of the full data set ofLubischew (1962).

The robust biplot identified only observation 46 as an outlier needed to be down-weighted.

This observation, however, did not have a substantial influence on the eVA biplot since

the ordinary eVA biplot of Figure 7.34 is almost identical to the robust biplot of

Figure 7.35. In the robust biplot observation 46 was moved outward along the aedeagus

width axes. The small angle between these two axes indicates a strong relationship, which

is not surprising, since both measure the width of the aedeagus, the only difference being

that one measures the forepart and the other from the side. Inspection of the data set shows

that Aed.w.front has a value of 55 which is substantially smaller than any of the other

observations having values of between 66 and 95 for this class and between 66 and 123 for

the overall data set.
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Figure 7.35: Robust CVA biplot of the full data set ofLubischew (1962).

In these examples the weight function was used with bI and b2 as recommended by

Campbell (1982). Applying different values for bI and b2 could 'fine tune' the sensitivity

of the robust biplot for outliers. A more sensitive robust biplot might have down weighted

all six the observations identified by Fung (1995). On the other hand, Fung identifies the

most influential observations - even if no observation is influential, a most influential

observation will be identified. The little effect the down weighting of observation 46 has,

indicates that the CVA is relatively stable and not particularly influenced by any of the

observations.
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7.6 Recapitulation

Various different types of biplots and their use in discriminant analysis were introduced in

the first six chapters of the thesis. In this chapter:

• Bootstrapping was considered as a means of describing variability in biplots.

- The variability of samples as well as of axes in biplot displays received attention.

- Examples exhibiting the ability of bootstrap a-regions to describe biplot variability

and to detect outliers were given.

• Robust PCA and CVA biplots that restrict the role of influential observations on the

biplot display were also considered.

- The performance of the proposed robust biplots was evaluated.

The implementation to statistical analyses of the biplot methodology developed thus far in

the thesis necessitated the writing of extensive computer software. Although the various

biplot methods were illustrated by the output from this software the programmes

themselves did not receive any attention. In Chapter 8 details of the programmes

developed to implement the biplot methods introduced in Chapter 2 through Chapter 7 will

be provided.
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Chapter 8

Application of Biplots in Practice:

Software and other Biplot Extensions

8.1 Introduction

An extensive collection of S-PLUS functions for use in creating biplots has been

developed in the course of this study. Although all examples of biplots given in Chapter 2

through Chapter 7 were constructed using the newly developed software it has been stated

that details of the programmes would be deferred to this chapter. Furthermore, in

accordance with one of the aims of the study, Chapter 9 is devoted to a discussion of

several applications of the biplot methodology developed in Chapter 2 through Chapter 7.

This will provide further illustrations of the potential of the above programmes and biplot

methodology. As would become evident when applying biplot methodology to practical

problems, special needs often arise. For example, can biplots be used successfully with

large data sets consisting of several thousand samples? Therefore, before turning attention

to the applications ofbiplots discussed in Chapter 9, some of these special needs should be

addressed.

In some applications discussed in the thesis the performance of various biplot techniques

were compared to one another and to those of more traditional techniques. Therefore a

brief discussion of measuring classification performance is given in section 8.2. Also,

biplot classification techniques sometimes necessitate determining the number of distinct

classes and whether merging of classes should be considered. This topic and the related

issue of variable selection are touched upon in section 8.3. An important practical

difficulty arises when biplots of large data sets are constructed: the display can become

meaningless due to over-plotting. Devices to address this situation are investigated in

section 8.4. Since some examples discussed in Chapter 9 concern questions in allometric

growth this concept and its relationship with PCA receive attention in section 8.5. It is,
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however, emphasised that the discussion of the above concepts will be restricted to

providing the minimum background for applying the biplot methodology to the illustrative

data sets considered in Chapter 9 and elsewhere in the thesis.

Although not necessary for the examples to be discussed in Chapter 9, in section 8.6

attention is directed to three-dimensional biplots. Guidelines are given for extending the

two-dimensional biplots encountered thus far to three-dimensional displays.

The final sections of the chapter are devoted to the specially written S-PLUS functions to

provide the necessary computer software for implementing the various biplot techniques.

As is common practice when programming in S-PLUS use was made of existing S-PLUS

functions in writing the new programmes introduced here. In addition to functions

included in the package itself the function eqscplot provided in the MASS library of

Venables & Ripley (1999) and the functions bruto, mars and polyreg from the library

MDA of Hastie & Tibshirani (1998) were incorporated into the newly developed functions

and programmes. The functions bruto and mars fit an additive spline model by adaptive

backfitting and a multivariate adaptive regression splines model respectively, while

polyreg fits a simple polynomial regression model. The function eqscplot behaves like the

default plot function but the scale on one axis is shrunk until geometrical accuracy is

attained. This is necessary for biplots where it is vital to use scales on axes for

representing distances geometrically accurate in the plane. However, in applications it was

found that some existing S-PLUS functions could not always cope with the demands of

data sets e.g. it appeared that the existing S-PLUS function dist was in some instances not

accurate enough for calculating distance matrices. This lead to the dist function returning a

distance matrix leading in some calculations to indefinite matrices instead of positive semi-

definite matrices as it should have done. Consequently the distance functions reported in

section 8.7.1 were written to overcome this problem and in addition to return distance

measures not provided for by the function dist.

The various newly developed functions are discussed in terms of help files written to

accompany them. These help files have the same structure than the standard S-PLUS

functions included in the package. In section 8.7.1 a collection of utility functions is
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discussed. Although some of these functions can be used as stand-alone functions they

were primarily written to facilitate the construction of different biplots and to obtain

classification regions with biplot functions. Typically the utility functions are called by

one of the main biplot programmes. The latter programmes get their tum in section 8.7.2.

The functions and programmes themselves are given in Appendices A (the utility

functions) and B (the main biplot programmes), respectively.

8.2 Measuring classification performance

Consider the finite mixture distribution defined in Definition 3.1. Let the sample space .§fP

of X be partitioned into C) u C2 U ... U C] = .§fp.

Definition 8.1: Classification rule (cf. Flury, 1997)

A classification rule is a random variable Yc = yc(X) with probability function

{J' x E C·
P (Yc = j) = '- J

0, elsewhere

which indicates predicted class membership contrary to Y the indicator random variable

for actual class membership.

Definition 8.2: Overall error rate (cf. Flury, 1997)

The overall error rate associated with the classification rule Yc is the probability
J J

P(Yc"# Y) = LL7tjq;j
j=I ;=1i;.j

where 7tj = P(Y = j) is the prior probability ofY belonging to class j

and qij = P(Y c = il Y = j), i"# j.

Definition 8.3: Optimum classification rule and optimum error rate (OER)

The optimum classification rule (also called a Bayes classification rule) is the rule, say

YC,OPT, that minimises the overall error rate of Definition 8.2. The error rate associated

with YC,OPT is defined as the OER. ~
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If the probability density functions fj are known and fully specified, and the pnor

probabilities 7tj = P(Y = j) are known, the OER can be calculated. In general, these

quantities are unknown and have to be estimated.

Only the basic error rates will be discussed in this section for use in the applications in

Chapter 9. A more comprehensive discussion is found in McLachlan (1992). For the

definition of error rates based on sample data, the following two definitions are required:

Definition 8.4: Training data

The training data set is the set of observations used to calculate the classification rule. ~

Definition 8.5: Test data

The test data set is a (new) data set to which the classification rule is applied to evaluate its

classification performance.

Definition 8.6: Actual error rate (AER)

Let Yc be a classification rule determined from training samples of sizes n., n2, ... , nJ

with associated classification regions C1 U C2 U··· U CJ = @pP ,respectively. The AER

is defined by

J J

P(Yc :;t: Y) = LL7tA;j
j ;=1

;;< j

where q;j = P(Yc = i IY = j) = ffj(!)d! for i:;t: j.
C,

The AER is the probability that a future observation will be misclassified by the

classification rule derived from the training samples. Although the regions C;,
i = 1,2, ... , J, are known, the densities, fj, are in general unknown (or involve parameters

that needs to be estimated) implying that the AER also has to be estimated.
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A measure of performance that is unrelated to the form of the parent populations and that

can be calculated for any classification procedure is the apparent error rate (APER)

(Johnson & Wichern, 1998) also called the resubstitution error rate.

Definition 8.7: Apparent error rate (APER)

The apparent error rate (resubstitution error rate) is the proportion of observations

misclassified when the classification rule is applied to the data in the training sample. ~

This is a very convenient and easy to calculate performance measure. The disadvantage of

the APER is that it is a biased estimate of the expected AER (Johnson & Wichern, 1998),

since it tends to underestimate the probability of misclassification of future observations.

This error rate is too optimistic since the validation is performed on the same data that

were used to calculate the classification rule itself, using parameter estimates that are fine-

tuned to the particular data set.

If the data set is large enough to be divided into a training and a test set, the error rate can

be estimated by classifying the test set with the classification function calculated from the

training data. The disadvantages of this procedure are that it requires large data sets and

since all the available data are not used in the calculation of the classification rule, valuable

information may be lost.

The cross validation procedure uses part of the data to calculate the classification function

and a different part to test it. In K-fold cross validation (CV) the data set is split into K

parts. Each of the K parts is left out and the classification function calculated using only

the remaining data. The observations in the part that has been left out are then classified

using the calculated classification function. When this procedure has been completed for

all K parts, the error rate is the total proportion of misclassifications.

A special case of K-fold CV is when K = n and only one observation is left out in tum.

This is termed the leave-one-out, jackknife or hold-out (Lachenbruch & Mickey, 1968) CV

error rate, but will be referred to as the CV error rate in this thesis.
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Definition 8.8: (Leave-one-out) CV error rate

The CV error rate is calculated as follows:

• Omit the i-th observation from the training data set and calculate the classification rule

based on the remaining (n - 1) observations.

• Classify the z-thobservation with the calculated classification rule.

• Repeat this process for each of the n observations.

The CV error rate is the proportion of misclassifications.

The CV error rate is simple to compute since it is based on the same idea as the apparent

error rate but it gives an 'honest' assessment of the classification performance since the i-th

observation does not influence the classification rule calculated to classify this observation.

Since the classification rule has to be calculated n times the CV error rate is much more

computer intensive, but it should be used rather than the APER unless prohibited by

available computer resources.

In the classification with biplot methodology as discussed in preVIOUSchapters, the

apparent error rate results from calculating the distances in the biplot and classifying each

observation. For the CV error rate a biplot must be constructed for every data set resulting

from leaving out each observation in tum. The left out observation must then be

interpolated onto this biplot, the appropriate distances calculated and this observation

classified.

8.3 Determining the number of distinct classes and variable

selection

8.3.1 Merging classes into homogeneous groups

Discrimination is primarily concerned with the optimal separation of classes of

observations. Biplot methodology applied to discriminant analysis therefore attempts to

represent the data with the classes optimally separated. In some instances two classes may

be predefined, but closer inspection might reveal that there is no difference between the

two classes. Merging these two classes might result in better separation between the

merged class and the other classes.
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Bozdogan, Sclove & Gupta (1994) propose an information-based method to merge the

classes into homogeneous groups and then identify the best subset of variables that

optimally separate the homogeneous groups. Although this is not the only method, they

remark that although many multiple comparison procedures have been proposed in the

univariate case, few multiple comparison procedures are available in practice for the

multivariate case and that little work has been done under covariance heterogeneity.

Bozdogan, et al. (1994) introduce their method by considering the familiar situation with J

classes of p-variate observations where the observations in class j, j = 1, 2, ... , J, come

from a multivariate normal(p, u., Lj) distribution. Three hypotheses of interest can be
-J

formulated in terms of the parameter space 8:

• not all mean vectors are equal and not all covanance matrices are equal

• not all mean vectors are equal, but with a common within class covariance matrix

• one mean vector and a common within class covariance matrix for all classes

HO(i) can be tested against the alternative H, : at least one Lj '* Lk for j, k = 1, 2, ... , J and

j '* k with Box's M-test. The hypothesis HO(ii) is tested against the alternative Ha: not all

Jl. 's, j = 1,2, ... , J, are equal with for example Wilk's A-statistic. The third hypothesis
-J

HO(iii) can be tested against the alternative H,; not all mean vectors and covariance matrices

are equal with the likelihood ratio test. Bozdogan, et al. (1994) discuss the problems with

these conventional procedures - the exact sampling distributions, arbitrary assumptions

made on the parameters and problems with finding the percentage points of these tests in

the presence of a large number of variables or classes. More importantly these procedures

break down when the number of variables exceeds the number of observations in one or

more of the classes.
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The procedure proposed by Bozdogan, et al. (1994) is based on the Akaike Information

Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973). The criterion AlC is defined by

AIC = -2 x maximised log likelihood + 2 x number of parameters estimated.

They mention that the modified CAlC criterion, defined by Bozdogan (1987, in Bozdogan,

et al., 1994) can also be used. The CAlC criterion will result in lower dimensional models

being selected since the 'penalty term' is increased.

Bozdogan, et al. (1994) compute AIC (or CAlC) for each of a number of competing

models and select the model with the smallest AIC (or CAlC). Although this method

differs from conventional hypothesis testing in that no (arbitrary) significance level is

specified, one of its virtues is that the asymptotic implied level of significance can be

computed as a function of the number of variables, the number of groups and the sample

size. This information-based approach allows for the merging of groups combinatorially

without enforcing an arbitrary choice among competing alternatives.

To ensure that their procedure is unaffected by singular estimated covariance matrices,

Bozdogan, et al. (1994) use the svd to calculate all eigenvalues and determinants. As first

step in the application of their method the AIC for each of the models defined by the

hypotheses HO(i), HO(ii) and HO(iii) is calculated, respectively, by

where Alj > A2j > ... > Apj is the positive eigenvalues of the between class sum of

squares and cross product matrix;

A1C( (~j' ~w }) = np log(27t) + n[ - p log(n) + t,IOg(A,)] + np + 2[ Jp + P(P2+1)]

where Al > A2 > ... > Ap is the positive eigenvalues of the within class sum of

squares and cross product matrix;
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AIC( 4:t,LW}) ~ np log(21t) + n[ - p log(n) + t,IOg(A)] + np + 2[P + P(P2+I) 1
where AI > A2 > ... > Ap is the positive eigenvalues of the total sum of squares and

cross product matrix.

The above three hypotheses tests form a nested sequence and the best model is the model

corresponding to the smallest AIC.

Once the best fitting model is determined according to the minimum value of AIC, this

model is used to merge the classes. The goal is to put the J classes into H homogeneous

clusters where H is unknown and varying, but H ~ J. Thus, the smallest number H is

determined such that the observations within each of the H classes are homogeneous (and

the H classes are heterogeneous). All possible cluster subsets could be investigated. If

there are J classes, all J classes are merged into one class and the AIC value under the best

fitting model is obtained. Then all possible subsets of size (J - 1) are in turn merged and

the AIC value for each obtained. All possible subsets of size (J - 2) are merged in turn and

AIC values are calculated with the remaining 2 classes separate as well as merged.

Continuing in this manner for (J - 3), ... , a formidable number of models have to be fitted

even for moderate values of J. In this study the information-based merging process is

implemented as the stepwise procedure outlined in Figure 8.1. The following notation is

used:

1, 2, ... , J represent the classes

{Ji} == {I, 2, ... , Ji} represent a cluster containing J, classes

{Ji}· represent a cluster containing all but J, classes

Ji == ({.}, ... , {.}) represent a set of clusters containing J, classes.

In the first step all J classes are merged into one class. Then only clusters of size two are

investigated. Based on the minimum AlC value, the best two-cluster model is selected.

Now only the further division of the clusters in this model is investigated. On the left hand

side, the division of the first cluster is investigated, with the second kept fixed. On the

right hand side the division of the other cluster is investigated, with the first kept fixed. To

limit the number of models to be fitted, at each stage only the division of a cluster into two
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sub-clusters is investigated. Once the 'optimal' division is established based on the

minimum Ale, the process split into two again, investigating further divisions. When no

more sub-division is possible, i.e. only one class remains in the cluster to be divided, all the

'best' models obtained in this stage are reconsidered. With only these sub-divisions, the

possibility of dividing of the cluster that has been kept fixed is then investigated.

Calculate AIC for all sets with 2 clusters

({1},en ({2}, {2n, ... , (~~J},(~Jn
The minimum AIC is attained for ({J1}, {J2})

Calculate AIC for all sets with 3 clusters

({1}, ({1},J§), ... , ({L~J}, (~;J}J2n

The min AIC is attained for ({J11},{J12}, J2)

L__. A series of clusters of the form
I{J1·,J2}

is obtained..
Calculate AIC for each of the sets
{J1.,J2}with J2 divided as follows

((J1,{1}r, {1}), ... , ((J1,{L-}J})·,{L-}J})..
The min AIC is attained for (J1,{J21},{J22})

More clusters of the form
{J1·,J2}

is obtained

Calculate AIC for all sets with 3 clusters

((Jd1}r, {1}), ... , ((J1,i~J n. t-l»
The min AIC is attained for (JdJ21},{Jn})

A series of clusters of the form
{J1·,J2}

is obtained

Calculate AIC for each of the sets
{J1·,J2} with J1 divided as follows

({1}, ({1},J2n. ..., (t~J}, (t~J }J2n

The min AIC is attained for ({J11},{J12}, J2)

More clusters of the form
{J1·,J2}

is obtained

Compare all the minimum AIC
values obtained to select the
clustering associated with the

absolute minimum

Figure 8.1: Diagrammatic representation of the merging algorithm.
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Like a stepwise regression for variable selection, this procedure does not guarantee that the

absolute best model will be selected, but a good model will be obtained, within fewer

model fits. Finally all the models identified at some stage as the 'best' cluster division, are

listed with their accompanying AIC values and the chosen model will be the one with

minimum AIC.

This process is illustrated in Figure 8.2 using the same data set as Bozdogan, et al. (1994),

viz. the Egyptian skull data given by Manly (1986). Four variables were measured on 30

skulls from each of five different periods. The algorithm merged the five classes into three

clusters.

Comparing the final eight models, the corresponding AIC values are given in Table 8.1.

The minimum is obtained for ({1,2},{3},{4,5}). This stepwise selection procedure

resulted in the identical merging to that of Bozdogan, Sclove & Gupta (1994) with an all

subsets approach.

Table 8.1: Clustering alternatives for Egyptian skull data set.
Clustering AIC

{1,2,3,4,5} 3512.695

({1,2}; {3,4,5}) 3476.149

({1}, {2}, {3,4,5}) 3482.789

({1,2}, {3}, {4,5}) 3471.930

({1,2}, {3}, {4}, {5}) 3476.586

({1}, {2}, {3}, {4,5}) 3478.545

({1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}) 3483.180

({1}, {2}, {3}, {4,5}) 3478.545

8.3.2 Variable selection

Bozdogan, et al. (1994) further discuss the identification of the best subsets of relevant

variables across the multisample clustering. Discarding the irrelevant variables reduces the

dimensionality of the multisample data and is important for classification. Flury (1997)

mentions that including irrelevant variables may actually impair the ability of the

discriminant function to classify future observations correctly. Models with fewer
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parameters are often preferable because estimating a large number of parameters leads to

increased variability of parameter estimates, thereby lowering predictive power.

{J}={1, 2, 3, 4, 5} I
...

Calculate AIC for all sets with 2 clusters

({1},{2,3,4,5}); ({2},{1,3,4,5}); ({3},{1,2,4,5}); ({4},{1 ,2,3,5}); ({5},{1,2,3,4})
({1 ,2},{3,4,5}); ({1,3},{2,4,5}); ({1 ,4},{2,3,5}); ({1,5},{2,3,4}); ({2,3},{1,4,5}); ({2,4},{1,3,5});

({2,5},{1,3,4}); ({3,4},{1,2,5}); ({3,5},{1,2,4}); ({4,5},{1,2,3})

...r The minimum Ale is attained for ({l ,2}, {3,4,5}} 1
I {J}=({1,2},J2={3,4,5}) I I {J}=(J1={1,2},{3,4,5}) I

... ...
Calculate AI C for all sets with 3 clusters Calculate AIC for all sets with 3 clusters

{{1}, {2}, {3,4, 5}) ({1 ,2},{3},{4,5}); ({1,2},{4},{3,5}); ({1,2},{5},{3,4}).. 't
The min AIC is attained for The min AIC is attained for [l{{1},{2}, {3,4,5}) ({1,2},{3},{4,5})

I{J}=(J22'=({1 ,2},{3}),{4,5})

_y_

I Calculate AIC for «{1 ,2},{3}),{4},{5})

A series of clusters is obtainedA series of clusters is obtained
~

({1}, {2}, {3,4, 5})
~ ({1 "'} {3},{4,6j)

«{1,2},{3}),{4} {5})
i. _y_

Calculate AIC for each of the sets Calculate AIC for each of the sets

({1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 5} );( {1}, {2}, {4}, {3,5}); {{1}, {2}, {3},{4,5})
({1}, {2}, {5}, {3, 4}) {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4},{5})

.... ~

[ The min AIC is attained for The min AIC is attained for
{{1}, {2}, {3},{4,5}) ({1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 5})

{J}=(J1·=({1 },{2},{3}),{4,5}) I
•
Calculate AIC for «{1 ,2},{3}),{4},{5}) J

W ({1}, {2}, {3},{4,5}) Y({1 },{2}, {3},{4}, {5}) ({1}, {2}, {3} ,{4,5}) ("'""

+ j_
Compare

{1, 2, 3,4, 5}; ({1,2}, {3,4,5}); ({1},{2},{3,4,5}); (( 1 :\{:"J,{4, -: '[1 2},{3}),{4},{' \; ({1},{2},{3},{4,5});
({1}, {2},{3} ,{4},{5}); ({1}, {2}, {3},{4, 5})

to select the clustering associated with the absolute minimum AIC

Figure 8.2: Diagrammatic illustration of the merging algorithm.
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Selecting the relevant subset of variables has been extensively discussed in the literature.

McLachlan (1992) gives a comprehensive summary and many references. Although many

of these techniques deal with equal within class covariance matrices, Fatti &

Hawkins (1986) mention that very little work on heteroscedastic variable selection has

been reported. They discuss variable selection in heteroscedastic discriminant analysis

using factorisation of the likelihood ratio statistic. McLachlan (1992) also mentions that

the selection of variables depends on the aim ofthe analysis. If the purpose is to accurately

classify new observations, a selection technique based on error rates should be considered.

If however, the purpose is to describe the differences between classes and how the

differences in the predictor variables separate the classes a variable selection technique

should be based on the extent of separation between the classes. Gupta, Logan &

Chen (1996) introduce a variable selection technique based on likelihood ratio tests for use

in discriminant analysis while Chatterjee & Samanta (1997) discuss variable selection for

discrimination among several populations. A comparison of model selection methods in

the case of discriminant analysis using the unweighted sum of binary variables is provided

by Langbehn & Woolson (1997).

The method of Bozdogan, Sclove & Gupta (1994) deals with both equal and unequal

within class covariance matrices. The best fitting model according to the hypotheses

discussed in section 8.3.1 was selected based on the AIC criteria. These authors use AIC

(or CAlC) to identify the relevant variables as they simultaneously merge the classes. The

AIC value is not only calculated for each clustering with the full set of predictor variables,

but also with all possible subsets of variables. For all clustering alternatives, the best

alternative for H = 1, 2, ... , J clusters are considered with all possible subsets of variables.

The model with the overall minimum AIC is then selected as the best clustering alternative

with the selected relevant variables.

The above procedure falls within the framework of the second purpose of discriminant

analysis as described by McLachlan (1992), viz. to describe differences between classes.

In an illustration discussed in Chapter 9 the above merging algorithm is applied. Since the

focus there falls on the first purpose of discriminant analysis, viz. accurate classification of
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new observations, the above variable selection IS not performed, but error rates are

considered.

8.4 Enclosing a cloud of observations

The head dimensions data set was introduced in section 7.2.1.2 as an illustration of

assessing the variability in principal components. Consider the scatterplot of the data for

the 200 men and 59 women for variables LGAN (length from glabella to apex nasi) and LTN

(length from tragion to nasion) given in Figure 8.3. In this section several devices will be

investigated for enclosing predefined sets of observations with the intent of finding a

representative graphical summary of the shape of bivariate sample points belonging to a

particular cloud.
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Figure 8.3: Scatterplot of two head dimensions variables.
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Constructing an ellipse around observations is a simple method to enclose the data region.

A spanning ellipse is defined as the smallest ellipse that covers all the objects. An

algorithm for constructing such an ellipse is provided by Titterington (1976) and Silvey,

Titterington & Torsney (1978). The S-PLUS function clusplot of Pison, Struyf &

Rousseeuw (1999) for drawing ellipses around clusters found in a cluster analysis

incorporates the Titterington algorithm. In Figure 8.4 a spanning ellipse was constructed

to enclose the scatterplot of the head dimensions data by adapting the clusplot function.
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Figure 8.4: Spanning ellipse enclosing the cloud of two head dimensions variables.

Perusal of Figure 8.4 shows that the observations fall roughly between 45 and 75 for LGAN

and between 105 and 135 for LTN. The shape of the spanning ellipse suggests some degree

of positive relationship between these variables.
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Figure 8.4 provides a useful general idea of the area occupied by the observations but it is

evident that large areas are included where no observation is located. Although there are

no extreme outliers in the scatterplot the restriction of the enclosure to be elliptical leads to

an enclosed area that does not represent the shape of the main cluster of points adequately.

A possible remedy is to consider the convex hull of a set, which is defined as the smallest

convex set, which contains all the points of the set. Figure 8.5 contains the convex hull of

the scatterplot of the two variables of the head dimensions data set.
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Figure 8.5: Convex hull enclosing the cloud of two head dimensions variables.

In Figure 8.5 the area enclosed by the convex hull is much smaller than that inside the

spanning ellipse. The shape of the convex hull is very much different from that of the

ellipse. Outliers can still adversely affect the shape of the area enclosed by the convex hull

e.g. the single observation with the smallest LTN value results in a convex hull with a point
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towards the bottom left hand side with no other observations in the vicinity. To enclose

only the area where the observations are concentrated, convex hull peeling could be used

(cf. Green, 1985). Once the convex hull which encloses all the sample points is

constructed, the sample points on the perimeter are designated the first convex layer and

removed. The convex hull of the remaining points is constructed and the samples on the

perimeter form the second convex layer. This process is repeated, removing the samples

on the perimeter at each stage, to obtain a nested set of convex layers. The first five

convex layers of the scatterplot of the head dimensions data set are shown in Figure 8.6.
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Figure 8.6: Convex hull with peeling of two head dimensions variables.

8.4.3 Bagplot

The convex hull encloses the scatterplot of the observations, but the area of concentration

of the sample points is ignored. Whether the sample points are evenly distributed or

concentrated to one side with only a few scattered observations to the other, the convex

hull will be unchanged as long as the sample points on the perimeter remain the same. It
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is clear from Figure 8.6 that convex hull peeling could remove the influence of extreme

data points but the process is rather artificial without using the statistical properties of the

data set fully.

In univariate data the boxplot is a useful tool to summarise the location, spread, skewness

and outliers in the data. Several suggestions have been made to generalise this concept to

bivariate data. Goldberg & Iglewicz (1992) suggest what they termed the relplot and the

quelplot. Zani, Riani & Corbellini (1998) construct bivariate boxplots based on convex

peeling and B-splines. The bagplot proposed by Rousseeuw, Ruts & Tukey (1999) is a

generalisation of the boxplot. Liu, Parelius & Singh (1999) also discuss the sunburst plot,

which is based on the same idea as the bagplot, but without a generalisation of the

univariate fence concept.

The univariate boxplot is based on ranks. The box encloses the 50% of the observations

falling between the first and third quartiles (QI and Q3, respectively) while traditionally the

median (Q2) is indicated by a horisontal crossbar through the box. A fence is calculated

reaching from Q2 + 4(QI - Q2) to Q2 + 4(Q3 - Q2) or alternatively, for example in S-PLUS,

by default from QI - one standard span to Q3 + one standard span. The standard span is

1.5 x (Interquartile Range). The fence is usually not drawn but used to flag outliers as the

observations outside the fence. Whiskers are shown from the box to the most extreme

values inside the fence.

All above properties of the univariate boxplot are generalised by Rousseeuw, Ruts &

Tukey (1999) to a two-dimensional 'boxplot' for which they coin the term bagplot. A bag

is constructed containing 50% of the data points. A fence is constructed by inflating the

bag by a factor of three. Observations outside the fence are flagged as outliers. The

whiskers can be represented in several forms: lines from the bag to the observations

outside the bag but inside the fence, star-shaped whiskers connecting the observations

outside the bag but inside the fence in such a way that it never cuts off a part of the bag

(Rousseeuw & Ruts, 1997) or a convex hull of the observations inside the fence. This

convex hull is called the loop.
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The box of a boxplot extends from observation L~J to the ~34nl-th observation. For the

construction of the bagplot the univariate rank concept is generalised to the concept of

halfspace location depth of a point relative to a bivariate data set (cf Rousseeuw, Ruts &

Tukey, 1999).

Definition 8.9: Halfspace location depth (Tukey, 1975)

The halfspace location depth of a point 8, in two dimensions, relative to a bivariate data

cloud X = (-!:I,,!2, ... , :!n), denoted by Idepth(8, X), is the smallest number of -!:j contained in

any closed halfplane with boundary line through 8. ~

In one dimension, the location depth of a point is defined as the minimum number of data

points, when the data set is ordered on the real line, to the left or to the right of the point,

respectively (Donoho & Gasko, 1992). Intuitively it can be visualised as the smallest

'distance' of the point from the 'edge' of the data set.

In two dimensions the concept of halfspace location depth can be visualised by a line

extending beyond the maximum and minimum values of the two variables drawn through a

point 8. Rotating this line through 360°, the number of points on the same side of the line

is counted at each rotated position. The halfspace location depth is the smallest count of

data points for any position of the line in the 360° rotation. For calculation purposes an

efficient algorithm, O(nlogn) computations, is given by Ruts & Rousseeuw (1996).

The halfspace location depth is the basis for the definition of a depth median and depth

region used in the construction of the bagplot.

Definition 8.10: Depth median (Donoho & Gasko, 1992)

The depth median or Tukey median of a bivariate data cloud X = (-!:J, ,!2, ... , :!n), denoted

by T*, is defined as the 8 with highest Idepth(8, X). If there is more than one such 8, T* is

defined as the centre of gravity of the deepest region.
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Definition 8.11: Depth region, D, (Ruts & Rousseeuw, 1996)

The depth region D, is the set of all 8 with Idepth(8, X) ~ k.

The depth regions are convex polygons such that Dk+1 is contained in Dk. The depth

regions do not necessarily coincide with the convex layers, since convex peeling first

removes the outer layers before fitting the next convex hull.

For constructing the bag, let #Dk be the number of data points contained in the depth

region Dk, then the value k for which #Dk s L-}J :$; #Dk-I is determined. These depth

regions are used to interpolate linearly between D, and Dk-I, relative to the depth median

T*, to obtain the bag B of -} observations with largest depth. The bag B obtained in this

way is a convex polygon.

Once the bag is constructed, the fence is obtained by inflating B (relative to T*) by a factor

of three. Rousseeuw & Ruts (1997) select the factor three based on simulation studies.

The observations outside the fence are flagged as outliers. The S-PLUS function bagplot

of Rousseeuw & Ruts (1999) shows the 'whiskers' with the loop. A bagplot of the two

head dimensions variables is shown in Figure 8.7. The dotted line denotes the fence while

the bag and loop are denoted by the shaded areas. In future the fence will not be shown.

8.4.4 a-bag

The bagplot is a useful graphical summary of the scatterplot of bivariate observations. If

less detail is required, especially for comparing several clusters in one plot, depth contours

of the bivariate point data can be constructed. This can be accomplished using the program

Isodepth of Ruts & Rousseeuw (1996). The depth contours resulting from Isodepth,

however, do not allow for specifying the exact proportion of bivariate data points enclosed

by the contour. In this study the construction of depth contours using the interpolation

algorithms provided in the bagplot function of Rousseeuw & Ruts (1997) is proposed as

graphical summaries of bivariate data points. The resulting contours are called a-bags.
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Instead of finding a bag B containing T observations, the 50% cut-off is replaced by a

value a ranging between 0 and 1. Typically a value of 0.9 or 0.95 will be useful for

enclosing a cluster of observations, excluding the 10% or 5% of the observations at the

extremes of the cluster. Comparing the a-bag to depth contours or convex peeling, this

method allows for controlling the number of observations outside the enclosure. Figure 8.8

contains the scatterplot of the head dimensions data with the 0.95, 0.80, 0.70, 0.60 and 0.50

-bags superimposed. The 0.50-bag corresponds with the bag of the bagplot. Note,

however, that for large data sets the 0.50-bag and the bag of the bagplot are not identical

due to the convention in the bagplot function to use a random sub-sample of 150

observations for computation of the depth median and the bag in order to speed up the

calculations (Rousseeuw, Ruts & Tukey, 1999).

Figure 8.7: Bagplot of two head dimensions variables.
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Figure 8.8: Scatterplot of two head dimensions variables with superimposed 0.95, 0.90,
0.80,0.70,0.60 and 0.50 -bags.

Other means for graphically summarising the shape of a cloud of bivariate observations

can also be computed. Hyndman (1996) proposes the use of highest density regions in

generalising the boxplot. The highest density region is a probability region in contrast to

the depth region defined in the construction of the bagplot. It differs from the other

bivariate boxplot generalisations in its emphasis on density. For this reason the mode,

rather than the median is indicated. Instead of generalising the boxplot, bivariate density

estimation procedures (cf Scott,1992; Venables & Ripley, 1999) can also be employed.

It follows from the above discussion that there are vanous methods for graphically

summarising the shape of a bivariate cloud. Bagplots and a-bags will prove in Chapter 9 to

be invaluable devices for providing bivariate descriptive summaries when used together

with biplots of large data sets.
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8.5 Allometry

This section deals with the analysis of allometric growth data. The use of principal

components to investigate specific features of such data is discussed in section 8.5.1 while

a variant form of PCA, the common principal component model, is reviewed in

section 8.5.2.

In the analysis of allometric data it has become standard practice to submit relative growth

data to a logarithmic transformation before carrying out calculations (Jolicoeur, 1963).

This is done because the allometry equation of relative growth is exponential so that a

simple linear relationship can be used for the log-transformed data. In the following

discussion the usual centred data matrix X, will be assumed to be the centred matrix of the

log-transformed data.

8.5.1 peA

Jolicoeur & Mosimann (1960) analyse size and shape variation in the painted turtle. They

specifically examine the relationship between PCA and size and shape. They found that

the coefficients of the first principal component were all positive. Since growth is

generally defined as an increase in size this first principal component was considered to be

SIzemeasure.

Flury (1997) notes that when size differences are the dominant source of variation a large

value for the first variable will usually be associated with large values for the other

variables. Therefore, all the covariances will be positive and a direct result is that the

coefficients of the first principal component will all have the same sign. Since

eigenvectors are unique only up to multiplication by -1, it can be assumed that all the

coefficients of the first principal component are positive. The first principal component in

such a situation is a so-called size variable since large values for all the variables, which

implies a large animal (object), will result in a large first principal component score.

According to the above interpretation of the first principal component, a one-dimensional

principal component approximation should reproduce the data maintaining size but

discarding shape and (hopefully) error of measurement. The remaining principal
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components can therefore be interpreted as shape variables. Using principal components,

the partitioning of the data into a size and shape component can thus be accomplished as

follows:

With Y = [~l ~2 ... ~p]= [~l Y·] the p x p matrix following from the svd in the

PCA analysis of section 2.3.1 the following decompositions can be made:

One-dimensional principal component approximation

Y(l) =!!' +(X- !!'hl~:

p-dimensional principal component approximation

Y(P) =!!' +(X- !!')VV' =X

=!!' +(X- !!')[~I v:][~;]
y.'

=E' +(X-lf)~I~/ +(X-!!')Y·Y·'
= size component + shape & error component

8.5.2 CPC model

Often in the analysis of allometric growth data, such as Jolicoeur & Mosimann (1960) and

Jolicoeur (1963, in Flury, 1988), PCA is performed for several allometric data sets - often

two groups representing males and females. Two separate decompositions into size and

shape components can be performed. Flury (1997) points out that the question

immediately arises whether the corresponding coefficients for males and females differ just

by chance or whether there is a systematic difference. If the difference is purely random

error, a common principal component model (CPC) as defined by Flury (1988) can be

fitted, assuming a common eigenvector matrix for both classes. Since fewer parameters

need to be estimated, this leads to a reduction in the variability of the parameter estimates

and therefore to better predictive power. A wider class of CPC subspace models is defined

by Flury, Nel & Pienaar (1995).
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Definition 8.12: q-dimensional CPC subspace model (Flury, Nel & Pienaar, 1995)

If X I Y = j has a p-variate normal (p, ~j' Lj) distribution with Y indicating one of the two

classes j = 1, 2, then X follows a q-dimensional CPC subspace model if there exists an

orthogonal matrix B = ~I p ... p]
_2 _p

such that

B'LjB is diagonal for j = 1,2(i)

(ii) p' 1.1 = p' 1.1 for h = (q + 1), ... , P
_h -I -h_2

(iii)

The q-dimensional CPC subspace model differs from the DSM( q) of section 4.4 only in

that an orthogonal matrix B is required instead of a non-singular matrix I", The maximum

likelihood estimates are derived in a similar manner with only additional constraints on the

elements of the matrix B to obtain an orthogonal estimate.

The ordinary CPC model defined by Flury (1988) corresponds to the q-dimensional CPC

subspace model assuming only condition (i) in Definition 8.12. The FG-Algorithm

described by Flury (1988) is applied to obtain an initial estimate B for the ordinary CPC

model. Flury (1988) remarks "no canonical order of the columns of B needs be given,

since the rank order of the diagonal elements of the matrices B'L jB = A j is not necessarily

the same for all A]." It is assumed that some order of the components is defined for

referring unambiguously to a 'first' component, a 'second' component, and so on.

Once this initial estimate of B is obtained, the columns are ordered such that the

components satisfying conditions (ii) and (iii) of Definition 8.12 are placed in the final

(p - q) positions. Thereafter the q-dimensional CPC subspace maximum likelihood

estimates are obtained iteratively using this ordered initial estimate ofB.

Flury, et al. (1995) define the likelihood ratio test statistic (g, with dq degrees of freedom)

and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for comparing models and selecting the

optimal model.
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Once the optimal model is selected, a CPC biplot can be constructed similar to a PCA

biplot. Since all the results follow equivalently to those of section 2.3.1 this biplot will not

be discussed in detail. The common orthogonal matrix B replaces the matrix V from

section 2.3.1. Since the rank order of the diagonal elements of the matrices B'LjB = Aj is

not necessarily the same for all Aj, the matrix v, can be replaced by the matrix B, where

the r columns in B, correspond to the largest eigenvalues of a specific class. This means

that the display might not be optimal for each class individually. The quality of display

measure
r

2)';
;;1
p

2)';
;;1

can be calculated for each class separately. If the largest eigenvalues do not correspond to

the columns in the matrix Br, this will be reflected in a low value for the quality of display

for that class.

Although a CPC biplot is constructed in situations with different classes of observations,

this is not a CVA-type biplot but a special type of PCA biplot. Say two classes with male

and female observations are considered. Two separate PCA biplots can be constructed one

for males and one for females. Utilising the 'common' features of the two data sets, the

CPC biplot replaces the two matrices of eigenvectors V for males and females by a

common matrix B. Two 'PCA-type' biplots are therefore be constructed where the

scaffolding is identical for both males and females. Superimposing the CPC biplot

displays for the different classes into one representation needs a little more attention, since

the origin of each separate display is located at that particular class centroid.

8.6 Three-dimensional biplots

Although, usually r = 2 when constructing biplots explicitly in practice, the biplot

methodology developed in Chapter 2 through Chapter 7 holds for general r. The choice

r = 2 leads to the simple representation in two dimensions which has been extensively

illustrated in the thesis. When r > 3 the graphical representation of the biplot becomes
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impossible but, as has been argued, biplot methodology can still be used for discrimination

and classification.

A three-dimensional biplot is obtained by utilising the first r = 3 eigenvectors concerned.

As an example r = 3 was used in the expressions of Section 2.3.1 to obtain a three-

dimensional peA biplot of the iris data set. The output of the S-PLUS function pcabipl

(cf section 8.7.2) was interactively changed to return the resulting output to the user

instead of sending it to the drawbipl (cf section 8.7.1) function. The three-dimensional

biplot displayed in Figure 8.9 was constructed in S-PLUS using the returned output.

The separation of the three classes can be seen clearly in the biplot of Figure 8.9. The

three-dimensional biplot prediction axes are also shown in the biplot and could be used to

read off the values of a sample point. However, an inconvenience property of a three-

dimensional biplot becomes apparent when attempting to predict the values of the original

variables for a sample. Since the display is a three-dimensional representation in two

. dimensions, orthogonal projection onto biplot axes becomes much more difficult than in

the case of two-dimensional biplots. A three-dimensional biplot can thus provide a more

realistic general representation of a data set, or separation between classes in an

appropriate biplot, but there are limitations to its usefulness.

Also shown in Figure 8.9 are the projections of the samples as well as the biplot axes onto

the two-dimensional display space provided by the scaffolding of the first two principal

components. This of course, is nothing else but the peA biplot (two-dimensional) of

Figure 2.7. Therefore, Figure 8.9 is a simultaneous display of the three-dimensional and

the two-dimensional peA biplots of the iris data set. In order to gain more insight in the

separation or overlapping of classes the three-dimensional samples and biplot axes could

also be projected onto the two-dimensional scaffolding provided by the first and the third

principal component axes or the second and third principal component axes.

A different type of three-dimensional biplot is discussed by Gower (1990). This type of

biplot provides a diagnostic tool for two-way tables when investigating bilinear models

with additive terms for row and column effects and at least one multiplicative term.
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Figure 8.9: Three-dimensional peA biplot of the iris data set.

8.7 S-PLUS programming

In this section help files are provided for the S-PLUS functions and programmes developed

for applying the biplot methodology described in the thesis. Section 8.7.1 is devoted to the

following utility functions that were written to be called by one of the main programmes of

section 8.7.2.
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(i) indmat

(ii) drawbipl

(iii) blegend

(iv) Pythagoras. dist

(v) Mahalanobis. dist

(vi) Manhattan. dist

(vii) Clark.dist

(viii) Pythagoras. dist.D 12

(ix) Mahalanobis.dist.D12

(x) Manhattan.dist.D12

(xi) Clark.dist.D12

(xii) near. Pythagoras

(xiii) near.Mahalanobis

(xiv) near.Mahalanobis. Sk

(xv) near.QDA

(xvi) near.Pythagoras.pcurve

(xvii) near.Mahalanobis.pcurve

(xviii) near. Mahalanobis .Sk.pcurve

(xix) near.QDA.pcurve

(xx) derivat

(xxi) lmfda

(xxii) marsfda

(xxiii) brutofda

In section 8.7.2 the following main programmes for producing the biplots introduced in the

thesis as well as the different classifications and classification regions are discussed by

means of accompanying help files:

(i) pcabipl

(ii) cvabip/

(iii) nlnbipl

(iv) genbipl
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(v) biplot. class

(vi) fg

(vii) dsmj

(viii) merge.aic

(ix) pc

(x) class.pc

(xi) biplot. class.pc

(xii) pcaboot

(xiii) cvaboot

(xiv) pcabiplr

(xv) cvabiplr

8.7.1 Utility functions

All the biplot functions require the class membership in the form of an indicator matrix.

The indmat function is a useful function to convert a vector of class names to an indicator

matrix.

DESCRIPTION

Constructs an indicator matrix corresponding to a vector of class names.

USAGE
indmat(class.vec)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

class. vee vector of class names.

VALUE

matrix with a one in the (ij)-th position if the i-th element of class. vee
corresponds to the j-th column and zero otherwise.

EXAMPLES
iris.lndicator.mat <- indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50),

rep ("Versicolor", 50), rep ("Virginica", 50)))
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The drawbipl function is underlying the preparation of the biplot displays as it is called by

all the biplot functions to construct the biplot on the graph sheet. It is not designed as a

stand-alone function, but should always be used together with a biplot function performing

the necessary calculations for constructing the biplot.

drawbipl Constr4cts a biplot on a graph sheet

DESCRIPTION

Uses the output of a biplot function to construct the biplot on a graph sheet.

USAGE
drawbipl(Z, z.axes, z.axes.names=NULL, ax=NULL, Z2=NULL,

pcurves=NULL, label=T, markers=T, Title=NULL)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

z matrix constructed in a biplot function. The number of rows equals the number of
sample points. The first two columns contain the co-ordinates in terms of the biplot
scaffolding. Additional columns can be added to specify plotting options.
3rd column: plotting character (pch=15)
4th column: plotting colour (col=1)
5th column: size of plotting character (cex = 0.7).
If Z has fewer than five columns, these columns are added automatically with the
default values specified in brackets.

z. axes a list with length equal to the number of variables. Each element of the list
(corresponding to a variable) is a four-column matrix. The first two columns
contain the co-ordinates of the biplot axis in terms of the biplot scaffolding. The
third column contains the corresponding values of the original variable. The fourth
column is an indicator column with the value one if a marker should be plotted on
the axis and zero for the values between markers.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

z . axes. names a vector of length p containing the labelling of the biplot axes.
ax a vector oflogical values oflength equal to the number of variables. If the i-th

position is TRUEthe biplot axis for the i-th variable will be displayed in the biplot.
Alternatively the numbers of the axes to be plotted can be specified in ax. Ifax is
not specified, no axes will be shown.

Z2 a matrix similar to z. This matrix is constructed by the biplot classification
functions and the generalised biplot function for filling the classification or
prediction regions. It is necessary to specify Z2 separately to avoid S-PLUS
creating a blank margin around the plot.

pcurves a list of matrices like Zwith the first two columns containing the co-ordinates of the
principal curves to be plotted and the third column the plotting colour.

label if TRUEthe samples plotted in the biplot will be labelled.
markers if TRUEthe markers will be displayed on the biplot axes. This options allows for

turning off the markers (and their labels) if the biplot is very cluttered. Setting
markers to FALSEwill result in only the smallest and largest two markers being
displayed on each axis.

Title a text string for the biplot title.
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VALUE

none.

SIDE EFFECTS
A biplot is constructed on a graph sheet.

SEE ALSO
pcabipl, cvabipl, nlnbipl, genbipl, biplot.class

EXAMPLES

This function is used solely as a utility function by other biplot functions for
plotting purposes and will typically never be called by the user. A call from within
a biplot function after the necessary calculations have been performed to construct Z
and z.axes will be made as follows:

drawbipl (Z, z.axes, z.axes.names=dimnames(X) [[2]], ax=l:p),
Z2=NULL, label=T, markers=T, Title="Biplot")

Like the drawbipl function, the blegend function is not designed as a stand-alone function,

but as an add-on for the biplot functions to facilitate the identification of the classes in the

biplot. The function could be called directly, but it has little value in this sense.

DESCRIPTION

A legend is constructed to accompany a biplot.

USAGE
blegend(classes, colours)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

classes a vector of class names used as descriptors in the legend.
colours a vector of integers representing the colours used to indicate the different classes.

VALUE

none.

SIDE EFFECTS

A graph sheet is created with the legend to accompany a biplot.
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DETAILS

In the discrimination and classification context different classes of observations are
denoted with different colours by the biplot functions. The blegend function
creates a legend to accompany the biplot for identification of the classes.

SEE ALSO
pcabipl, cvabipl, nlnbipl, genbipl, biplot.class

EXAMPLES
blegend (c("Setosa", "Versicolor", "Virginica"), c(8,4,6))

The following group of functions was written to calculate distance matrices for the various

distance metrics applied. Each function has an argument X: n x p that represents the p

measurements on the n samples. The output of the function is an n x n squared distance

matrix where the (ij)-th element is the squared distance calculated between the i-th and j-th

samples (rows) ofX.

Pythagoras.dist Pythagorean distance matrix

DESCRIPTION

Calculates an nxn squared distance matrix where the (ij)-th element is the squared
Pythagorean distance between the i-th andj-th samples.

USAGE
Pythagoras.dist(X)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

x nxp matrix with the p measurements on n samples.

VALUE

nxn squared distance matrix.

EXAMPLES
Dmat <- Pythagoras.dist(iris["ll)
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DESCRIPTION

Calculates an nxn squared distance matrix where the (ij)-th element is the squared
Mahalanobis distance between the i-th and j-th samples.

USAGE
Mahalanobis.dist(X, S.inv)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp matrix with the p measurements on n samples.
s. inv pxp matrix, usually the inverse of the estimated covariance matrix or the within

class covariance matrix associated with the classes of observations in x.

VALUE

nxn squared distance matrix.

DETAILS

Mahalanobis. dist uses the function Pythagoras. dist and can therefore not
replace Pythagoras. dist where S. inv is the identity matrix.

EXAMPLES
Dmat <- Mahalanobis.dist(iris["l), solve(var(iris["l))))

M'aAtlaftan distanc'e matrix
,,", ,

DESCRIPTION

Calculates an nxn distance matrix where the (ij)-th element is the Manhattan
distance or the square of the squareroot-Manhattan distance between the i-th and
j-th samples.

USAGE
Manhattan.dist(X)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

x nxp matrix with the p measurements on n samples.

VALUE

nxn distance matrix.

EXAMPLES
# distance matrix with (ij)-th element the square of the

squareroot-Manhattan distance
Dmat <- Manhattan.dist(iris["l))

# distance matrix with (ij)-th element the square of the
Manhattan distance

Dmat2 <- (Manhattan.dist(iris["l)) )A2
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Distance matrix based on Clark's distance

DESCRIPTION

Calculates an nxn squared distance matrix where the (ij)-th element is the square of
the Clark's distance between the i-th andj-th samples.

USAGE
Clark.dist(X)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

x nxp matrix with the p measurements on n samples.

VALUE

nxn squared distance matrix.

REFERENCES

Section 2.5
Gower, J. C. and Ngouenet, R. F. 1999. Prediction with nonlinear biplots. In
press.

EXAMPLES
Dmat <- Clark.dist(iris["l))

A related group of functions used for calculating the inter-sample distances between the

samples in one set Xj: ni x P and another set X2: n2 x P is described next. Each function has

arguments X, and X2 that represent the p measurements on the samples. The output of the

function is an n. x n2 squared distance matrix where the (ij)-th element is the squared

distance calculated between the i-th sample in X, and the j-th sample in X2.

DESCRIPTION

Calculates an n, xn, squared distance matrix where the (ij)-th element is the squared
Pythagorean distance between the i-th sample in Xl and the j-th sample in X2.

USAGE
Pythagoras.dist.D12(Xl, X2)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

Xl n.xp matrix with the p measurements on n, samples.
X2 n-xp matrix with the p measurements on another n2 samples.
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VALUE

n, xn, squared distance matrix.

EXAMPLES
Dmat <- Pythagoras.dist.D12(iris[,,1], iris[,,2])

Mahalanobis distance matrix for 2 sets
ofsam_ples

DESCRIPTION

Calculates an n.xn, squared distance matrix where the (ij)-th element is the squared
Mahalanobis distance between the i-th sample in Xl and the j-th sample in X2.

USAGE
Mahalanobis.dist.D12(X1, X2, S.inv)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

Xl n.xp matrix with the p measurements on n, samples.
X2 n-xp matrix with the p measurements on another n2 samples.

S.inv pxp matrix, usually the inverse of the estimated covariance matrix or the within
class covariance matrix associated with the classes of observations in Xl, X2 or
both.

VALUE

n.xn, squared distance matrix.

DETAILS

Mahalanobis. dist. D12 uses the function Pythagoras. dist. D12 and can
therefore not replace Pythagoras. dist. D12 where S. inv is the identity matrix.

EXAMPLES
Dmat <- Mahalanobis.dist.D12(iris[,,1], iris[,,2],

solve(var(rbind(iris[,,1],iris[,,2]))) )

Manhattan distaAee,matfiK:f6 ...·2s'el;,6f
··s!.~ples·~

DESCRIPTION

Calculates an n.xn, distance matrix where the (ij)-th element is the Manhattan
distance or the square of the squareroot-Manhattan distance between the i-th
sample in Xl and the j-th sample in X2.

USAGE
Manhattan.dist.D12 (Xl, X2)
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REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

Xl n.xp matrix with the p measurements on n, samples.
X2 n-xp matrix with the p measurements on another n2 samples.

VALUE

n.xn, distance matrix.

EXAMPLES
# distance matrix with (ij)-th element the square of the

squareroot-Manhattan distance
Dmat <- Manhattan.dist.D12(iris["l), iris[,,2))

# distance matrix with (ij)-th element the square of the
Manhattan distance

Dmat2 <- (Manhattan.dist.D12(iris[, ,1)), iris[,,2) )A2

DESCRIPTION

Calculates an n.xn, squared distance matrix where the (ij)-th element is the square
of Clark's distance between the i-th sample in Xl and the j-th sample in X2.

USAGE
Clark.dist.D12(X1, X2)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

Xl n.xp matrix with the p measurements on n, samples.
X2 n-xp matrix with the p measurements on another n2 samples.

VALUE

n.xn, squared distance matrix.

EXAMPLES
Dmat <- Clark.dist.D12(iris["l), iris[,,2))

For classification it is necessary to calculate which class mean is nearest to a sample value.

The following group of functions does this for different distance measures. A further four

functions calculate the equivalent 'distances' to class principal curves instead of class

means.
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Pythagorean distance proximity
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DESCRIPTION

Calculates which of the rows in the matrix rnat is nearest in terms of Pythagorean
distance to each of the rows ofx.

USAGE
near. Pythagoras (X, mat)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp matrix with the p measurements on n samples.
mat Jxp matrix with the p measurements of the 'objects' to which the distances are

calculated.

VALUE

a vector where the i-th element contains the row number of mat that corresponds to
the row nearest to the i-th row ofx.

EXAMPLES
# calculate the matrix of class means for the iris data
means <- rbind (apply(iris[,,1],2,mean),

apply(iris[,,2],2,mean), apply(iris[,,3],2,mean))
# nearvec is a vector indicating which class mean is nearest

to each of the observations in iris["l]
nearvec <- near.Pythagoras(iris["l], means)

DESCRIPTION

Calculates which of the rows in the matrix rnat is nearest in terms of Mahalanobis
distance to each of the rows ofx.

USAGE
near.Mahalanobis (X, mat, S)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp matrix with the p measurements on n samples.
mat Jxp matrix with the p measurements of the 'objects' to which the distances are

calculated.
s pxp matrix of which the inverse is used in the calculation of the Mahalanobis

distances.

VALUE

a vector where the i-th element contains the row number of mat that corresponds to
the row nearest to the i-th row of x.

EXAMPLES
# calculate the matrix of class means for the iris data
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means <- rbind (apply(iris["l),2,mean),
apply(iris[,,2),2,mean), apply(iris[,,3),2,mean))

# nearvec is a vector indicating which class mean is nearest
to each of the observations in iris["l)

nearvec <- near.Mahalanobis(iris["l), means,
var (rbind(iris [,,1), iris [,,2), iris [,,3))))

near.Mahalanobis.Sk Within class Mahalanobis distance
proximity

DESCRIPTION

Calculates which of the rows in the matrix rna t is nearest in terms of the within
class Mahalanobis distance to each of the rows ofx.

USAGE
near.Mahalanobis.Sk (X, mat, Sk)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

x nxp matrix with the p measurements on n samples.
mat Jxp matrix with the p measurements of the 'objects' to which the distances are

calculated.
Sk list oflength J. Thej-th element is a pxp matrix of which the inverse is used in the

calculation of the Mahalanobis distances to the j-th row of mat.

VALUE

a vector where the i-th element contains the row number of mat that corresponds to
the row nearest to the i-th row of x.

EXAMPLES
# calculate the matrix of class means for the iris data
means <- rbind (apply(iris["l),2,mean),

apply(iris[,,2),2,mean), apply(iris[,,3),2,mean))
# nearvec is a vector indicating which class mean is nearest

to each of the observations in iris["l)
nearvec <- near.Mahalanobis.Sk(iris["l), means,

list (var (iris [,,1)), var (iris [,,2)), var (iris [,,3))))

DESCRIPTION

Calculates which of the rows in the matrix rna t is nearest in terms of Pythagorean
distance to each of the rows of a list of matrices X.

USAGE
near.QDA (X.list, mat)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X.list list of length J ofnxp matrices each with p measurements on n samples.
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mat Jxp matrix with the p measurements of the 'objects' to which the distances are
calculated.

VALUE

a vector where the i-th element, say h, contains the row number of mat that
corresponds to the row nearest to the i-th row of the h-th element in X .list.

EXAMPLES
# calculate the matrix of class means for the iris data
means <- rbind (apply(iris[,,1],2,mean),

apply(iris[,,2],2,mean), apply(iris[,,3],2,mean))
# nearvec is a vector indicating which class mean is nearest

to each of the observations in the iris data set
nearvec <- near.QDA(list (iris["l], iris[, ,2], iris[,,3]),

means)

near. Pythagoras. pcurve Rythagorean distance proximity to
principal curve,

DESCRIPTION

Calculates which of the principal curves is nearest in terms of Pythagorean distance
to each of the rows ofx.

USAGE
near.Pythagoras.pcurve (XX, pcurve.classes)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

xx nxp matrix with the p measurements on n samples.
pcurve.classes output of the function class. pc.

VALUE

a vector where the i-th element contains the number of the class that corresponds to
the principal curve nearest to the i-th row of xx.

EXAMPLES
# fits a set of principal curves to the iris data
pcurve.fit <- r'bi.ndt i ri s l i v Ll , iris[,,2], iris[,,3]),

indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep ("Virginica", 50))))

# nearvec is a vector indicating which principal curve is
nearest to each of the observations in iris["l]

nearvec <- near.Pythagoras.pcurve(iris["l], pcurve.fit)
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near. MaialfLnelPis.pourve ~ ..~bala~qt>~sd.istince proximity to
. principal curves

DESCRIPTION

Calculates which of the principal curves is nearest in terms of Mahalanobis distance
to each of the rows ofx.

USAGE
near.Mahalanobis.pcurve (XX, pcurve.classes, S.inv)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

xx nxp matrix with the p measurements on n samples.
pcurve.classes output of the function class. pc.

S . inv pxp matrix, usually the inverse of the estimated covariance matrix or the within
class covariance matrix associated with the classes of observations in x.

VALUE

a vector where the i-th element contains the number of the class that corresponds to
the principal curve nearest to the i-th row of xx.

EXAMPLES
# fits a set of principal curves to the iris data
pcurve.fit <- rb i nc t i ri s Lv L}, iris[,,2), iris[,,3)),

indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep ("Virginica", 50))))

# nearvec is a vector indicating which principal curve is
nearest to each of the observations in iris["l)

nearvec <- near.Mahalanobis.pcurve(iris["l), pcurve.fit,
var (rbind(iris [,,1), iris [,,2), iris [,,3))))

near. Mahalanobis . Sk.pourve Within class Mahalanobis
dlstance proximity .to principal
curves

DESCRIPTION

Calculates which of the principal curves is nearest in terms of the within class
Mahalanobis distance to each of the rows ofx.

USAGE
near.Mahalanobis.Sk.pcurve (XX, pcurve.classes, Sk)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

xx nxp matrix with the p measurements on n samples.
pcurve.classes OUtputof the function class. pc.

S k list of length J. The j -th element is a pxp matrix of which the inverse is used in
calculating the Mahalanobis distances to the j-th row of mat.
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VALUE

a vector where the i-th element contains the number of the class that corresponds to
the principal curve nearest to the i-th row of xx.

EXAMPLES
# fits a set of principal curves to the iris data
pcurve.fit <- rbi.ndt i ri.s j s v L] , iris[,,2], iris[,,3)),

indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep("Virginica", 50))))

# nearvec is a vector indicating which principal curve is
nearest to each of the observations in iris["l]

nearvec <- near.Mahalanobis.Sk.pcurve(iris["l], pcurve.fit,
list (var (iris [,,1)), var (iris [,,2]), var (iris [,,3))))

near.QDA.pcurve QDA biplot proximity to principal curves

DESCRIPTION

Calculates which of the principal curves is nearest in terms of Pythagorean distance
to each of the rows of a list of matrices x.

USAGE
near.QDA.pcurve (XX, pcurve.classes)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

XX list of length J of nxp matrices each with p measurements on n samples.
pcurve.classes output of the function class. pc.

VALUE

a vector where the i-th element, say h, contains the number of the class that
corresponds to the principal curve nearest to the i-th row of the h-th element in xx.

EXAMPLES
# fits a set of principal curves to the iris data
pcurve.fit <- rbind(iris["l), iris[,,2], iris[,,3]),

indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep("Virginica", 50))))

# nearvec is a vector indicating which principal curve is
nearest to each of the observations in the iris data set

nearvec <- near.QDA.pcurve(list (iris["l], iris[,,2],
iris[,,3]), pcurve.fit)

DESCRIPTION

Calculates partial derivatives of specified distance functions.

USAGE
derivat(x.vec, rou, dist.roetric)
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REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

x. vec vector of values where the derivative function is evaluated.
mu value at which the derivative is evaluated.

dist. metric a character string to select the distance metric. Possible values are:
"sqrt .manhattan", "Pythagoras", and "Clark".

VALUE

vector of derivatives evaluated for x. vee at mu.

EXAMPLES

This function is used solely as a utility function by the non-linear biplot function for
calculating the necessary derivatives for prediction biplot axes and will typically
never be called by the user. A call from within the non-linear biplot function after
the necessary calculations have been performed for Xmat and mu will be made as
follows:

dfdmu <- derivat(Xmat[, j], mu, dist.metrie)

In the fitting of an FDA model, vanous non-parametric regression procedures can be

applied. Application of linear regression, instead of non-parametric regression can also be

performed which will result in an LDA model. The following three functions were written

to fit FDA with linear or polynomial regression (lmfda), MARS (marsfda) and BRUTO

(brutofda). The user can specify any other regression-type function which accepts as first

argument an S-PLUS formula and returns a list containing the fitted values in a field

named fitted.

DESCRIPTION

Fits a polynomial regression model.

USAGE
lmfda(formula=formula(data), ... )

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

formula of the form y-x describing the response and the predictors. The formula can be
more complicated, such as y -Loq (x) +z etc (type ?formula for more details). The
response should be a factor or category representing the response variable, or any
vector that can be coerced to such (e.g. a logical variable).

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

all other arguments to be sent to the mda function polyreg.
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VALUE

list representing the polynomial regression fit, containing the essential ingredients
for its predict method as returned by polyreg.

DETAILS

This function is a 'wrapper' for the polyreg mda-function, accepting a formula
argument instead of separate response and predictor matrices.

REFERENCES

Section 3.3.5
Hastie, T. and Tibshirani, R. J. 1998. MDA functions library. Available at
http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/statlib.

SEE ALSO
polyreg, 1m

EXAMPLES
lmfda (indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep ("Versicolor", 50),

rep("Virginica", 50))) - rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2],
iris[,,3)))

iate ada~t.it.~regressio~;:~F'UneS
_. ", ,', ',;;;~;_.,..~,,,,,.'~;;;$;',::::' • o. . "::"~-";<:-""/"' __'»;;;:::' .

DESCRIPTION

Fits a MARS model.

USAGE
marsfda (formula=formula (data) , ... )

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

formula of the form y-x describing the response and the predictors. The formula can be
more complicated, such as y -Toq (x) +z etc (type ?formula for more details). The
response should be a factor or category representing the response variable, or any
vector that can be coerced to such (e.g. a logical variable).

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

all other arguments to be sent to the mda function mars.

VALUE

list representing the MARS regression fit, containing the essential ingredients for its
predict method as returned by mars.

DETAILS

This function is a 'wrapper' for the mea-function mars, accepting a formula
argument instead of separate response and predictor matrices.

http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/statlib.
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REFERENCES

Section 4.3.3
Hastie, T. and Tibshirani, R. J. 1998. MDA functions library. Available at
http://lib.stat.cmu.eduistatlib.

SEE ALSO
mars

EXAMPLES
marsfda (indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),

rep("Virginica", 50))) - rbind(iris["l), iris[,,2),
iris[,,3)))

DESCRIPTION

Fits a BRUTO model.

USAGE
brutofda(formula=formula(data), ... )

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

formula of the form y-x describing the response and the predictors. The formula can be
more complicated, such as y+Loq (x) +z etc (type ?formula for more details). The
response should be a factor or category representing the response variable, or any
vector that can be coerced to such (e.g. a logical variable).

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

all other arguments to be sent to the mda function bruto.

VALUE

list representing the BRUTO regression fit, containing the essential ingredients for
its predict method as returned by bruto.

DETAILS

This function is a 'wrapper' for the mda-function bruto, accepting a formula
argument instead of separate response and predictor matrices.

REFERENCES

Section 4.3.3
Hastie, T. and Tibshirani, R. J. 1998. MDA functions library. Available at
http://lib.stat.cmu.eduistatlib.

SEE ALSO
bruto

http://lib.stat.cmu.eduistatlib.
http://lib.stat.cmu.eduistatlib.
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EXAMPLES
brutofda (indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep ("Versicolor", 50),

rep("Virginica", 50))) - rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2],
iris[,,3]))

8.7.2 Main programmes

The first four functions, pcabipl, cvabipl, nlnbipl, genbipl, discussed in this section, were

developed to construct the different types of biplots discussed primarily in Chapter 2. The

four types, viz., the PCA biplot, CVA biplot, non-linear biplot and generalised biplot have

been discussed extensively and therefore the help files provided here are largely self

explanatory.

peA biplot

DESCRIPTION

Constructs a PCA biplot of a data set.
USAGE

pcabipl(X, Y=NULL, X.new=NULL, label=T, markers=T,
Title=NULL)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

x nxp data matrix.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

y an indicator matrix with (ij)-th element equal to one if the i-th sample belongs to
class j and zero otherwise.

x. new a matrix with the same number of columns as X, containing (new) observations to
be interpolated.

label if TRUE the samples plotted in the biplot will be labelled.
markers if TRUE the markers will be displayed on the biplot axes. This option allows for

turning off the markers (and their labels) if the biplot is very cluttered. Setting
markers to FALSE will result in only the smallest and largest two markers being
displayed on each axis.

Tit 1e a text string for the biplot title.

VALUE

list representing the principal component analysis:
quality the quality of the PCA display as discussed in section 2.3.1.3.

adequacy a vector containing the adequacy of the representation of the variables in the PCA
display as discussed in section 2.3.1.3.

SIDE EFFECTS

A PCA biplot is constructed on a graph sheet.
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DETAILS

The PCA biplot constructed by this function differs from the traditional biplot of
Gabriel (1971) and is based on the philosophy of Gower & Hand (1996) as
discussed extensively in section 2.3.1. As indicated in section 2.3.1.2 the prediction
biplot axes that are used to read off values are shown in the biplot. These prediction
axes cannot be used for interpolation, therefore, a new sample has to be interpolated
by specifying the values in the matrix x. new.

REFERENCES

Section 2.3.1.
Gower, J.e. and Hand, D.J. 1996. Biplots. London: Chapman & Hall.

SEE ALSO
cvabipl, nlnbipl, genbipl

EXAMPLES
pcabipl (rbind(iris [,,1), iris [,,2), iris [,,3)),

incimat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versico1or", 50),
rep("Virginica", 50))))

E:Vlabipl eVA biplet

DESCRIPTION

Constructs a CVA biplot of a data set.

USAGE
cvabipl(X, Y, X.new=NULL, label=T, markers=T, Title=NULL)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

x nxp data matrix.
y an indicator matrix with (ij)-th element equal to one if the i-th sample belongs to

class j and zero otherwise.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

X. new a matrix with the same number of columns as X, containing (new) observations to
be interpolated.

label if TRUE the class means plotted in the biplot will be labelled.
markers if TRUE the markers will be displayed on the biplot axes. This option allows for

turning off the markers (and their labels) if the biplot is very cluttered. Setting
markers to FALSE will result in only the smallest and largest two markers being
displayed on each axis.

Title a text string for the biplot title.

VALUE

list representing the canonical variate analysis:
quality the quality of the CVA display as discussed in section 3.4.1.1.

discrim.quality the quality of discrimination in the CVA display as discussed in 3.4.1.1.
adequacy a vector containing the adequacy of the representation of the variables in the CVA

display as discussed in section 3.4.1.1.
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SIDE EFFECTS

A CVA biplot is constructed on a graph sheet.

DETAILS
The CVA biplot constructed by this function has been extensively discussed in
section 2.4. The biplot axes constructed in this biplot are prediction biplot axes that
are used to read off values of samples shown in the biplot. These prediction axes
cannot be used for interpolation, therefore, a new sample has to be interpolated by
specifying the values in the matrix x. new.

REFERENCES

Section 2.4.
Gower, J.C. and Hand, D.J. 1996. Biplots. London: Chapman & Hall.

SEE ALSO
pcabipl, nlnbipl, genbipl

EXAMPLES
cvabipl (rbind(iris [,,1], iris [,,2], iris [,,3]),

incirnat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep("Virginica", 50))))

DESCRIPTION

Constructs a non-linear biplot of a data set.
USAGE

nlnbipl(X, Y=NULL, X.new=NULL, dist.metric="sqrt.manhattan",
label=T, markers=T, Title=NULL)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp data matrix.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

y an indicator matrix with (ij)-th element equal to one if the i-th sample belongs to
class j and zero otherwise.

x. new a matrix with the same number of columns as X, containing (new) observations to
be interpolated.

dist.metric a character string to select the distance metric. Possible values are :
"sqrt .manhattan", "Pythagoras", and "Clark".

1abe1 if TRUE the samples plotted in the biplot will be labelled.
markers if TRUE the markers will be displayed on the biplot axes. This option allows for

turning off the markers (and their labels) if the biplot is very cluttered. Setting
markers to FALSE will result in only the smallest and largest two markers being
displayed on each axis.

Title a text string for the biplot title.
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VALUE

the quality of the non-linear biplot display as discussed in section 2.5.3.

SIDE EFFECTS

A non-linear biplot is constructed on a graph sheet and the vector containing the
adequacy of the representation of the variables and its corresponding standard
deviations as discussed in section 2.5.3 are written to the output window.

DETAILS

The non-linear biplot constructed by this function has been extensively discussed in
section 2.5. The prediction biplot axes are constructed to read off values of samples
shown in the biplot. These prediction axes cannot be used for interpolation,
therefore, a new sample has to be interpolated by specifying the values in the matrix
X.new.

REFERENCES

Section 2.5.
Gower, J.C. and Hand, D.J. 1996. Biplots. London: Chapman & Hall.

SEE ALSO
pcabipl, cvabipl, genbipl, Pythagoras.dist,

Pythagoras.dist.D12, Manhattan.dist, Manhattan.dist.D12,
Clark.dist, Clark.dist.D12, derivat

EXAMPLES
nlnbipl (rbind(iris["l), iris[,,2), iris[,,3)),

incimat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep ("Virginica", 50))))

DESCRIPTION

Constructs a generalised biplot of a data set.
USAGE

genbipl(Xl=NULL, X2=NULL, Y=NULL,Xl.new=NULL, X2.new=NULL,
dist.metric="Pythagoras", dist.metric2="EMC", label=T,
sample.label=F, markers=T, show.regions=T, regions.n=5,
Ti tle=NULL)

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

Xl nXPI data matrix with the values of the n observations for the PI continuous
variables. Must be specified if X2 is not specified.

X2 nxp, matrix or data frame with the category levels of the n observations for the P2
categorical variables. Must be specified if Xl is not specified.

y an indicator matrix with (ij)-th element equal to one if the i-th sample belongs to
class j and zero otherwise.

Xl. new a matrix with the same number of columns as Xl, containing the (new) continuous
observations to be interpolated.

X2 . new a matrix or dataframe with the same number of columns as X2, containing the
category levels of the (new) categorical observations to be interpolated.
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dist. metric a character string to select the distance metric for the continuous variables. Possible
values are : "Pythagoras" and "sqrt.manhattan".

dist. metric2 a character string to select the distance metric for the categorical variables.
Currently the only possible value is "EMC".

label if FALSE no labels will be plotted for the sample points or CLP's. If TRUE the
samples will only be labelled if sample .label is also TRUE, otherwise only the
CLP's will be labelled.

sample. label if TRUE the samples plotted in the biplot will be labelled if label is TRUE.

markers if TRUE the markers will be displayed on the biplot axes. This option allows for
turning off the markers (and their labels) if the biplot is very cluttered. Setting
markers to FALSE will result in only the smallest and largest two markers being
displayed on each axis.

show. regions if TRUE the prediction regions corresponding to the CLP's for each of the
categorical variables are indicated on a separate generalised biplot.

regions. n an integer denoting the number of grid points used for the construction of the
prediction regions.

Title a text string for the biplot title.

VALUE

list representing the generalised biplot components:
quality the quality of the generalised biplot display as discussed in section 2.6.5.

adequacy a two row matrix with the adequacy of representation of each of the variables (cf
section 2.6.5) in the first row and the corresponding standard deviations in the
second.

Umat a matrix with n rows representing the full generalised biplot ordination of the
samples. The matrix should have dimensions nx(n-l), but columns of zero values
corresponding to zero eigenvalues of the PCO are excluded.

bas ic. points a list with each component corresponding to one categorical variable. Each
component is a matrix of the same size as Umat, containing the basic points of the
categorical variable represented in the corresponding column of xz.

CLP.list a list with each component corresponding to one categorical variable. Each
component is a matrix with the same number of columns as Umat, containing the
co-ordinates of the CLP's of the categorical variable represented in the
corresponding column of xz.

SIDE EFFECTS

A generalised biplot is constructed on a graph sheet.

DETAILS

The generalised biplot constructed by this function has been extensively discussed
in section 2.6. This function does not allow biplot axes for continuous data. If
biplot axes are required when only continuous data are given, consider using the
functions pcabipl, cvabipl, nlnbipl.

REFERENCES

Section 2.6.
Gower, lC. and Hand, D.J. 1996. Biplots. London: Chapman & Hall.
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SEE ALSO
pcabipl, cvabipl, nlnbipl, Pythagoras.dist,

Pythagoras.dist.D12, Manhattan.dist, Manhattan.dist.D12,
Clark.dist, Clark.dist.D12, near. Pythagoras

EXAMPLES
genbipl (Xl = rbind(iris[,c(l,3),l], iris[,c(l,3),2],

iris[,c(l,3),3]), X2 = round(rbind(iris[,c(2,4),l],
iris[,c(2,4),2], iris[,c(2,4),3])),
incirnat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep ("Virginica", 50))))

The function biplot.class is the primary function for applying biplot methodology in

discriminant analysis. It encompasses a large number of arguments enabling the user to

use a wide variety of distance metrics and / or to fine tune the analysis and output

according to the requirements of the problem at hand.

bipl.ot..olass in~tionan~classification with biplots

DESCRIPTION
Constructs a non-linear biplot for discrimination and classification.

USAGE
biplot.class(X, Y, X.new=NULL, dist.metric="Pythagoras",

nearest.dist="Pythagoras", dimension=2, show.biplot=T,
show.new=F, show.regions=F, regions.n=50,
FDA.method=marsfda, contrast.type=contr.helmert,
FDA.contrasts=T, gamma=NULL, PCA.class=F, one.colour=F,
label=T, Title=NULL, ...)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

x nxp data matrix.
y an indicator matrix with (ij)-th element equal to one if the i-th sample belongs to

class j and zero otherwise.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

x.new a matrix with the same number of columns as X,containing (new) observations to
be classified. If no x. new is specified the observations in X will be classified
according to the biplot classification - this can be used for calculating the apparent
(resubstitution) error rate.

dist .metric a character string to select the distance metric determining the type of discriminant
analysis biplot to be used. Possible values are: "Pythagoras", "Mahalanobis",
"QDA", "FDA", "DSM" and "DSM.QDA".

nearest.dist a character string to select the type of classification. Possible values are:
"Pythagoras", "Mahalanobis" and "Mahalanobis.Sk".

dimension an integer specifying the number of dimensions to be used in the discriminant
analysis.

show.biplot if TRUE a biplot is constructed on a graph sheet. If dimens ion is larger than 2 and
show. regions is set to FALSE, show. biplot will default to FALSE.
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show. new if TRUEthe (new) samples interpolated for classification are displayed in the biplot.
If show. biplot is set to FALSE, show. new will default to FALSE.

show. regions if TRUEthe classification regions are shown in the biplot. If dimension is set to 2
the classification regions will correspond to the nearest class means according to the
distance metric specified in nearest. dist. If dimension is larger than 2 the
classification regions in the biplot are the approximated representation of the multi-
dimensional regions.

regions. n an integer denoting the number of grid points used for the construction of the
classification regions.

FDA.method function specifying the (non-parametric) regression function to be used if
dist .metric is set to "FDA". Possible values are: marsfda, brutofda and
lmfda. Any other function specified by the user which operates on the model
formula: function. name (Y-X, ... ) may also be used.

contrast. type function specifying the contrast function used for initialisation if the
dist .metric is set to "FDA". Possible values are the S-PLUS contrast functions
such as contr. helmert or a function defined by the user. Care should be taken
when using some of the S-PLUS contrast functions, since the result is not always a
true contrast matrix, but a matrix of full column rank. See also the
FDA. contrasts argument. (For example, even if FDA.contrasts is TRUEthe
S-PLUS function contr.treatment does not return a contrast matrix, but an identity
matrix excluding the last column. This will lead to failure of FDA.)

FDA.contrasts if TRUEcontrasts are computed, if FALSE dummy variables are returned. This
argument is passed to the contrast function specified in contrast. type.

gamma matrix specifying the Fj-matrix if the dist.metric is set to "DSM" or "DSM.QDA".
rex. class if TRUEa PCA biplot of the observations in x. new (or X if x . new is unspecified)

will be constructed on a graph sheet, colouring the observations according to their
classification.

one. colour if TRUEthe class membership of observations is denoted by the shape of the
plotting character and all observations will be plotted in the default colour (black).

label if TRUEthe samples plotted in the biplot will be labelled.
Title a text string for the biplot title.

any additional arguments of the function specified in FDA.method if
dist. metric is set to "FDA".

VALUE

list representing the biplot discriminant analysis:
dimension an integer specifying the number of dimensions used in the discriminant analysis

class vector of class names representing the classification of the samples in x. new (or X
if X • new is not specified).

FDA.method. resul t the output of the function specified in FDA.method if dist. metric is
set to "FDA".

SIDE EFFECTS

If show. biplot is TRUE a discriminant analysis biplot is constructed on a graph
sheet. If PCA. cia s s is TRUEa PCA biplot is constructed on a graph sheet.

DETAILS

Applying biplots in discriminant analysis and classification have been extensively
discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Table 5.1 provides a summary of all the
possible forms ofbiplots and classifications that can be obtained.
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REFERENCES

Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Table 5.1.

SEE ALSO
pcabipl, cvabipl, nlnbipl, genbipl, Pythagoras.dist,

Pythagoras.dist.D12, Mahalanobis.dist,
Mahalanobis.dist.D12, near. Pythagoras, near.Mahalanobis,
near.Mahalanobis.Sk, marsfda, brutofda, lmfda,
contr.helmert

EXAMPLES
# creates a eVA biplot and performs LDA classification
biplot.class (rbind(iris["l), iris[,,2), iris[,,3)),

indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep ("Virginica", 50))), dist.metric="Mahalanobis")

The following functions fg, dsmj and merge.aic perform related functions needed in the

discriminant analysis.

£g FG-algorithm

The function fg is a translation of a GAUSS function provided by Flury, Nel & Pienaar

(1994) to implement the FG-algorithm of Flury & Gautschi (1986).

DESCRIPTION

Applies the FG-algorithm of Flury & Gautschi (1986).

USAGE
fg(A.mat, n.vec)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

A. rna t a list containing the matrices to be simultaneously diagonalised
n. vee a vector of weights used in the fitting criterion <1>.

VALUE

list representing the FG-algorithm fit:
B orthogonal matrix which brings the matrices in A.mat simultaneously as 'close to

diagonality' as possible.
F. iter the number of iterations of the F-algorithm performed

DETAILS

The FG-algorithm comprises of an F-algorithm with maximum iterations = 100.
Inside the F-algorithm, the G-algorithm is iteratively applied to a maximum of 20
iterations.
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REFERENCES

Definition 4.1.
Flury, B. N. and Gautschi, W. 1986. An algorithm for simultaneous orthogonal
transformation of several positive definite symmetric matrices to nearly diagonal
form. SIAM Journal on Scientific and Statistical Computing, 7, 169 - 184.

EXAMPLES
fg(list (var (iris [,,1]), var (iris [,,2]), var (iris [" 3J)),

c (nrow(iris t. 1J), nrow(iris r. 2J), nrow(iris t. 3J)))

dsm.,j Q,i$"imination Sutaspace Model fer J classes
"'+' ..,:".';';"o':'!.'" ,,' ,

The function dsm.j is a translation and extension to J classes of a FORTRAN subroutine

provided by Flury, Boukai & Flury (1995) to fit the two class DSM model.

DESCRIPTION

Fits a DSM model for J classes.

USAGE
dsm.j (X, Y, g=NULL, indices.differ=NULL, initgam=NULL)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp data matrix.
y an indicator matrix with (ij)-th element equal to one if the i-th sample belongs to

class j and zero otherwise.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

q number of columns in the Fj-matrix. If g is not specified g is set equal to p.
indices. differ vector containing the indices of the columns in ini tgam to be included in 11.

initgam pxp matrix representing the initial estimate for 1.

VALUE

list representing the DSM-algorithm fit:
gammat the estimated 1-matrix.
nsweep the number of iterations performed.

gq -2 x maximum of log likelihood for the fitted DSM model.
dq number of parameters estimated in the fitted DSM model.

g. unconstrained -2 x maximum oflog likelihood for the unconstrained model.
d. unconstrained number of parameters estimated in the unconstrained model.

DETAILS

Fitting a DSM model for J classes have been extensively discussed in section 4.4.

REFERENCES

Section 4.4.
Flury, L., Boukai, B. and Flury, B. D. 1997. The discrimination subspace model.
Journal of the American Statistical Association, 92, 758 - 766.
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EXAMPLES
dsm.j (rbind(iris["l), iris[,,2), iris[,,3)),

indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep("Virginica", 50))))

merge. aic Merging classes and model selection with Ale

DESCRIPTION

Selects the optimal model, optimal merging of classes and relevant variables with
the Ale information criterion.

USAGE
clust.aic(X, Y)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp data matrix.
y an indicator matrix with (ij)-th element equal to one if the i-th sample belongs to

class j and zero otherwise.

VALUE

list representing the model selection:
AIC. merge matrix with first column the Ale values for the models to be compared. The

remaining columns (one for each class) indicate the merging associated with the
Ale value. All columns with the same number are merged.

AIC. vals matrix with the Ale values for each of the models in AlC. merge (columns) for the
different combinations of variables (rows) according to an all subsets approach.
The first p columns of AlC. vals indicate the variables used in fitting the models -
NA values represent the excluded variables.

SIDE EFFECTS

The Ale values for fitting the three 'unmerged' models (differing mean vectors and
differing covariance matrices for all classes; differing mean vectors and common
covariance matrix for all classes; common mean vector and common covariance
matrix for all classes) are written to the output window.

DETAILS

The selection of merging alternatives is based on the stepwise procedure discussed
in section 8.3 (cf Figure 8.1). All these models are evaluated for selecting the
relevant variables according to an all subsets approach.

REFERENCES

Section 8.3.
Bozdogan, R., Sclove, S. L. and Gupta, A. K. 1994. Ale-replacements for some
multivariate tests of homogeneity with applications in multi sample clustering and
variable selection. In Bozdogan, R. (ed.). Proceedings of the first US/Japan
Conference on the Frontiers of Statistical Modeling: An Information Approach.
Kluver Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands, 199 - 232.
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EXAMPLES
merge.aic(rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2], iris[,,3]),

indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep("Virginica", 50))))

The following functions, viz. pc, pc.class and biplot.class.pc provide the necessary

functionality for fitting principal curves and to perform discriminant analysis with biplot

methodology applied to principal curves.

DESCRIPTION

Fits a principal curve to a data set.

USAGE
pc(X, alpha=0.6, max.it=25, plot.pc=T)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp data matrix.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

alpha the span smoothing parameter to be sent to the S-PLUS function loess.
max. it maximum number of iterations.
plot. pc if TRUEand p = 2, scatterplots with the principal curve iterations will be created on

graph sheets.

VALUE

list representing the principal curve:
Yi matrix containing the co-ordinates of the principal curve.

lambda. ordering a vector representing the ordering along the principal curve.
row. ordering a vector representing the relationship between the order of the rows ofx (and Yi)

and the vector lambda. ordering (see details below).

SIDE EFFECTS

If plot. pc is TRUEand the data set in X is two-dimensional a series of scatterplots
representing the iterations of the principal curve will be constructed on graph
sheets.

DETAILS

The principal curve is represented by the co-ordinates along the curve, with the
ordering indicated by a series of A-values. It is assumed that the A-values are
ordered. The function pc returns both the co-ordinates Yi and lambda. ordering
according to the order of the rows of x. The vector row. ordering represents the
order along the curve, such that if row. order ing has a value 1 in the i-th position,
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the i-th element of lambda. ordering will be the smallest (equal to zero) and the
i-th row of Yi will represent the beginning of the principal curve.

REFERENCES

Section 6.3.
Hastie, T. and Stuetzle, W. 1989. Principal curves. Journal of the American
Statistical Association, 84, 502 - 516.

SEE ALSO
class.pc, biplot.class.pc

EXAMPLES
pc (iris.dat[,c(1,3)))

ca.ass~pc :.RrincipalcuNesfitted to classes ef observations

DESCRIPTION
Fits a principal curve to each class of observations in a data set.

USAGE
class.pc(X, Y, alpha=O.6, ... )

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp data matrix.
y an indicator matrix with (ij)-th element equal to one if the i-th sample belongs to

class j and zero otherwise.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

alpha the span smoothing parameter to be sent to the S-PLUS function loess.
any additional arguments to be sent to the function pc.

VALUE
list representing the principal curves:

pcurve. out output of the pc function for each of the classes.
x data matrix x:nxp.
y indicator matrix Y:nxJ.

DETAILS
This function facilitates the fitting of a series of principal curves to classes of
observations using the pc function.

REFERENCES
Section 6.3.
Hastie, T. and Stuetzle, W. 1989. Principal curves. Journal of the American
Statistical Association, 84, 502 - 516.

SEE ALSO
pc, biplot.class.pc
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EXAMPLES
class.pc (rbind(iris[,c(1,3),1J, iris[,c(1,3),2J,

iris[,c(1,3),3]), incimat(c(rep("Setosa", 50),
rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica", 50))))

biplot. iscrim'ination and classification with
principal curves in biplots

DESCRIPTION

Constructs a non-linear biplot with principal curves for discrimination and
classification.

USAGE
biplot.class.pc(X, Y, X.new=NULL, dist.metric="Pythagoras",

nearest.dist="Pythagoras", dimension=2, show.biplot=T,
show.new=F, show.regions=F, regions.n=50,
FDA.method=marsfda, contrast.type=contr.helmert,
FDA.contrasts=T, gamma=NULL, PCA.class=F, alpha=0.6,
one. colour=F, label=T, Ti tle=NULL, ... )

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp data matrix.
y an indicator matrix with (ij)-th element equal to one if the i-th sample belongs to

class j and zero otherwise.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

X. new a matrix with the same number of columns as x, containing (new) observations to
be classified. Ifno x. new is specified the observations in x will be classified
according to the biplot classification - this can be used for calculating the apparent
(resubstitution) error rate.

dist .metric a character string to select the distance metric determining the type of discriminant
analysis biplot to be used. Possible values are: "Pythagoras", "Mahalanobis",
"QDA", "FDA", "DSM"and "DSM.QDA".

nearest. dist a character string to select the type of classification. Possible values are:
"Pythagoras", "Mahalanobis" and "Mahalanobis. Sk".

dimension an integer specifying the number of dimensions to be used in the discriminant
analysis.

show. biplot if TRUEa biplot is constructed on a graph sheet. If dimension is larger than 2 and
show. regions is set to FALSE,show. biplot will default to FALSE.

show. new if TRUEthe (new) samples interpolated for classification are displayed in the biplot.
If show. biplot is set to FALSE,show. new will default to FALSE.

show. regions if TRUEthe classification regions are shown in the biplot. If dimension is set to 2
the classification regions will correspond to the nearest class means according to the
distance metric specified in nearest. dist. If dimension is larger than 2 the
classification regions in the biplot are the approximated representation of the multi-
dimensional regions.

regions. n an integer denoting the number of grid points used for the construction of the
classification regions.

FDA.method function specifying the (non-parametric) regression function to be used if
dist. metric is set to "FDA". Possible values are: mars fda, brutofda and
lmfda. Any other function specified by the user which operates on the model
formula: function. name (Y-X, ... ) may also be used.
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contrast. type function specifying the contrast function used for initialisation if the
dist .metric is set to "FDA". Possible values are the S-PLUS contrast functions
such as contr. helmert or a function defined by the user. Care should be taken
when using some of the S-PLUS contrast functions, since the result is not always a
true contrast matrix, but a matrix of full column rank. See also the
FDA.contrasts argument. (For example, even if FDA.contrasts is TRUEthe
S-PLUS function contr.treatment does not return a contrast matrix, but an identity
matrix excluding the last column. This will lead to failure of FDA.)

FDA.contrasts if TRUEcontrasts are computed, if FALSEdummy variables are returned. This
argument is passed to the contrast function specified in contrast. type.

gamma matrix specifying the I'[-matrix if the dist.metric is set to "DSM" or "DSM.QDA".
rex. class if TRUEa PCA biplot of the observations in x. new (or x if x . new is unspecified)

will be constructed on a graph sheet, colouring the observations according to their
classification.

alpha the span smoothing parameter to be sent to the S-PLUS function loess.
one. colour if TRUEthe class membership of observations is denoted by the shape of the

plotting character and all observations will be plotted in the default colour (black).
label if TRUEthe samples plotted in the biplot will be labelled.
Ti tle a text string for the biplot title.

any additional arguments of the function class. pc or the function specified in
FDA.method if dist .metric is set to "FDA".

VALUE

list representing the biplot discriminant analysis:
dimens ion an integer specifying the number of dimensions used in the discriminant analysis.

class vector of class names representing the classification of the samples in x. new (or X
if x . new is not specified).

FDA.method. result the output of the function specified in FDA.method if dist .metric is
set to "FDA".

SIDE EFFECTS

If show. biplot is TRUEa discriminant analysis biplot is constructed on a graph
sheet with a principal curve fitted to each class. If PCA. class is TRUE a PCA
biplot is constructed on a graph sheet. The principal curve fits are also provided.
This can be interactively turned off.

DETAILS

Applying biplots with principal curves in discriminant analysis and classification
have been extensively discussed in Chapter 6.

REFERENCES

Section 6.4
Hastie, T. and Stuetzle, W. 1989. Principal curves. Journal of the American
Statistical Association, 84, 502 - 516.

SEE ALSO
biplot.class, class.pc, pc
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EXAMPLES
# creates a eVA biplot and performs LOA classification to the

nearest principal curve
biplot.class (rbind(iris [,,1], iris [,,2], iris [,,3]),

indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep("Virginica", 50))), dist.metric="Mahalanobis")

The following four functions extend the PCA and CVA biplots to include bootstrapping

and robustness.

DESCRIPTION

Constructs a bootstrapped PCA biplot of a data set.
USAGE

pcaboot(X, B=200, bag.alpha=0.95, boot.samples=NULL,
show.bootstrap.rep1ic=T, show.bag=T, label=T, markers=T,
Title=NULL)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp data matrix.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

B number of bootstrap replications.
bag.alpha proportion of bootstrap replications inside bootstrap a-region.

boot.samples a vector denoting the row numbers of the matrix x which will be bootstrapped.
show.bootstrap.replic if TRUE the bootstrap replications are plotted in the biplot.

show.bag if TRUE the bootstrap a-region will be shown in the biplot.
label if TRUE the samples plotted in the biplot will be labelled.

markers if TRUE the markers will be displayed on the biplot axes. This options allows for
turning off the markers (and their labels) if the biplot is very cluttered. Setting
markers to FALSE will result in only the smallest and largest two markers being
displayed on each axis.

Title a text string for the biplot title.

VALUE

list representing the principal component analysis:
quality the quality of the PCA display as discussed in section 2.3.1.3.

adequacy a vector containing the adequacy of the representation of the variables in the PCA
display as discussed in section 2.3.1.3.

SIDE EFFECTS

A bootstrapped PCA biplot is constructed on a graph sheet.

DETAILS

Bootstrapping of a PCA biplot is extensively discussed in section 7.2.1.
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REFERENCES

Section 7.2.1.
Gower, J. C. and Hand, D. 1. 1996. Biplots. London: Chapman & Hall.
Efron, B. and Tibshirani, R. J. 1993. An introduction to the bootstrap. London:
Chapman & Hall.

SEE ALSO
pcabipl, cvaboot

EXAMPLES
pcaboot (rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), boot.samples

= c(1,5l,101))

~iplot

DESCRIPTION

Constructs a CVA biplot of a data set.

USAGE
cvaboot(X, Y, 8=50, bag.alpha=0.95, boot.samples=NULL,

show.bootstrap.replic=T, show.bag=T, label=T, markers=T,
Ti tle=NULL)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp data matrix.
y an indicator matrix with (ij)-th element equal to one if the i-th sample belongs to

class j and zero otherwise.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

B number of bootstrap replications.
bag. alpha proportion of bootstrap replications inside bootstrap a-region

boot. samples a vector denoting the row numbers of the matrix x which will be bootstrapped. If
boot. samples is NULL,the class means will be bootstrapped.

show.bootstrap. replic if TRUEthe bootstrap replications are plotted in the biplot.
show.bag if TRUEthe bootstrap a-region will be indicated in the biplot.

label if TRUEthe samples plotted in the biplot will be labelled.
markers if TRUEthe markers will be displayed on the biplot axes. This options allows for

turning off the markers (and their labels) if the biplot is very cluttered. Setting
markers to FALSEwill result in only the smallest and largest two markers being
displayed on each axis.

Tit 1e a text string for the biplot title.

VALUE

list representing the canonical variate analysis:
quali ty the quality of the CVA display as discussed in section 3.4.1.1.

discrim. quality the quality of discrimination in the CVA display as discussed in
section 3.4.1.1.

adequacy a vector containing the adequacy of the representation of the variables in the CVA
display as discussed in section 3.4.1.1.
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SIDE EFFECTS

A bootstrapped CVA biplot is constructed on a graph sheet.

DETAILS

Bootstrapping of a CVA biplot is extensively discussed in section 7.2.2.1.

REFERENCES

Section 7.2.2.1.
Gower, J. C. and Hand, D. J. 1996. Biplots. London: Chapman & Hall.
Efron, B. and Tibshirani, R. J. 1993. An introduction to the bootstrap. London:
Chapman & Hall.

SEE ALSO
cvabipl, pcaboot

EXAMPLES
cvaboot (rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2], iris[,,3]),

indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep ("Virginica", 50))))

DESCRIPTION

Constructs a robust PCA biplot of a data set according to the algorithm of Choi &
Huh (1996).

USAGE
pcabiplr(X, a=l, psi.func=psi, label=T, markers=T,

Title=NULL, ... )

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp data matrix.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

a cut-off value when psi. func is set to psi.
psi. fune weight function. Any other function can be specified, returning the 'weights'

label if TRUEthe samples plotted in the biplot will be labelled.
markers if TRUEthe markers will be displayed on the biplot axes. This option allows for

turning off the markers (and their labels) if the biplot is very cluttered. Setting
markers to FALSEwill result in only the smallest and largest two markers being
displayed on each axis.

Title a text string for the biplot title.
any additional arguments for the function specified in psi. func.

VALUE

list representing the robust principal component analysis:
quality the quality of the robust PCA display as discussed in section 7.4.1.3.
adequacy a vector containing the adequacy of the representation of the variables in the peA

display as discussed in section 7.4.1.3.
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SIDE EFFECTS

A robust PCA biplot is constructed on a graph sheet.

DETAILS

The construction of a robust PCA has been extensively discussed in section 7.4.1.

REFERENCES

Section 7.4.1.
Choi, Y-S. and Huh, M-H. 1996. Resistant singular value decomposition and its
statistical applications. Journal of the Korean Statistical Society, 25, 49 - 66.

SEE ALSO
pcabipl, cvabiplr

EXAMPLES
pcabiplr (rbind(iris [,,1], iris [,,2], iris [,,3]))

DESCRIPTION

Constructs a robust CVA biplot of a data set according to the algorithm of
Campbell (1982).

USAGE
cvabiplr(X, Y, X.new=NULL, classify=F, b1=2.25, b2=1.25,

epsilon=O.OOOl, label=T, markers=T, Title=NULL)

REQUIRED ARGUMENTS

X nxp data matrix.
y an indicator matrix with (ij)-th element equal to one if the i-th sample belongs to

class j and zero otherwise.

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS

X. new a matrix with the same number of columns as x, containing (new) observations to
be interpolated.

classify if TRUEthe observations in x. new will be classified. Ifno X. new is specified the
observations in Xwill be classified according to the biplot classification - this can
be used for calculating the apparent (resubstitution) error rate. If x. new is
specified, classify will be set to TRUE.

bl weight function parameter (cf Campbell, 1982).
b2 weight function parameter (cf Campbell, 1982).

label if TRUEthe samples plotted in the biplot will be labelled.
markers if TRUEthe markers will be displayed on the biplot axes. This options allows for

turning off the markers (and their labels) if the biplot is very cluttered. Setting
markers to FALSE will result in only the smallest and largest two markers being
displayed on each axis.

Title a text string for the biplot title.
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VALUE

list representing the canonical variate analysis:
quality the quality of the CVA display as discussed in section 7.5.1.3.

adequacy a vector containing the adequacy of the representation of the variables in the CVA
display as discussed in section 7.5.1.3.

class vector of class names representing the classification of the samples in x. new (or X
if x . new is not specified).

SIDE EFFECTS

A robust CVA biplot is constructed on a graph sheet.

DETAILS

The construction of a robust CVA has been extensively discussed in section 7.5.1.

REFERENCES

Section 7.5.1.
Campbell, N. A. 1982. Robust procedures in multivariate analysis. II: Robust
canonical variate analysis. Journal of Applied Statistics, 31, 1 - 8.

SEE ALSO
cvabipl, pcabiplr.

EXAMPLES
cvabiplr (rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2], iris[,,3]),

indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50),
rep("Virginica", 50))))

8.8 Recapitulation

This chapter addressed briefly important issues arising when applying biplot methodology

in practice, in particular to discriminant analysis. These topics evaluating a

classification procedure, procedures for merging classes into homogeneous groups,

summarising the shape of a bivariate cloud and aspects of allometry - emerge in the

analyses to be discussed in Chapter 9. Section 8.6 briefly touched on the topic of

constructing three-dimensional biplots. Furthermore, section 8.7 was devoted to the library

of S-PLUS functions and programmes developed for applying the various techniques

discussed in the thesis.

Details of a collection of utility functions were introduced by means of their accompanying

help files in section 8.7.1. These functions are generally not used on their own, but form

the basis of the main programmes discussed in section 8.7.2. The main programmes
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enable the user to construct different types of biplots (pcabipl, cvabipl, nlnbipl, genbipl),

apply specific algorithms (jg, dsmj, merge.aic, pc), bootstrap biplots (pcaboot, cvaboot)

and construct robust biplots (pcabiplr, cvabiplr).

The most important of the mam programmes, however, is the programme biplot.class.

This programme is essentially an extended version of the nlnbipl programme, allowing for

the various distance measures to perform the different types of discriminant analysis

described in the thesis. It provides for a unified approach to all the biplots summarised in

Table 5.1. The function calls leading to all these biplots are given in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Function calls for the S-PLUS programme biplot.class.

Discrimination

technique

'Distance metric' to nearest

class mean

Type of
biplot

Distance metric for construction of
the non-linear biplot

LOA Pythagorean distance

LOA

QOA

eVA biplot Mahalanobis distance with common

within class covariance matrix i:w
biplot.class (X = rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), Y =
indrnat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica",
50))), dist.metric="Mahalanobis", nearest.dist = "Pythagoras")

peA biplot Pythagorean distance Mahalanobis distance with

common within class covariance

matrix i:w
biplot.class (X = rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), Y =
indrnat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica",
50))), dist.metric="Pythagoras", nearest.dist = "Mahalanobis")

peA biplot Pythagorean distance M!)-function defined in

section 4.2.1

biplot.class (X = rb i nd Liri s l i s L} , iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), Y =
indrnat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica",
50))), dist.metric="Pythagoras", nearest.dist = "Mahalanobis.Sk")
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QDA QDA biplot Pythagorean distance between the

transformed sample points

I ':8!!; =~; j

Pythagorean distance between

interpolation point for class j and

the j-th class mean

biplot.class (X = rbi.ndt i ri s Lv i l , iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), Y =
incimat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica",
50))), dist.metric="QDA", nearest.dist = "Pythagoras")

FDA FDA (MARS) Pythagorean distance in the space Pythagorean distance

FDA

LDA (FDA)

DSM'"

biplot defined by ,,(,!)

biplot.class (X = rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), Y =
incimat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica",
50))), dist.metric="FDA", FDA.method = marsfda, nearest.dist =
"Pythagoras")

Pythagorean distance in the space

defined by ,,(,!)

Pythagorean distanceFDA

(BRUTO)

biplot
biplot.class (X = rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), Y =
incimat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica",
50))), dist.metric="FDA", FDA.method = brutofda, nearest.dist =
"Pythagoras")

CVA biplot Pythagorean distance in the space

defined by ,,(,!)

Pythagorean distance

biplot.class (X = rbi.ndt i ri s Lv Lj , iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), Y =
incimat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica",
50))), dist.metric="FDA", FDA.method = lmfda, nearest.dist =
"Pythagoras")

DSM (PCA)
biplot

Pythagorean distance in the space

defined by xr 1

~ j (T,' !)-function similar to the

~j(,!)-functiondefined in section

4.2.1

DSM.fit <- dsm.j (X = rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), Y =
incimat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica",
50))), q=2, indices.differ = c(1,3))
biplot.class (X = rb.iridLir i.s Lj j L} , iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), Y =
incimat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica",
50))), dist.metric="DSM", gamma = DSM.fit$gammat[,1:2],
nearest.dist = "Mahalanobis.Sk")
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DSM Pythagorean distance between the

transformed sample points

u'. = x' rIBJ.-I -I

Pythagorean distance between

interpolation point for class j and

the j-th class mean

DSM (QDA)

biplot

DSM.fit <- dsm.j (X = rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), Y =
indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica",
50))), q=2, indices.differ = c(l,3))
biplot.class (X = rbind(iris["l], iris[,,2], iris[,,3]), Y =
indmat(c(rep("Setosa", 50), rep("Versicolor", 50), rep("Virginica",
50))), dist.metric="DSM.QDA", gamma = DSM.fit$gammat[,l:2],
nearest.dist = "Pythagoras")

LDAwith mixed eVA biplot

continuous &
categorical

variables

Mahalanobis distance with common Pythagorean distance
A

within class covariance matrix Lw

# my. data is a dataframe containing a class membership indicator in
the first column, continuous observations for two variables and
the category levels for three categorical variables respectively

Genbiplot.out <- genbipl (Xl = as.matrix (my.data[,2:3]), X2 =
my.data[,4:6], show.regions=F)
biplot.class (X = Genbiplot.out$Umat, Y indmat(my.data[,l]),
dist.metric="Mahalanobis", nearest.dist "Pythagoras")

"" Usually DSMJ(p) is fitted with initgam not specified leading to the identity matrix

being used. The model DSMJ(q) is then fitted with initgam the I" obtained by DSMJ(P).

Here the identity matrix is used as initial estimate of I' for q = 2 <P = 4.

Table 8.2 extends Table 5.1 also in that the function genbipl is provided for.

The advantage of using S-PLUS together with the functions in the library discussed in this

chapter is the ease of altering the functions interactively according to the demands of a

particular situation. Furthermore, since the functions in the above library can easily be

linked, expanded and used as building blocks for developing new functions (cf the

function biplot.class.pc) functionality is provided to manage novel applications of biplot

methodology as the need anses. This is also illustrated by some of the examples

considered in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 9

Applications of Biplot Methodology
In this Chapter data sets arising from a variety of disciplines are analysed using the biplot

methodology and software developed in Chapter 2 through Chapter 8. These examples

illustrate the potential ofbiplot methodology in multivariate data analysis.

9.1 PCA: Capital intensity of companies

The degree of capital intensity of a company is a valuable source of information for

financial decision making since it has specific consequences for the financial behaviour of

the company. Some changes in economic factors, e.g. an upswing or a decline in the

economic cycle, might have a totally different effect on a capital intensive company than

on a labour intensive company. Establishing the degree of capital intensity of a company

provides therefore a valuable source of information for financial decision-making.

A large number of different measures has been developed and used to measure capital

intensity. However, in the literature most researchers provide little or no justification for

their preferred measure of capital intensity. In this example principal component analysis

with an accompanying PCA biplot will be used to derive a method to measure the degree

of capital intensity.

Erasmus, Lambrechts, le Roux & Gardner (2000; 2001) identify a total of nine measures of

capital intensity which are referred to in the literature. These measures are listed in

Table 9.1. A number of these measures are concerned with value added per employee.

Unfortunately many of the companies included in the study did not report the necessary

data for calculating all these measures. Some of them are therefore excluded from the

analysis in this example. In particular, no value added measure could be included for

analysis.
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Table 9.1: Measures of capital intensity.

PPE:TOT

PPE:REV

TOT:REV

DEP:REV

PPE:EMP

Property, plant and equipment to total assets

Property, plant and equipment to revenue

Total assets to revenue

Depreciation as percentage of revenue

Property, plant and equipment per employee

Ratios not used in this analysis

PPE:VA Property, plant and equipment to value added

SAL:REV Salaries to revenue

VA:EMP Value added per employee

SALVA Salaries to value added

For the analysis the measures PPE:TOT, PPE:REV, TOT:REV, DEP:REV and PPE:EMP were

calculated for 114 companies listed in the industrial sector of the Johannesburg Stock

Exchange for the period 1989 to 1996. This period consists of a decline phase in the

economy between 1989 and 1992 and an upswing phase from 1993 to 1996 (as measured

by the Gross Domestic Product). The intention is not to determine how capital intensive

and labour intensive enterprises react to a negative or positive economic growth, but rather

to investigate if the measures behave differently during the two phases.

Of the 114 companies that published the required financial information only 48 companies

provided the necessary information to calculate the measures for the entire period. To

facilitate the comparison of results between years, only these 48 companies will be used.

Since peA aims to maximise the observed variation in a few components, a variable with a

much larger variance will tend to dominate the results. The covariance matrix of the mean

values computed over years show that PPE:EMP has a variance of 6330.61 compared to less

than 1 for the other measures. To ensure that all the variables are in commensurable units

the data matrix was not only centred but also standardised by dividing each variable by its

standard deviation. The resulting covariance matrix of the standardised data is therefore

the correlation matrix of the original data set. The correlation matrices for each year are

given in Table 9.3.
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Table 9.2: Covariance matrix of the mean values of the capital intensity measures of 48
compames.

PPE:TOT PPE:REV TOT:REV DEP:REV PPE:EMP

PPE:TOT 0.D38 0.065 0.060 0.003 9.068

PPE:REV 0.065 0.160 0.173 0.006 21.638

TOT: REV 0.060 0.173 0.216 0.006 25.174

DEP:REV 0.003 0.006 0.006 0.001 0.793

PPE:EMP 9.068 21.638 25.174 0.793 6330.610

Table 9.3: Correlation matrices of the capital intensity measures of 48 companies.
1989 PPE:TOT PPE:REV TOT:REV DEP:REV PPE:EMP 1993 PPE:TOT PPE:REV TOT:REV DEP:REV PPE:EMP

1.000 0.783 0.623 0.772 0.630 PPE:TOT 1.000 0.795 0.554 0.595 0.564

0.783 1.000 0.949 0.615 0.746 PPE:REV 0.795 1.000 0.891 0.633 0.681

0.623 0.949 1.000 0.533 0.665 TOT:REV 0.554 0.891 1.000 0.621 0.669

0.772 0.615 0.533 1.000 0.395 DEP:REV 0.595 0.633 0.621 1.000 0.447

0.630 0.746 0.665 0.395 1.000 PPE:EMP 0.564 0.681 0.669 0.447 1.000

PPE:TOT PPE:REV TOT:REV DEP:REV PPE:EMP 1994 PPE:TOT PPE:REV TOT:REV DEP:REV PPE:EMP

1.000 0.762 0.620 0.713 0.612 PPE:TOT 1.000 0.831 0.581 0.531 0.548

0.762 1.000 0.957 0.589 0.718 PPE:REV 0.831 1.000 0.867 0.612 0.592

0.620 0.957 1.000 0.537 0.671 TOT:REV 0.581 0.867 1.000 0.639 0.605

0.713 0.589 0.537 1.000 0.440 DEP:REV 0.531 0.612 0.639 1.000 0.379

0.612 0.718 0.671 0.440 1.000 PPE:EMP 0.548 0.592 0.605 0.379 1.000

1991 PPE:TOT PPE:REV TOT:REV DEP:REV PPE:EMP 1995 PPE:TOT PPE:REV TOT:REV DEP:REV PPE:EMP

1.000 0.823 0.720 0.739 0.605 PPE:TOT 1.000 0.877 0.566 0.609 0.532

0.823 1.000 0.963 0.541 0.705 PPE:REV 0.877 1.000 0.818 0.688 0.571

0.720 0.963 1.000 0.499 0.708 TOT:REV 0.566 0.818 1.000 0.671 0.551
DEP:REV 0.739 0.541 0.499 1.000 0.459 DEP:REV 0.609 0.688 0.671 1.000 0.484
PPE:EMP 0.605 0.705 0.708 0.459 1.000 PPE:EMP 0.532 0.571 0.551 0.484 1.000

1992 PPE:TOT PPE:REV TOT:REV DEP:REV PPE:EMP 1996 PPE:TOT PPE:REV TOT:REV DEP:REV PPE:EMP
PPE:TO 1.000 0.786 0.623 0.456 0.543 PPE:TOT 1.000 0.832 0.516 0.654 0.562

0.786 1.000 0.941 0.336 0.721 PPE:REV 0.832 1.000 0.826 0.715 0.580
1'OT:RE 0.623 0.941 1.000 0.311 0.761 TOT:REV 0.516 0.826 1.000 0.651 0.496
DEP:RE 0.456 0.336 0.311 1.000 0.202 DEP:REV 0.654 0.715 0.651 1.000 0.486
PPE:EMP 0.543 0.721 0.761 0.202 1.000 PPE:EMP 0.562 0.580 0.496 0.486 1.000

The correlations are relatively high and are all positive for all of the years. Since all the

elements in the correlation matrices proved to be positive, the first principal component

can be regarded as a size variable (cf section 8.5.1) with all coefficients positive.

Erasmus, et al. (2000; 2001) regard the principal component scores calculated for each

company from the first principal component as a composite measure of the degree of

capital intensity. The larger the value of this composite measure, the higher the degree of
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capital intensity and conversely the lower the value, the lower is the degree of capital

intensity.

A peA analysis was performed for each year separately. The first principal component

coefficients are summarised in Table 9.4 and Figure 9.1.

Table 9.4: First principal component coefficients of the capital intensity measures of 48
compames.
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 mean median

PPE:TOT 0.459 0.452 0.467 0.456 0.436 0.449 0.454 0.453 0.458 0.446

PPE:REV 0.498 0.496 0.490 0.521 0.502 0.505 0.501 0.503 0.495 0.499

TOT: REV 0.460 0.468 0.473 0.502 0.469 0.477 0.455 0.443 0.471 0.475

DEP:REV 0.395 0.394 0.380 0.265 0.406 0.400 0.433 0.444 0.400 0.390

PPE:EMP 0.415 0.420 0.416 0.445 0.416 0.394 0.385 0.385 0.405 0.417

0.55

0.50

0.45

0.40

0.35

0.30

0.25

0.20
PPE:TOT PPE:REV TOT: REV DEP:REV

1-1989-1990 -1991 --1992-1993 -1994 -1995 -1996 -mean -mediad

Figure 9.1: First principal component coefficients of the capital intensity measures of 48
compames.

These coefficients provide an indication of the contribution of the different ratios to the

composite measure. Perusal of Figure 9.1 shows that the coefficients for the decline phase

are very similar to those for the upswing phase. The only exception is 1992. The

coefficient for DEP:REV is exceptionally small. A possible explanation might be that the

change in the economic cycle from a decline to an upswing occurred during the course of

that year.
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Since all the coefficients are substantial it follows that capital intensity should be regarded

as multidimensional. A composite measure of capital intensity taking into account all five

ratios is thus needed.

The mean values for the five measures of capital intensity were calculated for each

company over the period 1989 to 1996. The correlations were all positive tcf. the

covariance matrix in Table 9.2) resulting in a single size vector for the first principal

component. Similar calculations were conducted for the median values. Both the

correlation matrices and the coefficients of the first principal component of the mean and

median values do not differ substantially. The first principal component coefficients are

given in the final two columns of Table 9.4.

The first principal component scores for the 48 companies were ranked for each year as

well as for the mean and median values. In Figure 9.2 the companies were ordered

according to the ranks of the scores obtained from the mean values over years. Perusal of

Figure 9.2 shows that companies located to the left of the figure are mainly listed in the

Industrial Stores and Food sectors. These types of companies are generally considered to

be less capital intensive. Companies located to the right of the figure include enterprises

listed in the Industrial Building and Construction, Engineering, Steel and Allied, as well as

Electronics sectors. Generally the latter companies are relatively more capital intensive.
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Figure 9.2: First principal component scores ranked by capital intensity for 48 companies.

From Figure 9.2 it is clear that the ranking based upon the median is very similar to that

based upon the mean. Therefore a peA biplot is constructed with the pcabipl function

only for the analysis based on the mean values. The mean values of the 66 companies with

incomplete data were also calculated. These observations (indicated in blue) were

interpolated onto the biplot given in Figure 9.3. This biplot allows for graphical

investigation of the degree of capital intensity as well as each company's relative

behaviour on each of the five 'dimensions' of capital intensity. Note however, that due to

the scaling of the data matrix the markers on the biplot axes denote standard deviation

units rather than the original values of the ratio variables. The companies are arranged

along the horisontal axis according to increasing capital intensity. From the biplot it can be

seen that there is a high concentration of companies in one area towards the left of the

figure. The capital intensive companies, however, tend to be located to the right of this

point, and it is mainly the less capital intensive companies that are found in the area of

concentration. The biplots of Figure 9.4 and Figure 9.5 of the 25% most capital intensive

and 25% least capital intensive companies respectively, clearly illustrate the wide spread of

the capital intensive companies compared to the closeness of the less capital intensive

companies.
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Figure 9.5: PCA biplot of25% least capital intensive companies.

The quality of the display is high - 86.49% of the total variance is accounted for by the

first two principal components. The different measures of capital intensity are therefore

well represented and the composite measure formed by the first principal component

accounts for 74.22% of the total variance. Table 9.5 shows that the adequacy of

representation of the individual measures is inversely related to their weight (cf mean

column of Table 9.4) in the combined first principal component measure (r = -0.96).
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Table 9.5: Adequacy of representation of capital intensity measures of 48 companies.
PPE:TOT PPE:REV TOT:REV DEP:REV PPE:EMP

0.286 0.256 0.275 0.650 0.553

The biplot also provides information on the relationship between the five different

measures, e.g. the angles between the biplot axes indicate that there is a strong relationship

between PPE:REV and TOT:REV, but a much weaker relationship between DEP:REV and

TOT:REV. It is also possible to use the biplot to predict the values of the individual

measures for each company by orthogonal projection onto the biplot axes.

To further investigate whether the measures behave differently during a decline or upswing

phase of the economy, the second principal component coefficients represented in

Table 9.6 and Figure 9.6 are also considered.

Table 9.6: Second principal component coefficients of the capital intensity measures of 48
compames.
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 mean median

PPE:TOT -0.352 -0.358 -0.298 -0.207 -0.253 0.090 -0.195 0.147 -0.276 -0.278

PPE:REV 0.204 0.236 0.249 0.132 0.065 -0.013 -0.212 -0.166 0.105 0.112

TOT:REV 0.322 0.349 0.349 0.214 0.199 -0.077 -0.087 -0.412 0.230 0.273

DEP:REV -0.715 -0.730 -0.776 -0.882 -0.694 -0.693 -0.271 -0.278 -0.700 -0.736

PPE:EMP 0.469 0.402 0.352 0.341 0.640 0.711 0.914 0.839 0.608 0.542

It is clear that the coefficients of the second principal component show a remarkably

similar pattern during the decline phase (1989 - 1992). During this period the second

principal component is essentially a contrast between the ratios PPE:TOT and DEP:REV on

the one hand, and the other three ratios, on the other hand. There seems to be a lagged

effect of the change in the economy on these measures since the coefficients for 1993 still

display the same pattern as those of the decline phase. In the upswing phase, from 1994,

the coefficients change with more and more weight being allocated to PPE:EMP.
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Figure 9.6: Second principal component coefficients of the capital intensity measures of
48 companies.

9.1.1 Synopsis

To investigate the degree of capital intensity of companies, five measures identified from

the literature were considered for this analysis. peA enabled Erasmus, et al. (2000; 2001)

to derive a single composite score of capital intensity. The principal component scores

derived from the first principal component are weighted averages of the individual

indicators. These scores are a combined indicator of capital intensity where a higher score

indicates a higher degree of capital intensity. Since the first principal component forms a

size variable the biplot gives a visual representation with the companies arranged

according to capital intensity along the first principal axis. Since the values of the original

variables can be read off on the biplot axes it further provides a measure of performance on

each of the five ratios. Using a peA biplot for the analysis furthermore facilitated the

inclusion of companies with available data for only a limited number of years by using

interpolation. The predicted values for the individual measures and the relationships

between these measures also follow from the biplot representation. Finally the peA

captured the behaviour of these measures in different economic circumstances. It was

established that the first principal component is a general size vector while the second

component conveys the differences between an upswing or decline phase. Together these

two principal components account for 86.49% of the variation in all five measures.
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9.2 PCA biplot: Multivariate Quality Control

The data set used in this example comes from the tobacco industry where the

manufacturing process consists of a primary making department (PMD) and a secondary

making department (SMD). Le Roux & Gardner (2000) reported a simplified version of

the real data set presented here. The quality of the final product is influenced by a number

of different variables. Measurements on these variables are made over time on a daily or

intra-day basis. For each of the variables a target or specification value is fixed. The

quality of the product is therefore a multidimensional measurement that is to be compared

to a multidimensional target.

Summary statistics are calculated from these observations to evaluate the performance of

both the PMD and SMD from month to month. Furthermore, visual inspections are

performed counting the number of A, B and C defects - type A defects are the most

serious, while C defects are small non-conformities.

A process called Finished Product Inspection (FPI) is used as quality measure. The

summary statistics and visual assessment measurements are used to calculate Quality

scores or Q-numbers for each variable. Non-linear transformations are used to convert

each Q-number into Penalty Points. The variables are grouped into three overlapping

groups. Combining the Penalty Points of the variables in each of these groups, three

Quality Indices are calculated:

• Tobacco Quality Index (TQI)

• Manufacturing Quality Index (MQI)

• Product Quality Index (PQI).

This process is summarised in the flow chart in Figure 9.7.
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Variables influencing product

X1, X2, X3, ...

Monthly statistics
means & sd

Deviations form target: means & sd

Monthly visual assessment
Counts of type A, B & C defects

Transformed to Penalty Points

TQI PQI

Product Quality Index

MQI

Figure 9.7: Flow chart of Finished Product Inspection.

This illustration will be concerned with the 'finished product' of the PMD, measured by

the TQI. It is important to measure the quality of the finished product of the SMD as well

as the PMD, since poor quality processed tobacco supplied by the PMD, will clearly result

in an inferior end product. The aim is to visually represent the 15 variables included in the

calculation of the TQI and the multivariate target to assess the performance of the PMD.

A peA biplot is ideally suited for such an analysis. In some instances the same attribute is

measured at different stages of the manufacturing process. The coding of the variables

follows the convention that A, B, ... indicates the stages where measurements are made and

1, 2, ... the attributes that are being measured. The sample points plotted are the monthly

TQI values for the period January 2000 to March 2001 and the axes represent the 15

variables.
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The PCA biplot constructed with the function pcabip/ is shown in Figure 9.8. Since

different variables are measured in different units, the data are scaled to have a mean

vector of Q and unit standard deviation for each variable. The quality of the display is

0.60. Keeping in mind the high dimensionality of the data this is quite a good

representation of the IS-dimensional data in only two dimensions. The adequacy of

representation of each variable is summarised in Table 9.7.

66

5.6

•MarOO •OctOO

C5 E5 C4 D4 C7 C8 C6 A4A3

Figure 9.8: PCA biplot of the multivariate quality data.

Only variables A1 and A2 are not adequately represented, with the other adequacies ranging

between 0.11 and 0.25. Again, although these values are not close to 1, this is a

satisfactory representation of the high dimensional data in only two dimensions.
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Table 9.7: Adequacy of representation of the quality control variables.

Variable Adequacy Variable Adequacy

A1 0.04 C4 0.12

A2 0.01 06 0.13

A3 0.19 07 0.13

A4 0.11 04 0.13

A5 0.16 C5 0.10

85 0.16 E5 0.10

C6 0.16 C8 0.25

C7 0.23

A 'by-product' of a peA representation is that it provides an indication of the relationships

between the variables. However, it must be borne in mind that with as many as 15 axes, all

of which are 110tequally well represented in the two-dimensional display, inference from

this biplot regarding correlations should be made with caution. Indeed, it has been stated

in section 2.3.2 that a peA biplot primarily attempts to approximate distances and not

covariances. However, specific combinations of interest are investigated in Figure 9.9.

The variables measuring attribute 5 form two groups in Figure 9.9(a). There is almost

perfect positive correlation between A5 and 85 with coincident biplot axes. Variables C5

and E5 are also positively correlated, but they are uncorrelated with A5 and 85. Attributes 1,

2, 3 and 4 measure different aspects of the same characteristic and therefore their

relationship is investigated in Figure 9.9(b). The peA biplot aims to represent as much

variation as possible in the two-dimensional display. The low adequacy values for A 1 and

A2 indicate that they contribute very little to the 60% of the variation represented in this

biplot and therefore their relationship with the other variables cannot be accurately

assessed. Variables A3 and A4 are however positively correlated. The relationships

between the attributes measured at stages c and 0 are investigated in Figure 9.9(c). There

is no notable relationship between the attributes measured at stage c while 06 and 07 show

a positive correlation. No notable relationship is found by comparing each of attributes 6

and 7 between stages c and D. Variable C8, which measures a completely different

characteristic, does not show any specific relationships with the other variables. Attribute 4

is compared in Figure 9.9(d) for stages A, C and D. It appears that there is some negative

correlation between the measurements of stages c and D. Finally Figure 9.9(e) shows a
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negative relationship between variables A5 and 85 on the one hand and 06 and 07 on the

other hand.

(a)

C5E5

C4 04C7 C8 C6

A4

(d)
1.8 5.6

C4 04 A4

(e)

B5A5~:]22[:~~~ __ ~~4~5~~~~~~06L 7n
07 43 20.5..

Figure 9.9: Relationships among the multivariate quality variables.

Perusal of Figure 9.8 shows the TQI values for the first six months of 2000 to be close

together while August 2000 to February 2001 occupy positions reasonably close together
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but on the opposite side of the point of concurrency of the axes than the first group. The

July 2000 and March 2001 values are positioned at quite a distance away from the

foregoing two groups. How are these different positions to be interpreted? Using the

interpolation property of the PCA biplot, the multidimensional target can also be displayed

in the biplot. The co-ordinates in the display space are obtained using formula (2-3), with!

the scaled target values: ?;;arget = !'Vr .

Representing the target in the biplot assists in judging the quality of an observation. For

instance, June 2000 was relatively close to the target, compared to July 2000, which is

much further away. The axes are used to judge that the differences between June and July

2000 are largely negligible for variables A1, A2, A5, 85, D6 and D7 but considerable for the

other variables. The centroid of the data, where the biplot axes are concurrent (cf section

2.3.1), does not correspond to the target value. This shows that the attribute values tend to

differ from target, e.g. C8 tends to be too low with a mean value close to 30 and a target of

close to 31. In order to assess the product quality further, the display space needs to be

'quality-calibrated' reflecting the level of quality corresponding to the associated variable

combinations.

The quality regions constructed in the calibration process have appearance similar to the

prediction regions of the generalised biplot (cf section 2.6.4) or the classification regions

described in section 3.4.1. This calibration method does not involve the representation of

neighbour regions, but combines PCA biplot prediction with the TQI calculations.

Nevertheless, the algorithm given in section 2.6.4 can be easily adapted as follows:

• Construct a two-dimensional m x m grid in Y, say E:m2 x 2;

• Let -£ be the i-th row ofE, sequentially for i = 1,2, ... , m2;

- Find the predicted values of 'l:_* by applying the prediction formula (2-4)

X·'= z·'V'·- - r'

The prediction is the centred and scaled value, which has to be transformed back to

the original scales of measurement;

- Following the process in Figure 9.7 a Q-number is calculated for each component

fA.or x :-'
- Transform the Q-numbers to Penalty Points;
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- Calculate the TQI value from the combined Penalty Points;

• the point in !? is labelled according to the corresponding TQI value.
POOR: 0 !>TQI < 50 [RED]

SATISFACTORY: 50!> TQI < 80 [BLUE]

GOOD: 80!> TQI!> 100 [GREEN]

These quality regions are added to the PCA biplot in Figure 9.8 and represented in

Figure 9.10.

C5 E5 C4 D4C7 C8 C6 A4A3

• Poor quality • Satisfactory quality • Good quality

Figure 9.10: PCA biplot of the multivariate quality data with TQI quality regions.
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A good quality product is represented by the large green area around the target value. The

satisfactory quality region is a narrow blue band around the green area. This indicates that

a certain amount of deviation around the target is allowed but once this limit is exceeded,

the quality index is severely penalised. The red area on the outside denotes the

unacceptable values resulting in poor quality.

Using the colour-coded quality regions, it can immediately be seen that October 2000 is

flagged for not having the desired quality level. Furthermore November 2000 and March

2001 produced satisfactory quality, but it could be improved upon. Months such as

March 2000, May 2000, September 2000 and January 2001 border on the danger zone with

December 2000 just outside the good quality region.

The quality regions are more effective in assessing the quality than merely considering the

distance an observation is away from the target. For instance, July 2000 was singled out as

an observation situated far away from the target, yet the product quality region shows the

quality still to be good. Furthermore, the shape of the quality regions conveys important

information: In this case quality regions are not circular around the point of concurrency

of axes. This shows that product quality is not equally sensitive to all variables. The

means of variables C4, C5 and E5 are according to target specification but the means of A3,

A4, C6 and C8 are below target specifications. Therefore any month showing below average

values for one or more of the latter variables will quickly result in poor quality product.

On the other hand variables A1, A2, A5, 85, 06 and 07 are almost parallel with the first

principal component (scaffolding axis) and also correspond to the wider section of the

green area. Relatively large deviations from the mean values of these variables will still

result in good quality product. It is to be noted that there seems to be some time effect of

these variables: Two distinct clusters of TQI values are associated with these variables -

the first half of 2000 appearing to the left of the point of concurrency and August 2000 to

February 2001 to its right.

From the discussion above it is clear that there is evidence in the biplot of systematic

changes in TQI values over time. Also, it was pointed out that June 2000 was

characterised by a high quality product while October 2000 to March 2001 showed product
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of lower quality. Since the mean values form a multivariate time series the sample points

can be sequentially connected to trace the performance over time. The resulting biplot is

shown in Figure 9.1l. This biplot clearly shows systematic changes of the TQI over time.

The intersection of connecting lines in the beginning of the period of investigation as well

as towards the end of this period is noticeable. Although only a few connecting lines

intersect here, such a biplot can easily become uninformative due to too many

(intersecting) connecting lines.

C5 E5 C4 D4C7 C8 C6 A4A3

• Poor quality • Satisfactory quality • Good quality

Figure 9.11: peA biplot of the multivariate quality data with connected time series.
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A smoother 'trend line' is needed to give useful information. This is accomplished by

smoothing the values in the representation over time. This smoothing is performed by

smoothing each dimension separately, similar to the implementation of the expectation step

of the principal curve algorithm (cf. section 6.3.2.2). The S-PLUS function loess is applied

to the sample pairs (Z1j, ti), (Z2j, h), ..., (Znj, tn) for j = 1, 2, ... , r (usually r = 2) and t, = i.

The resulting fitted values shown here for r = 2 form the co-ordinates

(2;11,2;12),(2;21>2;22)' .. ·,(2;nl,2;n2) which are then connected to trace a smooth path over time

leading to the smooth line shown in Figure 9.12.

C5 E5 C4 D4C7 C8 C6 A4A3

• Poor quality • Satisfactory quality • Good quality

Figure 9.12: peA biplot of the multivariate quality data with smooth trend line.
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Perusal of Figure 9.12 reveals a clockwise progression around the target value during

2000: Initially good quality but a distance away from the target towards the edge of the

green area. This is followed by good quality product approximating the target in the winter

of 2000 but declining quality during the spring of 2000. After unacceptable quality in late

spring a pronounced switch back to a good product occurred in the summer of 2001.

9.2.1 Synopsis

Since the quality of the product is determined by many variables, the PCA biplot provides

a method for graphically representing all the variables simultaneously. This display not

only shows the relationships between the variables influencing the product quality, but also

the spread of the observations around a specified multivariate target.

The quality index value can be calculated for each point in the display space.!? and these

index values can be used to demarcate the quality regions. Adding the quality regions to

the display facilitates the rating of the quality associated with each observation. It further

indicates where the problem areas are that should be avoided, for instance which variables

have a larger influence on the product quality and which combinations of variables result

in a high quality product.

Finally the performance over time was traced by adding a smooth trend line to indicate the

general trend in product quality. The above process can be programmed to update the TQI

biplot, the quality regions and the smoothed trend line as monthly measurements become

available providing a valuable instrument for management to act upon.

The next example from the financial environment provides a further illustration of adding a

smooth trend line to a PCA biplot where, without smoothing the number of intersecting

connecting lines would render a very uninformative display.
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9.3 peA biplot: Risk management

Van Blerk, Gardner & le Roux (1999) and Van Blerk (2000) discuss an example where

biplot methodology is applied in risk management. Risk management is critical for

institutions like banks, pension funds, asset management and insurers to ensure that their

liabilities can be met at all times. A popular quantity for measuring exposure to market

risk is the so-called value at risk (VAR). This quantity is defined by Jorion (1997) as "the

expected maximum loss (or worst case) over a given time interval at a given confidence

level".

In practice the calculation of VAR is complicated. The institution considered here uses

historical data and simulation to calculate the empirical probability distribution of the

return on a financial instrument. The empirical a-th percentile is then used as estimate of

the (100 - a)% VAR. Since risk management is concerned with expected losses the

choice of a invariably leads to a negative return and therefore it is interpreted that the

chance is a% to observe a larger loss than this negative return. Plotting an instrument's

VAR over time assists management in identifying trends. The portfolio considered here

consists of seven financial instruments which are not performing independent of one

another, calling for a multivariate approach for analysing the VAR figures calculated for

each of these seven instruments on a daily basis. Table 9.8 contains the daily 95% VAR

for 20 consecutive working days for each instrument constituting the example portfolio.

The pcabipl function, with Table 9.8 as input, produced the biplot in Figure 9.l3. Since

the sample points form a multivariate time series, the samples in the peA biplot were

connected interactively. Due to the large number of intersecting connecting lines, the

biplot becomes cluttered and no clear trend can be established.
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Table 9.8: 95% VAR of financial instruments constituting a portfolio.

Day CM IRD MM ALCO SE EDSA EDM
1 -1.765 -0.248 -0.281 -0.296 -0.141 -0.226 -0.941

2 -0.818 -1.326 -0.281 -0.296 -0.142 -0.012 -3.384

3 -1.715 -1.140 -0.596 -0.296 -0.141 -0.182 -2.872

4 -1.771 -1.641 -0.596 -0.296 -0.145 -0.890 -1.946

5 -1.661 -1.302 -0.412 -0.476 -0.132 -0.215 -1.290

6 -0.022 -1.364 -0.608 -0.279 -0.216 -0.299 -1.377

7 -0.889 -1.137 -0.457 -0.453 -0.152 -0.255 -1.129

8 -0.914 -1.199 -0.457 -0.404 -0.147 -0.083 -1.137

9 -1.149 -1.182 -0.457 -0.404 -0.149 -0.357 -1.175

10 -1.273 -0.733 -0.457 -0.404 -0.156 -0.556 -0.894

11 -0.817 -0.851 -0.457 -0.404 -0.167 -0.379 -0.888

12 -1.207 -1.513 -0.457 -0.457 -0.161 -0.038 -0.804

13 -0.862 -1.819 -0.459 -0.457 -0.158 -0.139 -0.939

14 -2.552 -1.400 -0.459 -0.457 -0.165 -0.140 -0.914

15 -1.431 -1.320 -0.459 -0.457 -0.168 -0.137 -1.097

16 -2.838 -1.318 -0.459 -0.457 -0.158 -0.369 -0.162

17 -1.077 -1.273 -0.730 -0.457 -0.256 -0.089 -1.125

18 -1.026 -1.338 -0.730 -0.436 -0.277 -0.296 -1.024

19 -1.046 -1.307 -0.025 -0.031 -0.135 -0.365 -0.646

20 -0.627 -2.030 -0.025 -0.031 -0.132 -0.138 -0.613
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EDSA At.co eM IRD SE MM

Figure 9.13: peA biplot of95% VAR of financial instruments constituting a portfolio.

In Figure 9.14 the connecting lines were replaced by a smooth trend line, similar to that of

the quality control biplot in Figure 9.12. The trend line indicates an anti-clockwise circular

movement around the origin, followed by a sharp downward turn.
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EDSA ALCO CM IRD SE MM

Figure 9.14: peA biplot of 95% VAR of financial instruments constituting a portfolio
with smooth trend line.

The VAR biplot can be used in decision making in risk management: for example

management can specify levels of 'acceptability' ofloss. Similar to the TQI biplot, regions

can be demarcated according to these loss levels.
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9.4 Principal components and biplots in allometry: Determining

subspecies in Homopus areolatus

The research study described in this illustration was undertaken in co-operation with the

Western Cape Nature Conservation Board (WCNCB). The WCNCB has reason to believe

that tortoises from the species Homopus areolatus found in the different regions of the

Western, Eastern and Northern Cape provinces of South Africa are genetically different,

thus forming different subspecies. Based on field observations the WCNCB suspects that

Homopus areolatus of the Great Karoo has a flatter shell profile. This study is concerned

with investigating morphological differences between Homopus areolatus found in the

different regions. If systematic morphological differences are found these differences

might point to a link between morphology and genetics of Homopus areolatus.

The data set supplied by the WCNCB consists of measurements made on 109 shells of

Homopus areolatus found in the following six regions:

FWC Fynbos West Coast

FCM Fynbos Central Mountains

FSC Fynbos South Coast

EC Eastern Cape

GK Great Karoo

LK Little Karoo

Due to constraints on resources a field study for measunng tortoises could not be

undertaken and only the 109 shells already in possession of Nature Conservation were

measured. The number of observations for each region for males, females and juveniles

are summarised in Table 9.9. From this table it follows that there are unfortunately only a

few observations available for some of the regions, especially the Karoo regions where the

main interest of the study lies.
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Table 9.9: Number of observations of Homopus areolatus in different regions.

Region Males Females Juveniles Total

FWC 17 12 4 33
FCM 8 10 0 18
FSC 1 5 5 11
EC 20 12 1 33
GK 4 3 1 8
LK 3 2 1 6

Total 53 44 12 109

Although, similar to a study of Germano (1993), a large number of variables were

measured only the three basic variables, the length, width and height of the shell, will be

used in the initial statistical analysis. As is conventional with allometry studies

(cf section 8.5) the natural logarithm of these variables will be used, coded as follows:

CL log(Carapace length in mm)

CW log(Carapace width in mm)

CH log(Carapace height in mm)

Notched boxplots for each of these variables are shown in Figure 9.15 to compare the

males and females. If the red area does not overlap it indicates a significant difference in

the median values at an approximate 5% significance level (cf on-line help file of S-PLUS

function boxplot (S-PLUS 2000, 1999)). It is clear that the females are substantially larger

with larger values for CL, CW and CH. As expected, the juveniles are smaller and show

more variation since different aged juvenile tortoise shells are included.
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The q-dimensional CPC model of Flury, Nel & Pienaar (1995) discussed in section 8.5.2

can be used to test for size and shape differences between males and females. Ignoring the

juvenile observations the q-dimensional CPC models are fitted for the three regions which

have more than three observations for both males and females, viz. regions FWC, FCM and

EC. The following mean vectors and covariance matrices are calculated:

Table 9.10: Mean vectors and covariance matrices for Homopus areolatus data.

Region Males Females

!males Smales !females Sfemales

[4~] [ 0.0021 0.0016 0.0014] [ 463] [ 0.0124 0.0082 0.0126]
FWC 4.19 0.0016 0.0023 0.0014 4.34 0.0082 0.0067 0.0094

3.72 0.0014 0.0014 0.0036 3.86 0.0126 0.0094 0.0157

[452] [0.0057 0.0047 0.0052] [ 470] [ 0.0121 0.0114 0.0149]
FCM 4.18 0.0052 0.0045 0.0044 4.38 0.0114 0.0117 0.0144

3.68 0.0052 0.0044 0.0059 3.95 0.0149 0.0144 0.0223

[453] [0.0088 0.0093 0.0096] [ 470] [ 0.0083 0.0066 0.0120]
EC 4.19 0.0093 0.0110 0.0100 4.39 0.0066 0.0065 0.0102

3.68 0.0096 0.0100 0.0133 3.92 0.0120 0.0102 0.0200

Firstly, ordinary CPC models of Flury (1988) or equivalently q-dimensional CPC models

with q = p are fitted for each of the regions. The ordinary CPC model for each region is

compared to the unconstrained model allowing different B matrices for the two classes

(cf Definition 8.12). The likelihood ratio tests' results are summarised in Table 9.11. It is

clear that the ordinary CPC model fits satisfactorily for all three regions.

Table 9.11: Fit of the ordinary CPC model to the Homopus areolatus data.

unconstrained model ordinary CPC model
region LRS p-value

g df. g df.

FWC -528.5432 18 -525.9670 15 2.5763 0.4617

FCM -325.3963 18 -323.4342 15 1.9621 0.5803

EC -559.3890 18 -553.2057 15 6.1833 0.1030

Since all the covariances in Table 9.10 are positive the first principal component can be

regarded as a size variable (cf section 8.5.1). The one-dimensional CPC model with
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conditions (ii) and (iii) of Definition 8.12 satisfied by the components corresponding to the

largest diagonal element of each of AM and AF (cf Definition 8.12) can be used to test for

significant differences in size between males and females. If this one-dimensional CPC

model fits as well as the p-dimensional CPC model there is no significant difference in

size. Table 9.12 clearly shows that there is a highly significant difference between the

sizes of males and females in all three regions. This is not surprising since the notched

boxplots already indicated these differences for the data combined over regions.

Table 9.12: Testing for differences in size between males and females in the Homopus
areolatus data.

ordinary CPC model 1-dimensional CPC model
LRS p-valueregion

g df. g df.

FWC -525.9670 15 -500.8178 13 25.1492 0.0000

FCM -323.4342 15 -307.4594 13 15.9748 0.0003

EC -553.2057 15 -531.7692 13 21.4364 0.0000

Testing for differences in shape (and error) can be accomplished in a similar fashion by

comparing the ordinary CPC model to the two-dimensional CPC subspace model where

the components corresponding to the other two diagonal elements of AM and AF satisfy

conditions (ii) and (iii) of Definition 8.12. If this two-dimensional CPC subspace model

fits as well as the p-dimensional CPC model there is no significant difference in the shape

of the males and females in that region.

Table 9.13: Testing for differences in shape between males and females in the Homopus
areolatus data.

region
ordinary CPC model 2-dimensional CPC model

LRS p-value
g df. g df.

FWC -525.9670 15 -504.0066 11 21.9604 0.0002

FCM -323.4342 15 -319.2879 11 4.1462 0.3866

EC -553.2057 15 -545.9008 11 7.3049 0.1206

From the results in Table 9.l3 it follows that there is no significant difference in shape

between the males and females of FCM and EC but that there is a significant difference in

FWC. The males and females of FCM and EC are said to be allometric extensions, i.e. after

the size component is removed all differences between males and females vanish. Since
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the males and females of at least one region are not allometric extensions of one another

and three regions could not be tested, differences in shape between regions must be

investigated for males and females separately. The juveniles are a mixture of males and

females and can therefore not be used in this analysis. Thus the observations available for

investigating differences between regions are even fewer.

The observations for one gender are collected into an uncentred matrix X: n x p. A PCA is

performed on the data matrix to obtain the size and shape components as described in

section 8.5.1. A matrix Xi-size) = (X -If rvv: forms the shape component with

V·: 3 x 2 containing the second and third eigenvectors of the PCA. Differences between

the regions can now be investigated based on the 'observations' in the matrix XC-size). The

matrix XC-size): n x 3 is of rank 2 since the size component was removed so that there is no

approximation in the two-dimensional biplot.

The PCA biplot for the XC-size) matrix of the males is shown in Figure 9.16 and that of the

females in Figure 9.17. In both these biplots the observations for GK occupy positions

toward the negative side of the CH axes; towards the positive side of the CL axis and, with

the exception of one case, towards the positive side of the cw axis. This provides some

graphical evidence of the WCNCB's suspicion. CVA biplots were also constructed but are

not reported here since they do not provide any additional information.
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CW CL

• EC • FCM • FSC • FWC GK • LK

Figure 9.16: peA biplot of allometric data for male tortoises.
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• EC • FCM • FSC • FWC GK • LK

Figure 9.17: peA biplot of allometric data for female tortoises.
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Subsequently, all 17 measured variables were analysed similar to the analyses described

above. Although the PCA biplots do not show any clusters formed by the regions, the

CVA biplots of Figure 9.18 and Figure 9.19 show a remarkable amount of separation

between the regions. In the construction of the CVA biplot a data matrix of full column

rank is needed. Therefore, the matrix -"<-size) of rank (p - 1) has to be transformed into the

full column rank matrix X* = -"<-size)Vp-1 where Vp-1 is the first (p - 1) eigenvectors of a

PCA of -"<-size).

• • •
••• •• • •• ,• • •• •• •• •• •• • ..• • • •• • ••• •• • •

• •• •

•
• •
•

• FCM • FWC GK • LK

Figure 9.18: CVA biplot of all 17 allometric variables for male tortoises.
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Figure 9.19: eVA biplot of all 17 allometric variables for female tortoises.
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In Figure 9.18 for the male tortoises both the regions GK and FCM are well separated from

the other regions. With the exception of four observations, the EC region also seems to

differ from the overlapping FWC and LK regions. The eVA biplot for females in

Figure 9.19 show the GK and LK regions to be completely separated from the other regions.

Although there is some overlap between the remaining four regions, there seems to be a

partial change from EC to FCM to FWC and then FSC. This suggests that differences between

the regions could be developing.
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9.4.1 Synopsis

Principal components forming the basis of the q-dimensional CPC model were utilised to

test for differences in size and shape between male and female tortoises within regions.

Once differences in shape between males and females in at least some regions were

established each gender was analysed separately.

Since differences in shape were to be investigated, principal components were utilised

again to separate the shape component from the data for analysis. Unfortunately the

number of available shells could not be increased due to constraints on WCNCB resources.

This severely limits formal statistical analysis of the data set. However, once the

'observation' to be analysed was obtained, biplots such as PCA and CVA could be used

even where the samples are too small for formal analyses as a visual exploratory tool to

investigate differences. Although not conclusive, the results obtained with the biplots

raised very interesting questions by indicating that the suspicions of the WCNCB might be

true. This in tum may lead to a relocation of resources to supplement the existing 109

shells.

9.5 CVA biplot: Old Cape furniture and Stinkwood classification

Stinkwood (Ocotea bullata) is a large tree, indigenous to South Africa, belonging to the

family Lauraceae. When the wood is freshly cut it has an unpleasant smell from which its

name derives. Stinkwood was one of the principal woods used in the manufacture of

chairs, cupboard panel surrounds, framing and styles of doors as well as fronts of drawers

in the Cape during the is" and 19th centuries.

Old Cape furniture refers to furniture produced in the Cape region in South Africa during

1652 - 1900 according to the prevailing Western styles. According to the distinguished

cultural historian Mary A. Cook (Baraitser & Obholzer, 1981) "Cape country furniture

[... ] is in its own right worthy of serious study, and of deeper appreciation than it has had

in the past." It is however clear that in most publications, even where in-depth research

was conducted, information on the kind of wood of the furniture is very limited and

superficial. The identification of the kind of wood is usually based on face value and
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according to tradition. For instance, Atmore (1976) describes a chair as from stinkwood

without any indication of the method of identification. The importance of the scientific

identification of the kind of wood also comes forward when authors contradict each other,

e.g. Botha (1977) states that the 'tolletjiestoel' was usually made of stinkwood but

Baraitser & Obholzer (1981) declare that it was rarely made of stinkwood, yellow wood or

teak.

One of the aspects that play an important role in the buying and selling of old Cape

furniture is the kind of wood. Furniture made from stinkwood alone, or from a

combination of stink- and yellow wood has a high prestige value. It is therefore important

that the private owner, as well as the trader, must be able to accurately identify the kind of

wood. However, many people working with old Cape furniture assume that they can

identify the wood on face value only.

South Africa is a country with limited indigenous timbers. It was thus imperative that

wood was imported. Imbuia (Ocotea porosa) was one of the important woods imported

from South America and eventually became an accepted substitute for stinkwood. Swart &

van der Merwe (1980) describe the identification problems concerning Ocotea bullata

(indigenous stinkwood) and Ocotea porosa (exotic imbuia). Both are species from the

genus Ocotea from the family Lauraceae. The substantial price difference between

furniture made from these two species necessitates the accurate discrimination between the

two species from one genus.

Swart (1980) gathered research material with non-destructive measures from two

indigenous species of the Lauraceae family, viz. Ocotea bullata and Ocotea kenyensis.

Both qualitative and quantitative wood anatomical features were measured. In the first

phase the genus Ocotea was distinguished from the other species in the family, based

mainly on microscopic qualitative anatomical features. Based on these features, the

indigenous Ocotea species, as well as the exotic imbuia, could be positively identified as

belonging to the genus Ocotea.
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In the second phase distinctions were required between the species within the genus. The

two indigenous species Ocotea bullata and Ocotea kenyensis, and also the two furniture

woods Ocotea bullata and the exotic Ocotea porosa (imbuia) must be differentiated. Up to

now these distinctions were based on physical macroscopic features such as colour and

smell. Due to the large variability in these features this leads to very subjective

identifications.

A controversy about the kind of wood a 19th century Cape chair was manufactured of was

the primary incentive of this example discussed by Burden, Gardner, Ie Roux & Swart

(2001) and Ie Roux & Gardner (2000). Quantitative wood anatomical features were used

in a canonical variate analysis to successfully separate the three species. The data set given

in Table 9.14 shows the wood anatomical features of 20 Ocotea bullata, 10 Ocotea porosa

and 7 Ocotea kenyensis samples investigated by Swart (1985). For each of the 37 samples

50 microscopic measurements were made on each of the variables

VesD

VesL

FibL

RayH

RayW

NumVes

Tangential vessel diameter (urn)

Vessel element length (urn)

Fiber length (urn)

Ray height (urn)

Ray width (urn)

Number of vessels per square mm.
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Table 9.14: Ocotea data set.

Obsno Sampieno Species VesD VesL FibL RayH RayW NumVes

1 11848 O.bu/lata 79 383 941 333 30 17
2 11801 O.bu/lata 78 346 961 223 24 31
3 11805 O.bu/lata 82 361 1039 316 27 25
4 11806 O.bu/lata 79 324 1048 369 29 26
5 11811 O.bu/lata 85 418 1051 347 34 14
6 11804 O.bu/lata 111 448 1096 379 40 13
7 11842 O.bu/lata 76 320 1130 347 29 13
8 11807 O.bu/lata 103 371 1165 326 26 10
9 11803 O.bu/lata 129 406 1165 428 44 11
10 11808 O.bu/lata 74 281 1175 324 26 11
11 11849 O.bu/lata 102 567 1221 395 40 11
12 11860 O.bu/lata 95 415 1225 416 38 10
13 11810 O.bu/lata 91 372 1234 375 26 11
14 11812 O.bu/lata 113 314 1253 466 23 10
15 11858 O.bu/lata 93 541 1267 347 34 14
16 11813 O.bu/lata 94 437 1271 336 36 10
17 11847 O.bu/lata 119 359 1280 412 32 11
18 11809 O.bu/lata 104 387 1290 381 22 12
19 11857 O.bu/lata 114 569 1369 568 52 11
20 11859 O.bu/lata 141 621 1527 419 34 15
21 11922 O.kenyensis 147 402 1391 440 32 9
22 11923 O.kenyensis 142 393 1468 443 35 6
23 11927 O.kenyensis 125 322 1530 459 34 11
24 11915 O.kenyensis 156 401 1588 512 42 11
25 11919 O.kenyensis 162 502 1591 369 42 8
26 11934 O.kenyensis 103 378 1655 441 34 11
27 11939 O.kenyensis 126 414 1759 459 42 8
28 12010 O.porosa 122 346 981 393 40 14
29 12002 O.porosa 139 133 993 342 33 14
30 12007 O.porosa 130 368 1005 356 39 16
31 12008 O.porosa 127 331 1027 473 38 20
32 12005 O.porosa 112 309 1044 358 47 8
33 12003 O.porosa 115 352 1048 300 36 14
34 12001 O.porosa 130 471 1072 409 39 15
35 12004 O.porosa 153 419 1077 392 48 20
36 12009 O.porosa 135 370 1104 531 38 15
37 12006 O.porosa 130 325 1166 428 36 12
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The mean value of the 50 measurements of each of the samples was calculated for each of

the six wood anatomical features. These mean values were used as the observed values for

each of the samples. The 37 x 6 data matrix obtained in this way, together with the

indicator matrix denoting the classification of the species formed the data set used in this

analysis. The mean values and standard deviations of each of the variables for each of the

species are given in Table 9.15.

Table 9.15: Mean values and standard deviations of wood anatomical features for each of
the three species of the genus Ocotea.

Species Statistic VesD(J1ITI) VesL(J1ITI) FibL(J1ITI) RayH(J1ITI) RayW(J1ITI) NumVes

O. bullata mean 98.1 412.0 1185.4 375.4 32.3 14.3

std. dev. 18.76 94.17 140.40 69.22 7.73 6.01

O. kenyensis mean 137.3 401.7 1568.9 446.1 37.3 9.1

std. dev. 20.54 53.54 120.93 42.22 4.50 1.95

O. porosa mean 129.3 342.4 1051.7 398.2 39.4 14.8

std. dev. 11.80 87.76 55.94 67.08 4.72 3.52

Inspection of Table 9.15 shows considerable differences in the mean values of the three

species for each of the wood anatomical features, but the standard deviations show that a

considerable amount of overlap between the samples from the three species can also be

expected. A formal test of equality of covariance matrices rejects the null hypothesis at a

5% significance level. The QDA and eVA biplots based on the six variables are shown in

Figure 9.20 and Figure 9.21, respectively. These biplots were constructed with the

functions cvabip/ and bip/ot. class.

Even though the covariance matrices differ according to the hypothesis test, the eVA

biplot seems at least as successful in separating the classes than the QDA biplot.
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Figure 9.20: QDA biplot of the Ocotea data set with six variables.
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Figure 9.21: eVA biplot of the Ocotea data set with six variables.

Since there are three Ocotea species, if follows that K = min (p, J - 1) = 2 and therefore

only the first two canonical variables are relevant for classification so that r = 2 does not

involve any approximation. It is clear from Figure 9.21 that the species are well separated

by the eVA although there is some overlap between stinkwood (Ocotea bullata) and

imbuia (Ocotea porosa). The ev error rate, discussed in section 8.2, was calculated and

the proportion of incorrect classifications is 0.081.
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Since it is well known that the error rate can sometimes be improved by using only a

subset of the variables (Flury, 1997), the possibility of not using all the variables was

investigated. Since the hypothesis test indicated that the covariance matrices differ

significantly, the ev error rate was calculated for QDA classification based on every

subset of size one, size two, ... , up to size five. The 'subset' of size six is the entire set of

variables. Since only seven observations are available for Ocotea kenyensis the class

covariance matrix cannot be estimated properly for six variables and six observations (with

one observation left out) and therefore the ev error rate cannot be calculated. In

Table 9.16 only the smallest ev error rate for each subset size is given, together with the

associated subset of variables.

Table 9.16: Smallest QDA ev error rates for different sized subsets of the variables of the
Ocotea data set.

Subset size CV error rate Associated variables

0.270 FibL

2 0.108 VesD, FibL

3 0.108 VesD, VesL, FibL

4 0.162 VesD, VesL, FibL, NumVes

5 0.243 VesD, VesL, FibL, RayH, RayW

Perusal of Table 9.16 shows that a better classification rate is obtained with the optimal

subset of two or three variables than with five variables. Since it is well known that LDA

sometimes outperforms QDA even in the presence of differences in covariance matrices

(cf. McLachlan, 1992) a eVA was also performed. The possibility of a better performance

by eVA is also suggested by the separation of the classes in the QDA and eVA biplots in

Figure 9.20 and Figure 9.21, respectively.

The best subset of variables was selected similar to the QDA above. The 'subset' of size

six results in the eVA biplot of Figure 9.21 with a ev error rate of 0.081. In Table 9.17

only the smallest ev error rate for each subset size is given, together with the associated

subset of variables.
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Table 9.17: Smallest CVA CV error rates for different sized subsets of the variables of the
Ocotea data set.

Subset size CVerror rate Associated variables

1 0.243 FibL

2 0.081 FibL, VesL

3 0.054 FibL, VesL, VesD

4 0.054 FibL, VesL, VesD, RayW

5 0.054 FibL, VesL, VesD, RayW, RayH

6 0.081 complete set

Perusal of Table 9.17 shows that a better classification rate is obtained with the optimal

subset of three, four or five variables than with the complete set of six variables. Based on

the principal of parsimony (Occam's razor) and the finding that better CV error rates were

attained using CVA than using QDA, the variables FibL, VesL and VesD were selected for

use in the final analysis.

Further evidence in favour of a CVA analysis usmg FibL, VesL and VesD comes from

considering the results of a formal hypothesis test. Testing for significant differences

between the class covariance matrices based upon the selected three variables a p-value of

0.065 is obtained leading to the non-rejection of the hypothesis at a 5% significance level.

After selecting these three variables it appeared that the use of them only had an added

advantage since relatively small (thin) wood samples are needed to make the necessary

measurements. Therefore methods based on only these features can be viewed as non-

destructive, which is an important aspect when taking wood samples from precious old

Cape furniture. Furthermore, small articles can be subject to identification. The CVA

biplot based on variables FibL, VesL and VesD is given in Figure 9.22.
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Figure 9.22: CVA biplot of the Ocotea data set with three variables.
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Comparison of Figure 9.22 with Figure 9.21 shows that the distribution of the samples as

well as the orientation of the three biplot axes for FibL, VesL and VesD remain very much the

same when using only the latter variables. Since there are only three classes the quality of

the CVA display is 1 and the adequacy of representation of the three variables FibL, VesL

and VesD are 0.98, 0.42 and 0.93, respectively.

Referring to the distribution of the sample points around their respective class means,

shows that the indigenous Ocotea kenyensis are well separated from the other two species,
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while the indigenous Ocotea bullata and the exotic Ocotea porosa are closer to each other.

Note however that the two indigenous species Ocotea bullata and Ocotea kenyensis

overlap on each of the individual axes (variables) and that separation of the species is only

obtained by the simultaneous analysis with all three variables.

Furthermore, there is also overlap between Ocotea kenyensis and Ocotea porosa with

respect to VesL and VesD when each variable is considered individually. The two species

are however well separated when orthogonally projected onto the FibL axis. On the other

hand there is much more overlap between the projections of Ocotea bullata and Ocotea

porosa on the FibL axis, than with respect to the remaining two variables.

Comparing the class mean values in Table 9.15 with the predicted values obtained by

orthogonal projection onto the biplot axes, it follows that the mean values can be

accurately read off from the graphical display.

The CVA biplot can be used to address the problem of identifying the kind of wood the

controversial chair is manufactured from. By using mainly qualitative, microscopic wood

anatomical features, the sample was first identified as belonging to the family Lauraceae

and then as a representative of the genus Ocotea.

In the second step of the classification, the sample must be classified as belonging to one

of the three species in the Ocotea genus. A small inconspicuous sample of wood from the

chair was obtained for the microscopic measurement of FibL, VesL and VesD values to

calculate a mean value for each variable.

The following values were obtained from the wood sample:

Wood anatomical feature mean values (f1I1I)

VesD 134

VesL 375

FibL 1170
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In Figure 9.23 the classification regions were added to the eVA biplot of Figure 9.22. The

new sample value was also interpolated onto the display.
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Figure 9.23: eVA biplot of the Ocotea data set with three variables and classification
regrons.

From Figure 9.23 it is clear that this wood sample should be classified as Ocotea porosa.

The piece of furniture is therefore not made of stinkwood, but most probably of imported

imbuia.

VesL VesD

~ Ocotea bullata I_I Ocotea kenyensis I_I Ocotea porosa
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9.5.1 Synopsis

eVA analysis was applied to a practical problem encountered by culture historians to

accurately identify the kind of wood used for antique furniture. Variable selection based

on the CV error rate yielded a non-destructive classification procedure. Using the biplot as

a graphical display in the classification process showed the amount of separation obtained

between the two species. Furthermore, the Pythagorean distances from the new sample to

the class means can be used as a measure of certainty associated with the classification. If

the new sample point fell just inside the Ocotea porosa classification region, but almost on

the border with Ocotea bullata, it could be argued that it is not clear whether the piece of

furniture is from expensive stinkwood or the less valuable imbuia. Since the observation is

well inside the Ocotea porosa classification region, it can be assumed with relative

certainty that the wood type is indeed imbuia and not stinkwood.

9.6 Robust biplots and principal curves: Diabetes data set

The different approaches to classification based on biplot methodology are illustrated here

with the well-known diabetes data set from Reaven & Miller (1979) discussed inter alia in

Banfield & Raftery (1993), McLachlan (1992) and Hawkins & McLachlan (1997). A total

of 145 non-obese adult subjects were classified, based on conventional clinical criteria,

into three groups: patients suffering from chemical diabetes, overt diabetes and normal subjects.

The study focussed on three variables:

GL-AREA the area under the plasma glucose curve for a 3-hour oral glucose tolerance test

IN-AREA the area under the plasma insulin curve for a 3-hour oral glucose tolerance test

SSPG the steady-state plasma glucose response.

Assuming the clinical classification to be correct, an LDA analysis is performed on the

data set. The eVA biplot with corresponding LDA classification regions is shown in

Figure 9.24. The classification performance is measured with the APER and the CV error

rate discussed in section 8.2. With ordinary LDA classification a total of 123 of the

subjects were correctly classified, resulting in an 84.8% correct classification rate, with the

corresponding CV rate of 82.8% with 120 subjects classified correctly. This result differs
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slightly from the 118 correct LDA ev classifications reported by Hawkins & McLachlan

(1997) since the eVA biplot classification assumes equal prior probabilities.

«w
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I_I Overt diabetes 00 Chemical diabetes 00 Normal subjects

Figure 9.24: eVA biplot of the diabetes data set.

Perusal of Figure 9.24 shows a number of observations relatively far away from their class

means. This might be an indication of incorrect clinical classifications. Assuming the

LDA classification to be accurate, the eVA biplot can be used to assess the clinical

classification performance, often based on only one of the feature variables measured on

the patients.
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In the analysis here, it is however assumed that the clinical classification is correct. The

observations that are incorrectly classified since they are far from their class mean could

therefore be viewed as outliers. As discussed in section 7.5 a robust eVA biplot can be

constructed which attempts to down weight the outlying values to minimise their effect on

the estimation of the display space. Since this biplot which is shown in Figure 9.25 is less

sensitive towards outliers, these class means should better represent the true class mean

values and therefore hopefully lead to more accurate classification.

IN-AREA

~ Overt diabetes ~ Chemical diabetes I_I Normal subjects

Figure 9.25: Robust eVA biplot of the diabetes data set.
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Although the robust biplot of Figure 9.25 shows more or less the same pattern as the

ordinary CVA biplot of Figure 9.24 the CV classification performance improved from

82.8% to 89.7% with 130 of the 145 subjects now being correctly classified. The APER is

exactly the same as the CV error rate. This is not surprising since the robust biplot should

be less sensitive to the exclusion of a sample point.

Perusal of both Figure 9.24 and Figure 9.25 shows why some of the subjects are

incorrectly classified. Both the chemical and overt diabetes classes form elongated patterns

instead of circular clusters around the class mean. The result of this is that the sample

points to the extremes of the elongated patterns are closer to the class mean of another

class than to its own class mean. As discussed by Gardner & le Roux (2000) the principal

curve classification described in section 6.4 addresses this problem by replacing the class

mean with a conditional mean (principal curve) which follows the observations for that

particular class.

In the CVA biplot of Figure 9.26 the class means were replaced by principal curves and the

resulting classification regions are therefore non-linear. From the algorithms discussed in

Chapter 6 it follows that both the fitting of the principal curves and the calculation of the

distances from the sample point to the principal curves are computationally much more

complex than the simple calculation of class means and Pythagorean distances. Therefore,

only the APER's are reported, which can by calculated from a single biplot compared to

constructing n different biplots for measuring the CV error rate. The APER improved from

82.8% for the ordinary CVA to 91.7% (133 out of 145 subjects classified correctly) for the

CVA biplot with principal curve classification.
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Figure 9.26: eVA biplot of the diabetes data set with principal curve classification
regions.

When Figure 9.26 is compared to Figure 9.24 it is clear that the improved classification is

obtained by allocating from the lateral parts of the chemical diabetes region in Figure 9.24 to

overt diabetes on the one side and to normal subjects on the other. Although the principal

curves follow the observations in the biplot representation this does not solve the

inconsistency in the display space estimation as a result of outlier values. The improved

classification obtained with the robust biplot confirmed that outliers did distort the accurate

representation in a CVA biplot. Applying principal curve classification to the robust biplot
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should therefore eliminate the effect of the outliers and solve the classification

shortcomings with classes forming long strips.

-600

1600

IN-AREA

~ Chemical diabetes ~ Normal subjects~ Overt diabetes

Figure 9.27: Robust eVA biplot of the diabetes data set with principal curve
classification regions.

Figure 9.27 shows that this is indeed the case. Using both the robust and the principal

curve extensions to the eVA biplot methodology resulted in a classification performance

improvement from 123 to l34 correct classifications. This equals a 92.4% correct

resubstitution classification rate.
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9.6.1 Synopsis

The correct classifications obtained with the various biplot classifications discussed in this

section are summarised in Table 9.18.

Table 9.18: LDA-type classification performance for the diabetes data set.

Method
Correct classification of

training sample
CV classification

eVA biplot

Robust eVA biplot

eVA biplot with principal curves

Robust eVA biplot with principal curves

123 84.8%

130

133

134

89.7%

91.7%

92.4%

120

130

82.8%

89.7%

An improvement of seven more correct classifications was obtained by using a robust

biplot, an improvement of ten classifications was obtained by using the principal curve

classification and combining the two extensions, results in eleven more correct

classifications than the ordinary eVA classification. Although the improvement from the

ordinary CVA principal curve classification to the robust CVA principal curve

classification is only marginal with one more correct classification a more stable display

space is obtained which should lead to more accurate classifications of new sample points.

9.7 Classification with unequal covariance matrices: Diabetes
data set

This application continues with the diabetes data set from Reaven & Miller (1979) used in

section 9.6. A rotating scatterplot that is the two-dimensional projection of the points

along any direction was originally used by Reaven & Miller (1979) to investigate the three-

dimensional configuration of the points. With modem software a three-dimensional

scatterplot is easily constructed in S-PLUS as shown in Figure 9.28.
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• Overt diabetes • Chemical diabetes • Normal subjects

Figure 9.28: Three-dimensional scatterplot of the diabetes data set.

Banfield & Raftery (1993) describe the data as boomerang shaped with two wings and a fat

middle. It is also described as 'rabbit head' shaped by McLachlan (1992). The two wings

correspond to chemical and overt diabetes, respectively, with the middle portion composed of

normal patients. This structure was considered to be of considerable interest to medical

investigators, since the separation between subjects with chemical and overt diabetes illustrates

why patients with chemical diabetes rarely develop overt diabetes. Banfield & Raftery (1993)

further comment on the differences between the class structures with the one 'wing' being

almost planar while the other is linear with some curvature. The different 'wing' structures

and football shaped middle will inevitably result in widely differing class covariance

matrices as is shown in Table 9.19.
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Table 9.19: Class covariance matrices of the diabetes data set.
Overt diabetes

GL-AREA IN-AREA SSPG

GL-AREA 95725 -19843 15334

IN-AREA -19843 8728 -1 654

SSPG 15334 -1 654 7801

Chemical diabetes

GL-AREA IN-AREA SSPG

GL-AREA 3070 1 083 -142

IN-AREA 1 083 24911 3262

SSPG -142 3262 3595

Normal subjects

GL-AREA IN-AREA SSPG

GL-AREA 1 359 575 446

IN-AREA 575 4741 1 956

SSPG 446 1 956 3310

Perusal of Table 9.19 shows large variances for 'GL-AREA in overt diabetes and IN-AREA in

chemical diabetes while the variances of the normal subjects more closely resemble the football

shape. Furthermore all three variables have positive covariances for normal subjects, while

chemical diabetes show negative covariance between GL-AREA and SSPG. On the other hand

overt diabetes has a positive covariance between GL-AREA and SSPG, but negative covariances

between IN-AREA and each of GL-AREA and SSPG. A formal test for differences between the

covariance matrices rejects the null hypothesis of no differences (p-value < 0.0000),

indicating significant differences between the covariance matrices.

Due to the differences in the covariance structures of the classes, a QDA analysis was

performed on the data set. In section 4.2 two approaches to applying biplot methodology

to QDA were discussed. In the first approach, a PCA biplot is constructed and the

classification is based on the ~j(~)-function defined in section 4.2. As discussed in

section 4.2 the QDA classification is obtained by application of the ~j(:!)-function in a

p-dimensional PCA biplot. In this case with three variables, the QDA classification in the

three-dimensional biplot resulted in 135 correct classifications (93.1%) and with CV 134

subjects were correctly classified (92.4%). The three-dimensional classification regions

shown in Figure 9.29 are represented in the two-dimensional PCA biplot similar to the

representation of neighbour regions for CLP's in the generalised biplot.
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Figure 9.29: PCA biplot of the diabetes data set with approximated three-dimensional
QDA classification regions.

Reduced space QDA classification can also be performed in the two-dimensional biplot as

shown in Figure 9.30. The main obstacle in applying QDA is generally the large number

of parameters to be estimated. This is also the reason why LDA sometimes outperforms

QDA in situations with unequal covariance matrices. In the diabetes example, QDA does

perform superior to LDA with a 92.4% CV correct classification rate compared to the

82.8% of LDA. Even though QDA performed superior to LDA a large number of

parameters had to be estimated for the QDA classification. The dimension reduction

achieved by executing the QDA classification in a two-dimensional PCA biplot resulted in
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an even better classification performance. A total of 137 (94.5%) subjects was correctly

classified and the CV classification resulted in 135 (93.1%) correct classifications. This

demonstrates that the advantage of dimension reduction is larger than the loss incurred in

the two-dimensional approximation.
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Figure 9.30: PCA biplot of the diabetes data set with two-dimensional QDA classification
regrons.

Another approach to QDA discussed in section 4.2.1.3 leads to the construction of a QDA

biplot where classification can be performed based on Pythagorean distances which are

intuitively more appealing. The three-dimensional classification based on the QDA biplot
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resulted in 135 (93.1%) correct classifications (APER = 0.069). The result of 135 correct

classifications equals that of the three-dimensional classification in the PCA biplot. The

classification in the two-dimensional QDA biplot however resulted in only 132 (91.0%)

correct classifications compared to the 137 (94.5%) in the PCA biplot. The two-

dimensional QDA biplot with classification regions is shown in Figure 9.31. The

approximated three-dimensional classification regions are identical to the two-dimensional

regions and are therefore not shown here.
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Figure 9.31: QDA biplot of the diabetes data set with two-dimensional classification
regions.
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Apart from applying QDA to the data, an FDA analysis can also be performed. When

using MARS as the non-parametric regression technique the FDA biplot in Figure 9.32 is

obtained. The adaptive regression method automatically selects the relevant variables and

in this biplot only GL-AREA was selected. It was mentioned in section 4.3.1.2 that MARS

fits are continuous but not differentiable and can therefore be visually unappealing. The

interesting pattern of the sample points in Figure 9.32 is the result of this MARS fitting-

method. The FDA (MARS) CV classification had l33 (91.7%) correct classifications with

an APER of 0.055 (l37 i.e. 94.5% correct classifications). Both the FDA (MARS)

classification and the reduced space QDA classification in the two-dimensional PCA biplot

misclassified eight subjects. Four of these were misclassified by both procedures. Four

other were misclassified by FDA (MARS) but correctly classified by the QDA and another

four misclassified by the QDA but correctly classified by FDA (MARS).
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Note that the chemical diabetes class mean does not appear on the V-shape of the interpolated

samples. It could be expected that interpolating the original chemical diabetes class mean

would lead to a point on the V-shape. Since the mean of the interpolated chemical diabetes

samples are used for classification, this mean value is some distance (albeit small) away

from the V-shape, A principal curve will follow the data, but it is apparent from the biplot

that this would not lead to a significant change in the classification performance.
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Figure 9.32: FDA (MARS) biplot of the diabetes data set with two-dimensional
classification regions.
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BRUTO was also applied as non-parametric multivariate regression technique to obtain the

FDA biplot in Figure 9.33. Although the sample points in Figure 9.33 follow almost the

same pattern as in Figure 9.32, two predictor variables GL-AREA and SSPG were included in

the adaptive regression model. The FDA (BRUTO) classification performed better than

the FDA (MARS) or any of the QDA classifications with 139 (95.9%) correct

classifications for both the resubstitution method and cv.
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Figure 9.33: FDA (BRUTO) biplot of the diabetes data set with two-dimensional
classification regions.
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9.7.1 Synopsis

Although the CVA biplot seemed to separate the three classes to a reasonable extent the

covariance structures of the classes differed considerably. Since the equal within class

covariance matrix assumption of LDA is not satisfied both QDA and the more flexible

FDA were applied to the data.

Table 9.20: Classification performance for unequal covariance matrices for the diabetes
data set.

Method Dimension
Correct classification of training

CV classification
sample

eVA biplot 2 123 84.8% 120 82.8%

ODA with peA biplot 3 135 93.1% 134 92.4%

ODA with peA biplot 2 137 94.5% 135 93.1%

ODA with ODA biplot 2 132 91.0%

ODA with ODA biplot 3 135 93.1%

FDA (MARS) biplot 2 137 94.5% 133 91.7%

FDA (BRUTO) biplot 2 139 95.9% 139 95.9%

The classification performance of the different techniques is summarised in Table 9.20.

All the methods aimed at dealing with the unequal covariance matrices performed notably

better than the linear classification of CVA. In the QDA classification based on the PCA

biplot better classification performance was obtained by dimension reduction. This was

however, not the case with the QDA biplot. The FDA (MARS) classification was

disappointing with only 133 correct CV classifications. The FDA (BRUTO) classification

however outperformed all other options with 139 correct CV classifications.

9.8 Classification with categorical variables:

French forests
Regeneration in

This data set is by courtesy of Patricia Heuze who collected the data as part of a research

project concerned with the effect of large herbivores foraging on forests in the Vosges

mountains. Heuze enquired for statistical help at an internet users group. She supplied the

data since it was felt that biplot methodology could be instrumental to answering some of

her questions.
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The forests included in this investigation are composed mainly of fir, beech and spruce.

Roe deer and red deer feed on the saplings, eating buds and leaves until the tree attains a

height of approximately 150cm. Since the growth of saplings is impaired by deer, the

impact on forest regeneration is investigated. Deer have a marked preference for fir trees,

much less so for beech, while spruce is rarely eaten. This selectivity in the foraging

behaviour of deer may bring about a change in the composition of the forest with spruce

eventually becoming dominant. The aim is to predict the future composition of current

young stands subjected to foraging by deer. The main effect of foraging is to retard growth

in young trees since their annual buds are suppressed. The effect of foraging on the growth

of the different species is measured by comparing the height to age ratio of trees subjected

to foraging to those not subjected to foraging.

The study is undertaken in three phases. The first phase focuses on forests where there are

no large herbivores. The effect of different combinations of environmental factors on the

forest regeneration is studied. In the second phase similar forests with large herbivores are

studied to determine the regeneration composition in the same environmental conditions

than in phase 1. In the final third phase the results of phases I and II are to be compared to

quantify the effect of foraging on the regeneration composition. This will in tum be used

to predict the future regeneration of young stands. Finally the predictions will be verified

by comparing them to the forest composition of older stands where deer are present.

This analysis will only be concerned with the first phase of the study. Regeneration was

measured in terms of height and species of each tree less than 150cm in 4m x 4m square

plots. Based on these data - composition and height of young trees - six classes of

regeneration were identified:

Table 9.21: Regeneration classes supplied as input to the analysis.
class 1 dominance of small firs (0 - 30cm)

class 2 dominance of tall firs (30 -150cm)

class 3 fir mixed with other species

class 4 dominance of spruce

class 5 dominance of beech

class 6 no trees less than 150cm
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To investigate the effect of environmental factors upon the regeneration in the absence of

large herbivores, 14 aspects of the environment were studied. The factors were identified

based on the likelihood of influencing the kind of regeneration and / or the foraging

patterns of animals in the forest. Table 9.22 summarises the environmental factors

considered.

Table 9.22: Environmental factors possibly influencing regeneration in French forests.

Environmental

factor

Type Comment

Acidity

Exposure

Altitude

Slope

%>150

LV

NT

Canopy

continuous The exact pH is not available, but the acidity can be judged from the

vegetation. In the study area four types of soil are present, numbered from

10 (the richest soil) to 13 (more acidic). An acidity of 11.5 would therefore

mean that the vegetation was representative of types 11 and 12.

categorical The exposure to the sun is categorised by north, west, east and south.

continuous Measured in metres above sea level.

continuous The slope is measured in degrees with 90° indicating horisontal and 180°

denoting vertical.

continuous The percentage of the surface of the plot covered by the foliage of trees

from 150cm to 10m high.

continuous Lateral visibility is measured in four directions and indexed as 1, 2, 3 or 4.

The lowest visibility (important undergrowth) is denoted by 1 and high

visibility by 4. The mean value of the four directions is calculated.

continuous The number of adult trees present in a 35m radius around the plot.

categorical The canopy opening is described by the percentage of sky that can be

seen through the foliage. It is categorised by a low, medium and high

percentage.

The stand structure is categorised by 3 different vertical structures.

The stand tree species is the composition of the adult trees in the plot. The

four categories are dominance of fir, beech or spruce or a mixed plot.

Four different sylvicultural techniques are used in shaping the forests in the

Vosges included in this study.

The number of years since the last cut in the forest

The ground cover is categorised by covered by more than 50% vegetation,

more than 50% rocks or more than 50% dead leaves or needles

Since canopy can be classified as closed, but with a gap above the plot, it

is categorised by no gap, a gap above a part of the plot or a gap above the

entire plot.

ST categorical

STS categorical

Sylvi categorical

LC continuous

Ground categorical

Gaps categorical
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In order to determine the effect of the environmental factors on regeneration it is crucial

that the regeneration class must be accurately predicted for any (observed) combination of

environmental factors. The problem becomes therefore one of classification (discriminant

analysis) with a set of seven continuous and seven categorical predictor variables and

regeneration forming the six different classes.

Since seven of the predictor variables are categorical, a generalised biplot approach will be

used. The generalised biplot in Figure 9.34 is constructed with the genbipl function using

Pythagorean distance between continuous sample components and the EMC for categorical

components. The different regeneration classes are denoted by the coloured sample points.

In Figure 9.35 and Figure 9.36 the CLP's and associated prediction regions are shown for

two of the seven categorical variables. The canopy prediction regions all appear in

Figure 9.35, but the CLP for the high percentage category projects onto the biplot space

outside its prediction region. Of the four prediction regions for sylvi, the third class will

never be predicted while the CLP for the fourth class, falls just outside the boundary of its

prediction region.
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Figure 9.34: Generalised biplot of the environmental factors.
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Figure 9.35: Generalised biplot of the environmental factors with Cl.P's and prediction
regions for canopy.
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Figure 9.36: Generalised biplot of the environmental factors with CLP's and prediction
regions for sylvi.

The regeneration classes do not seem to form different clusters in the biplot. It was,

however, demonstrated in section 3.4.4 that this does not necessarily mean that the classes

cannot be well separated by an appropriate technique.

There are 24 non-zero eigenvalues associated with the generalised biplot of Figure 9.34.

These are given in Table 9.23. These eigenvalues decrease slowly and are not dominated

by the first two or three values. It is therefore not surprising that the quality of the display

is only 0.27 indicating that there might very well be separate clusters that are not
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accurately represented in the generalised biplot. Indicative of the existence of such clusters

is that class 5 seems to be more towards the bottom of the plot, with class 1 more to the top

right hand comer.

Table 9.23: Eigenvalues associated with the generalised biplot of environmental factors.

65.8

40.6

35.6

29.4

26.3

23.8

20.8 10.9 5.2

18.8 10.0 4.8

17.5 8.1 4.1

14.6 7.3 3.4

14.1 6.2 3.0

13.3 5.7 2.1

A preliminary step to determine the extent of class separations is performed with eVA and

FDA analyses. LDA resulting from eVA is the simplest classification analysis. MARS

was selected for the FDA analysis in the hope that non-linearity and interactions will be

'captured' by this method. QDA and the application of a DSM model involving more

complex calculations and the separate estimation of within class covariance matrices were

not considered in the preliminary step.

The results are not very promising. The eVA analysis managed to classify 66% of the

observations correctly and the FDA (MARS) analysis only 28%. Using dimension

reduction to possibly improve the classification performance, the eVA and FDA (MARS)

analyses were also performed for r = 2 which resulted in only 48% of the observations

being correctly classified by eVA, while FDA improved a little with 30% correct

classifications. This is however, still lower than the 66% of eVA in the full

K =min (14,6 - 1) = 5-dimensional classification space. Due to the poor performance of

these procedures the corresponding biplots are not reported here.

Since the discrimination procedures do not seem to successfully separate the regeneration

classes, the procedure of Bozdogan, Sclove & Gupta (1994, cf section 8.3.1) was applied

to the pseudo-variables contained in the Us-ordination resulting from the generalised

biplot. Assuming that the observations for each class come from a normal distribution, the

first step tests differences between the mean vectors and covariance matrices. The smallest
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AIC-value was obtained for the model assummg different mean vectors and different

covariance matrices. Using this model, the second step determines the number of

homogeneous groups by merging classes. This analysis suggested that there are four

distinct homogeneous groups. The regeneration classes 4, 5 and 6 each form a separate

class, while the fourth class consists of regeneration classes 1, 2 and 3. Comparing this

result to Table 9.21 an interesting observation is made: Classes 1, 2, and 3 are all

concerned with young fir trees. It is therefore not unrealistic to merge these classes as

shown in Table 9.24.

Table 9.24: Homogeneous regeneration classes after merging.

FIR dominance of fir or fir mixed with other species (n = 111)

SPRUCE dominance of spruce

BEECH dominance of beech

no small no trees less than 150cm

(n = 13)

(n = 23)

(n = 2)

The third step of the method of Bozdogan, et al. (1991) involves the selection of the

appropriate variables. This step is not applied here since the analysis is performed with the

pseudo-variables resulting from the generalised biplot ordination. A possible variable

selection procedure could be based on the CV classification rate similar to the procedure

applied in section 9.3 where the subset of predictor variables resulting in the best CV

classification is selected. For each possible subset of sizes 1,2, ... , 14 each observation is

left out in tum, a generalised biplot ordination is obtained and used for constructing a

classification biplot. The left out observation is then interpolated into the generalised

biplot ordination and these pseudo-sample values are interpolated into the classification

biplot to classify this observation. Repeating this process for each observation in the

sample for each possible subset of predictor variables is however, very computer intensive.

Although no variable selection is applied here, a very crude alternative can be based on the

biased APER and a backwards elimination process. Let APER-14 be the apparent error

rate for classification based on all 14 predictor variables. In tum leave out each of the

predictor variables and calculate the apparent error rate for the remaining 13 variables. Let

APER-13 be the best error rate obtained with 13 predictor variables. Use the subset of 13

variables associated with APER-13 to repeat the process, leaving out one of these variables
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and calculating APER-12. This process is repeated and if more than one subset results in

the 'best' APER, each of these subsets should be evaluated in the next step. Once the

backwards elimination is completed, the subset resulting in the smallest APER is selected.

The fourth class, no small, consists of only two observations and is therefore omitted in the

remainder of the analysis. The generalised biplot in Figure 9.37 does not show separate

classes. Even though the classes are not separated in the generalised biplot, there can be

separation in a biplot designed for class separation .
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•

• Beech • Fir • Spruce

Figure 9.37: Generalised biplot of environmental factors with only three regeneration
classes.
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The classification performance, based on the APER is summarised in the following table.

For quadratic discrimination, each within class covariance matrix must be separately

estimated. Since the SPRUCE class has only 13 observations, only the first 12 principal co-

ordinate directions are used in the classification. This amounts to an 82% quality of the

representation of the original data. Although 18% of the original ordination corresponding

to the smallest non-zero eigenvalues is 'lost' this allows for applying quadratic

discrimination. With the method of Bozdogan, et al. (1994) the first step showed that the

covariance matrices differ significantly in the five class problem. Visual evidence of

differing covariance matrices is also apparent in the generalised biplot with the three

classes in Figure 9.37 although this is only a two-dimensional approximation.

Table 9.25: Classification performance obtained with different biplots for the regeneration
data.

Method Dimension total of 147 obs Correct classifications

CVA 2 125 85.0%

FDA (MARS) 2 124 84.4%

FDA (BRUTO) 2 124 84.4%

aDA with PCA biplot 12 144 98.0%

aDA with aDA biplot 2 112 76.2%

Excellent classification is obtained with the QDA classification in a 12-dimensional PCA

biplot. From the equivalence between PCO and PCA tcf. section 2.5) and since the

generalised biplot results from a PCO analysis the PCA biplot will be equivalent to

Figure 9.37. Representing the 12-dimensional classification regions in the two dimensions

will not be informative, since the separation is not clear in the lower dimensional biplot

representation.

The QDA biplot results in a fairly good classification, keeping in mind that only two

dimensions are used, compared with the 12 PCA dimensions, with 76.2% of the

observations classified correctly. This two-dimensional biplot is given in Figure 9.38.
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Figure 9.38: QDA biplot of regeneration classes with two-dimensional classification
regions.

Since the QDA classification is performed in 12 dimensions, the possibility of class

differences in fewer dimensions can be investigated by fitting DSM models. Although the

APER for QDA is very small (0.02), a lower dimensional model might result in a better

unbiased error rate. Firstly a DSMJ(12) model was fitted. The following results were

obtained:
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Table 9.26: DSM and unconstrained model fits for the regeneration data.

DSMJ(12) unconstrained

-1743.67

204

-1335.67

-1998.171

270

-1458.17

9
d

Ale

This shows that the unconstrained model (which resulted in the excellent classification) fits

better than the DSM.J(12) model. In Table 9.27 the number of parameters to be estimated,

dq, are given for different values of q. Comparing these values to dunconstrained= 270 and

gunconstrained= -1998.171, it seems unlikely that a lower dimensional DSM model will result

in a better fit than the unconstrained model.

Table 9.27: Number of parameters to be estimated in different DSM-models.

q dq

unconstrained 270

12 204

11 200

10 195

9 189

8 182

7 174

6 165

5 155

4 144

3 132

2 119

105

.9.8.1 Synopsis

In this analysis both continuous and categorical variables were treated with ease. Once a

generalised biplot ordination of the data is obtained, all the biplot classification procedures

can be applied to this ordination. The procedure of Bozdogan, et al. (1994) indicated a

different grouping of the observations that lead to a considerable improvement in the

percentage of correct classifications. With only three classes, all the methods obtained an

error rate less than 20%. QDA in the full space outperforms all other methods, in spite of

the 270 parameters that have to be estimated, resulting in 98% correct classifications. Care.
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should however be taken, since the APER is a biased estimate of the error rate and a more

elaborate analysis calculating the unbiased error rate should be considered. However, the

biplot accompanying the classification procedures indicates that a fair amount of

separation can be obtained.

9.9 Biplots for classification with large data sets: Lemons

The data set described in this application is by courtesy of the Department of Horticultural

Science, University of Stellenbosch. As part of an MSc-study characteristics of 16828

lemons of the 2000 crop were measured. The research project originated from the need for

elongated, large lemons required by the export market.

To investigate the size and shape of the lemons, the length and diameter were measured.

Since an elongated lemon is characterised by a relatively high length value compared to the

diameter, the ratio between these two variables was also calculated by dividing the length by

the diameter. A larger ratio value will thus indicate a more desirable elongated lemon.

Apart from the three predictor variables, three other variables, viz. area, cultivar and

rootstock were also recorded to determine in which area and with which cultivar and

rootstock the desired elongated, large lemons can be grown. Since there are in some cases

two crops annually, it was also noted whether the lemons are from the first or second

harvest. Table 9.28 summarises the variables measured.

A multitude of combinations between area, cultivar, rootstock and harvest can be formed.

Concentrating for example only on area, a discriminant analysis can be performed, to

optimally separate the areas. In an accompanying biplot the separation between the areas

can be assessed visually to determine whether any size or shape difference between lemons

from different areas exists. Although all the discrimination procedures discussed can be

applied, only CVA biplots will be used here to illustrate managing a large data set by

biplot methodology.
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Table 9.28: Variables measured in the lemons data set.
predictor variables Areas Harvest Cultivar Rootstock

length in mm Addo 1st Cicily C35

diameter in mm Citrusdal 2nd Eureka Carr

Nelspruit EurekaA Citremon
ratio = 1__

d Stellenbosch EurekaC Fdragon

Uitenhage EurekaF MinnTri

Vaal harts EurekaR Rangpur

EurekaT Rose

EurekaU RoughL

FemCon Scitrum

Fino SourOr

Genoa TBc

Lisbon Troyer

LisbonF Vlock

LisbonP X639

LisbonT VStaden

VernaLL

Since so many combinations can be formed the analysis will be conducted in the following

manner. Initially differences between areas will be investigated. Once the areas with the

'best' lemons have been identified, further investigation will focus on the cultivar and

rootstock - on the one hand to determine which combinations are superior for producing

lemons for the export market and on the other hand, in areas where the lemons tend to be

smaller and / or rounder, to determine which cultivar x rootstock combination will result in

lemons 'closest' to the desirable proportions.

Similar to the quality regions of section 9.2, a region acceptable for export can be indicated

. on the biplots. This region is constructed with the algorithm supplied in section 9.2. This

procedure is based on the prediction of each point in the biplot representation space and

comparing the values of the original variables with certain conditions. In section 9.2 the

values of the original variables were used as input to a formula to calculate a quality index.

In this case, threshold values were set for export: To ensure that the lemons are large

enough, the diameter should exceed 48mm. The preferred elongated lemons are defined by

a ratio value of more than 1.5. Threshold values need not even be specified for all
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variables. Even though no threshold value is specified for length, the above conditions are

applied to each predicted value to obtain a region of acceptability for export.

The eVA biplot separating only the areas is shown in Figure 9.39. Since there are 16828

observations plotted in this biplot the spread of the observations for each area is concealed

by over-plotting. The interest is however, not in the individual observations, but in the

representative region occupied by the observations from each area.

Diameter

• Addo • Citrusdal • Nelpsruit • Stellenbosch Uitenhage • Vaalharts

Figure 9.39: eVA biplot separating areas.
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The methods discussed ill section 8.4 can now be applied. Instead of plotting the

individual observations, a convex hull of the observations in an area can be plotted

together with the class mean. Such a biplot is shown in Figure 9.40.

s:
i5Jc:
Q)
...J

.2
iiia::

Diameter

• Addo • Citrusdal • Nelpsruit • Stellenbosch Uitenhage • Vaalharts

Figure 9.40: eVA biplot separating areas with convex hulls enclosing each class of
observations.

From the class means it is evident that Vaalharts has much larger, elongated lemons than any

of the other areas. There is little to choose between the other class means. The other two

areas with a fair number of large, elongated lemons acceptable for export are Addo and.
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Citrusdal. The rounder shape of the lemons from these regions is clear when comparing the

convex hulls with respect to the length and diameter axes. The convex hulls almost reach the

same maximum length as Vaalharts, but higher diameter values are obtained. The Stellenbosch

lemons are even smaller and less elongated. The Nelspruit lemons are small and round with

lower values for length and higher for diameter, compared to Stellenbosch. The Uitenhage

lemons seem to be more or less similar to those of Stellenbosch.

The Addo and Nelspruit convex hulls display a long point towards the bottom right hand

comer of the biplot. From Figure 9.39 it is clear that this is the result of two outliers, one

for each area. The disadvantage of a convex hull is that it includes all the sample points in

the class. A single outlier can adversely affect the shape of the convex hull, resulting in a

convex hull region much larger than the region where the observations are concentrated.

Although peeling of the convex hull can be considered, an alternative is the bagplot. The

bagplot is shown separately for each area in Figure 9.41.
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Figure 9.41: eVA biplot separating areas with bagplots shown separately for each class
of observations.

In the bagplot biplots it is still clear that Vaalharts produces the 'best' lemons. This is the

only area where at least some section of the bag (containing the inner 50% of the

observations) falls inside the region acceptable for export. Interestingly, most of the
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Vaal harts outliers are on the lower diameter and shorter length side of the loop. This indicates

that relatively small lemons are the exception rather than the rule. The bag for this area

also includes the higher ratio values which corresponds with the more desirable elongated

lemons. On the other hand, even the loop of Uitenhage falls almost entirely outside the

acceptability region. Since the bagplots can more clearly be displayed in separate biplots,

comparison is handicapped. The generalisation of the bagplot to an a-bag can be used and

is plotted for a = 0.9 on the same biplot as shown in Figure 9.42.

Diameter

• Addo • Citrusdal • Nelpsruit • Stellenbosch Uitenhage • Vaalharts

Figure 9.42: eVA biplot separating areas with 90% bags for each class of observations.
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Conditional biplots will be used to further investigate the combinations of variables that

produce large, elongated lemons. A CVA biplot that optimally separate the cultivar and

rootstock will be constructed conditional on area. For this illustration only two areas are

selected. Vaalharts, which is the area with the 'best' lemons will be analysed to determine

which cultivar x rootstock combination produces the best results. Nelspruit is one of the

areas with smaller, rounder lemons. The data set for this area in itself is a large data set

with 4721 observations. There is also a large number (9) of rootstocks to choose from. All

the biplots will not be shown for this selection, only the a-bag biplots which facilitate

overlapping bags on one plot and are less affected by outliers.

In Vaalharts the following combinations are present: Eureka cultivar with Rangpur or RoughL

rootstock and the Fino cultivar with the Carr rootstock. The latter combination produced

two crops, therefore four different classes were identified. The 90% and 60% bag biplots

are shown in Figure 9.43 and Figure 9.44, respectively.
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• EurekaxRangpur 1st crop • EurekaxRoughL 1st crop. FlnoxCarr 1st crop. FinoxCarr 2nd crop

Figure 9.43: CVA biplot separating the Vaalharts cultivar x rootstock combinations with
90% bags for each class of observations.

Perusal of Figure 9.43 shows that the 90% bags for all the Vaal harts cultivar x rootstock

combinations fall largely within the preferred region, acceptable for export. In Figure 9.44

the 60% bags were also constructed. This figure clearly shows that it is not only some

outliers that fall within the acceptable region, but even the majority of the inner 60% is

acceptable for export. The only class for which almost half of the 60% bag falls outside

the acceptable region, is the one class of a second crop for the Fino x Carr combination.
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• EurekaxRangpur 1st crop • EurekaxRoughL 1st crop. FlnoxCarr 1st crop • FinoxCarr 2nd crop

Figure 9.44: CVA biplot separating the Vaalharts cultivar x rootstock combinations with
60% bags for each class of observations.

It follows from the CVA biplots that the class means of the Eureka x Rangpur and

Eureka x RoughL combinations are close to each other. Comparing the shapes of the cc-bags,

it follows that the Rangpur rootstock produces a few more elongated lemons with the bags

reaching a little higher on the ratio axis. The first crop of the Fino x carr combination

produces smaller lemons, with smaller values for both length and diameter. This class has

however the most elongated lemons with ratio values as large as 2 inside the 90% bag. The

second crop shows a lot more variation with much larger o-bags. Some lemons are
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smaller than that of the first crop, but there are also some larger lemons. Unfortunately the

shape of the 90% bag shows that some of the most elongated lemons tend to be smaller and

fall outside the acceptable export region.

In the case of Nelspruit, the biplot was conditioned on both area and cultivar, due to the large

number of combinations with rootstocks. The 95% bag eVA biplot in Figure 9.45 for

Eureka show the four rootstocks MinnTri, RoughL, SourOr and X639.

Ratio

• MinnTri • RoughL • SourOr .X639

Figure 9.45: eVA biplot separating the Nelspruit Eureka x rootstock combinations with 95%
bags for each class of observations.
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The 95% bags show that the observations fall well outside the acceptable export region.

Since a bag as large as 95% does not come close to the acceptable region, the Eureka

cultivar cannot be recommended for producing export lemons in Nelspruit.

The nine rootstocks occurring with the Lisbon cultivar in Nelspruit is shown in Figure 9.46

with 95% bags. The preferred lemons will lie more towards the top with larger values for

both length and ratio. As was already clear from the area eVA biplots, Nelspruit is not the best

area for producing lemons for the export market. Only small portions of four of the 95%

bags of the rootstocks X639, RoughL, Carr or Scitrum fall inside the acceptable region. RoughL

just touches the acceptable region, but it produces more large lemons than any of the

others. Although the ratio values do not perform poorly, it is interesting to note that the

class mean lies away from the others, in the direction of larger diameters. This corresponds

with the shape of the a-bag with a point between the length and diameter axes. In Figure 9.47

the 80% bags for the Lisbon x rootstock combinations of Nelspruit all fall outside of the

acceptable region.
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TBc MinnTri • X639 • RoughL • SourOr • Scitrum• C35 • Carr • Fdragon

Figure 9.46: eVA biplot separating the Nelspruit Lisbon x rootstock combinations with 95%
bags for each class of observations.
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Figure 9.47: eVA biplot separating the Nelspruit Lisbon x rootstock combinations with 80%
bags for each class of observations.
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In Figure 9.48 the first and second crop for the four rootstocks identified above are shown

separately. The first crops of X639 and Carr produce lemons in the acceptable region, but

the 95% bags of the second crop fall outside this region. Both crops of Scitrum produce

some acceptable large elongated lemons. The RoughL rootstock which was singled out as

the rootstock producing the largest lemons, although not elongated enough for export,

seems rather mediocre in Figure 9.48.

....
CII
Qi
E
tilzs

Length

Ratio

• RoughL 1st crop

• RoughL 2nd crop

• Carr 1st crop

• Carr 2nd crop

• X639 1st crop

X639 2nd crop

• Scitrum 1st crop

• Scitrum 2nd crop

Figure 9.48: eVA biplot separating the Nelspruit Lisbon x rootstock combinations with 95%
bags for the of observations of Carr, RoughL, Scitrum and X639.
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9.9.1 Synopsis

In this illustration a very large data set with 16828 observations was analysed with the use

of biplot methodology. Although the overplotting seemed at first glance to render the

biplot useless, application of convex hulls, bagplots and a-bags together with conditional

biplots produced a useful graphical tool to compare areas, cultivars, rootstocks and first

and second crops. Also, regions satisfying user specified criteria could be constructed in

the biplot adding to its usefulness.

9.10 Biplots as means of quantifying overlap between classes:

Socio-economic development in South Africa

In section 9.9 the application of biplots in large data sets was illustrated. With more and

more large data sets coming available for data mining applications, the biplot is a useful

exploratory tool as illustrated here in a study of the differentiation in education of South

African youth.

The Living Standards and Development Survey (LSDS) was conducted among

approximately 9000 South African households in the nine months preceding the 1994

elections. The purpose of the LSDS was to provide policy makers with information

regarding living standards in South Africa in order to best address racial inequality in the

country. The LSDS was accompanied by two secondary questionnaires, viz. a Literacy

Assessment Module and a Community Questionnaire. Wood (2001) and van der Berg,

Wood & le Roux (2001) used the results of these surveys to investigate differentiation in

Black education in South Africa. One of the aims of the study of Wood (2001) was to

describe differences existing in education among Black, Coloured, Indian and White teenagers

in the period immediately preceding the 1994 elections, statistically. Thus providing a

base line to interpret the effect of new measures in the period following the 1994 elections

as soon as such data would become available.

One data set compiled by Wood (2001) from the LSDS consists of the variables
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TotScore

EduYrs

MEdY

ExpOec

Age

Race

Total Score on the Literacy Assessment Module

Education Years

Mothers education (in years)

Expenditure decile (decile of monthly expenditure per household member)

Age

Black, Coloured, Indian, White.

By interactively changing the function cvabipl the eVA biplot of class means given in

Figure 9.49 is obtained. As was suspected it is clear from the biplot that there are large

differences among the four groups. The main purpose of using biplots here however, was

not merely to separate the groups but essentially to get information of the differential

group structures in the four groups. Therefore the samples were added to the biplot of

Figure 9.49. The resulting biplot appears in Figure 9.50. It is clear that due to the large

number of sample points in some of the groups the group structures are obscured.
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Figure 9.49: eVA biplot of class means of the LSDS data set.
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Figure 9.50: eVA biplot of the LSDS data set.

.Wood (2001) uses bagplots together with the eVA biplot to describe the overlap among

the four groups. However, using the concept of o-bags in biplots leads to a more detailed

description of overlap. The o-bag biplots can be used not only as visual measure of the

overlap between classes but also as a quantitative measure of such overlap. The smaller

the a. value for which two classes overlap, the more similar the two classes are.
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Figure 9.51: eVA biplot of the LSDS data set with 80% bags for each cloud of
observations.

In the eVA biplot of Figure 9.51 the 80% bags for the four races are shown. For these

80% bags all four classes overlap in the shaded area. In the eVA biplot with 70% bags,

not shown here, there is still some overlap between all four groups, albeit an extremely

small region. In Figure 9.52 the 60% bags are shown, indicating now some overlap

between Blacks, Coloureds and Indians on the one hand and on the other hand some overlap

between Coloureds, Indians and Whites. There is now no overlap between the Blacks and

Whites.
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Figure 9.52: eVA biplot of the LSDS data set with 60% bags for each cloud of
observations.

9.10.1 Synopsis

Since the aim of the study was to provide a base line to interpret the effect of new

measures in the period following the 1994 election, these a-bags could be used in

subsequent analyses to determine whether the 'gap' is closing. By eliminating inequalities

the classes should move closer together. With the eVA biplots and a-bags, this will be

indicated by overlap between all four groups at a values smaller than 0.7, such as 0.6.

Biplots together with a-bags thus provide a tool for expressing multidimensional change

over time quantitatively.
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Chapter 10

Resume

In Chapter 1 the general aims of the thesis were stipulated:

~ to develop new instruments for analysing data;

~ to provide suitable supporting software;

~ to apply the new instruments to practical problems.

In particular the objectives were:

~ to apply the biplot methodology of Gower and Hand to discrimination and

classification;

~ to extend the ideas of Gower and Hand to novel applications in discrimination and

classification;

~ to enhance the use of biplot methodology in discrimination and classification by

modifying non-parametric principal components and other suitable statistical concepts;

~ to provide an S-PLUS library of supporting functions;

~ to apply the newly developed tools to existing and new data sets.

What has been achieved?

Recall the scope of the thesis summarised in Figure 1.1. Emanating from the centre,

representing the traditional Gabriel biplot, is a sequence of concentric circles. Chapters 2

through 9 are each represented by a circle in this sequence of expanding circles. The first

circle encompasses the traditional biplot symbolising that the new perspective of Gower

and Hand, viewing biplots as multivariate scatterplots, provides a unified approach to a

variety ofbiplots: PCA, CVA, non-linear and generalised. These biplots were discussed in

Chapter 2. The next circle in the sequence represents the formulation of discriminant

analysis in terms of biplot methodology as discussed in Chapter 3. This is followed by a

sequence of circles symbolising the extensions of the biplot methodology to include

techniques such as QDA, FDA and DSM, proposed in Chapter 4, as well as the inclusion
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of categorical variables, proposed in Chapter 5. Since the latter member of the sequence

encircles every previously constructed circle the method proposed in Chapter 5 can now

also be applied to all the discrimination biplot procedures of the inner circles. Formulating

the discrimination procedures in terms of a unified biplot approach then leads to a further

extension: Non-parametric principal components, discussed in Chapter 6, are added

automatically including all discrimination and mixed predictor variable procedures. The

next member of the sequence of the circles represents Chapter 7. In this chapter the

variability found in the biplots introduced in all inner circles is investigated by

bootstrapping. Possible remedies for the effects of outliers and influential observations, in

the form of robust biplots, are proposed. The ease with which each technique can be

applied to the methods proposed in the inner circles was demonstrated in section 9.6 where

a robust biplot technique was coupled with principal curve classification. The penultimate

circle shows the nested sequence of techniques, proposed in the preceding circles, all to be

implemented in a library of S-PLUS functions. Shown also, together with the help files of

these functions, are statistical concepts that need to be reviewed before the software can be

exploited to apply the newly developed techniques in practice. The final circle points to

the illustrative examples extensively discussed in Chapter 9.

Application of the proposed biplot methodology in practice had an important by-product.

It provided the impetus for many a new idea, e.g. applying a PCA biplot in industry led to

the development of quality regions; a-bags were constructed to represent thousands of

observations in the lemons data set, in tum leading to means for quantifying the degree of

overlap. This illustrates the enormous flexibility of biplots biplot methodology

provides an infrastructure for many novelties when applied in practice.

Recommendations for future work

- In the discussion of discriminant analysis involving categorical variables with reversals

in Chapter 5, discrimination based on FDA biplots was shown to be superior to the

other techniques considered. However, although a limited simulation study was

performed, a detailed exposition of the classification performance of the FDA biplot
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procedure was not attempted. This points to the need for a full-scale simulation study

in this regard.

- In addition to the simulation study referred to above, investigations can be conducted

into the classification behaviour of the various other discrimination procedures based

on biplot methodology proposed in the thesis e.g. those based on principal curves. This

promises to be extremely computer intensive.

- Furthermore, in the discussion of discrimination with categorical variables in

Chapter 5, only the EMC was considered as distance metric. Further investigation into

the classification performance of other distance metrics for categorical variables could

be fruitful.

- Chapter 7 can be regarded as a diversion from the main issues addressed. Therefore

the ideas expressed there should be extended in future studies: The size and shape of

bootstrap a-regions could be investigated starting with the suggestions made in

Chapter 7; bootstrapping of biplot axes could also receive attention - again building

on the suggestions made; extending the robust biplots proposed for PCA and CVA to

all other types ofbiplots provides another topic for a research project.

- Bootstrapping biplots necessitates an investigation into the properties of the bootstrap

itself, e.g. the number of bootstraps required. Although Efron & Tibshirani (1993)

suggest 200 replications for estimating standard errors and at least 1000 replications for

bootstrap confidence intervals, the 'curse of dimensionality' might demand even more

replications in a multidimensional display.

The construction and properties of CPC biplots, only briefly touched upon in

Chapter 8, can be further investigated. Of interest is the visual impact of the specific

constraints enforced by the model. This may well lead to biplots conveymg very

specific information regarding the models under consideration.
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- It was briefly mentioned in Chapter 8 that all proposed two-dimensional biplots could

be extended to three-dimensional displays. Details of the latter, especially methods to

overcome deficiencies pointed out in Chapter 8, could be addressed in future.

To conclude ...

Pondering the words of Flury (1997) cited in the opening chapter: "Imagine, for instance,

a biologist who spends two years catching and measuring animals of two species.

Certainly the biologist would hope to get more information out of the data than just a

statement like 'the mean difference between the two species is significant"'. This thesis

endeavoured to demonstrate that biplot methodology provides Flury's biologist with tools

not only to assess whether for example a target is met (PCA biplot) or judgement to which

class an observation of unknown origin should be classified (Ocotea bullata or Ocotea

porosa?) but above all to provide a detailed visual description of the quality of a

multidimensional product (TQI biplot) or the amount of overlap between classes (a-bags

fitted to a CVA biplot). Biplot methodology, therefore, is not only invaluable in

discrimination and classification but provides the researcher with a platform where ideas

are turned into creative visual applications.

SOU DRO6LORIA
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Appendix A: Utility functions

indInat Indicator matrix
function(groep.vec)
(

elemente <- levels(factor{groep.vec))
Y <- matrix(O, nrow = length(groep.vec), ncol
dimnames(Y) <- list(NULL, paste(elemente))
forti in l:length(elemente))
Y[groep.vec == elemente[i], i] <- 1
return(Y)

length(elemente) )

drawbipl
function(Z, z.axes, z.axes.names = NULL, ax = NULL, Z2 = NULL, pcurves

markers T, Title = NULL)
NULL, label T,

par(pty "s")
p <- length(z.axes)

# Sets up biplot "scaffolding"
eqscplot(Z[, 1] * 1.2, Z[, 2] * 1.2, xaxt
type = "n ")
usr <- par("usr")

# Interpolates the samples
# Z consists of 4 columns
#
#
#

"n", yaxt "n", xlab ylab

col 1 - x-values for plotting
col 2 - y-va1ues for plotting
col 3 - pch (default = 15)
col 4 - colour (default = 1)

if(ncol(Z) == 2)
Z <- cbind(Z, 15)
if(ncol(Z) == 3)
Z <- cbind(Z, 1)
if(ncol(Z) == 4) Z <- cbind(Z, 0.7)

# calculate invals
Z.plot <- rbind(Z2, Z)
x.vals <- Z.plot[, 1]
y.vals <- Z.plot[, 2]
invals <- x.vals < usr[2] & x.vals > usr[l] & y.vals < usr[4] & y.vals > usr[3]
Z.plot <- Z.plot[invals,
apply(Z.plot, 1, function(a)
points (x = a[l], y = a[2], pch as.vector(a) [3], col as.vector(a) [4], ce x
as.vector(a) [5]))

# Labels samples
if(is.null(dimnames(Z) ))
dimnames(Z) <- list(paste("s", l:nrow(Z), sep ""), NULL)
if(length(dimnames(Z) [[1]]) == 0)
dimnames(Z) <- list(paste("s", l:nrow(Z), sep ""), dimnames(Z) [[2]])
if(label == T) text(Z[, 1], Z[, 2] - 0.015 * (usr[4] - usr[3]), labels
dimnames (Z) [[1]], cex = 0.65)

# plot principal curves
if(! (is.null(pcurves))) for(j in l:length(pcurves))

Z.pcurve <- pcurves[[j]]
lines(x = Z.pcurve[, 1], y = Z.pcurve[, 2], col Z .pcurve [1, 3])

#
# Specifies which axes to ignore when plotting

if(is.null(ax)) axes <- NULL else axes <- (l:p) [ax]

for(i in axes) {
# z.axes[[i]] consists of 4 columns
#

col 1 - x-values of axis i
col 2 - y-values of axis i
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#
#
# Draws biplot axis

x.vals <- z.axes[[iJJ [, 1J
y.vals <- z.axes[[iJJ[, 2J
invals <- x.vals < usr[2J & x.vals > usr[lJ & y.vals < usr[4J

# calculate invals with an extra before and after
x.invals <- x.vals[invals I c(invals[-l], F)
y.invals <- y.vals[invals I c(invals[-ll, F)
lines(x.invals, y.invals)

col 3 - value for variable i
col - 0 = no marker; 1 = marker

& y.vals > usr[3J

c (F, invals[ - length(invals) J) J
invals[ - length(invals) J) Jc (F,

# The next set of statements labels the biplot axis
if(is.null(z.axes.names)) (

as.naam <- paste("v", i, sep = "")

else
as.naam <- z.axes.names[iJ

x.uit.pos <- max((l:length(x.invals)) [x.invals < usr[lJJ)
if(is.na(x.uit.pos)) (

if(is.na(min((l:length(y.invals)) [y.invals < usr[3JJ)))
# name axes which do not touch frame

if(y.invals[lJ < y.invals[2J)
# write below

text(x.invals[lJ - 0.015 * ((usr[2] - usr[lJ)), y.invals[l] - 0.015 *
(usr[4J - usr[3J), labels = as.naam, cex = 0.75)

else
# write above

text(x.invals[lJ - 0.015 * ((usr[2J - usr[lJ)), y.invals[lJ + 0.015 *
(usr[4J - usr[3J), labels = as.naam, cex = 0.75)

}

}
else

# name axis at x if y touches frame
text(x.invals[min( (l:length(Y.lnvals)) [y.invals < usr[3JJ)], usr[3J - 0.015
* (usr[4J - usr[3J), labels = as.naam, cex = 0.75)

else
# name axis at y if x touches frame

text(usr[lJ - 0.015 * (usr[2J - usr[lJ), y.invals[x.uit.pos], adj
= as.naam, cex = 0.75)

1, labels

a <- 5

# These statements plot and label the markers
marker.mat <- z.axes[[iJJ [z.axes[[iJJ [, 4J
x.vals <- marker.mat[, 1J
y.vals <- marker.mat[, 2J
std.markers <- marker.mat[, 3J
x.invals <- x.vals[x.vals < usr[2J & x.vals > usr[l] & y.vals < usr[4] & y.vals >
usr [3J J
y.invals <- y.vals[x.vals < usr[2J & x.vals > usr[lJ & y.va1s < usr[4J & y.vals >
usr [3J J
tick.labels <- std.markers[x.vals < usr[2J & x.va1s > usr[lJ & y.vals < usr[4J &

y.vals > usr[3JJ

1, 1: 3J

points(x.invals, y.invals, pch = 16, cex = 0.6)
if (markers == T) {

x.labvals <- x.invals
y.labvals <- y.invals

else
x.1abvals <- x.inva1s[c(1, length(x.invals))J
y.labvals <- y.invals[c(l, length(y.invals))J
tick.labels <- tick.labels[c(l, 1ength(tick.labe1s))J

text(x.labvals, y.1abvals - 0.018 * (usr[4] - usr[3J), labels
0.75)

tick.labels, cex

# biplot title
title(main (ife1se(is.null(Title), "Biplot", Title)))
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blegend Biplot legend
function(classes, colours)
(

J <- length (colours)
plot(x ~ c(O, 10), Y
for(j in l:J) (
points(x ~ 1, Y J
text(x 2, y J-
)

~ c(O, J + 1), type ~ "n", axes = F, xlab = "", ylab "")

+ 1, pch ~ 18, cex
+ 1, classes [j], adj

2, col ~ colours[j])
0)

pythagoras.dist Pythagorean distance matrix
function(X)
(

# Calculates Pythagorean distance with elements d(ij) square
n <- nrow(X)
B <- X %*% t(X)
Delta <- matrix(O, nrow n, ncol n)
forti in l:n)
for(j in l:n)

Delta[i, j] <- B[i, i] + B[j, j] - 2 * B[i, j]
return(Delta)

Mahalanobis .dist Mahalanobis distance matrix
function (X, S.inv)
(

# Calculates Mahalanobis distance with elements d(ij) square
swd <- svd(S.inv)
S.inv.sqrt <- swd$u %*% diag(swd$dAO.5) %*% t(swd$u)
Pythagoras.dist(X %*% S.inv.sqrt}

Manhattan.dist Manhattan distance matrix
function(X)
(
#
#

Calculates the Manhattan distance with elements d(ij) or d(ij) square of the square root
Manhattan distance

n <- nrow(X)
Delta <- matrix(O,
forti in l:n)
for(j in l:n)

nrow n, ncol n)

Delta[i, j] <- sum(abs(X[i, ] - X[j, ]))
return(Delta)

Clark.dist Distance matrix based on Clark's distance
function(X)
(
# Calculates Clark's distance (Gower & Ngouenet, 1999) with elements d(ij) square

n <- nrow(X)
Delta <- matrix(O, nrow ~ n, ncol ~ n)
forti in l:n}
for(j in l:n} (

if (i ~~ j)
Delta[i, j] <- °

else Delta[i, j] <- sum(((X[i, ] - X[j, ])/(X[i, ] + X[j, ]))A2)

return(Delta)
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pythagoras.dist.D12 Pythagorean distance matrix for 2 sets
of samples

function(Xl, X2)
{
jf Calculates Pythagorean distance with elements d(iJ) square

nl <- nrow(Xl)
n2 <- nrow(X2)
B <- crossprod(t(Xl), t(X2))
bl <- diag(crossprod(t(Xl)))
b2 <- diag(crossprod(t(X2)))
een.l <- rep(l, nl)
een.2 <- rep(l, n2)
Delta <- een.l %*% t(b2) + bl %*% t(een.2) - 2 * B
return(Delta)

Mahalanobis. dist. D12 Mahalanobis distance matrix for 2 sets
of samples

function(Xl, X2, S.inv)
{

# Calculates Mahalanobis distance with elements d(ij) square
nl <- nrow (Xl)
n2 <- nrow(X2)
Delta <- matrix(O, nrow = nl, ncol n2)
for(i in l:nl)
for(j in 1:n2)

Delta[i, j] <- t(Xl[i, ] - X2[j, ]) %*% S.inv %*% (Xl[i, ] - X2[j, ])
return(Delta)

Manhattan.dist.D12 Manhattan distance matrix for 2 sets of
samples

function(Xl, X2)
{

#
#

C~lculates the Manhattan distance with elements d(ij) or d(ij) square of the square root
Manhattan distance

Delta <- matrix(O, nrow
for(i in l:nrow(Xl))
for(j in 1:nrow(X2))

Delta[i, j] <-

= nrow(Xl), ncol = nrow(X2))

sum(abs(Xl[i, ] - X2[j, ]) )

return(Delta)

Clark.dist.D12 Distance matrix based on Clark's distance
for 2 sets of sam pies

function(Xl, X2)
{
# Calculates Clark's distance (Gower & Ngouenet, 1999) with elements d (ij) square

Delta <- matrix(O, nrow = nrow(Xl), ncol = nrow(X2))
for(i in l:nrow(Xl))
for(j in 1:nrow(X2))

if (i == j)
Delta[i, j] <- 0

else Delta[i, j] <- sum(((Xl[i, ] - X2[j, ])/(Xl[i, ] + X2[j, ]))A2)

return(Delta)
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near. Pythagoras
function(X, mat)
(

Pythagorean distance proximity

n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
if(ncol(mat) ,= p)
stop("Dimensie van matiddeldes verkeerd")
J <- nrow(mat)

nearest <- apply(X, 1, function(x, mat)
(

mat.dist <- app1y(mat, 1, function(vec1, vec2)
(

sum((vec1 - vec2)A2)

, vec2 = x)
return(order(mat.dist) [1))
}

, mat = mat)
return(nearest)

near. Mahalanobis Mahalanobis distance proximity
function (X, mat, S)
(

n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
if(nco1(mat) ,= p )
stop("Dimensie van gemiddeldes verkeerd")
.if r f nco Lt S) ,= p) I (nrow(S) ,= p))
stop("Dimensie van kovariansie matriks verkeerd")
J <- nrow(mat)

S.inv <- solve(S)
naaste <- apply(X, 1, function(x, mat, S.inv)
{

gem.dist <- apply(mat, 1, function(vec1, vec2, S.inv}
(

t(vec1 - vec2) %*% S.inv %*% (vec1 - vec2)

, vec2 = x, S.inv = S.inv)
return(order(gem.dist) [1))
}
, mat = mat, S.inv = S.inv)
return(naaste)

near.Mahalanobis.Sk Within class Mahalanobis distance
proximity

function(X, mat, Sk)
(

n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X}
if(ncol(mat} ,= p ) stop("Dimensie van gemiddeldes verkeerd"}

naaste <- apply(X, 1, function(x, mat, Sk)
(
J <- nrow(mat)
gem.dist <- unlist(lapply(l:J, function(j, vecl, mat, Sk}

{
vec2 <- mat[j,
Sj <- Sk[[j]]
S.inv <- solve(Sj}
delta <- t(vecl - vec2) %*% S.inv %*% (vecl - vec2)
det.Sj <- prod(eigen(Sj)$values)
return(delta + log(det.Sj})

, vecl = x, mat = mat, Sk = Sk))
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return(order(gem.dist) [lJ)
}

, mat = mat, Sk = Ski
return(naaste)

near.QDA QDA biplot proximity
funetion(X.list, mat)
(

n <- nrow(X.list[[lJJ)
p <- neol(X.list[[lJJ)
if (neol (mat) ,= p )
stop("Dimensie van gemiddeldes verkeerd")
J <- nrow(mat)

Dmat <- matrix (NA, nrow n, neol J)
for(i in l:n)
for(j in l:J)

Dma t [i, jJ <- sum ((X.1ist [[jJJ [i, J - ma t [j , J)A 2 )
naaste <- apply(Dmat, 1, funetion(x)
order(x) [lJ)
return(naaste)

near.Pythagoras.pcurve Pythagorean distance proximity to
principal curves

funetion(XX, peurve.elasses)
(

X <- peurve.elasses$X
Y <- peurve.elasses$Y
n <- nrow(X)
p <- neol(X)
J <- neol(Y)
nn <- nrow(XX)

afvoer.Yi <- sapply(peurve.elasses$peurve.out, funetion(x)
return(x$Yi), simplify = F)
afvoer.lambda <- sapply(peurve.elasses$peurve.out, funetion(x)
return (x$lambda.ordering) , simplify = F)
afvoer.volgorde <- sapply(peurve.elasses$peurve.out, funetion(x)
return(x$row.ordering) , simplify = F)

DO <- matrix(O, nrow = nn, neol = J)
for(j in l:J) (
nj <- sum(Y[, jJ)
ff.lambda <- matrix(O, nrow = nj, neol = p)
ff.lambda[afvoer.volgorde[[jJL J <- afvoer.Yi[[jJJ
lambda <- repro, nj)
lambda[afvoer.volgorde[[jJJ J <- afvoer.lambda[[jJJ
dd <- repro, nj - 1)
li <- repro, nj - 1)
PP <- matrix(O, nrow nj - 1, neol p)
for(i in l:nn) (

for(kin1:(nj-1)) {
b <- ff.lambda[k + 1, J - ff.lambda[k,
a <- XXIi, J - ff.lambda[k, J
faktor <- (t (a) %*% b) / (t (b) %*% b)
if(is.na(faktor))

faktor <- °
if (faktor < 0)

faktor <- °
if(faktor > 1)

faktor <- 1
projeksie <- faktor * b + ff.lambda[k,
li[kJ <- lambda[kJ + faktor * (lambda[k + 1J - lambda[kJ)
dd[kJ <- t(matrix(XX[i, J - projeksie, neol 1)) %*% matrix(XX[i, J-

projeksie, neol = 1)
PP[k, J <- projeksie
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kleinste.d <- dd[order(dd) [lJJ
kleinste.plek <- dd == kleinste.d
if(sum(kleinste.plek) > 1) {
nie.grootste.lambda <- '(li == max(li[kleinste.plekJ))
dd[kleinste.plek & nie.grootste.lambdaJ <- dd[k1einste.p1ek &

nie.grootste.lambda] + 1

DD[i, j] <-dd[order(dd)[l]]

naaste <- app1y(DD, 1, funetion(x)
order(x)[l])
return(naaste)

near. Mahalanobis .pcurve Mahalanobis distance proximity to
principal curves

funetion(XX, peurve.elasses, S.inv)
{

X <- peurve.e1asses$X
Y <- peurve.e1asses$Y
n <- nrow(X)
p <- neo1(X)
J <- neol(Y)
nn <- nrow(XX)

afvoer.Yi <- sapply(peurve.elasses$peurve.out, funetion(x)
return(x$Yi), simplify = F)
afvoer.lambda <- sapply(peurve.elasses$peurve.out, funetion(x)
return(x$lambda.ordering), simplify = F)
afvoer.volgorde <- sapply(peurve.elasses$peurve.out, funetion(x)
return(x$row.ordering) , simplify = F)

DO <- matrix(O, nrow = nn, neol = J)
for (j in 1:J) {
nj <- sum(Y[, j])
ff.1ambda <- matrix(O, nrow = nj, neol = p)
ff.lambda[afvoer.volgorde[[j]L ] <- afvoer.Yi[[j]]
lambda <- reprO, nj)
lambda[afvoer.volgorde[[j]]] <- afvoer.lambda[[j]]
dd <- repro, nj - 1)
1i <- repro, nj - 1)
PP <- matrix(O, nrow nj - 1, neo1 p)
forti in l:nn) {

for(k in l:(nj - 1)) {
b <- ff.lambda[k + 1, ] - ff.1ambda[k,
a <- XX[i, ] - ff.1ambda[k,
faktor <- (t (a) %*% S. inv %*% b) / (t (b) %*% S. inv %*% b)
if(is.na(faktor) )

faktor <- °
if(faktor < 0)

faktor <- °
if(faktor> 1)

faktor <- 1
projeksie <- faktor * b + ff.1ambda[k,
1i[k] <- lambda[k] + faktor * (lambda[k + 1] - 1ambda[kJ)
dd[k] <- t(matrix(XX[i, ] - projeksie, neo1 1)) %*% S.inv %*%

matrix(XX[i, ] - projeksie, neol = 1)
PP[k, J <- projeksie

}

k1einste.d <- dd[order(dd) [1]]
k1einste.p1ek <- dd == kleinste.d
if(sum(k1einste.p1ek) > 1) {
nie.grootste.1ambda <- '(li == max(li[k1einste.p1ek]))
dd[kleinste.plek & nie.grootste.lambda] <- dd[kleinste.plek &

nie.grootste.lambda] + 1

DD[i, j] <- dd[order(dd) [1]]
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naaste <- apply(OO, 1, funetion(x)
order(x)[l])
return(naaste)

n~ar.~Ralanobis.Sk.pcurveWithin class Mahalanobis
distance proximity to principal
curves

funetion(XX, peurve.e1asses, Sk)
(

X <- peurve.elasses$X
Y <- peurve.elasses$Y
n <- nrow(X)
p <- neol(X)
J <- neol(Y)
nn <- nrow(XX)

afvoer.Yi <- sapply(peurve.elasses$peurve.out, funetion(x)
return(x$Yi), simplify = F)
afvoer.lambda <- sapply(peurve.elasses$peurve.out, funetion(x)
return(x$lambda.ordering), simplify = F)
afvoer.volgorde <- sapply(peurve.elasses$peurve.out, funetion(x)
return(x$row.ordering) , simplify = F)

DO <- matrix(O, nrow = nn, neol = J)
for (j in 1: J) (

Sj <- Sk[[j]]
nj <- sum(Y[, j])
ff.lambda <- matrix(O, nrow = nj, neol = p)
ff.lambda[afvoer.volgorde[[j]L ] <- afvoer.Yi[[j]]
lambda <- rep(O, nj)
lambda[afvoer.volgorde[[j]]] <- afvoer.lambda[[j]]
dd <- rep(O, nj - 1)
li <- rep(O, nj - 1)
PP <- matrix(O, nrow nj - 1, neol p)
for(i in l:nn) {

for(k in 1: (nj - 1)) (
b <- ff.lambda[k + 1, ] - ff.lambda[k,
a <- XX[i, ] - ff.lambda[k,
faktor <- (t(a) %*% solve(Sj) %*% b)/(t(b) %*% solve(Sj) %*% b)
if(is.na(faktor))

faktor <- °
if(faktor < 0)

faktor <- °
if(faktor> 1)

faktor <- 1
projeksie <- faktor * b + ff.lambda[k,
li[k] <- lambda[k] + faktor * (lambda[k + 1] - 1ambda[k])
dd[k] <- t(matrix(XX[i, ] - projeksie, neol = 1)) %*% solve(Sj) %*%

matrix(XX[i, ] - projeksie, neol = 1) + log(prod(svd(Sj)$d))
PP[k, ] <- projeksie

}

kleinste.d <- dd[order(dd) [1]]
kleinste.plek <- dd == kleinste.d
if(sum(kleinste.plek) > 1) {
nie.grootste.lambda <- I (li == max(li[kleinste.plek]))
dd[kleinste.plek & nie.grootste.lambda] <- dd[kleinste.plek &

nie.grootste.lambda] + 1

OO[i, j] <- dd[order(dd) [1]]

naaste <- apply(OO, 1, funetion(x)
order(x) [1])
return(naaste)
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near.QDA.pcurve
function(X.list, pcurve.classes)
{

QDA biplot proximity to principal curves

Pythagoras.nearest <- function (XX, pcurve.classes)
{
X <- pcurve.classes$X
Y <- pcurve.classes$Y
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
J <- ncol(Y)
nn <- nrow(XX)

afvoer.Yi <- sapply(pcurve.classes$pcurve.out, function(x)
return(x$Yi), simplify = F)
afvoer.lambda <- sapply(pcurve.classes$pcurve.out, function(x)
return(x$lambda.ordering), simplify = F)
afvoer.volgorde <- sapply(pcurve.classes$pcurve.out, function(x)
return(x$row.ordering) , simplify = F)

DO <- matrix(O, nrow = nn, ncol = J)
for (j in 1:J) {

nj <- sum(Y[, j])
ff.lambda <- matrix(O, nrow = nj, ncol = p)
ff.lambda[afvoer.volgorde[[j]], ] <- afvoer.Yi[[j]]
lambda <- rep(O, nj)
lambda[afvoer.volgorde[[j]]] <- afvoer.lambda[[j]]
dd <- rep(O, nj - 1)
li <- rep(O, nj - 1)
PP <- matrix(O, nrow = nJ - 1, ncol p)
for (i in 1:nn ) {
for (k in 1: (nj - 1)) {

b <- ff.lambda[k + 1, ] - ff.lambda[k,
a <- XX[i, ] - ff.1ambda[k,
faktor <- (t(a) %*% b)/(t(b) %*% b)
if(is.na(faktor) )

faktor <- °
if(faktor < 0)

faktor <- °
if(faktor> 1)

faktor <- 1
projeksie <- faktor * b + ff.lambda[k,
li[k] <- lambda[k] + faktor * (lambda[k + 1] - lambda[k])
dd[k] <- t(matrix(XX[i, ] - projeksie, ncol 1)) %*% matrix(XX[i, ]-

projeksie, ncol = 1)
PP[k, ] <- projeksie

kleinste.d <- dd[order(dd) [1]]
k1einste.plek <- dd == kleinste.d
if(sum(kleinste.p1ek) > 1)

nie.grootste.lambda <- I (li == max(li[kleinste.plek]))
dd[kleinste.plek & nie.grootste.lambda] <- dd[kleinste.plek &

nie.grootste.lambda] + 1

OO[i, j] <- dd[order(dd) [1]]
}

naaste.dist <- apply(OO, 1, function(x)
x[order(x) [I]]}
return(naaste.dist)
}

n <- nrow(X.list[[l]]}
p <- ncol(X.list[[l]])
if(ncol(mat} != p)
stop("Oimensie van gemiddeldes verkeerd")
J <- nrow(mat)

Omat <- matrix(NA,
for(j in l:J)
pcurve.classes.j <-
pcurve.classes$X, Y
forti in l:n)

Omat[i, j] <- Pythagoras.nearest(X.list[[j]][i,

nrow = n, ncol = J)

list(pcurve.out = pcurve.classes$pcurve.out[[j]], X
pcurve.classes$Y)

i. pcurve.classes, j)
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naaste <- applylDmat, 1, function Ix)
order(x) [1])
return(naaste)

derivat Derivatives
function(x.vec, mu, dist.metric)
{

# Determine partial derivatives for calculation of prediction non-linear biplot axes

afgeleide.funksie <- F
n <- length(x.vec)
antw <- rep(NA, n)
if(dist.metric == "sqrt.manhattan")
afgeleide.funksie <- T
f or t i, in l:n) {

if(x.vec[i] > mu)
antw[i] <- 1/2

iflx.vec[i] < mu)
antw[i] <- -1/2

if(dist.metric == "Pythagoras")
afgeleide.funksie <- T
antw <- Ix.vec - mu)
}

if(dist.metric "Clark" )
afgeleide.funksie <- T
antw <- 2 * x.vec * (Ix.vec - mu)/(x.vec + mu)~3)

if(!afgeleide.funksie)
stop("Afgeleide vir hierdie afstand-funksie nie geprogrammeer")
return(antw)

function (formula
{

Linear and polynomial regression
formulaldata), ... )

Imfda
this.call <- match.calll)
m <- match.call(expand = F)
m[[l]] <- as.name("model.frame")
m <- m[match(names(m), cl'''',"formula", "data", "weights"), 0)]
m <- evallm, sys.parent())
Terms <- attr(m, "terms")
9 <- model.extract(m, response)
attr(Terms, "intercept") <- 0
x <- model.matrix(Terms, m)
dd <- dim (x)
n <- dd[l]
P <- dd[2]
a <- polyreg (x, g, ... )
return(a)

function (formula
{

Multivariate adaptive regression splines
formula (data), ... )

marsfda
this.call <- match.call()
m <- match.call(expand = F)
m[[l]] <- as.name("model.frame")
m <- m[match(names(m), c("", "formula", "data", "weights"), 0)]
m <- eval(m, sys.parent())
Terms <- attr(m, "terms")
9 <- model.extract(m, response)
attr (Terms, "intercept") <- 0
x <- model.matrix(Terms, m)
dd <- dim(x)
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n <- dd[lJ
P <- dd[2J
a <- mars(x, g, ... )
veranderlikes <- rep(F, p)
forti in 2:1ength(a$selected.terms))
veranderlikes[a$factor[a$selected.terms[iJ,
}

return(a)

,= OJ <- T

brutofda BRUTO
function (formula
(

formula (data) , ... )

this.call <- match.call()
m <- match.call(expand = F)
m[[lJJ <- as.name ("model. frame")
m <- m[match(names(m), c("", "formula", "data", "weights"), 0) J
m <- eval(m, sys.parent(})
Terms <- attr (m, "terms")
9 <- model.extract(m, response)
attr(Terms, "intercept") c- 0
x <- model.matrix(Terms, m)
dd <- dim (x)
n <- dd[lJ
P <- dd[2J
a <- bruto(x, g, ... )
veranderlikes <- rep(F, p)
veranderlikes[a$df> OJ <- T
a$terms.in <- veranderlikes
return(a)
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Appendix B: Main programmes

pcabipl
function(X, Y
(

peA biplot
NULL, X.new = NULL, label = T, markers = T, Title = NULL)

colours <- c t s, 4, 6, 3, 7, 15, 1, 2, 5, 9, 11, 13, 10, 14, 16, 12)
unscaled.X <- X
means <- apply(X, 2, mean)
X <- scale(X, scale = F)
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
if(is.null(Y) )
J <- 0
else J <- ncol(Y)
while(J> length(colours)) colours <- c(colours, colours)
if(is.null(dimnames(X)) )
dimnames(X) <- list(paste(l:n), paste("V", l:p, sep = ""))
if (length (dimnames (X) [[1]]) == 0)
dimnames(X) [[1]] <- paste(l:n)
if (length (dimnames (X) [[2]]) == 0)
dimnames(X) [[2]] <- paste("V", l:p, sep "")
if(J> 0) {
if (nrow (Y) ,= n )

stop("nurnber of rows of X and Y differ")
if(is.null(dimnames(Y)) )

dimnames(Y) <- list(NULL, paste("class", l:J, sep ""))
if(length(dimnames(Y) [[2]1) == 0)

dimnames(Y) [[2]] <- paste("class", l:J, sep = "")

#
# --- Calculate biplot points Z
#

Vr <- svd(t(X) %*% X)$u[, 1:2]
eiew <- svd(t(X) %*% X)$d

#
# Construct Z matrix
# Z consists of 4 columns
#
#
#

col 1 - x-values for plotting
col 2 - y-values for plotting
col 3 - pch (default = 15)
col 4 - colour (default = 1)

Z <- X %*% Vr
Z <- cbind(Z, 15)
Z <- cbind(Z, 1)
if(J> 0) for(j in l:J)

Z[Y[, j] == 1,4] <- colours[j1
#
# Calculate biplot axes z.axes
#

asse. rye <- 1/ (diag (Vr %*% t (Vr))) * Vr
z.axes <- lapply(l:p, function(j, unscaled.X, means, asse.rye)
(
aantal.punte <- 20
std.markers <- pretty(unscaled.X[, j])
std.range <- c(min(std.markers), max(std.markers))
std.markers.min <- std.markers - (std.range[2] - std.range[l])
std.markers.max <- std.markers + (std.range[2] - std.range[l])
std.markers <- c(std.markers, std.markers.min, std.markers.max)
interval <- std.markers - means[j]
axis.vals <- seq(from = min(interval) , to = max(interval) , length
axis.vals <- sort(unique(c(axis.vals, interval)))
aantal.punte <- length(axis.vals)

aantal.punte)

#
# Construct z.axes[[j]] matrix and add to list
# z.axes[[j]] consists of 4 columns colI - x-values of axis j
# col 2 - y-values of axis j
# col 3 - value for variable j
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# col 4 - 0 = no marker; 1 marker
as.punte <- matrix(O, nrow aanta1.punte, ncol = 4)
as.punte[, 1] <- axis.vals * asse.rye[j, 1]
as.punte[, 2] <- axis.vals * asse.rye[j, 2]
as.punte[, 3] <- axis.vals + means[j]
as.punte[, 4] <- 0
for(i in l:aantal.punte)

if(any(as.punte[i, 3] std.markers)) as.punte[i, 4] <- 1
return(as.punte)
}
, unscaled.X = unscaled.X, means
drawbipl(Z, z.axes, z.axes.names
markers = markers,
Title = Title}
if( 1 (is.null(X.new})}
Z.new <- scale(X.new, means, scale
points(Z.new}
}
if(J> O}

blegend(dimnames (Y) [[2]], colours [1:J]}
fit.quality <- (eiew[l] + eiew[2]}/sum(eiew)
fit.adequacy <- diag(Vr %*% t(Vr}}
names (fit.adequacy) <- dimnames(X) [[2]]
return(quality = fit.quality, adequacy = fit.adequacy)

means, asse.rye = asse.rye)
dimnames (X) [[2]], ax = (1 :p), label label,

F} %*% Vr

cvabipl eVA biplot
function(X, Y, X.new = NULL, label = T, markers = T, Title = NULL)
(

colours <- c(8, 4, 6, 3, 7, 15, 1, 2, 5, 9, 11, 13, 10, 14, 16, 12)
means <- apply(X, 2, mean)
unscaled.X <- X
X <- scale(X, scale = F)
if(nrow(X} ,= nrow(Y)} {
stop("rye van X en Y ongelyk"'''}
}
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
J <- ncol(Y)
K <- min(p, J - 1)

Sl1 <- t(Y) %*% Yin
S12 <- t (Y) %*% X/n
S22 <- t (X) %*% X/n
Sll.sqrt <- svd(S11)$u %*% diag(svd(Sll)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(Sll)$u)
S22.sqrt <- svd(S22)$u %*% diag(svd(S22)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(S22)$u)

# --- CVA B-mat
S .B <- t (S12) %*% solve (S11) %*% S12
S.W <- S22 - S.B
W.sqrt <- svd(S.W)$u %*% diag(svd(S.W)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(S.W)$u)
B <- solve(W.sqrt) %*% svd(solve(W.sqrt) %*% S.B %*% solve(W.sqrt) )$u

svd1 <- svd(solve(S11) %*% S12 %*% solve(S22) %*% t(S12))
svd2 <- svd(solve(Sll.sqrt) %*% S12 %*% solve(S22) %*% t(S12) %*% solve(Sll.sqrt))
gem.mat <- solve (Sll * n) %*% t (Y) %*% X
CVA.gem <- gem.mat %*% B[, 1:2]
Z <- cbind(CVA.gem, rep(15, J), colours[l:J])
for(j in l:J)
Z <- rbind(Z, cbind(X[Y[, j] == 1, %*% B[, 1:2], 1, colours[j]))

#
# --- Calculate prediction CVA bip10t axes z.axes.i
#

Brr <- solve(B) [1:2,
asse.rye <- solve(diag(diag(t(Brr) %*% Brr))) %*% t(Brr)
z.axes <- lapply(l:p, function(j, unscaled.X, means, asse.rye)
(
aanta1.punte <- 20
std.markers <- pretty(unscaled.X[, j])
std.range <- c(min(std.markers), max(std.markers))
std.markers.min <- std.markers - (std.range[2] - std.range[l])
std.markers.max <- std.markers + (std.range[2] - std.range[l])



std.markers <- c(std.markers, std.markers.min, std.markers.max)
interval <- std.markers - means[j]
axis.vals <- seq(from = min(interval) , to = max(interval) , length
axis.vals <- sort(unique(c(axis.vals, interval)))
aantal.punte <- length(axis.vals)

#
# Construct z.axes[[j]] matrix and add to list
# z.axes[[j]] consists of 4 columns col 1 - x-values of axis j
# col 2 - y-values of axis j
# col 3 - value for variable
# col - 0 = no marker; 1 = marker

aantal.punte, ncol = 4)
* asse.rye[j, 1]
* asse.rye[j, 2]
+ means[j]

as.punte <- matrix(O, nrow
as.punte[, 1] <- axis.vals
as.punte[, 2] <- axis.vals
as.punte[, 3] <- axis.vals
as.punte[, 4] <- 0
forti in l:aantal.punte)

if(any(as.punte[i, 3]
return(as.punte)
}

std.markers)) as.punte[i, 4] <- 1

means, asse.rye = asse.rye)
dimnames(X) [[2]], ax = (l:p), label

, unscaled.X = unscaled.X, means
drawbipl(Z, z.axes, z.axes.names
markers = markers,
Title = Title)
Br <- B[, 1:2]
if( I (is.null (X.new)))
Z.new <- scale(X.new, means, scale
points(Z.new)
}
blegend(dimnames(Y) [[2]], colours[l:J])
lambda.vec <- svd(solve(W.sqrt) %*% S.B %*% solve(W.sqrt))$d
lambda.vec <- zapsmall(lambda.vec)
fit.quality <- (2 + sum(lambda.vec[1:2]))/(K + sum(lambda.vec))
discrim.quality <- sum(lambda.vec[1:2])/sum(lambda.vec)
adequacy.p <- diag(Br %*% t(Br))/diag(B %*% t(B))
names (adequacy.p) <- dimnames(X) [[2]]
return(quality = fit.quality, discrim.quality, adequacy adequacy.p)

F) %*% Br

nlnbipl Non-linear blplot
function (X, Y NULL, X.new = NULL, dist.metric

Title = NULL)
"sqrt.manhattan", label

colours <- c t a , 4, 6,3,7,15,1,2,5,9,11,13,10,14,16,12)
unscaled.X <- X
means <- apply(X, 2, mean)
X <- scale(X, scale = F)
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
if(is.null(Y))
J <- 0
else J <- ncol(Y)
if(J> 0)
if (nrow (Y) ,= n)

stop("number of rows of X and Y differ")
while(J> length(colours)) colours <- c(colours, colours)
if(is.null(dimnames(X) ))
dimnames(X) <- list(paste(l:n), paste("V", l:p, sep = ""))
if(length (dimnames (X) [[1]]) == 0)
dimnames(X) [[1]] <- paste(l:n)
if (length (dimnames (X) [[2]]) == 0)
dimnames(X) [[2]] <- paste("V", l:p, sep "")
if (J > 0) (
if(nrow(Y) != n)

stop("number of rows of X and Y differ")
if(is.null(dimnames(Y)) )

dimnames(Y) <- list(NULL, paste{"class", l:J, sep ""))
if (length (dimnames (Y) [[2]]) == 0)

dimnames(Y) [[2]] <-paste("class", l:J, sep= '''')

#
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aantal.punte)

label,

T, markers T,
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# --- Calculate biplot points Z
#

I <- diag(l, nrow ~ n, ncol n)
one <- rep (1, n)
N <- (one %*% t(one) )/n
dist.funksie <- F
if(dist.metric ~~ "Pythagoras")
dist.funksie <- T
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist(unscaled.X)
)
if(dist.metric ~~ "sqrt.manhattan")
dist.funksie <- T
Delta <- Manhattan.dist(unscaled.X)
)
if(dist.metric ~~ "Clark")
dist.funksie <- T
Delta <- Clark.dist(unscaled.X)
)
if(ldist.funksie)
stop("No distance function found for the specified dist.metric")
D <- -0.5 * Delta
B <- (I - N) % * % D % * % (I - N)
spectral <- eigen(B, symmetric ~ TRUE)
spectral$values[abs(spectral$values) < 1e-011] <- 0
cat (spectral$values, "\n\n")
if(any(spectral$values[ - n] < 0))
stop("negative eigenvalues: B is not positive semi-definite")
lambda <- diag(spectral$values[ - n])
U <- spectral$vectors[, - n] %*% ((lambda)AO.5)

#
# Construct Z matrix
# Z consists of 4 columns
#
#
#

col 1
col 2
col 3
col 4

Z <- matrix(O, nrow n, ncol
for(i in l:n) (
d <- D[i, ]
Z[i, ] <- solve(lambda[1:2,
)

- x-values for plotting
- y-values for plotting
- pch (default ~ 15)
- colour (default ~ 1)

2 )

1:2]) %*% t(U[, 1:2]) %*% (d - (lin) * D %*% one)

Z <- cbind (Z, 15)
Z <- cbind(Z, 1)
if(J> 0) for(j in l:J)

Z[Y[, j] ~~ 1,4] <- colours[j]
#
# Calculate biplot axes z.axes
#

z.axes <- lapply(l:p, function(j, unscaled.X, means, dist.metric, Xmat, D, U, lambda,
n, one, B)
(

aantal.punte <- 20
std.markers <- pretty{unscaled.X[, j])
interval <- std.markers - means[j]
axis.vals <- seq(from ~ min(interval) , to ~ max(interval) , length ~ aantal.punte)
axis.vals <- sort(unique(c(axis.vals, interval, 1)))
axis. vals <- axis. vals [(axis. vals >~ min (unscaled. X [, j] - means [j] )) & (axis. vals <~
maxi

unscaled.X[, j] - means[j]))]
aantal.punte <- length(axis.vals)

#
# Construct z.axes[[j]] matrix and add to list
# z.axes[[j]] consists of 4 columns col 1 - x-values of axis j
# col 2 - y-values of axis j
# col 3 - value for variable j
# col 4 - 0 ~ no marker; 1 ~ marker

aantal.punte, ncol ~ 4)as.punte <- matrix(O, nrow
9 <- c(O, 0)

# B.inv calculated if B has more than one eigenvalue close to 0
lambda.diag <- diag(lambda)
lambda.diag.inv <- rep(O, length(lambda.diag))
lambda.diag.inv[lambda.diag > 0] <- 1/lambda.diag[lambda.diag
lambda.inv <- diag(lambda.diag.inv)
B.inv <- U %*% (lambda.invA2) %*% t(U)
dd <- rep(O, n)

> 0]
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afgeleide.funksie <- F
adequacy <- NULL
if(dist.metric == "sqrt.manhattan")

afgeleide.funksie <- T
dd13 <- apply(Xmat, 1, function(x)
sum(abs(x))) - apply(Xmat, 1, function(x, j)
abs (x[jJ), j = j)
for(mu in axis.vals)
dd <- dd13 + apply(Xmat, 1, function(x, mu, j)
abs(x[jJ - mu), mu = mu, j = j)
dd <- -0.5 * dd
dfdmu <- derivat(Xmat[, jJ, mu, dist.metric)
yl <- lambda. inv %*% t (U) %*% (dd - (lin) * 0 %*% one)
yml <- sqrt (abs (( (lZn )A2) * (t (one) %*% 0 %*% one) - (2/n) * t (one) %*% dd -

(t(yl) %*% yl)))
yy <- c(yl, yml)
adequacy <- c(adequacy, sum(yy[1:2JA2)/sum(yyA2))
tl <- lambda.inv %*% t(U) %*% dfdmu
tml <- (l/yml) * (t(dd) %*% B.inv - (lin) * t(one) %*% 0 %*% B + (lin) *

t(one)) %*% dfdmu
tt < - c (t1, tml)
tmlyml <- (t(dd) %*% B.inv - (lin) * t(one) %*% 0 %*% B.inv + (lin) *

t(one)) %*% dfdmu
zmu2 <- g - ((t(tt[1:2J) %*% g - t(tl) %*% yl + tmlyml)/(t(tt[1:2J) %*%

tt[1:2J)) * tt[1:2J
as.punte[axis.vals

)

mu, 1:2J <- zmu2

if(dist.metric == "Clark") {
afgeleide.funksie <- T
dd13 <- apply (Xmat, 1, function(x)
sum( (x/x)A2)) - apply (Xmat, 1, function (x, j)
(x[jJ/x[jJ)A2, j = j)
for (mu in axis. vals) {
dd <- dd13 + apply(Xmat, 1, function(x, mu, j)
((x [j J - mu) I (x [J J + mu) )A2, mu = rnu, j = j)
dd <- -0.5 * dd
dfdmu <- derivat(Xmat[, jJ, mu, dist.metric)
yl <- lambda. inv %*% t (U) %*% (dd - (lIn) * 0 %*% one)
yml <- sqrt (abs (( (lin) A2) * (t (one) %*% 0 %*% one) - (2/n) * t (one) %*% dd -

(t (yl) %*% yl)))
yy <- c(yl, yml)
adequacy <- c(adequacy, sum(yy[1:2JA2)/sum(yyA2))
tl <- lambda.inv %*% t(U) %*% dfdmu
tml <- (l/yml) * (t(dd) %*% B.inv - (lIn) * t(one) %*% 0 %*% B.inv + (lIn) *

t(one)) %*% dfdmu
tt <- c(tl, tml)
tmlyml <- (t(dd) %*% B.inv - (lin) * t(one) %*% 0 %*% B.inv + (lIn) *

t(one)) %*% dfdmu
zmu2 <- g - ((t(tt[1:2J) %*% g - (t(tl) %*% yl + tmlyml))/(t(tt[1:2J) %*%

tt[1:2J)) * tt[1:2J
zmu3 <- ((sum(dfdmu)/n)l(t(tt[1:2J) %*% tt[1:2J)) * tt[1:2J
as.punte[axis.vals == mu, 1:2J <- zmu2

}

if(dist.metric == "Pythagoras")
afgeleide.funksie <- T
dd13 <- apply(Xmat, 1, function(x)
sum( (x)A2)) - apply(Xmat, 1, function(x, j)
(x[jJ)A2, j = j)
for(mu in axis.vals)
dd <- dd13 + apply (Xmat, 1, function (x, mu, j)
(x[jJ - mu)A2, mu = mu, j = j)
dd <- -0.5 * dd
dfdmu <- derivat(Xmat[, jJ, mu, dist.metric)
yl <- lambda.inv %*% t(U) %*% (dd - (lin) * 0 %*% one)
yml <- sqrt (abs (( (lin) "2) * (t (one) %*% 0 %*% one) - (2/n) * t (one) %*% dd -

(t (yl) %*% yl)))
yy <- c(yl, yml)
adequacy <- c(adequacy, sum(yy[1:2JA2)/sum(yyA2))
tl <- lambda.inv %*% t(U) %*% dfdmu
tml <- (l/yml) * (t(dd) %*% B.inv - (lin) * t(one) %*% 0 %*% B.inv + (lin) *

t(one)) %*% dfdmu
tmlyml <- (t(dd) %*% B.inv - (lin) * t(one) %*% 0 %*% B.inv + (lIn) *
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t(one)) %*% dfdmu
tt <- c(tl, tml)
if (mu == 1)

cat (yy, "\n", tt, "\n\n")
zmu < - g - ((t (tt [1 :2]) % * % g - t (tt) %* % yy) I (t (tt [1 :2]) %* % tt [1 :2] )) *

tt [1:2]
zmu2 <- g - ((t(tt[1:2]) %*% g - t(tl) %*% yl + tmlyml)/(t(tt[1:2]) %*%

tt[1:2])) * tt[1:2]
as.punte[axis.vals

}

mu, 1:2] <- zmu2

if('afgeleide.funksie)
stop("Derivitive cannot be calculated for the specified dist.metric")

as.punte[, 3] <- axis.vals + means[j]
as.punte[, 4] <- 0
forti in l:aantal.punte)

if(any(abs(as.punte[i, 3] - std.markers) < le-010)) as.punte[i, 4] <- 1
cat ("adequacy of axis ", j, u , ", mean (adequacy), " with standard deviation "
sqrt(var(

adequacy)), "\n")
return(as.punte)
}

, unscaled.X = unscaled.X, means = means, dist.metric = dist.metric, Xmat = X, 0 0,
U = U, lambda = lambda, n = n, one = one, B = B)
drawbipl(Z, z.axes, z.axes.names = dimnames(X) [[2]], ax = (l:p), label = label,
markers = markers, Title = Title)
forti in l:p)
drawbipl(Z, z.axes, z.axes.names
markers, Title = Title)
if('(is.null(X.new))) (

dimnames(X) [[2]], ax i, label label, markers

drawbipl(Z, z.axes, z.axes.names dimnames(X) [[2]], ax
markers = markers, Title = Title)
dist.funksie <- F
if(dist.metric == "Pythagoras") {

dist.funksie <- T
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist.D12(unscaled.X, X.new)

(l:p), label label,

if(dist.metric == "sqrt.manhattan")
dist.funksie <- T
Delta <- Manhattan.dist.D12(unscaled.X, X.new)

if(dist.metric == "Clark") {
dist.funksie <- T
Delta <- Clark.dist.D12(unscaled.X, X.new)

if('dist.funksie)
stop("No distance function found for the specified dist.metric")

012 <- -0.5 * Delta
Z.nuut <- matrix(O, nrow = nrow(X.new), ncol = 2)
forti in l:nrow(X.new)) {

d <- 012[, i]
Z.nuut[i, ] <- lambda.inv[1:2, 1:2] %*% t(YY[, 1:2]) %*% (d - (lIn) * 0 %*%

one) }
points(Z.nuut)
}

if(J> 0)
blegend (dimnames (Y) [[2]], colours [1:J])
return(quality = sum(lambda[1:2])/sum(lambda))

genbipl Generalised biplot
function(Xl = NULL, x2 = NULL, Y = NULL, Xl.new

"Pythagoras", dist.metric2 = "EMC" , label
show.regions = T, regions.n = 5, Title
= NULL, ... )

NULL, X2.new = NULL, dist.metric =
T, sample.label = F, markers = T,

{

# Xl : continuous variables
# X2 : categorical variables

colours <- c(S, 4, 6, 3, 7, 15, 1, 2, 5, 9, 11, 13, 10, 14, 16, 12)
p.saam <- 0
if(' (is.null(Xl)))
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n <- nrow (Xl)
else n <- nrow(X2)
if(is.null(Y)) J <- 1 else J <- ncol(Y)

if (,(is .null (X2) ))
G <- NULL
L <- 0
for(k in 1:ncol(X2))

Gk <- indmat(X2[, kJ)
G <- cbind(G, Gk)
L <- L + ncol(Gk)

p.saam <- p.saam + ncol(X2)
}

X <- Xl

it(! (is.null(Xl)))
unscaled.X <- X
means <- apply(X, 2, mean)
X <- scale(X, scale ~ F)
P <- ncol(X)
p.saam <- p.saam + ncol(X)
if(is.null(dimnames(X)) )

dimnames(X) <- list(paste(l:n),
if (length (dimnames (X) [[lJ]) ~~ 0)

dimnames(X) [[lJJ <- paste(l:n)
if (length (dimnames (X) [[2JJ) ~~ 0)

dimnames(X) [[2JJ <- paste("V",

paste("V", l:p, sep "") )

l:p, sep "")

#
# --- Calculate biplot points Z
#

I <- diag(l, nrow ~ n, ncol n)
one <- rep(l, n)
N <- (one %*% t(one) )/n
Delta <- 0
Delta2 <- 0
X.scaled <- NULL
if(' (is.null(Xl)))
dist.funksie <- F
if(dist.metric ~~ "Pythagoras")

dist.funksie <- T
X.scaled <- matrix(NA, nrow ~ nrow(X), ncol ~ ncol(X))
for(j in l:p)
X.scaled[, jJ <- unscaled.X[, jJ/(max(unscaled.X[, j]) - min(unscaled.X[,

j J ) )
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist(X.scaled)

if(dist.metric ~~ "sqrt.manhattan") (
dist.funksie <- T
max.abs.diff <- apply(unscaled.X, 2, function(x)
max(Manhattan.dist(matrix(x, ncol ~ 1))))
X.scaled <- t(apply(unscaled.X, 1, function(x, max.abs.diff)
x/max.abs.diff, max.abs.diff ~ max.abs.diff))
Delta <- Manhattan.dist(X.scaled)

if('dist.funksie)
stop("No distance function found fo'r the specified dist.metric")

if (' (is .null (X2)))
dist.funksie <- F
if(dist.metric2 ~~ "EMC")

dist.funksie <- T
Delta2 <- ncol(X2) * one %*% t(one) - (G %*% t{G))

if('dist.funksie)
stop("No distance function found for the specified dist.metric")

D <- -0.5 * (Delta + Delta2)
B <- (I - N) %*% D %*% (I - N)
spectral <- eigen(B, symmetric ~ TRUE)
spectral$values [abs (spectral$values) < le-OllJ <- 0
cat (spectral$values, "\n\n")
if(any(spectral$values[ - n] < 0))
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stop ("nega tive eigenvalues: B is not posi tive semi -de fini te")
lambda <- diag(spectral$values[ - nl)
lambda.inv <- diag(ifelse(zapsmall(diag(lambda)) > 0, l/diag(lambda), 0))
U <- spectral$vectors[, - n] %*% ((lambda)AO.5)

#
# Construct Z matrix
#
#
#
#

Z <- matrix(O, nrow
forti in l:n) (
d <- O[i, ]
Z[i, ] <- solve{lambda[1:2, 1:2]) %*% t(U[, 1:2]) %*% (d - (l/n) * 0 %*% one)
)

col 1 - x-values for plotting
col 2 - y-values for plotting
col 3 - pch (default = 15)
col 4 - colour (default = 1)

n , ncol 2)

Z consists of 4 columns

Z <- cbind(Z, 15, 0)
if(J>l)
for(j in l:J)

Z[Y[, j] 1,4] <- colours[j]
else Z[, 4] <- 1
if(sample.label)
if(is.null(dimnames(X2)) )

if(is.null{dimnames(Xl)) )
dimnames(Z) <- list(paste(l:n), NULL)

else if(is.null(dimnames(Xl) [[1]]))
dimnames(Z) <- list(paste(l:n), NULL)

else dimnames(Z) <- list (dimnames (Xl) [[1]1, NULL)

else if(is.null(dimnames(Xl)))
if(is.null(dimnames(X2) [[1]]))
dimnames(Z) <- list(paste(l:n), NULL)

else dimnames(Z) <- list (dimnames (X2) [[1]], NULL)
else if(all (dimnames (Xl) [[1]] == dimnames(X2) [[1]]))

dimnames(Z) <- list (dimnames (Xl) [[1]1, NULL)
else dimnames(Z) <- list(paste(l:n), NULL)

else dimnames{Z) <- list(rep{"", n), NULL)
drawbipl(Z, NULL, z.axes.names dimnames(X) [[2]], ax NULL, label label, markers
= markers, Title = Title)
if (I (is .null (Y)))
blegend (dimnames (Y) [[2]], colours [1:J] )
dim.in <- (zapsmall(spectral$values[ - n]) > 0)
if (I (is.null (X2) ))
CLP.list <- lapply( (1:ncol(X2)), function(k, X2, one, 0, lambda, lambda.inv, U, n,

show. regions, regions.n, Z, colours, label, dim.in)

Gk <- indmat(X2[, k])
Ok <- -0.5 * (one %*% t (one) - Gk %*% t (Gk))
Lk <- ncol(Gk)
Gk.ster <- rbind(Gk, diag(Lk))
one.ster <- rep {I, n + Lk)
Omat.saam <- -0.5 * (one.ster %*% t(one.ster) - Gk.ster %*% t(Gk.ster))
O.ster <- Omat.saam[l:n, - (l:n)]
011 <- 0
022 <- 0 - Ok
CLP <- matrix(O, nrow = Lk, ncol = 2)
CLP.var <- matrix(O, nrow = Lk, ncol = n)
for(j in l:Lk) {
012 <- 0 - Ok + (O.ster[, j] %*% t(one))
g.vec <- 1/(nA2) * (t(one) %*% 022 %*% one) * one - 2/n * 012 %*% one
d.vec <- -0.5 * g.vec
CLP[j, ] <- solve(lambda[1:2, 1:2]) %*% t(U[, 1:2]) %*% (d.vec - l/n * 011

%*% one)
y.deel <- lambda.inv %*% t(U) %*% (d.vec - l/n * 011 %*% one)
yml.kwad <- (1/n)A2 * t(one) %*% 011 %*% one - 2/n * t(one) %*% d.vec - t(

y.deel) %*% y.deel
if{abs(yml.kwad) < le-Oll)

yml <- 0
else yml <- sqrt(yml.kwad)
CLP.var[j, ] <- c(y.deel, yml)
)
if (show. regions) (
Zk <- cbind{CLP, 16, 1)
dimnames (Zk) <- list (dimnames (Gk) [[2]], NULL)
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Zmat <- rbind(Z, Zk)
if(is.null(dimnames(X2)) )

naam <- I'"~
else (

if(is.null(dimnames(X2) [[2]]))
naam <-

else naam <- dimnames (X2) [[2]] [k]

par(pty ~ "s")
eqscplot (Z[, 1] * 1.2, Z [, 2] * 1.2, xaxt

= "", type = "n")
usr <- par("usr")
ZZ <- NULL
for(xx in seq(from ~ usr[l], to ~ usr[2], length ~ regions.n))

for(yy in seq(from ~ usr[3], to ~ usr[4], length ~ regions.n))
ZZ <- rbind(ZZ, c(xx, yy))

"n", yaxt "n", xlab ylab

ZZ <- cbind(ZZ, matrix(O, nrow ~ nrow(ZZ), nco 1 ncol(CLP.var) - 2))
ZZ.klas <- near.Pythagoras(ZZ, CLP.var)
Zmat <- cbind(Zmat, 0.7)
Zmat2 <- cbind(ZZ[, 1:21. 15, colours[ZZ.klas] + 7, 0.3)
blegend{dimnames(Gk) [[2]], colours[l:ncol(Gk)] + 7)
drawbipl(Zmat, NULL, z.axes.names ~ dimnames(X) [[2]], ax NULL, label

label, markers ~ markers, Title ~ naam, Z2 ~ Zmat2)

dimnames(CLP.var) <- list(paste(k, dimnames(Gk) [[2]1. sep ~ ":"), NULL)
return(CLP.var[, c(dim.in, F)])

,X2 X2, one ~ one, 0 ~ 0, lambda ~ lambda, lambda.inv ~ lambda.inv, U ~ U, n ~ n,
show.regions ~ show.regions, regions.n ~ regions.n, Z ~ Z, colours ~ colours,
label ~ label, dim.in ~ dim. in)

quality <- sum(eigen(var(Z[, 1:2]))$values)/sum(eigen(var(U))$values)
adequacy <- sapply(l:p.saam, function(j, U, 0, lambda, lambda.inv, n, p, dist.metric,
dist.metric2, Xmat, X2, one, I, N)
{

if (j <~ p) (
# continuous variables

k <- j
X.ek <- matrix(O, nrow ~ n, ncol ~ p)
X.ek[, k] <- seq(min(Xmat[, k]), max(Xmat[, k]), len n )
if(dist.metric ~~ "Pythagoras") (
012 <- -0.5 * Pythagoras.dist.012 (Xmat, X.ek)

}
if (dist .metric ~~ "sqrt .manhattan") (
D12 <- -0.5 * Manhattan.dist.012 (Xmat, X.ek)

}
basic.Z <- matrix(NA, nrow n, ncol 2 )
basic.U <- matrix (NA, nrow n, ncol n - 1)
forth in l:n)
d<-D12[,h]
basic.Z[h, ] <- solve(lambda[1:2, 1:2]) %*% t(U[, 1:2]) %*% (d - (lIn) * 0

%*% one)
basic.U[h, ] <- lambda.inv %*% t(U) %*% (d - (lin) * D %*% one)

}

else
# categorical variables

k <- j - P
Gk <- indmat(X2[, k])
if(dist.metric2 ~~ "EMC")
Dk <- -0.5 * (one %*% t (one) - Gk %*% t (Gk))

}

Dll <- D
D22 <- 0 - Dk
basic.Z <- t(solve(lambda[1:2, 1:2]) %*% t(U[, 1:2]) %*% Ok %*% (I - N))
basic. U <- t (lambda. inv %*% t (U) %*% Ok %*% (I - N))

adequacy.vec <- apply(basic.Z, 1, function(x)
sum(x~2))/apply(basic.U, 1, function(x)
s um t x r Z) )
return(mean(adequacy.vec), sqrt(var(adequacy.vec)))
}
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, U = U, 0 = 0, lambda = lambda, lambda.inv = lambda.inv, n = n, p = p, dist.metric =
dist.metric, dist.metric2 = dist.metric2, Xmat = X.scaled, X2 = X2, one one, I = I,
N = N)
basic.points <- lapply(l:p.saam, function(j, U, 0, lambda, lambda.inv, n, p,
dist.metric, dist.metric2, Xmat, X2, one, I, N, dim. in)
{

if (j <= p)
# continuous variables

k <- j
X.ek <- matrix(O, nrow = n, ncol = p)
X.ek[, k] <- seq(min(Xmat[, k]), max(Xmat[, k]), len n)
if (dis t .metric == "Pythagoras") (
012 <- -0.5 * Pythagoras.dist.012(Xmat, X.ek)

)

if(dist.metrie == "sqrt.manhattan") (
012 <- -0.5 * Manhattan.dist.012(Xmat, X.ek)

}

basic.U <- matrix (NA, nrow = n, ncol = n - 1)
for(h in l:n) {
d <- 012[, h]
basic. U [h, ] <- diag (lambda. inv) %*% t (U) %*% (d - (lin) * 0 %*% one)

}

else
# categorical variables

k <- j - P
Gk <- indmat(X2[, k])
if(dist.metric2 == "EMC")
Ok <- -0.5 * (one %*% t (one) - Gk %*% t (Gk) )

}

011 <- 0
022 <- 0 - Ok
basic. U <- t (diag (lambda. inv) %*% t (U) %*% Ok %*% (I - N))

return(basic.U[, dim.in])
}
, U = U, 0 = 0, lambda = lambda, lambda.inv = ifelse(diag(lambda) > 0,
l/diag(lambda) , 0), n = n, p =
p, dist.metric = dist.metric, dist.metrie2 = dist.metrie2, Xmat = X.sealed, X2 X2,
one = one,
I = I, N = N, dim.in = dim. in)
if(is.nu11 (dimnames (Xl) [[2]]))
var.name <- rep("", p)
else var.name <- dimnames (Xl) [[2]]
if (is .null (dimnames (X2) [[2]]))
var.name <- c(var.name, rep("", ncol(X2)))
else var.name <- c(var.name, dimnames(X2) [[2]])
dimnames(adequaey) <- list(c("adeq", "SO"), var.name)
012.1 <- °
012.2 <- °
if (! (is .null (Xl.new) ))
dist.funksie <- F
if(dist.metrie == "Pythagoras")

dist.funksie <- T
X.scaled.I <- matrix(NA, nrow = nrow(Xl.new), neol = ncol(X))
for(j in l:p)
X.sealed.I[, j] <- Xl.new[, j]/(max(unscaled.X[, j]) - min(unscaled.X[, j]))

012.1 <- Pythagoras.dist.012(X.scaled, X.sealed.I)

if(dist.metrie == "sqrt.manhattan") (
dist.funksie <- T
X.scaled.I <- matrix(NA, nrow = nrow(X) , ncol = ncol(X))
for(j in l:p)
X.scaled.I[, j] <- Xl.new[, j]/(max(unscaled.X[, j]) - min(unscaled.X[, j]))

Delta <- Manhattan.dist.012(X.scaled, X.scaled.I)

if( 'dist.funksie)
stop("No distance function found for the specified dist.metric")

if(' (is.null(X2.new))) (
dist.funksie <- F
if(dist.metric2 == "EMC")

dist.funksie <- T
X.saam <- rbind(X2, X2.new)
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G.saam <- NULL
for(k in l:ncol(X.saam))
Gk <- indmat(X.saam[, k])
G.saam <- cbind(G.saam, Gk)

}
one.ster <- rep(l, n + nrow(X2.new))
Delta.saam <- ncol(X2) * one.ster %*% t(one.ster) - (G.saam %*% t(G.saam))
D12.2 <- Delta.saam[l:n, - (l:n)]

if(!dist.funksie)
stop("No distance function found for the specified dist.metric")

D12 <- -0.5 * (D12.1 + D12.2)
if(' (is.null(Xl.new)) I '(is.null(X2.new)))
lambda. inv <- i felse (zapsmall (diag (lambda)) > 0, 1I zapsmall (diag (lambda) ), 0)
Z.1 <- matrix(O, nrow ncol(D12), ncol = 2)
for(i in 1:ncol(D12)) (

d <- D12[, i]
Z.1[i, ] <- solve(lambda[1:2, 1:2]) %*% t(Y[, 1:2]) %*% (d - (lIn) * D %*%

one)

drawbipl(Z, NULL, z.axes.names
= markers, Title = Title)
points(Z.1)
}
return(quality, adequacy, Umat

dimnames (X) [[2]], ax NULL, label label, markers

U[, dim.in], basic.points, CLP.list)

biplot. class Discrimination and classification with biplots
function(X, Y, X.new = NULL, dist.metric = "Pythagoras", nearest.dist = "Pythagoras",

dimension = 2, show.biplot = T, show. new = F, show. regions = F, regions.n = 50,
FDA.method = mars. formula, contrast.type = contr.helmert, FDA.contrasts = T, gamma
NULL, PCA.class = F, one.colour = F, label = T, Title = NULL, ... )

colours <- ciS, 4, 6, 3, 7, 15, 1, 2, 5, 9, 11, 13, 10, 14, 16, 12)
vorms <- c(l, 2, 3, 4, 5,6,16)
markers <- F
unscaled.X <- X
means <- apply(X, 2, mean)
X <- scale(X, scale = F)
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
J <- ncol(Y)
K <- min(p, J - 1)
r <- dimension
if(r> K)
if (,(dist .metric

r <- K
else r <- p
)

"Pythagoras") )

if((dist.metric "DSM")
q <- ncol(gamma)
K <- min(q, J - 1)
r <- dimension
if(r > q)

r <- q

(dist.metric "DSM.QDA")) (

if(dist.metric
r <- dimension
if(r > p - 1)

r <- p - 1

"QDA") (

if(is.null(dimnames(X) ))
dimnames(X) <- list(paste(l:n), paste("V", l:p, sep ""))
if (length (dimnames (X) [[1]]) == 0)
dimnames(X) [[1]] <- paste(l:n)
if (length (dimnames (X) [[2]]) 0) dimnames(X) [[2]] <- paste("V", l:p, sep "")

#
# --- Calculate biplot points Z
#

I <- diag(l, nrow = n, ncol n)
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one <- rep(l, n)
N <- (one %*% t(one) )/n
DSM.QDA <- F
if(dist.metric == "DSM.QDA")
unscaled.X <- unscaled.X %*% gamma
means <- apply(unscaled.X, 2, mean)
X <- scale(unscaled.X, scale = F)
P <- ncol(X)
dist.metric <- "QDA"
DSM.QDA <- T
}

if(dist.metric == "Pythagoras")
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist(unscaled.X)
if(dist.metric == "Mahalanobis") {
S.W <- t (X) %*% X - t (X) %*% Y %*% solve (t (Y) %*% Y) %*% t (Y) %*% X
S.W.inv <- solve(S.W)
Delta <- Mahalanobis.dist(unscaled.X, S.W.inv)
}

if(dist.metric == "QDA")
S.T <- t(X) %*% X/n
U.QDA <- matrix(NA, nrow n, ncol = p)
Rmat <- lapply(l:J, function (x, p)
matrix (NA, nrow = p, nco1 = pi, p = p)
Sj.1ist <- 1app1y(1:J, function(x, p)
matrix (NA, nrow = p, nco1 = p), p = p)
Sj.sqrt.1ist <- 1app1y(1:J, function(x, p)
matrix (NA, nrow = p, nco1 = p), p = p)
n.vec <- rep(NA, J)
for(j in l:J) {

Xj <- X[Y[, j] == 1,
nj <- nrow(Xj}
Sj <- ((nj - l)/nj) * var(Xj)
Sj.sqrt <- svd(Sj)$u %*% diag(svd{Sj)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(Sj)$u)
Sj .1ist[ [j]] <- Sj
Rmat[[j]] <- solve(Sj.sqrt) %*% S.T %*% solve(Sj.sqrt)
n.vec[j] <- nj

A.hat <- fg(Rmat, n.vec/min(n.vec))$B
Bj.1ist <- lapply(l:J, function(x, p)
matrix (NA, nrow = p, nco1 = p), p = p)
for (j in 1:J) {

Xj <- X[Y[, j] == 1,
nj <- nrow(Xj)
Sj <- {(nj - l)/nj) * var(Xj)
Sj.sqrt <- svd(Sj)$u %*% diag(svd(Sj)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(Sj)$u)
Bj <- solve(Sj.sqrt) %*% A.hat
Bj.list[[j]] <- Bj[, l:r]
U.QDA[Y[, j] == 1, ] <- Xj %*% Bj [, l:r]

Delta <- Pythagoras.dist(U.QDA)
}

if(dist.metric == "DSM")
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist(unscaled.X %*% gamma)
}

FDA.method.result <- NULL
if (dist .metric == "FDA") {
Sll <- try) %*% Yin
S12 <- t (Y) %*% X/n
S22 <- t (X) %*% X/n
Sll.sqrt <- svd(Sll)$u %*% diag(svd(Sll)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(Sll)$u)
S22.sqrt <- svd(S22)$u %*% diag(svd(S22)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(S22)$u)

contrast.type.mat <- contrast.type(J, FDA.contrasts)
U <- matrix(O, nrow = n, ncol = ncol(contrast.type.mat))
for (i in 1:n) {

U [i, ] <- contrast. type .mat [order (Y [i, ]) [ncol (Y)],

thetaO <- solve(svd(t(U) %*% U/n)$u %*% diag(svd(t(U) %*% U/n)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd{t(U)
%*% U/n) $u))
thetaO.ster <- U %*% the taO
FDA.method.result <- FDA.method(thetaO.ster - X, ... )
thetaO.ster.hat <- FDA.method.result$fitted
phi <- svd(t{thetaO.ster) %*% thetaO.ster.hat)$u
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theta <- thetaO %*% phi
if(ncol(phi) == 1)

delta <- (t(phi) %*% t(thetaO.ster) %*% thetaO.ster.hat %*% phi)/n
else delta <- diag(diag(t(phi) %*% t(thetaO.ster) %*% thetaO.ster.hat %*% phi))/n
if(nco1(phi) == 1)

delta.sqrt <- deltaAO.S
else delta.sqrt <- svd(delta)$u %*% diag(svd(de1ta)$dAO.S) %*% t(svd(delta)$u)
Idelta <- diag(l, nrow(delta)) - delta
if(ncol(phi) == 1)

dd.sqrt <- IdeltaAO.S
else dd.sqrt <- svd(Idelta)$u %*% diag(svd(Idelta)$dAO.S) %*% t(svd(Idelta)$u)
eta <- thetaO.ster.hat %*% phi %*% solve(delta.sqrt) %*% solve(dd.sqrt)
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist(eta[,l:rJ)
}
o <- -0.5 * Delta
B <- (I - N) %*% 0 %*% (I - N)
spectral <- eigen(B, symmetric = TRUE)
spectral$values <- zapsmall(spectral$values)
if(any(spectral$values[ - nJ < 0))
stop("negative eiegenvalues: B is not positive semi-definite")
lambda <- diag(spectral$values[ - nJ)
lambda.diag <- diag(lambda)
lambda.diag.inv <- rep(O, length(lambda.diag))
lambda.diag.inv[lambda.diag > OJ <- 1/1ambda.diag[lambda.diag > OJ
lambda.inv <- diag(lambda.diag.inv)
U <- spectral$vectors[, - n] %*% ((lambda)AO.S)
Z <- matrix(O, nrow = n, ncol = r)
forti in l:n) (
d <- 0[, iJ
Z[i, J <- lambda.inv[l:r, l:rJ %*% t(U[, l:rJ) %*% (d - (l/n) * 0 %*% one)
}
if (r 1)
Z <- cbind(Z, 0)
gem <- t(apply(Y, 2, function(y, Z)
if(sum(y == 1) > 1) apply(Z[y 1, L 2, mean) else Z[y
if(r == 1) Z <- jitter(Z)

1, J, Z Z) )

#
# --- classification
#

if(is.null(X.new))
unscaled.X.new <- unscaled.X
X.new <- scale(unscaled.X.new, means, scale F)
if(dist.metric == "Pythagoras")
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist.D12(X, X.new)
if(dist.metric == "Mahalanobis")
Delta <- Mahalanobis.dist.D12(X, X.new, S.W.inv)
if (dist .metric == "QDA") (
if(DSM.QDA)

X.new <- X.new %*% gamma
X2 <- NULL
n.nuut <- nrow(X.new)
for(j in l:J)

X2 <- rbind(X2, X.new %*% Bj.list[[jJJ)
X.new <- X2
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist.D12(U.QDA, X.new)
}

if(dist.metric == "DSM")
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist.D12(X %*% gamma, X.new %*% gamma)
if (dist .metric == "FDA") (
thetaO.ster.hat.nuut <- predict(FDA.method.result, X.new)
eta.nuut <- thetaO.ster.hat.nuut %*% phi %*% solve(delta.sqrt) %*% solve(dd.sqrt)
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist.D12(eta[,1:rJ, eta.nuut[,l:rJ)
}

012 <- -0.5 * Delta
Z.nuut <- matrix(O, nrow = nrow(X.new) , nco 1 r)
forti in l:nrow(X.new)) (
d <- 012[, iJ
Z.nuut[i, J <- lambda.inv[l:r, l:rJ %*% t(U[, l:rJ) %*% (d - (l/n) * D %*% one)
}

if (r == 1)
Z.nuut <- cbind(Z.nuut, 0)
if(nearest.dist == "Pythagoras")
class <- near.Pythagoras(Z.nuut, gem)
if(dist.metric == "QDA") {
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Z.list <- lapply(l:J, function(x, p, n )
matrix (NA, nrow = n, ncol = p), p p, n
for(j in l:J) {
Z.list[ [j]] <- Z.nuut[l:n.nuut,
Z.nuut <- Z.nuut[ - (l:n.nuut),

}
class <- near.QDA(Z.list, gem)
Z.nuut <- Z.list[[l]]
for(j in 2:J)
Z.nuut[class == j, <- Z.list[[j]] [class j,

n.nuut)

if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis") (
S.W.Z <- t(Z) %*% Z - t(Z) %*% Y %*% solve(t(Y) %*% Y) %*% tty) %*% Z
S.W.Z.inv <- solve(S.W.Z)
class <- near.Mahalanobis(Z.nuut, gem, S.W.Z.inv)
)
if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis.Sk") (
Sk <- lapply(l:J, function(j, Z, Y)
var(Z[Y[, j] == 1, ]), Z = Z, Y = Y)
class <- near.Mahalanobis.Sk(Z.nuut, gem, Sk)
)
if('is.null(dimnames(Y) [[2]])) class <- dimnames(Y) [[2]] [class]

#
# Draw biplot if r = 2
#

if(r <= 2) if(show.biplot)
#
#
# Construct Z matrix
#
#
#
#
#

Z consists of 4 columns col 1
col 2
col 3
col 4
col 5

Z <- cbind (Z, 1)

- x-values for plotting
- y-values for plotting
- pch (default = 15)
- colour (default = 1)
- cex (default = 0.7)

if(one.colour)
for(j in l:J)

Z[Y[, j] == 1, 3] <- vorms[j]
Z <- cbind(Z, 1)
if ('one. colour)
for(j in l:J)

Z[Y[, j] == 1,4] <- colours[j]
Z <- rbind(Z, cbind(gem, 15, colours[l:J]))
if(show.new) Z <- rbind(Z, cbind(Z.nuut, 1, 1))

#
# --- colour prediction regions
#

Z2 <- NULL
if(show.regions)
par(pty = Us")
eqscplot (Z [, 1] * 1.2, Z l . 2] * 1.2, xaxt Un", yaxt "n", xlab ylab

= "", type = "n")
usr <- par("usr")
xx <- seq(from = usr[l], to = usr[2], length
yy <- seq(from = usr[3], to = usr[4], length
if(nearest.dist == "Pythagoras")

klas.list <- sapply(xx, function(x, y.vec,
(

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
ZZ.klas <- near.Pythagoras(ZZ, gem)
cbind(ZZ, colours[ZZ.klas])

regions.n)
regions.n)

gem, colours)

, y.vec = yy, gem = gem, colours = colours, simplify = F)
if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis")

klas.list <- sapply(xx, function (x, y.vec, gem, inv.mat, colours)
(

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
ZZ.klas <- near.Mahalanobis(ZZ, gem, inv.mat)
cbind(ZZ, colours[ZZ.klas])

y.vec = yy, gem = gem, inv.mat
= F)

if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis.Sk")

S.W.Z.inv, colours colours, simplify
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klas.list <- sapply(xx, function(x, y.vec, gem, Sk, colours)
(

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
ZZ.klas <- near.Mahalanobis.Sk(ZZ, gem, Ski
cbind(ZZ, colours[ZZ.klasJ)

y.vec = yy, gem = gem, Sk = Sk, colours = colours, simplify F)
Z <- cbind(Z, 0.7)
Z2 <- cbind(unlist(sapply(klas.list, function(x)
return(x[, 1J), simplify = F)), unlist(sapp1y(klas.1ist, function(x)
return(x[, 2J), simplify = F)), 15, unlist(sapp1y(k1as.1ist, function(x)
return(x[, 3J + 7), simplify = F)), 0.3)

}

if(all(Z[, 2J == 0))
Z[, 2J <- jitter(Z[, 2J)

punt.name <- dimnames(X} [[lJJ
punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(Y) [[2JJ)
if (show. new)
if (! (is.null (dimnames (X.new) )))

if (! (is .null (dimnames (X.new) [[lJ J)))
if(dist.metric == "QDA")

punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(X.new) [[lJJ [l:n.nuutJ)
else punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(X.new) [[lJJ)

while (length (punt. name) < nrow (Z)) (
punt.name <- c(punt.name, "")

}

dimnames(Z) <- list(punt.name, NULL)
Z <- na.omit(Z)
drawbipl(Z, NULL, z.axes.names dimnames(X) [[2JJ, ax

markers = markers, Title = Title, Z2 = Z2)
if (is .null (dimnames (Y) [[2J J))
dimnames(Y) <- list(NULL, paste("class", l:J))

blegend(dimnames(Y) [[2JJ, colours[l:JJ)

NULL, label label,

#
# If r > 2 approximate classification regions are constructed
#

if(r > 2) if(show.biplot)
if (show. regions)

#
# Construct Z matrix
# Z 'consists of 4 columns
#
#
#
#

col 1
col 2
col 3
col 4
col 5

x-values for plotting
- y-values for plotting
- pch (default = 15)
- colour (default = 1)
-cex (default = 0.7)

Z <- Z[, 1:2J
Z <- cbind(Z, 1)
if(one.colour)

for(j in l:J)
Z[Y[, JJ == 1, 3J <- vorms[jJ

Z <- cbind(Z, 1)
if (! one. colour)

for(j in l:J)
Z[Y[, jJ == 1, 4J <- colours[jJ

Z <- rbind(Z, cbind(gem[, 1:2J, 15, colours[l:JJ))
if(show.new} Z <- rbind(Z, cbind(Z.nuut, 1, 1))

#
# --- color prediction regions
#

Z2 <- NULL
if (show. regions)

par (pty = "s")
eqscplot (Z [, 1J * 1.2, Z [, 2 J * 1.2, xaxt "nil, yaxt "n", xlab

ylab = "", type = "n")
usr <- par("usr")
xx <- seq(from = usr[lJ, to = usr[2J, length
yy <- seq(from = usr[3], to = usr[4], length
if(nearest.dist == "Pythagoras")

klas.1ist <- sapply(xx, function(x, y.vec,
(

regions.n)
regions.n)

gem, colours}

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
r.min.2 <- ncol(gem) - 2
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forti in 1:r.min.2)
ZZ <- cbind(ZZ, 0)

ZZ.klas <- near.Pythagoras(ZZ, gem)
cbind(ZZ[, 1:2J, colours[ZZ.klasJ)

, y.vec = yy, gem = gem, colours = colours, simplify = F)
if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis")

klas.list <- sapply(xx, function (x, y.vec, gem, inv.mat, colours)
(

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
r.min.2 <- ncol(gem) - 2
forti in 1:r.min.2)

ZZ <- cbind(ZZ, 0)
ZZ.klas <- near.Mahalanobis(ZZ, gem, inv.mat)
cbind(ZZ[, 1:2], colours[ZZ.klasJ)

y.vec = yy, gem = gem, inv.mat = S.W.Z.inv, colours
simpli fy = F)

if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis.Sk")
klas.list <- sapply(xx, function (x, y.vec, gem, Sk, colours)
(

colours,

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
r.min.2 <- ncol(gem) - 2
forti in 1:r.min.2)

ZZ <- cbind(ZZ, 0)
ZZ.klas <- near.Mahalanobis.Sk(ZZ, gem, Sk)
cbind(ZZ[, 1:2], colours[ZZ.klasJ)

y.vec = yy, gem = gem, Sk = Sk, colours = colours, simplify F)
Z <- cbind(Z, 0.7)
Z2 <- cbind(unlist(sapply(klas.list, function(x)
return(x[, 1]), simplify = F)), unlist(sapply(klas.list, function(x)
return(x[, 2]), simplify = F)), 15, unlist(sapply(klas.list, function(x)
return(x[, 3] + 7), simplify = F)), 0.3)

if (all (Z[, 2 J == 0))
Z[, 2] <- jitter(Z[, 2])

punt.name <- dimnames(X) [[1]]
punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(Y) [[2]])
if(show.new)

if(! (is.null (dimnames (X.new) )))
if(! (is.null (dimnames (X.new) [[1]])))

if(dist.metric == "QDA")
punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(X.new) [[1]] [l:n.nuut])

else punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(X.new) [[1]])
while (length (punt.name) < nrow(Z)) (

punt.name <- c(punt.name, "H)

dimnames(Z) <- list(punt.name, NULL)
Z <- na.omit(Z)
drawbipl(Z, NULL, z.axes.names = dimnames(X) [[2]], ax

markers = markers, Title = Title, Z2 = Z2)
if (is.null (dimnames (Y) [ [2J]))

dimnames(Y) <- list(NULL, paste("class", l:J))
blegend (dimnames (Y) [[2]], colours [1:J])

}

NULL, label label,

#
# Z now have 2 columns, irrespective of the values of r or dimension
#

if(PCA.class)
pcabipl(unscaled.X.new, indmat(class) , label = label)
return(dimension = r, class, FDA.method.result)
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fg FG-algorithm
funetion(A.mat, n.vee)
{

# translated from FG-Algorithm of Flury, Nel & Pienaar (1994; 1995)

F.a12 <- funetion(A.mat, n.vee, B)
(
G.a12 <- function (T.mat, n.vee)

(
eievee.FG <- function (VV)

# eievee subroutine
CC <- 1
SS <- 0
Q <- matrix(NA, nrow = 2, nco 1 2)
if(abs(VV[l, 2J) < le-Ol0)

Q [1, IJ <- CC
Q[2, IJ <- SS
Q[2, 2J <- CC
Q[I, 2J <- -1 * SS

else {
rat i0 <- (VV [2, 2 J - VV [1, 1J)!Vv [ 1, 2 J
diser <- sqrt(ratio * ratio + 4)
Ttl <- (ratio + discr) /2
Tt2 <- (ratio - discr) /2
Tt <- Ttl
if(abs(Ttl) > abs (Tt2) )

Tt <- Tt2
CC <- l/sqrt(l + Tt * Tt)
SS <- Tt * CC
Q[I, 1J <- CC
Q[2, 1J <- SS
Q[2, 2J <- CC
Q[I, 2J <- -I * SS

return(Q)
}

k <- length(T.mat)
# Step GO

Q <- diag(2)
g.herh <- 0
max.herh <- 20
klaar <- F
alpha.mat <- matrix(O, neol
while ( ! klaar) (

Step Gl

2, nrow 2 )

#
Qg <- Q
g.herh <- g.herh + 1

# -- Step G2
delta <- sapply(l:k, funetion(x, T.mat, Q)
diag(t(Q) %*% T.mat[[xJJ %*% Q), T.mat = T.mat, Q Q)
TT <- matrix(O, nrow = 2, neol = 2)
for(i in l:k)

TT <- TT + n.vee[iJ * ((delta[l, .i ] - delta[2, iJ)/(delta[l, .i] * delta[2,
i J)) * T.rnat [[iJJ

# Step G3
Q <- eievec.FG(TT)

# Step G4
if(max(abs(Qg - Q)) < le-005)

klaar <- T
if(g.herh > max.herh)

klaar <- T

return{Q)

PHI <- funetion(F.mat, B, n.vec)

phi <- function (mat)
(
detl <- prod(eigen(diag(diag(mat) ))$values)
det2 <- prod(eigen(mat)$values)
return(detl/det2)



k <- length(F.mat}
prod(sapply(l:k, funetion(x, F.mat, B, n.vee, phi}
phi(t(B} %*% F.mat[[x]] %*% B}An.vee[x], F.mat = F.mat, B

phi = ph i ))
B, n.vee

P <- nrow(A.mat[[l]]}
k <- length(A.mat}
T.mat <- lapply(l:k, funetion(x}
matrix(NA, neol = 2, nrow = 2}}
f.herh <- 0
klaar <- F
max.herh <- 100
while ( I klaar) {

# -- Step F1
Bf <- B
f.herh <- f.herh + 1

# -- Step F2
for (m in 1: (p - 1)}
for(j in (rn + l):p}

# Step F21
for (i in 1:k)

T.mat[[i]] <- t(B[, e(m, j}]} %*% A.mat[[i]] %*% B[, e(m, j}]
# Step F22

J22 <- G.a12(T.mat, n.vee}
# Step F23

J <- diag(p}
J[m, m] <- J22[1, 1]
J [j, j] <- J22[2, 2]
J[m, j] <- J22[1, 2]
J [j, m] <- J22[2, 1]
B <- B %*% J

# Step F3
if(abs(PHI(A.mat, Bf, n.vee} - PHI(A.mat, B, n.vee}} < 1e-005}
k1aar <- T

if(f.herh > max.herh}
klaar <- T

return(B, f.herh}
}

p <- nrow(A.mat[[l]]}
k <- 1ength(A.mat}
B <- diag(p}
F.out <- F.a12(A.mat, n.vee, B)
B <- F.out$B
f.iter <- F.out$f.herh
if (f. it e r == 1) {
for(m in 1: (p - 1)}

for(j in l:p}
G1 <- 0.8 * B[m, j] + 0.6 * B[m + 1, j]
G2 <- 0.8 * B[m + 1, j] - 0.6 * B[m, j]
B[m, j] <- G1
B [j, m] <- G2

}
F.out <- F.a12(A.mat, n.vee, B)
B <- F.out$B
f.iter <- e(f.iter, F.out$f.herh}
}
eat("Final FG Algorithm output\nDiagonaa1 matriees\n\n"}
for(i in l:k} {
prmatrix(t(B} %*% A.mat[[i]] %*% B)
}

cat ("\n\n")
return(B, f.iter}
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dsm. j
function(X,
(
#
#
#
#

Discrimination Subspace Model for J classes
Y, q = NULL, indices.differ = NULL, initgam = NULL)

Discrimination Subspace Model for J groups (translated and extended from L Flury
program)

det <- function(X)
(

prod(diag(qr(X)$qr)) * ifelse(nrow(X) %% 2,1, -1)
}

DSM.update.J <- function(nj.vec, ybar.list, S.list, p, q, gammat)
(

#
# Update procedure like Flury, Boukai & Flury (1997) for DSM
#

J <- length(nj.vec)
n <- sum(nj.vec)
ybart <- rep(O, p)
for(j in l:J)

ybart <- ybart + nj.vec[j) * ybar.list[[j))
ybart <- ybart/n
ST <- matrix{O, nrow = p, ncol = p)
for(j in l:J)

ST <- ST + (nj.vec[j) * (S.list[[j)) + (ybar.list[[j)) - ybart) %*%
t(ybar.list[[j)) -

ybart) ))
ST <- ST/n
G <- solve(t(gammat))

#
# take care of trivial cases q=O and q=p

triviaal <- F
if (q <= 0) (

mu.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j)
ybart)
lambda.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j)
0)
lamgr.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, gammat, ST)
diag(t(gammat) %*% ST %*% gammat), gammat = gammat, ST ST)
triviaal <- T

# END if (q <= 0)
)

if(q >= p ) (
mu.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, ybar.list)
ybar.list[[j)), ybar.list = ybar.list)
lambda.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, gammat, S.list)
diag(t(gammat) %*% S.list[[j)) %*% gammat), gammat = gammat, S.list
lamgr.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, lambda.list)
lambda.list[[j)), lambda.list = lambda.list)

S.list)

triviaal <- T
# END (q >= p)

)

# -- now case 1 <= q < p
if(!triviaal) (

gammat1 <- gammat[, l:q, drop = F)
gammat2 <- gammat[, (q + 1) :p, drop = F)
lambda.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, gammat1, S.list)
diag(t(gammat1) %*% S.list[[j)) %*% gammat1), gammat1 = gammat1, S.list

S.list)
nu.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, gammat1, ybar.list)
t(gammatl) %*% ybar.list[[j)), gammat1 = gammatl, ybar.list ybar.list)
lambda <- diag(t(gammat2) %*% ST %*% gammat2)
nu <- t(gammat2) %*% ybart
mu.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, G, nu.list, nul
G %*% rbind(nu.list[[j)), nul, G = G, nu.list = nu.list, nu = nul
lamgr.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, lambda.list, lambda)
c(lambda.list[[j)), lambda), lambda.list = lambda.list, lambda = lambda)

# END nie triviaal

# -- compute A's
A.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, nj.vec, S.list, ybar.list, mu.list)
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nj.vec[j) * (S.list[[j)) + (ybar.list[[j)) - mu.list[[j))) %*% t(ybar.list[[j)) -
mu.list[[j)) )), nj.vec = nj.vec, S.list = S.list, ybar.list = ybar.list, mu.1ist =
mu.list)
psi.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, G, lamgr.1ist)
G %*% diag(lamgr.list[[j))) %*% t(G), G = G, 1amgr.1ist = lamgr.list)

return(lambda = lambda.list, A = A.list, mu = mu.list, psi = psi.list)
}

sim2diag <- function (A, B)
(

#
# sim2diag procedure from Flury, Boukai & Flury (1997) for DSM
# replaced by own function based on two sided eigenvalue problem
#

P <- ncol(A)
volgorde <- p:1
swd <- svd(A)
swd$u <- swd$u[, volgorde)
swd$d <- swd$d[volgorde)
A.sqrt <- swd$u %*% diag(swd$dAO.5) %*% t(swd$u)
mat <- solve(A.sqrt) %*% B %*% solve(A.sqrt)
U <- svd(mat)$u
W <- solve(A.sqrt) %*% U
W <- W %*% solve(sqrt(diag(diag(t(W) %*% W))))
return(W)
)
J <- ncol(Y)
nj.vec <- apply(Y, 2, sum)
ybar.1ist <- 1apply(1:J, function(j, Xmat, Y)
apply(Xmat[Y[, j) == 1, l . 2, mean), Xmat = X, Y = Y)
S.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, Xmat, Y, nj.vec}
((nj.vec[j) - l)/nj.vec[j)) * var(Xmat[Y[, j) == 1, )), Xmat
nj.vec)
p <- ncol(X)
n <- sum(nj.vec)

X, Y Y, nj.vec

if(is.null(q))
q <- P
if(is.null(indices.differ))
if(q > 0)

indices.differ <-
if(length(indices.differ)

stop("q not equal

l:q
!= q) if(q > 0)
to indices.differ vector"}

if(is.null(initgam))
initgam <- diag(p)
initgam1 <- NULL
initgam2 <- NULL
if(q > 0)
initgam1 <- initgam[, indices.differ)
if(q < p)
initgam2 <- initgam[, - indices.differ)
initgam <- cbind(initgam1, initgam2)

gammat <- initgam

difgam <- 1
nsweep <- 0
while (difgam > 0.0001)
gammold <- gammat
nsweep <- nsweep + 1

# -- compute lambdas and A-matrices
update.out <- DSM.update.J(nj.vec, ybar.list, S.list, p, q, gammat)
lambda.list <- update.out$lambda
A.list <- update.out$A
mu.list <- update.out$mu
psi.list <- update.out$psi
psi2 <- update.out$psi2

# -- start sweep
h <- 1
while(h < p)

m <- h + 1
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while (m <= p) (
iter <- 1
qdif <- 1
while(qdif> 0.001) (

# -- compute lambdas and A-matrices
update.out <- DSM.update.J(nj.vec, ybar.list, S.list, p, q, gammat)
lambda. list <- update.out$lambda
A.list <- update.out$A
mu.list <- update.out$mu
psi.list <- update.out$psi
psi2 <- update.out$psi2
ybarT <- rep(O, p)
for(j in l:J)

ybarT <- ybarT + nj.vec[j] * ybar.list[[j]]
ybarT <- ybarT/n
ST <- matrix(O, nrow = p, ncol = p)
for(j in l:J)

ST <- ST + (nj.vec[j] * (S.list[[j]] + (ybar.list[[j]] - ybarT) %*% t(
ybar.list[[j]] - ybarT)))

ST <- ST/n
matl <- matrix(O, nrow p, ncol p)
mat2 <- matrix(O, nrow p, ncol p)

# -- case 1: 1 <= h < m <= q
if(m <= q) {

# matl Al / lambdal[h] + A2 / lambda2[h]
# mat2 Al / lambdal[m] + A2 / lambda2[m]

for (j in 1:J) {
matl <- matl + (nj.vec[j]/lambda.list[[j]] [h]) * S.list[[j]]
mat2 <- mat2 + (nj.vec[j]/lambda.list[[j]] [m]) * S.list[[j]]

# END if (m <= q)
)

# -- case 2: 1 <= h <= q < m <= p
if((h<=q) & (m>q)) (

# matl
# mat2

Al / lambdal[h] + A2 /lambda2[h]
Al + A2

for(j in l:J)
matl <- matl + (nj.vec[j]/lambda.list[[j]] [h]) * S.list[[j]]

mat2 <- ST
# ENDif((h<=q) & (m>q))

)

# -- case 3: q < h < m <= p
if (h > q) (

# matl
matl <- ST
mat2 <- diag(p)

# END if (h > q)

Al + A2

bigh <- gammat[, c(h, mIl
tl <- t (bigh) %*% matl %*% bigh
t2 <- t(bigh) %*% mat2 %*% bigh
qrnat <- sim2diag(tl, t2)

qmat[, 1] <- qmat[, l]/sqrt(t(qmat[, 1]) %*% qmat[, 1])
qrnat[, 2] <- qrnat[, 2]/sqrt(t(qmat[, 2]) %*% qrnat[, 2])
if (qma t [1 r 1] < 0)

qmat[, 1] <- -1 * qmat[, 1]
if(qmat[l, 2] < 0)

qrnat[, 2] <- -1 * qmat[, 2]
if(qmat[l, 2] > qmat[l, 1])

qmat <- qmat[, c(2, 1)]
det.qmat <- prod(eigen(qmat)$values)
if(det.qrnat < 0) qrnat[, 2] <- -1 * qmat[, 2]

hq <- bigh %*% qmat
hq[, 1] <- hq[, l]/sqrt(t(hq[, 1]) %*% hq[, 1])
hq ], 2] <- hq[, 2]/sqrt(t(hq[, 2]) %*% hq[, 2])
gammat [, h] <- hq[, 1]
gammat[, m] <- hq[, 2]
iter <- iter + 1
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qdif <- max(abslqmat - diag(2)))
if(iter > 10) {

cat("iter> 10\n", qdif, "\n\n")
qdif <- 0

# END while (qdif > 0.001)
}
m <- m + 1

# END while 1m <= p)
}
h <- h + 1

# END while (h < p)
}

# Gamma = gammat
difgam <- max(abs(gammold - gammat)}
if Insweep > 250) {

cat ("nsweep > 250\n", difgam, "\n\n")
difgam <- 0

# END while (difgam > 0.0001)
}

# compute and return parameter estimates
update.out <- DSM.update.J(nj.vec, ybar.list, S.list, p, q, gammat)
lambda.list <- update.out$lambda
A.list <- update.out$A
mu.list <- update.out$mu
psi.list <- update.out$psi
psi2 <- update.out$psi2
nugr.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, gammat, mu.list)
tlgammat) %*% mu.list[[j]], gammat = gammat, mu.list = mu.list)
lamgr.list <- lapply(l:J, function(j, gammat, psi.list)
diaglt(gammat) %*% psi.list[[j]] %*% gammat), gammat = gammat, psi.list psi.list)

#
# Hypothesis test
#

Gmat <- solve(tlgammat))
gq <- 2 * n * log(det(Gmat %*% t(Gmat))) + n * p
for(j in l:J)
gq <- gq + nj.vec[j] * sum(log(lamgr.list[[j]]))
dq <- q * (p - 1) + P * (p - q) - ((p - q) * (p - q + 1))/2 + 2 * (p - q) + 2 * J * q
g.unconstrained <- n * p
for (j in 1:J)
g.unconstrained <- g.unconstrained + nj.vec[j] *
log(prod(Re(eigen(S.list[[j]])$values)))
d.unconstrained <- J * (p + (p * (p + 1))/2)

return (gammat, nsweep, gq, dq, g.unconstrained, d.unconstrained)

merge. aic: Merging classes and model selection with Ale
function(X, Y)
{
# Merging of classes according to Bozdogan, Sclove & Gupta, 1994

AlC.calc.verskil <- function (X, Y)
{

# calculate AlC for differing mean vectors and covariance matrices
k <- ncol(Y)
if(all(Y[, ncol(Y)] == O}}

k <- k - 1
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X}
n * p * log(2 * pi} + sum(apply(Y, 2, function(groep.vec, Xmat)

(

if(all(groep.vec == 0)) {
return(O}

}

else {
p <- ncol(Xmat}
ng <- sum(groep.vec)
Xg <- scale(Xmat[groep.vec
Ag <- t(xg) %*% xg

1, i . scale F)
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eiew <- svd(Ag)Sd
return(ng * (sum(log(eiew[eiew > 0])) - p * log(ng)))

}

, Xma t = X)) + n * p + 2 * k * P + k * P * (p + 1)

AlC.calc.1S <- function(X, Y)
{

# calculate AlC for differing mean vectors and one covariance matrix
k <- ncol(Y)
if(all(Y[, ncol(Y)] == 0))

k <- k - 1
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
W <- matrix(O, nrow = p, ncol = p)
for(j in l:k) {

Xg <- scale(X[Y[, j] == 1,
W <- W + t(Xg) %*% Xg

], scale F)

eiew <- svd(W)Sd
n * p * 10g(2 * pi) + n * (sum(log(eiew[eiew > 0])) - p * login)) + n * p + 2 * k * P
+ P * (p + 1)
}

AlC.calc.selfde <- function(X)
{

# calculate AlC for one mean vector and one covariance matrix
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
eiew <- svd(t(scale(X, scale = F)) %*% scale(X, scale F) )Sd
n * p * 10g(2 * pi) + n * (sum(log(eiew[eiew > 0])) - p * login)) + n * p + 2 * P + P
* (p + 1)

}
Kombin <- function(r, n, vec)
{

# generate all combinations of size r from n of the elements of vec
if(r <= 0)

NULL
else if(r >= n)

vec[l:n]
else rbind(cbind(vec[l], Recall(r - 1, n - 1, vec[-l] f), Recall(r, n - 1, vec[-l]))

min.AlC.merge <- function (X, Y, groepe
AlC.model)

l:ncol(Y), groep.no = rep(l, ncol(Y)),

Kombin <- function(r, n, vec)
{

# generate all combinations of size r from n of the elements of vec
if(r <= 0)
NULL

else if{r >= n)
vec[l:n]

else rbind(cbind(vec[l] , Recall(r - 1, n - 1, vec[-ll f), Recall(r, n - 1,
vec[-l]))

n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
k <- length (groepe)
mid <- floor(k/2)
min.deel <- NULL
min.AlC <- NULL
forth in l:mid)

deelmat <- Kombin(h, k, l:k)
for(j in l:nrow(deelmat)) {
saam. groepe <- groepe [deelma t [j, ]]
groepe. res <- groepe [ - deelma t [j, ]1
no.vec <- groep.no
no.vec[saam.groepe] <- 0
no.vec[groepe.resl <- -1
no.elemente <- unique (no.vec)
Ymat <- NULL
forti in no.elemente)

if(sum{no.vec == i) > 1) Ymat <- cbind(Ymat, apply(Y[, no.vec
sum)) else Ymat <- cbind(Ymat, Y[, no.vec == ill

AlC.out <- AlC.model(X, Ymat)

i], 1,
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if(is.null(min.AIC) )
min.deel <- nO.vec
min.AIC <- AIC.out

else if(AIC.out < min.AIC)
min.deel <- no.vec
min.AIC <- AIC.out

)

}

nuwe.groep.no <- groep.no
nuwe.max <- max(groep.no) + 1
nuwe.groep.no[min.deel < 0] <- nuwe.max
booml <- matrix(c(min.AIC, nuwe.groep.no), nrow 1)
boom2 <- NULL
boom3 <- NULL
if(sum(min.deel < 0) > 1)

boom2 <- Recall(X, Y, (1:ncol(Y)) [min.deel < 0], nuwe.groep.no, AIC.model)
if(sum(min.deel == 0) > 1)

boom3 <- Recall(X, Y, (1:ncol(Y)) [min.deel == 0], nuwe.groep.no, AIC.model)
boom.verder <- NULL
if( 'is.null(boom2))

forth in 1:nrow(boom2))
if(sum(min.deel == 0) > 1) boom.verder <- rbind(boom.verder, Recall(X, Y,

groepe = (l:ncol(Y)) [min.deel == 0], groep.no = boom2[h, -1],
AIC. model) )
boom2 <- rbind(boom2, boom.verder)
boom.verder <- NULL
if(!is.null(boom3))

forth in 1:nrow(boom3))
if(sum(min.deel < 0) > 1) boom.verder <- rbind(boom.verder, Recall(X, Y, (1:

ncol(Y)) [min.deel < OJ, boom3[h, -lJ, AIC.model))
boom3 <- rbind(boom3, boom.verder)
rbind(booml, boom2, boom3)
}

#
# (i) Identification of best fitting parametric model
#

Ml <- AIC.calc.verskil(X, Y)
cat("AIC : differing mean vectors and covariance matrices for all classes\n", Ml,
"\n\n")
M2 <- AIC.calc.lS(X, Y)
cat("AIC : differing mean vectors but common covariance matrix for all classes\n",
M2, "\n\n")
M3 <- AIC.calc.selfde(X)
cat("AIC : common mean vector and covariance matrix for all classes\n", M3, "\n\n")

#
# (ii) Multisample cluster analysis under the best fitting model
#

if(min(c(Ml, M2, M3)) == Ml)
AIC.model <- AIC.calc.verskil
if(min(c(Ml, M2, M3)) == M2)
AIC.model <- AIC.calc.lS
AIC.merge <- matrix(c(M3, rep(l, ncol(Y))), nrow = 1)
dimnames(AIC.merge) <- list(NULL, c("AIC", dimnames(Y) [[2JJ))
if(min(c(Ml, M2, M3)) == M3)
cat("No difference between classes\n\n")
else AIC.merge <- rbind(AIC.merge, min.AIC.merge(X, Y, AIC.model AIC.model) )

#
# (iii) Variable selection
#

P <- ncol(X)
AIC.vec <- NULL
veranderlikemat <- matrix(NA, nrow 1, ncol p)
forth in l:nrow(AIC.merge}) (
for(j in l:p) {

varmat <- Kombin(j, p, l:p)
if(j == p)
varmat <- matrix (varmat, nrow 1)

no.vec <- AIC.merge[h, -lJ
nO.elemente <- unique(no.vec)
Ymat <- NULL
forti in nO.elemente)
if(sum(no.vec == i) > 1) Ymat <- cbind(Ymat, apply(Y[, nO.vec I l , 1,
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sum)) else Ymat <- cbind(Ymat, Y[, no.vec i))
if(ncol(Ymat) == 1)
Ymat <- cbind(Ymat, 0)

for(k in l:nrow(varmat))
AlC.out <- AlC.model(X[, varmat[k, l . drop F), Ymat)
AlC.vee <- c(AlC.vec, AlC.out)
veranderlikes <- rep(NA, p)
veranderlikes[varmat[k, )) <- varmat[k,
if (h == 1)

veranderlikemat <- rbind(veranderlikemat, veranderlikes)

AlC.vals <- matrix(AlC.vec, ncol = nrow(AlC.merge))
AlC.vals <- cbind(veranderlikemat[-l, ), AlC.vals)
groepering.mat <- ebind(matrix(NA, nrow = ncol(AlC.merge) - 1, ncol p),
t(AlC.merge[, -1)))
AlC.vals <- rbind(groepering.mat, AlC.vals)
kol.name <- repton, neol(AlC.vals))
ry.name <- repton, nrow(AlC.vals))
ry.name[l:nrow(groepering.mat)) <- dimnames(groepering.mat) [[1))
kol.name[l:p) <- dimnames(X) [[2))
dimnames(AlC.vals) <- list(ry.name, kol.name)
return(AlC.merge, AlC.vals)

pc Principal curve
function (X, alpha 0.6, max.it = 25, plot.pc = T)
{

# implementation of Hastie & Stuetzle (1989) algorithm
epsilon <- 0.001
herh <- °
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
Xi <- X
Yi <- matrix(O, nrow = n, neol = p)
lambda.mat <- matrix(O, nrow n, neol p - 1)
row.ordering <- c(l:n)
gem <- apply(Xi, 2, mean)
Xi.centered <- scale(Xi, scale = F)
psi <- t(Xi.eentered) %*% Xi.centered
total.var <- sum(diag(psi))
a <- svd(psi)$u[, 1)
f.lambda <- rep(l, n) %*% t(gem) + Xi.centered %*% a %*% t(a)
D2 <- diag( (f.lambda - Xi) %*% t(f.lambda - Xi))
volgorde <- order(f.lambda[, 1))
f.lambda <- f.lambda[volgorde, )
X <- X [volgorde, )
Xi <- Xi [volgorde,
row. ordering <- row.ordering[volgorde)
11 <- f.lambda[, 1)
lambda <- 11
D2 <- D2[volgorde)
Dsom <- sum(D2)
klaar <- F
li.ster <- rep(O, n)
ff.lambda <- matrix(O, nrow n, ncol p)
afstande <- rep(O, n)
afstande[l) <- °
for(i in 2:n) (
afstande[i) <- afstande[i - 1) + sqrt(sum((f.lambda[i - 1, ) - f.lambda[i, ))A2))
)
dd <- rep(O, n - 1)
li <- rep(O, n - 1)
faktori <- rep(O, n - 1)
PP <- matrix(O, nrow = n - 1, ncol p)
DD2 <- rep(O, n)
faktore <- rep(l, n)

while(!klaar && herh < max.it) {
herh <- herh + 1
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if( (p == 2) && plot.pc)
eqscplot(Xi)

if((p == 2) && plot.pc)
lines (f.lambda)

li.ster[l] <- 0
for(k in 2:n) (

ql <- order(order(c(ll[k], lambda))) [1]
if (ql == 1)
li.ster[k] <- li.ster[k - 1]

else li.ster[k] <- afstande[ql - 1] + faktore[k] * (afstande[ql] -
afstande[ql - 1])

lambda <- li.ster
for(j in l:p) (

ff.lambda[, j] <- fitted(loess(Xi[, j] - lambda, span alpha) )

afstande[l] <- 0
for(i in 2:n) {

afstande[i] <- afstande[i - 1] + sqrt(sum( (ff.lambda[i - 1, ] - ff.lambda[i,
])A2) )

for(i in l:n)
for(k in 1: (n - 1))
b <- ff.lambda[k + 1, ] - ff.lambda[k,
a <- Xi[i, ] - ff.lambda[k,
faktor <- sum(a * b)/sum(b * b)
if(is.na(faktor) )

faktor <- 0
if(faktor < 0)

faktor <- 0
if(faktor > 1)

faktor <- 1
projeksie <- faktor * b + ff.lambda[k,
dd[k] <- sqrt(sum((Xi[i, ] - proj eksi e j r Z} )
PP[k, ] <- projeksie
li[k] <- lambda[k] + faktor * (lambda[k + 1] - lambda[k])
faktori[k] <- faktor

)

kleinste.d <- dd[order(dd) [1]]
kleinste.plek <- dd == kleinste.d
if(sum(kleinste.plek) > 1) {
nie.grootste.lambda <- ! (Ii == max(li[kleinste.plek]))
dd[kleinste.plek & nie.grootste.lambda] <- dd[kleinste.plek &

nie.grootste.lambda] + 1

f.lambda[i, ] <- PP[order(dd) [1],
ll[i] <- li[order(dd) [1]]
faktore[i] <- faktori[order(dd) [1]]
DD2[i] <- dd[order(dd) [1]]A2

volgorde <- order(ll)
11 <- ll[volgorde]
f.lambda <- f.lambda[volgorde,
X <- X[volgorde, ]
Xi <- xi [volgorde,
row. ordering <- row.ordering[volgorde]
Dsom.nuut <- sum(DD2)
if((abs(Dsom - Dsom.nuut)/Dsom) < epsilon)

klaar <- T
Dsom <- Dsom.nuut

if( (p == 2) && plot.pc)
eqscplot(Xi)
lines (f.lambda)
}
li.ster[l] <- 0
for(k in 2:n) (
ql <- order(order(c(ll[k], lambda))) [1]
if(ql == 1)

li.ster[k] <- li.ster[k - 1]
else li.ster[k] <- afstande[ql - 1] + faktore[k] * (afstande[ql] - afstande[ql - 1]).
}

lambda.mat[, 1] <- li.ster[row.ordering]
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Yi <- Yi + f.lambda[row.ordering,
xi <- X[row.ordering, ] - Yi
herh <- herh + 1
if(herh == max.it)
cat("did not converge\n\n")
if(p> 1)
lambda.ordering <- lambda.mat[, 1]
else lambda.ordering <- lambda.mat
lambda.ordering <- as.vector(lambda.ordering)
return(Yi, lambda.ordering, row.ordering)

class.pc Principal curves fitted to classes of observations
function(X, Y, alpha = 0.6, ... )
(

if(nrow(X) ,= nrow(Y))
stop("number of rows of X and Y differ")
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
J <- ncol(Y)
K <- min(p, J - 1)

pcurve.out <- apply(Y, 2, function(x, X.data, alpha, ... )
(

X.data <- X.data[x == 1, 1
return(pc(X.data, alpha, ... ))
}

, X.data = x, alpha = alpha, ... )
return(pcurve.out, X, Y)

biplot.class.pc Discrimination and classification with
principal curves in biplots

function (X, Y, X.new = NULL, dist.metric = "Pythagoras", nearest.dist = "Pythagoras",
dimension = 2, show.biplot = T, show.new = F, show. regions = F, regions.n = 50,
FDA.method = mars. formula, contrast.type = contr.helmert, FDA.contrasts = T, gamma
NULL, peA.class = F, alpha = 0.6, one.colour = F, label = T, Title = NULL, ... )

colours <- c(S, 4, 6, 3, 7, 15, 1, 2, 5, 9, 11, 13, 10, 14, 16, 12)
vorms <- c(l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 16)
markers <- F
unscaled.X <- X
means <- apply(X, 2, mean)
X <- scale(X, scale = F)
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
J <- ncol(Y)
K <- min(p, J - 1)
r <- dimension
if (r > K) {
if(! (dist.metric

r <- K
else r <- p
)

"pythagoras") )

if((dist.metric "DSM") I (dist.metric
q <- ncol(gamma)
K <- min(q, J - 1)
r <- dimension
if(r > q)

r <- q

"DSM. QDA" )) {

if(dist.metric
r <- dimension
if (r > p - 1)

r <- p - 1

"QDA") (

if(is.null(dimnames(X)) )
dimnames(X) <- list(paste(l:n), paste("V", l:p, sep "H))
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if (length (dimnames (X) [[1]]) == 0)
dimnames(X) [[1]] <- paste(1:n)
if (length (dimnames (X) [[2]]) 0) dimnames(X) [[2]] <- paste("V", l:p, sep "")

#
# --- Calculate biplot points Z
#

I <- diag(l, nrow = n, neol n)
one <- rep (1, n)
N <- (one %*% t(one) )!n
DSM.QDA <- F
if(dist.metrie == "DSM.QDA")
unsealed.X <- unsealed.X %*% gamma
means <- apply(unsealed.X, 2, mean)
X <- seale(unsealed.X, scale = F)
P <- neol(X)
dist.metrie <- "QDA"
DSM.QDA <- T
}
if(dist.metrie == "Pythagoras")
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist(unsealed.X)
if(dist.metrie == "Mahalanobis") (
S.W <- t(X) %*% X - t(X) %*% Y %*% solve(t(Y) %*% Y) %*% try) %*% X
S.W.inv <- solve(S.W)
Delta <- Mahalanobis.dist(unsealed.X, S.W.inv)
}

if(dist.metrie == "QDA")
S.T <- t(X) %*% X!n
U.QDA <- matrix(NA, nrow n, neol = p)
Rmat <- lapply(l:J, funetion(x, p)
matrix(NA, nrow = p, neol = p), p = p)
Sj.list <- lapply(l:J, funetion(x, p)
matrix (NA, nrow = p, neol = p), p = p)
Sj.sqrt.list <- lapply(l:J, funetion(x, p)
matrix (NA, nrow = p, neol = p), p = p)
n.vee <- rep(NA, J)
for(j in l:J) (

Xj <- X[Y[, j] == 1,
nj <- nrow(Xj)
Sj <- ((nj - l)!nj) * var(Xj)
Sj.sqrt <- svd(Sj)$u %*% diag(svd(Sj)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(Sj)$u)
Sj.list[[j]] <- Sj
Rmat[[j]] <- solve(Sj.sqrt) %*% S.T %*% solve(Sj.sqrt)
n.vee[j] <- nj

A.hat <- fg(Rmat, n.vee!min(n.vee))$B
Bj.list <- lapply(l:J, funetion(x, p)
matrix(NA, nrow = p, neol = p), p = p)
for(j in l:J) (

Xj <- X[Y[, j] == 1,
n] <- nrow(Xj)
Sj <- ((nj - l)!nj) * var(Xj)
Sj.sqrt <- svd(Sj)$u %*% diag(svd(Sj)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(Sj)$u)
Bj <- solve(Sj.sqrt) %*% A.hat
Bj.list[[j]] <- Bj[, l:r]
U.QDA[Y[, j] == 1, ] <- Xj %*% Bj[, l:r]

Delta <- Pythagoras.dist(U.QDA)
}

if (dist.metrie == "DSM") (
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist(unsealed.X %*% gamma)
}
FDA.method.result <- NULL
if (dist .metrie == "FDA") (
Sl1 <- t (Y) %*% Yin
S12 <- try) %*% X!n
S22 <- t (X) %*% X!n
Sll.sqrt <- svd(Sll)$u %*% diag(svd(Sll)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(Sll)$u)
S22.sqrt <- svd(S22)$u %*% diag(svd(S22)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(S22)$u)

contrast.type.mat <- contrast.type(J, FDA.contrasts)
U <- matrix(O, nrow = n, nco 1 = ncol(contrast.type.mat))
for(i in l:n) (

Uri, ] <- eontrast.type.mat[order(Y[i, ])[ncol(Y)],
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thetaO <- solve(svd(t(U) %*% U/n)$u %*% diag(svd(t(U) %*% U/n)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(t(U)
%*% U/n) $u) )
thetaO.ster <- U %*% thetaO
FDA.method.result <- FDA.method(thetaO.ster - x, ... )
thetaO.ster.hat <- FDA.method.result$fitted
phi <- svd(t(thetaO.ster) %*% thetaO.ster.hat)$u
theta <- thetaO %*% phi
if(ncol(phi) == 1)

delta <- (t(phi) %*% t(thetaO.ster) %*% thetaO.ster.hat %*% phi)/n
else delta <- diag(diag(t(phi) %*% t(thetaO.ster) %*% thetaO.ster.hat %*% phi) )/n
if(ncol(phi) == 1)

delta.sqrt <- deltaAO.5
else delta.sqrt <- svd(delta)$u %*% diag(svd(delta)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(delta)$u)
Idelta <- diag(l, nrow(delta)) - delta
if(ncol(phi) == 1)

dd.sqrt <- IdeltaAO.5
else dd.sqrt <- svd(Idelta)$u %*% diag(svd(Idelta)$dAO.5) %*% t(svd(Idelta)$u)
eta <- thetaO.ster.hat %*% phi %*% solve(delta.sqrt) %*% solve(dd.sqrt)
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist(eta[,l:r])
}
D <- -0.5 * Delta
B <- (I - N) %*% D %*% (I - N)
spectral <- eigen(B, symmetric = TRUE)
spectral$values <- zapsmall(spectral$values)
if(any(spectral$values[ - n] < 0))
stop("negative eiegenvalues: B is not positive semi-definite")
lambda <- diag(spectral$values[ - n])
lambda.diag <- diag(lambda)
lambda.diag.inv <- repro, length (lambda.diag) )
lambda.diag.inv[lambda.diag> 0] <- l/lambda.diag[lambda.diag > 0]
lambda.inv <- diag(lambda.diag.inv)
U <- spectral$vectors [, - n] %*% ((lambda) AO. 5)
Z <- matrix(O, nrow = n, ncol = r)
forti in l:n) (
d <- D [, i]
Z[i, ] <- lambda.inv[l:r, l:r] %*% t(U[, l:r]) %*% (d - (lin) * D %*% one)
}

#
# fit principal curves
#

pcurve.fit <- class.pc(Z, Y, alpha, ... }
pcurves <- sapply(pcurve.fit$pcurve.out, function(x)
return(x$Yi), simplify = F)
volgordes <- sapply(pcurve.fit$pcurve.out, function(x)
return(x$row.ordering) , simplify = F)
for(j in l:J) (
pcurves [[j]] [volgordes [[j 11, 1 <- pcurves [[j]]
pcurves[[j]] <- cbind(pcurves[[j]] [, 1:2], colours[j])
}

if(r == 1)
Z <- cbind(Z, 0)
gem <- t(apply(Y, 2, function(y, Z)
if(sum(y == 1) > 1) apply(Z[y 1,], 2, mean) else Z[y
if(r == 1) Z <- jitter(Z)

1, ], Z Z) )

#
# classification
#

if(is.null(X.new))
X.new <- unscaled.X
X.new <- scale{X.new, means, scale = F)
if(dist.metric == "Pythagoras")
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist.D12(X, X.new)
if(dist.metric == "Mahalanobis")
Delta <- Mahalanobis.dist.D12 (X, X.new, S.W.inv)
if(dist.metric == "QDA") {
if (DSM. QDA)

X.new <- X.new %*% gamma
X2 <- NULL
n.nuut <- nrow(X.new)
for(j in l:J)

X2 <- rbind(X2, X.new %*% Bj.list[[j]])
X.new <- X2
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist.D12(U.QDA, X.new)
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if (dist .metric == "DSM")
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist.D12(X %*% gamma, X.new %*% gamma)
if(dist.metric == "FDA") (
thetaO.ster.hat.nuut <- predict (FDA.method.result, X.new)
eta.nuut <- thetaO.ster.hat.nuut %*% phi %*% solve(delta.sqrt) %*% solve(dd.sqrt)
Delta <- Pythagoras.dist.D12(eta[, l:rJ, eta.nuut[, l:r])
}

012 <- -0.5 * Delta
Z.nuut <- matrix(O, nrow = nrow(X.new), ncol r)
forti in l:nrow(X.new)) (
d <- 012[, i]
Z.nuut[i, ] «- lambda.inv[l:r, l:r] %*% t(U[, l:r]) %*% (d - (l/n) * 0 %*% one)
}

if(r == 1)
Z.nuut <- cbind(Z.nuut, 0)
if(nearest.dist == "Pythagoras")
class <- near.Pythagoras.pcurve(Z.nuut, pcurve.fit)
if(dist.metric == "QDA") (

Z.list <- lapp1y(1:J, function(x, p, n)
matrix(NA, nrow = n, nco1 = p), p p, n n.nuut)
for (j in 1:J) {
Z.list[[j]] <- Z.nuut[l:n.nuut,
Z.nuut <- Z.nuut[ - (l:n.nuut),

}

class <- near.QDA.pcurve(Z.list, gem)
Z.nuut <- Z.list[[l]]
for(j in 2:J)
Z.nuut[class == j, <- Z.list[[j]] [class j,

if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis"} (
S.W.Z <- t(Z) %*% Z - t(Z) %*% Y %*% soLve t t t v ) %*% Y) %*% tty) %*% Z
S.W.Z.inv <- solve(S.W.Z)
class <- near.Mahalanobis.pcurve(Z.nuut, pcurve.fit, S.W.Z.inv)
}

if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis.Sk") (
Sk <- 1apply(1:J, function(j, Z, Y)
var(Z[Y[, j] == 1, ]), Z = Z, Y = Y)
class <- near.Mahalanobis.Sk.pcurve(Z.nuut, pcurve.fit, Sk)
}

if(!is.null(dimnames(Y) [[2]])} class -c- dimnames(Y) [[2]] [class]
#
# If r = 2 draw the bip10t
#

if(r <= 2) if(show.biplot)
#
# Construct Z matrix
# Z consists of 4 columns
#
#
#
#

Z <- cbind(Z,
if(one.colour)
for (j in 1:J)

Z [Y [, j] == 1,
Z <- cbind(Z, 1)
if ('one. colour)
for(j in l:J)

Z [Y [, j] == 1, 4] -c- colours [j]
Z <- rbind(Z, cbind(gem, 15, colours[l:J]))
if(show.new) Z <- rbind(Z, cbind(Z.nuut, 1, 1))

col 1 - x-values for plotting
col 2 - y-va1ues for plotting
col 3 - pch (default = 15)
col 4 - colour (default = 1)
col 5 - cex (default = 0.7)

1)

3] <- vorms[j]

#
# --- colour prediction regions
#

Z2 <- NULL
if(show.regions)
par(pty = "s"}
eqscp1ot(Z[, 1] * 1.2, Z[, 2] * 1.2, xaxt

= "", type = "n")
usr <- par("usr")
xx <- seq(from usr[l], to
yy <- seq(from = usr[3], to

"n", yaxt "n", xlab y1ab

usr[2], length
usr[4], length

regions.n)
regions.n)
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if(nearest.dist == "Pythagoras")
klas.list <- sapply(xx, function(x, y.vec, pcurve.fit, colours)
(

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
ZZ.klas <- near.Pythagoras.pcurve(ZZ, pcurve.fit)
cbind(ZZ, colours[ZZ.klas])

, y.vec = yy, pcurve.fit = pcurve.fit, colours = colours, simplify = F)
if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis")

klas.list <- sapply(xx, function(x, y.vec, pcurve.fit, inv.mat, colours)
(

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
ZZ.klas <- near.Mahalanobis.pcurve(ZZ, pcurve.fit, inv.mat)
cbind(ZZ, colours[ZZ.klas])

y.vec = yy, pcurve.fit = pcurve.fit, inv.mat S.W.Z.inv, colours
colours, simplify = F)

if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis.Sk")
klas.list <- sapply(xx, function(x, y.vec, pcurve, Sk, colours)
(

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
ZZ.klas <- near.Mahalanobis.Sk.pcurve(ZZ, pcurve, SkI
cbind(ZZ, colours[ZZ.klas])

y.vec = yy, pcurve = pcurve, Sk = Sk, colours
Z <- cbind(Z, 0.7)
Z2 <- cbind(unlist(sapply(klas.list, function(x)
return(x[, 1]), simplify = F)), unlist(sapply(klas.list, function(x)
return(x[, 2]), simplify = F)), 15, unlist(sapply(klas.list, function(x)
return(x[, 3] + 7), simplify = F)), 0.3)

)

colours, simplify F)

if(all(Z[, 2] == 0))
Z[, 2] <- jitter(Z[, 2])

punt.name <- dimnames(X) [[1]]
punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(Y) [[2]])
if(show.new)
if(' (is.null(dimnames(X.new))))

if (' (is .null (dimnames (X.new) [[1]])))
if(dist.metric == "QDA")

punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(X.new) [[1]] [l:n.nuut])
else punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(X.new) [[1]])

while (length(punt.name) < nrow(Z)) (
punt.name <- c(punt.name, ""I

}

dimnames(Z) <- list(punt.name, NULL)
Z <- na.omit(Z)
drawbipl(Z, NULL, z.axes.names = dimnames(X) [[2]], ax = NULL, pcurves =

pcurves, label = label, markers = markers, Title = Title, Z2 = Z2)
if (is .null (dimnames (Y) [[2]]))
dimnames (Y) <- list (NULL, paste ("class", 1:J) )

blegend(dimnames(Y) [[2]], colours[l:J])

#
# If r > 2 approximated classification regions are constructed
#

if(r > 2) if(show.biplot)
if(show.regions)

#
# Construct Z matrix
# Z consists of 4 columns
#
#
#
#

col 1 - x-values for plotting
col 2 - y-values for plotting
col 3 - pch (default = 15)
col 4 - colour (default = 1)
col 5 - cex (default = 0.7)

Z <- Z[, 1:2]
Z <- cbind(Z, 1)
if(one.colour)

for (j in 1:J)
Z[Y[, j] == 1,3] <- vorms[j]

Z <- cbind(Z, 1)
if ('one. colour)

for(j in l:J)
Z [Y [, j] == 1, 4] <- colours [j]
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Z <- rbind(Z, cbind(gem[, 1:2], 15, colours[I:J]))
if(show.new) Z <- rbind(Z, cbind(Z.nuut, 1, 1))

#
# --- color prediction regions
#

Z2 <- NULL
if (show. regions)

par(pty = "s")
eqscplot(Z[, 1] * 1.2, Z[, 2] * 1.2, xaxt "n", yaxt "n", xlab

ylab = "", type = lin")
usr <- par("usr")
xx <- seq(from = usr[I], to = usr[2], length
yy <- seq(from = usr[3], to = usr[4], length
if(nearest.dist == "Pythagoras")

klas.list <- sapply(xx, function(x, y.vec, pcurve.fit, colours, r)
{

regions.n)
regions.n)

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
r.min.2 <- r - 2
for(i in l:r.min.2)

ZZ <- cbind(ZZ, 0)
ZZ.klas <- near.Pythagoras.pcurve(ZZ, pcurve.fit)
cbind{ZZ[, 1:2], colours[ZZ.klas])

y.vec = yy, pcurve.fit = pcurve.fit, colours colours, r r,
simplify = F)

if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis")
klas.list <- sapply(xx, function(x, y.vec, pcurve.fit, inv.mat, colours,

r)

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
r.min.2 <- r - 2
for(i in l:r.min.2)

ZZ <- cbind(ZZ, 0)
ZZ.klas <- near.Mahalanobis.pcurve(ZZ, pcurve.fit, inv.mat)
cbind(ZZ[, 1:2], colours[ZZ.klas])

y.vec = yy, pcurve.fit = pcurve.fit, inv.mat S.W.Z.inv, colours
colours, r = r, simplify = F)

if(nearest.dist == "Mahalanobis.Sk")
klas.list <- sapply(xx, function(x, y.vec, pcurve.fit, Sk, colours, r)
{

ZZ <- cbind(x, y.vec)
r.min.2 <- r - 2
for(i in 1:r.min.2)

ZZ <- cbind(ZZ, 0)
ZZ.k1as <- near.Maha1anobis.Sk(ZZ, pcurve.fit, Sk)
cbind(ZZ[, 1:2], co1ours[ZZ.k1as])

y.vec = yy, pcurve.fit = pcurve.fit, Sk
r, simplify = F)

Z <- cbind(Z, 0.7)
z2 <- cbind(unlist(sapply(klas.list, function(x)
return(x[, 1]), simplify = F)), unlist(sapply(klas.list, function(x)
return(x[, 2]), simplify = F)), 15, unlist(sapply(klas.list, function(x)
return(x[, 3] + 7), simplify = F)), 0.3)

Sk, colours colours, r

)
if (all (Z t. 2] == 0))

Z[, 2] <- jitter(Z[, 2])
punt.name <- dimnames(X) [[1]]
punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(Y) [[2]])
if(show.new)

if ( ! (is.null (dimnames (X.new) )))
if (! (is .null (dimnames (X.new) [[1]])))

if(dist.metric == "QDA")
punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(X.new) [[1]] [l:n.nuut])

else punt.name <- c(punt.name, dimnames(X.new) [[1]])
while (length(punt.name) < nrow(Z)) {

punt.name <- c(punt.name, "")

dimnames(Z) <- list (punt.name, NULL)
Z <- na.omit(Z)
drawbipl(Z, NULL, z.axes.names = dimnames(X) [[2]], ax = NULL, pcurves

pcurves, label = label, markers = markers, Title = Title, Z2 = Z2)
if (is .null (dimnames (Y) [[2]]))
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dimnames(Y) <- list(NULL, paste("class", l:J))
blegend(dimnames(Y) [[2JJ, colours[l:JJ)

}
#
# Z now has 2 columns, irrespective of the values of r and dimension
#

if(PCA.class)
pcabipl(unscaled.X.new, indmat(class) , label = label)
return(dimension = r, class, FDA.method.result)

pcabodt ~O(i)tstrapped peA biplot
function(X, B 200, bag.alpha = 0.95, boot. samples NULL, show.bootstrap.replic T,

show.bag = T, label = T, markers = T, Title = NULL)

PCAbiplot.calc <- function (X, teken
(
kleure <- c(8, 4, 6, 3, 7, 15, 1)
unscaled.X <- X
means <- apply(X, 2, mean)
X <- scale(X, scale = F)
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
if(is.null(dimnames(X) ))

dimnames(X) <- list(paste(l:n), paste("V", l:p, sep ""))
if (length (dimnames (X) [[lJJ) == 0)

dimnames(X) [[lJJ <- paste(l:n)
if (length (dimnames (X) [[2JJ) == 0) dimnames(X) [[2JJ <- paste("V", l:p, sep "")

T, label = T, markers T, Title NULL)

#
# --- Calculate biplot points Z
#

Vr <- svd(t(X) %*% X)$u[, 1:2J
eiew <- svd(t(X) %*% X)$d

#
# Construct Z matrix
# Z consists of 4 columns
#
#
#

col 1 - x-values for plotting
col 2 - y-values for plotting
col 3 - pch (default = 15)
col 4 - colour (default = 1)

Z <- X %*% Vr
#
# --- Calculate biplot axes z.axes
#

asse.rye <- l/(diag(Vr %*% t(Vr))) * Vr
z.axes <- lapply(l:p, function(j, unscaled.X, means, asse.rye)

aantal.punte <- 20
std.markers <- pretty(unscaled.X[, jJ)
std.range <- c(min(std.markers), max(std.markers))
std.markers.min <- std.markers - (std.range[2J - std.range[lJ)
std.markers.max <- std.markers + (std.range[2J - std.range[lJ)
std.markers <- c(std.markers, std.markers.min, std.markers.max)
interval <- std.markers - means[jJ
axis.vals <- seq(from = min(interval), to = max (interval) , length

aantal.punte)
axis.vals <- sort(unique(c(axis.vals, interval)))
aantal.punte <- length(axis.vals)

#
# Construct z.axes[ [jJJ matrix and add to list
# z.axes[[jJJ consists of 4 columns col 1 - x-values of axis
# col 2 - y-values of axis
# col 3 - value for variable j
# col 4 - 0 = no marker; 1 = marker

as.punte <- matrix(O, nrow aantal.punte, ncol = 4)
as.punte[, 1J <- axis.vals * asse.rye[j, lJ
as.punte[, 2] <- axis.vals * asse.rye[j, 2J
as.punte[, 3J <- axis.vals + means[jJ
as.punte[, 4J <- 0
for(i in l:aantal.punte)
if(any(abs(as.punte[i, 3J - std.markers) < 1e-010)) as.punte[i, 4] <- 1

return(as.punte)
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, unscaled.X = unscaled.X, means = means, asse.rye = asse.rye)
if(teken)

drawbipl(Z, z.axes, z.axes.names = dimnames(X) [[2]], ax (l:p), label,
markers, Title)

return(Z, z.axes, Imat = Vr, Pmat = diag(l/diag(Vr %*% t(Vr))) %*% Vr, G = means,
eiew)

n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
kleur <- c(ll, 9, 10, 14, 15, 12, 13, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 6, 1, 11, 9, 10, 14, 15, 12,
13, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,8, 6, 1)

B.out <- PCAbiplot.calc(X, teken F)
Zobs <- B.out$Z
z.axes <- B.out$z.axes
Vr <- B.out$Imat
G <- B.out$G
verleng.asse <- 1
if(is.null(dimnames(X)))
dimnames(X) <- list(paste(l:n), paste ("V", l:p, sep ""))
if (length (dimnames (X) [[1]]) == 0)
dimnames(X) [[1]] <- paste(l:n)
if(length(dimnames(X) [[2]]) == 0) dimnames(X) [[2]] <- paste("V", l:p, sep = "")

Bootmat <- matrix(sample(l:n, replace = T, size = n * B), nrow = n, ncol = B)
boot.out <- apply (Bootmat, 2, function (x, datamat, bistip, Z.Iasse, means)
(
B.boot.out <- bistip(datamat[x,
Vr <- B.boot.out$Imat
Zb <- scale(scale(scale(datamat, B.boot.out$G, F) %*% Vr %*% t(Vr), -1 *
B.boot.out$G, F),

means, F) %*% Z.Iasse
asse.mat <- scale(scale(B.boot.out$Pmat %*% t(Vr), -1 * B.boot.out$G, F), means, F)

], teken = F)

%*% Z.Iasse
return(data.frame(rbind(Zb, asse.mat)))
}
, datamat = X, bistip = PCAbiplot.calc, Z.Iasse Vr, means G)

#
# Construct Z matrix
# Z consists of 4 columns
#
#
#
#

col 1 - x-values for plotting
col 2 - y-values for plotting
col 3 - pch (default = 15)
col 4 - colour (default = 1)
col 5 - 0 no alpha region; 1 alpha region

if(ncol(Zobs) == 2)
Zobs <- cbind(Zobs, 15)
if(ncol(Zobs) == 3)
Zobs <- cbind(Zobs, 6)
Zobs <- cbind(Zobs, 0, 0)
dimnames(Zobs) <- list (dimnames (X) [[1]], NULL)
Zobs.only <- Zobs

#
# boostrap of sample points

if(!is.null(boot.samples))
forti in boot.samples) (

cat("Bootstrap vir punt ", i, "\n")
boot.punte <- sapply(boot.out, function(x, ry)
unlist(x[ry, ]), ry=i)
j <- (1:length (boot. samples) ) [boot. samples == i]
Zmat <- cbind(t(boot.punte), 1)
Zmat <- cbind(Zmat, kleur[j])
Zmat <- cbind(Zmat, 1, i)
Zobs <- rbind(Zobs, Zmat)

if(show.bootstrap.replic)
drawbipl(Zobs[, 1:4], z.axes, z.axes.names = dimnames(X) [[2]], ax = (l:p), label =
label, markers = markers, Title = Title)
else drawbipl(zobs.only[, 1:4], z.axes, z.axes.names = dimnames(X) [[2]], ax = (l:p),
label = label, markers markers, Title = Title)
if(show.bag)
if(sum(Zobs[, 5] == 1) > 0)
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Zobs2 <- Zobs[Zobs[, 5] == 1,
for(i in boot.samples) {
cat("bootstrap region for sample point ", i, "\n")
groep.data <- Zobs2[Zobs2[, 6] == i, 1:2]
write(t(groep.data) , file = "bootdat.txt", ncol = 2)
write(nrow(groep.data) , file = "bagn.txt")

# change path as necessary
if(bag.alpha == 0.95)

wln3("c:\\PhD\\splus\\Bootstrap\\ Data\\bag95b")
if(bag.alpha == 0.9)

wln3("c:\\PhD\\splus\\Bootstrap\\ Data\\bag90b")
if((bag.alpha == 0.95) I (bag.alpha == 0.9)) {

x.vec <- scan("c:\\PhD\\splus\\Tesis\\DKIntpx.DAT")
y.vec <- scan("c:\\PhD\\splus\\Tesis\\DKIntpy.DAT")
nie.nul<- !((x.vec==O) & (y.vec==O))
polygon(x.vec[nie.nul], y.vec[nie.nul], density = 0, col 8)

)
)

fit.quality <- (B.out$eiew[l] + B.out$eiew[2])/sum(B.out$eiew)
fit.adequacy <- diag(Vr %*% t(Vr))
names (fit.adequacy) <- dimnames(X) [[2]]
return(quality = fit.quality, adequacy = fit.adequacy)

cvaboot Bootstrapped eVA biplot
function(X, Y, B = 50, bag.alpha = 0.95, boot.samples = NULL, show.bootstrap.replic T,

show.bag T, label = T, markers = T, Title = NULL)

CVAbiplot.calc <- function (X, Y, teken = F)
{

unscaled.X <- X
means <- apply(X, 2, mean)
X <- scale(X, scale = F)
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
J <- ncol(Y)
K <- min(p, J - 1)

Sl1 <- t (Y) %*% Yin
S12 <- t (Y) %*% X/n
S22 <- t(X) %*% X/n
Sll.sqrt <- svd(Sl1)$u %*% diag(svd(Sll)$d~0.5) %*% t(svd(Sll)$u)
S22.sqrt <- svd(S22)$u %*% diag(svd(S22)$d~0.5) %*% t(svd(S22)$u)

S.B <- t(S12) %*% solve(Sll) %*% S12
s.w <- S22 - S.B
W.sqrt <- svd(S.W)$u %*% diag(svd(S.W)$d~0.5) %*% t(svd(S.W)$u)
B <- solve(W.sqrt) %*% svd(solve(W.sqrt) %*% S.B %*% solve(W.sqrt))$u
MM <- solve (Sll) %*% S12
Z c - MM %*% B[, 1:2]
Z c- X %*% B[, 1:2]
Brr <- solve(B) [1:2,
asse.rye <- solve(diag(diag(t(Brr) %*% Brr))) %*% t(Brr)
z.axes <- lapp1y(1:p, function(j, unscaled.X, means, asse.rye)

aantal.punte <- 20
std.markers <- pretty(unscaled.X[, j])
std.range <- c(min(std.markers), max(std.markers))
std.markers.min <- std.markers - (std.range[2] - std.range[l])
std.markers.max <- std.markers + (std.range[2] - std.range[l])
std.markers <- c(std.markers, std.markers.min, std.markers.max)
interval <- std.markers - means[j]
axis.vals <- seq(from = min (interval) , to = max (interval) , length

aantal.punte)
axis.vals <- sort(unique(c(axis.vals, interval)))
aantal.punte <- length(axis.vals)

#
# Construct z.axes[[j]] matrix and add to list
# z.axes[[j]] consists of 4 columns coil - x-values of axis
# col 2 - y-values of axis
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#
#

col 3 - value for variable j
col 4 - 0 = no marker; 1 = marker

as.punte <- matrix(O, nrow aantal.punte, ncol = 4)
as.punte[, 1] <- axis.vals * asse.rye[j, 1]
as.punte[, 2] <- axis.vals * asse.rye[j, 2]
as.punte[, 3] <- axis.vals + means[j]
as.punte[, 4] <- 0
for(i in l:aantal.punte)
if(any(as.punte[i, 3] == std.markers)) as.punte[i, 4] <- 1

return(as.punte)

unscaled.X = unscaled.X, means
if(teken)

Teken.Biplot(Z, z.axes)
lambda.vec <- svd(solve(W.sqrt) %*% S.B %*% solve(W.sqrt) )$d
lambda.vec <- zapsmall(lambda.vec)
return(Z, z.axes, Imat = B, Pmat = diag(1/diag(t(solve(B) [1:2, ]) %*% solve(B) [1:2,
])) %*% t(solve(B)[1:2, ]), G=means, class.mat=MM, lambda.vec)
)

means, asse.rye asse.rye)

n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
J <- ncol(Y)
groep.kleur <- c(8, 4, 6, 3, 7, 15, 1)
kleur <- c(ll, 9, 10, 14, 15, 12, 13, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 6, 1, 11, 9, 10, 14, 15, 12,
13, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,8, 6, 1)

B.out <- CVAbiplot.calc(X, Y, teken F)
Zobs <- B.outSz
z.axes <- B.out$z.axes
Br <- B.out$Imat[, 1:2]
Brr <- solve(B.out$Imat) [1:2,
G <- B.outSG
if(is.null(boot.samples) )
class.mat <- B.out$class.mat
else class.mat <- scale(X, G, F)
verleng.asse <- 1

Bootmat <- matrix(sample(l:n, replace = T, size = n * B), nrow = n, ncol = B)
boot.out <- apply (Bootmat, 2, function(x, datamat, groep.mat, gem.mat, bistip,
Z.Iasse, means)
(
B.boot.out <- bistip(datamat[x, L groep.mat[x, L teken F)
Br <- B.boot.out$Imat[, 1:2]
Brr <- solve (B.boot.out$Imat) [1:2,
Zb <- scale(scale(scale(gem.mat, B.boot.out$G, F) %*% Br %*% Brr, -1 * B.boot.out$G,
F), means,F) %*% Z.Iasse
asse.mat <- scale(scale(B.boot.out$Pmat %*% Brr, -1 * B.boot.out$G, F), means, F) %*%
Z.Iasse
return(data.frame(rbind(Zb, asse.mat)))
}
, datamat = X, groep.mat = Y, gem.mat
CVAbiplot.calc, Z.Iasse = Br, means =

scale(class.mat,
G)

-1 * G, F), bistip

#
# Construct Z matrix
# Z consists of 4 columns
#
#
#
#

col 1 - x-values for plotting
col 2 - y-values for plotting
col 3 - pch (default = 15)
col 4 - colour (default = 1)
col 6 - 0 no alpha region; 1 alpha region

if(ncol(Zobs) == 2)
Zobs <- cbind(Zobs, 1)
if(ncol(Zobs) == 3)
Zobs <- cbind(Zobs, 6)
for(j in l:J)
Zobs[Y[, j] == 1,4] <- groep.kleur[j]
Zobs <- rbind(Zobs, cbind(B.out$class.mat %*% Br, 15, groep.kleur[l:J]))
zobs <- cbind(Zobs, 0.7)
Zobs <- cbind(Zobs, 0)
dimnames(Zobs) <- list (dimnames (X) [[1]], NULL)
Zobs.only <- Zobs

# boostrap of sample points
if(!is.null(boot.samples))
for (i in boot. samples) (
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cat ("Bootstrap vir punt ", i, "\n")
boot.punte <- sapply(boot.out, funetion(x, ry)
unlist(x[ry, J), ry; i)
j <- (l:length(boot.samples)) [boot.samples ;; .i ]
Zmat <- ebind(t(boot.punte), 1)
Zmat <- ebind(Zmat, kleur[jJ)
Zmat <- ebind(Zmat, i)
zobs <- rbind(Zobs, Zmat)

else
for (i in 1:J)

eat("Bootstrap for class mean", i, "\n")
boot.punte <- sapp1y(boot.out, funetion(x, ry)
unlist(x[ry, J), ry;i)
j <- (l:length(boot.samples)) [boot.samples ;; .i )
Zmat <- ebind(t(boot.punte), 1)
Zmat <- ebind(Zmat, kleur[iJ)
Zmat <- ebind(Zmat, i)
zobs <- rbind(Zobs, Zmat)

if(show.bootstrap.replie)
drawbipl(Zobs[, 1:4J, z.axes, z.axes.names ; dimnames(X) [[2JJ, ax ; (l:p), label;
label, markers; markers, Title; Title)
else drawbipl(Zobs.only[, 1:4J, z.axes, z.axes.names ; dimnames(X) [[2JJ, ax ; (l:p),
label; label, markers markers, Title; Title)
if(show.bag)
if(sum(Zobs[, 5J ;; 1) > 0) (

Zobs2 <- Zobs[Zobs[, 3J 1,
if(is.null(boot.samples))
for (i in 1:J) {

eat("bootstrap region for sample mean ", i, "\n")
groep.data <- Zobs2[Zobs2[, 5J ;; i, 1:2J
write(t(groep.data) , file; "bootdat.txt", neol; 2)
write (nrow(groep.data) , file; "bagn.txt")

# change path as necessary
if(bag.alpha ;; 0.95)

win3("e:\\PhD\\splus\\Bootstrap\\ Data\\bag95b")
if(bag.alpha ;; 0.9)

wln3("e:\\PhD\\splus\\Bootstrap\\ Data\\bag90b")
if( (bag.alpha ;; 0.95) I (baq c aLpha o=> 0.9)) (

x.vee <- sean("e:\\PhD\\splus\\Tesis\\DKlntpx.DAT")
y.vee <- sean("e:\\PhD\\splus\\Tesis\\DKlntpy.DAT")
nie.nul <- !((x.vee ;; 0) & (y.vee ;; 0))
polygon(x.vee[nie.nulJ, y.vee[nie.nulJ, density; 0, col 8)

else for(i in boot.samples) {
eat("bootstrap region for sample point ", i, "\n")
groep.data <- Zobs2[Zobs2[, 5J ;; i, 1:2J
write(t(groep.data) , file; "bootdat.txt", neol; 2)
write (nrow(groep.data) , file; "bagn.txt")
if(bag.alpha ;; 0.95)

win3("e:\\PhD\\splus\\Bootstrap\\_Data\\bag95b")
if(bag.alpha ;; 0.9)

win3("e:\\PhD\\splus\\Bootstrap\\_Data\\bag90b")
if((bag.alpha ;; 0.95) I (bag.alpha;; 0.9)) {

x.vee <- sean("e:\\PhD\\splus\\Tesis\\DKlntpx.DAT")
y.vee <- sean("e:\\PhD\\splus\\Tesis\\DKlntpy.DAT")
nie.nul<- !((x.vee;;O) & (y.vee;;O))
polygon(x.vee[nie.nulJ, y.vee[nie.nulJ, density; 0, col 8)

}
blegend (dimnames (Y) [[2J J, groep. kleur [1:JJ)
Br <- B.out$Imat[, 1:2J
lambda.vee <- B.out$lambda.vee
fit.quality <- (2 + sum(lambda.vee[1:2J))/(K + sum(lambda.vee))
diserim.quality <- sum(lambda.vee[1:2J)/sum(lambda.vee)
adequaey.p <- diag(Br %*% t(Br))/diag(B %*% t(B))
names (adequaey.p) <- dimnames(X) [[2JJ
return(quality; fit.qua1ity, diserim.quality, adequacy adequaey.p)
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pcabiplr Robust>PCA biplot
function(X, a = 1, psi.func = psi, label = T, markers
(
# implementation of algorithm of Choi & Huh (1996)

psi <- function(x, a)
(

T, Title NULL, ... )

if (x > a) (

out <- a

else
if(x < ( - a) )
out <- - a

}

else
out <- x

return(out)
}

Choi <- function(X, a = 2, psil
(
psi <- function(x, a)

psi, ... )

if(x > a)
out <- a

else
if(x< -a))

out <- - a

else (
out <- X

)
}

return(out)

n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
X.sentr <- scale(X, scale = F)
V <- svd(t(X.sentr) %*% X.sentr)$u[, 1:2)
klaar <- F
epsilon <- 0.001
while ( ! klaar) (

X.hat <- X.sentr %*% V %*% t(V)
diff <- X.sentr - X.hat
s <- median(diag(diff %*% t(diff)))/O.6745
w <- apply(diff, 1, function(x, s, a, psil)

Y <- sqrt(sum(x * x))/s
psil(y, ally

}

, 5 = Sf a = a,
TT <- rep(O, p)
for(j in l:p) (
TT[j) <- sum(w

}

psil psil)

* Xl, j))/sum(w)

X.sentr <- X - matrix(l, nrow = n, ncol = 1) %*% matrix(TT, nrow = 1)
V.nuut <- svd(t(X.sentr) %*% diag(w) %*% X.sentr)$u[, 1:2)
pas <- sum(svd(t(X.sentr) %*% diag(w) %*% X.sentr)$d[1:2) )/sum(svd(t(X.sentr)

%*% diag(w) %*% X.sentr)$d)
eiew <- svd(t(X.sentr) %*% diag(w) %*% X.sentr)$d
if(max(V - V.nuut) < epsilon)
klaar <- T

V <- V.nuut

adeq <- diag(V.nuut[, 1:2) %*% t(V.nuut[, 1:2)))
V.vol <- svd(t(X.sentr) %*% diag(w) %*% X.sentr)$u
return(V, w, X.sentr, TT, pas, eiew, adeq, V.vol)
}
out <- Choi (X, a, psi. func, ... )
gem <- out$TT
Xc <- out$x.sentr
V2 <- out$V
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P <- ncol(X)
#
# Construct Z matrix
# Z consists of 4 columns col
# col
# col
jl col

Z <- Xc %*% V2

1 - x-values for plotting
2 - y-values for plotting
3 - pch (default = 15)

- colour (default = 1)

#
# --- Calculate biplot axes z.axes
#

asse.rye <- 1/(diag(V2 %*% t(V2))) * v2
z.axes <- lapply(l:p, function(j, unscaled.X, means, asse.rye)
(
aantal.punte <- 20
std.markers <- pretty(unscaled.X[, j])
std.range <- c(min(std.markers), max(std.markers))
std.markers.min <- std.markers - (std.range[2] - std.range[I])
std.markers.max <- std.markers + (std.range[2] - std.range[IJ)
std.markers <- c(std.markers, std.markers.min, std.markers.max)
interval <- std.markers - means[j]
axis.vals <- seq(from = min(interval) , to = max(interval) , length
axis.vals <- sort(unique(c(axis.vals, interval)))
aantal.punte <- length(axis.vals)

aantal.punte)

#
# Construct z.axes[[j]] matrix and add
# z.axes[[j]] consists of 4 columns
#
#
# - 0 = no marker;

as.punte <- matrix(O, nrow aantal.punte, ncol = 4)
as.punte[, IJ <- axis.vals * asse.rye[j, 1]
as.punte[, 2] <- axis.vals * asse.rye[j, 2]
as.punte[, 3] <- axis.vals + means[j]
as.punte[, 4] <- 0
forti in l:aantal.punte)

if(any(as.punte[i, 3]
return(as.punte)
)

to list
col 1
col 2
col 3
col 4

- x-values of axis j
- y-values of axis j
- value for variable

1 = marker

std.markers)) as.punte[i, 4] <- 1

, unscaled.X = X, means = gem, asse.rye = asse.rye)
drawbipl(Z, z.axes, z.axes.names = dirnnames(X) [[2]], ax
markers = markers, Title)
fit.adequacy <- diag(V2 %*% t(V2))
return(quality = out$pas, adequacy fit.adequacy)

(l:p), label label,

cvabiplr Robust eVA biplot
function (X, Y, X.new = NULL, classify = F, bl

Ti tle = NULL)
(
# implementation of algorithm of Campbell (1982)

w.func <- function (vee, p, bl, b2)
(
sapply(vec, function(x, p, bl, b2)

(

2.25, b2 1.25, label T, markers T,

dO <- (sqrt (2 * p - 1) + bl) /sqrt (2)
if(x <= dO)
return(x)

else return(dO * exp(-0.5 * (x - dO/b2)A2))

, p = p, bl = bl, b2 b2)
)
kleure <- c(8, 4, 6, 3, 7, 15, 1)
n <- nrow(X)
p <- ncol(X)
J <- ncol(Y)
K <- min(p, J - 1)
r <- 2
if(is.null(dirnnames(X)))
dirnnames(X) <- list(paste(l:n), paste("V", l:p, sep ""))
if (length (dirnnames (X) [[1]]) == 0)
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dimnames(X) [[1]] <- paste(l:n)
if (length (dimnames (X) [[2]]) ~~ 0)
dimnames(X) [[2]] <- paste ("V", l:p, sep "")
w.vec <- rep(l, n)
w.mat <- NULL
klaar <- F
epsilon <- 0.0001
herh.teller <- 0
eerste <- T
if (I (is .null (X.new)))
classify <- T
Xgem.mat <- matrix(NA, nrow ~ J, ncol p)
while ( I klaar) (
herh.teller <- herh.teller + 1
w.mat <- cbind(w.mat, w.vec)
for (j in 1:J)

Xgem.mat[j, ] <- w.vec[Y[, j]
1] )

1] %*% X[Y[, j] 1, ]/sum(w.vec[Y[, j]

Xgem.T <- (apply(Y, 2, function(x, w)
sum(w[x ~~ 1]), w ~ w.vec) %*% Xgem.mat)/sum(w.vec)
gem.mat <- t(apply(Y, 1, function(x, Xgem.mat)
Xgem.mat[x ~~ 1, ], Xgem.mat ~ Xgem.mat))
A.W <- t(X - gem.mat) %*% diag(w.vec~2) %*% (X - gem.mat)
A.B <- t(scale(Xgem.mat, Xgem.T, scale ~ F)) %*% diag(apply(Y, 2, function(x, w)
sum(w[x ~~ 1]), w ~ w.vec)) %*% scale (Xgem.mat, Xgem.T, scale ~ F)
S.W <- A.W/(sum(w.vec~2) - J)
S.W.sqrt <- svd(S.W)$u %*% diag(svd(S.W)$d~0.5) %*% t(svd(S.W)$u)
B <- solve(S.W.sqrt) %*% svd(solve(S.W.sqrt) %*% A.B %*% solve(S.W.sqrt))$u[, l:r]
B.vol <- solve(S.W.sqrt) %*% svd(solve(S.W.sqrt) %*% A.B %*% solve(S.W.sqrt))$u
lambda <- diag(svd(solve(S.W.sqrt) %*% A.B %*% solve(S.W.sqrt) )$d[l:r])
S <- (A.W + A.B)/sum(w.vec) - ((sum(w.vec~2) - J)/sum(w.vec)~2) * A.B %*% B %*%
solve (lambda) %*% t (B) %*% A.B
mu.mat <- matrix(l, ncol ~ 1, nrow ~ J) %*% Xgem.T + (Xgem.mat - matrix(l, ncol 1,
nrow ~ J) %*% Xgem. T) %*% B %*% t (B) %*% S.W
mu.gem.mat <- t(apply(Y, 1, function (x, mu.mat)
mu.mat[x ~~ 1, ], mu.mat ~ mu.mat))
S.inv <- svd(S)$u %*% diag(l/svd(S)$d) %*% t(svd(S)$u)
d.vec <- diag(sqrt((X - mu.gem.mat) %*% S.inv %*% t(X - mu.gem.mat)))
w.vec <- w.func(d.vec, p, b1, b2)/d.vec
if (eerste) (

B.old <- B
eerste <- F

else
if(max(abs(B.old - B)) < epsilon)
klaar <- T

B.old <- B

if(herh.teller > 99)
klaar <- T

S.W.sqrt <- S.W.sqrt * sqrt( (n - J)/n)
S.B <- A.B/n
B <- solve(S.W.sqrt) %*% svd(solve(S.W.sqrt) %*% S.B %*% solve(S.W.sqrt))$u[, l:r]
B.vol <- solve(S.W.sqrt) %*% svd(solve(S.W.sqrt) %*% S.B %*% solve(S.W.sqrt))$u
unscaled.X <- X
X <- scale(X, Xgem.T, scale ~ F)
gem.mat <- solve(t(Y) %*% Y) %*% t(Y) %*% X
CVA.gem <- gem.mat %*% B[, 1:2]
Z <- X %*% B[, 1:2]
Z <- cbind (Z, 1)
Z <- cbind(Z, kleure[apply(Y, 1, function(x, J)
order(x) [J], J ~ J)])
Z <- rbind(Z, cbind(CVA.gem, rep(15, J), k1eure[1:J]))
dimnames(Z) <- list(c(dimnames(X) [[1]], dimnames(Y) [[2]]), NULL)

#
# --- Calculate prediction CVA biplot axes z.axes
#

Brr <- solve(B.vol) [1:2,
asse.rye <- solve(diag(diag(t(Brr) %*% Brr))) %*% t(Brr)
z.axes <- lapply(l:p, function(j, unscaled.X, means, asse.rye)
(
aantal.punte <- 20
std.markers <- pretty(unscaled.X[, j])
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std.range <- c(min(std.markers), max(std.markers))
std.markers.min <- std.markers - (std.range[2] - std.range[l])
std.markers.max <- std.markers + (std.range[2] - std.range[l])
std.markers <- c(std.markers, std.markers.min, std.markers.max)
interval <- std.markers - means[j]
axis.vals <- seq(from = min(interval) , to = max (interval) , length
axis.vals <- sort(unique(c(axis.vals, interval)))
aantal.punte <- length(axis.vals)

aantal.punte)

#
# Construct z.axes[[j]] matrix and add
# z.axes[[j]] consists of 4 columns
#
#
# - 0 = no marker;

as.punte <- matrix(O, nrow aantal.punte, ncol = 4)
as.punte[, 1] <- axis.vals * asse.rye[j, 1]
as.punte[, 2] <- axis.vals * asse.rye[j, 2]
as.punte[, 3] <- axis.vals + means[j]
as. punte [, 4] <- 0
forti in l:aantal.punte)

if(any(as.punte[i, 3]
return(as.punte)
}

to list
col 1
col 2
col 3
col 4

- x-values of axis j
- y-values of axis j
- value for variable

1 = marker

std.markers)) as.punte[i, 4] <- 1

, unscaled.X = unscaled.X, means
drawbipl(Z, z.axes, z.axes.names
markers = markers,
Title = Title)
if (classify) {
if(is.null(X.new) )

X.new <- unscaled.X
X.new <- scale(X.new, Xgem.T, scale = F)
Z.nuut <- X.new %*% B[, 1:2]
class <- Naaste.Pythagoras(Z.nuut, CVA.gem)
}

Xgem.T, asse.rye = asse.rye)
dimnames(X) [[2]L ax = (l:p), label label,

else class <- NULL
Br <- B[, 1:2]
if (! (is .null (X.new)))
Z.new <- scale(X.new, means, scale
points(Z.new)
}

blegend (dimnames (Y) [ [2]], kleure [1: J] )
Br <- B[, 1:2]
lambda.vec <- svd(solve(S.W.sqrt) %*% S.B %*% solve(S.W.sqrt) )$d
lambda.vec <- zapsmall(lambda.vec)
fit.quality <- (2 + sum(lambda.vec[1:2]))/(K + sum(lambda.vec))
adequacy.p <- diag(Br %*% t(Br) )/diag(B %*% t(B))
names (adequacy.p) <- dimnames(X) [[2]]
return(quality = fit.quality, adequacy = adequacy.p, class)

F) %*% Br
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